ATPO: Outliner History

About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Outliner History
For a while there, I felt deprived. Yes, Mac OS X is the future,
but we sure went through a hard patch until the core
applications were brought over the fence. Lost in the shuffle
were some dearly loved power tools: Nisus Writer1,
OneClick2, and IdeaKeeper3. But there’s fresh light in the
homeland as a new generation of power tools is appearing.
Many of us are taking advantage of this shift to improve our
way of working. Almost certainly in this shift, outlining is
bound to play a role in whatever world you build for yourself
in your Mac. This new column will track what’s happening in
outlining and provide some useful perspectives beyond the
average “review.”
This month, we give an overview of outlining. In future
columns, we’ll drill down into different features, use patterns,
philosophies, and specific tools.

with the “physics” of an application and where you want it to
get out of your way to let you fly. So I ended up looking at
outliner basics.
No one element of the desktop experience is more central
to this sort of examination than outlining. Even if you do not
think of yourself as an outliner now, stick with us. We will
explore the various ways of working with structure, and even
if you don’t adopt any of these products, you’ll be more
knowledgeable, comfortable, and self-aware in your Mac
environment.
Outlining is bred in the blood of Mac users. The Finder has
an outliner. Nearly every mail client employs an outliner, as
do many word processors and Web development tools.
Outlining is a way of adding value; it provides
structure—structure that can be used for finding, navigating,
relating, and presenting information. Other than gaming, the
use of computers involves:
1. getting stuff (either from your mind or from others’),
2. adding value to it somehow, and
3. presenting it, often to others.
This is pretty much true whether we are talking about e-mail,
iTunes, to-do lists, or reports. We’ll focus mostly on number
2, which is why most of us have and use computers.

Macs and Outlining
The Mac community has always had more innovative
software than their Windows counterparts. Perhaps it is the
nature of the community. Possibly it is because every Mac
user is a niche customer already, and therefore more
interested in niche software. This interest in innovation has
often involved the outlining paradigm, sometimes as
standalone applications but often embedded in other
applications.
I am as lazy as the next guy, and generally don’t revert to
basic philosophy in evaluating applications. The trigger for
my most recent self-examination was the appearance of
Circus Ponies NoteBook4 and its sibling AquaMinds
NoteTaker5.
These are quintessential Mac applications: very attractive,
powerful—but easy to begin using immediately. They exploit
a familiar metaphor, the spiral notebook, and both have a
whimsical presentation as companies. The first question for
someone like me is whether to adopt it—a heavy
commitment for a user, quite independent of cost. A large
part of each person’s creative self inhabits the artificial world
they create in their Macs. The whole idea of “thinking
different”—at least in Ted’s mind—is to understand what
sort of a world you’d like that to be, where you’d be simpatico
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A Very Brief History of Outlining
Like most techniques in desktop computing, outlining has a
precomputing, document-oriented heritage. Hard as it may
be to believe for many today, outlining was taught in public
schools as fundamental to writing, which in those
days—because of the outlining task—was called
“composition.” Outlining in that sense meant collecting
thoughts on 3 by 5 inch note cards and then arranging the
cards in a manner that composed a coherent thread.
The first Presidential Science Advisor, president of MIT,
and creator of the National Science Foundation, Vannevar
Bush, gave a series of talks in the late 40s on the future of
information. He suggested a vision called Memex6 (1945),
which still today is remarkable, anticipating the Web but
going well beyond its current simple functionality. Memex
was heavily based on the card (or note) metaphor, and was in
a way a global outliner according to the school definition.

http://www.nisus.com/NisusWriter/
http://www.westcodesoft.com
http://www.plumisland.com/ideakeeper/index.html
http://www.circusponies.com
http://www.aquaminds.com
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The desktop outliner was first productized3 by Dave Winer
on the Apple II and then the Mac. He was followed closely by
David Dunham—also on the Mac. Their respective products
(MORE4 and Acta5) are available today for free and still
(amazingly) run under Classic. These were “straight”
outliners, intended for ideas, notes, and lists to be primarily
entered by typing and then rearranged and managed. MORE
has a rudimentary presentation mode. Both of these products
were abandoned as supported commercial products when the
outlining paradigm was incorporated into other products,
notably word processors, presentation applications, and
personal information managers.
The modern outliner—at least in this context—generally
maintains the notion of many “notes” whose titles are
arranged in an indented tree structure. Although the Mac is a
miniscule percentage of the market, it is still the place to be
for outliner development. That may be because of the touted
superiority of the development environments. It could be a
matter of a sticky legacy. But it is more likely—as we already
mentioned—that it is the superior character of the user base;
they are more likely to be people who chose their computers,
use them at home, and use them in creative and experimental
ways.

Later at MIT, new generations of programming languages
were being developed, most notably Lisp (which is still with
us). Text editing with computers was in those days a matter of
program coding, and the community by 1970 had developed
Lisp editors that collapsed and indented “child” headers.
(You can see and use the descendants of these features in
the Emacs editor built into your Mac OS X system. In a
Terminal window, type “emacs”, then <return>, then Esc,
then “x”, then “outline-mode”, and then <return>. Then type
something like shown in Figure 1 with several headers you
denote with asterisks and some paragraph text—which
Emacs calls “leaves.” Now type Control-C then Control-L to
collapse leaves. Control-C and Control-A expands again. A
friendly introduction and help comes from typing Control-H
and then “T.” Congratulations! You have just used the outliner
of the most feature-rich editor ever created on any platform.
We’ll explore this in a future column because there are
versions of Emacs that are mouse-, window-, and menufriendly, have several outlining extensions—and are free.)

Types of Structure
Outliners take advantage of what may be the most primitive
of relationships, probably the first one you learned as an
infant: in. Things can be in or contained by other things;
alternatively, things can be superior to other things in a
pecking order. Whatever the cognitive mechanics, trees/
hierarchies are a preferred way of structuring things. But it is
not the only way. Computer users also encounter: links,
relationships, attributes, spatial/tabular arrangements, and
metaphoric content.

Figure 1: Emacs

In parallel, and also at MIT around this time, Ted Nelson
extended Bush’s vision, coining the term “hypertext,” and
more or less leading a revolution in thinking about electronic
documents around a project called Xanadu1 (1967).
A fairly robust community of researchers gathered around
this notion, developing different ideas of unstructured versus
tree-structured links. From the 60s to the 80s, the famous
Doug Englebart of Xerox PARC (the lab behind much of what
is now the computer desktop) wrote about a system called
Augment (1962)2, reflecting ideas that had been circulating
for a decade. Out of this rich pool came both the Web and the
desktop outliner. (The note-card metaphor as an idea unto
itself became bonded to the Mac early in the game with the
introduction of HyperCard.)

1.
2.
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http://www.xanadu.net/xuhistory.html
http://www.bootstrap.org/augdocs/friedewald030402/
augmentinghumanintellect/ahi62index.html
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Links are what we know from the Web, but they can be
so much more. The simplest ones are a sort of ad hoc
spaghetti connecting pieces of text to text containers
(like Web pages), but we will see many interesting
kinds that have names, programs attached, and even
work two-way.
Relationships are what databases do, most easily
imagined as “is-a” statements which are simple types
of rules: Ted is a supervisor, supervisors are
employees, all employees have employee numbers.
Attributes are adjectives or tags that help characterize
or locate things. Finder labels and playlists are good
examples of these. Spatial/tabular arrangements are
obvious: the very existence of the personal computer
sprang from the power of the spreadsheet.

http://davewiner.userland.com/outlinersProgramming
http://www.outliners.com/more31
http://a-sharp.com/acta/
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•

Metaphors are a complex and powerful technique of
inheriting structure from something familiar. The
Mac desktop is a good example. Photoshop is another,
where all the common tools had a darkroom tool or
technique as their predecessor.

or a relation. All of these, in fact, can be coded using the same
mathematical formalisms. What matters is how they differ
when encountering each user’s cognitive peculiarities and
workflow needs.
All of the applications we are going to review in the future
play roles in bringing order to information. Every user—well,
every Mac user—will have their own way of working: some
create information, some collect it; some start with a
structure while others evolve one; and where some revel in
complexity others will seek clarity. Time frames, mouse
preferences, size of the information chunks, and means of
delivery or display will all affect your application preferences.
And that’s even before we get to the actual workflow. That’s
why a simple comparative review would be meaningless.
•••
Next month, I’ll list all the different features found in
outliners, and which programs support them.

You could almost think of these as parts of a larger language:
roughly verbs, nouns, and adjectives for the first three. Poetry
for the last.
Two complications make all this interesting. First, nearly
every application uses some mix of these techniques. The
Finder, for instance, has hierarchies but can display them
spatially in columns while using metaphors and (soon)
attributes as labels. The other complication is that the
organizational techniques I described aren’t distinct.
Hierarchies and links are a kind of relation; attributes can be
seen as a type of hierarchy (just like songs can be “in”
playlists, even though the implementation is a sort on a list)

Copyright © 2003 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted Goranson has been thirty years in the visualization and model
abstraction field, and has had careers in defense and intelligence spooky labs. He is now beginning a new user interface
project1.

1.

http://www.Sirius-Beta.com/ALICE/
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ATPO: Outliner Features—Part 1

About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Outliner Features—Part 1
The Story So Far
This is our regular column about outlining on the Mac.
Before digging into reviews of individual products and
product classes, we’ll work through three overviews. Last
month’s1 ATPO concerned history. In two months we’ll look
at the various types of outliner uses. This month and next
month, we tackle the core of the problem: outliner features.

be controlled by the keyboard (except the most common
outliner: the Finder). Mac outliners almost always show
nesting with a triangle that rotates, while Microsoft Windows
and Word products still use DOS-derived plus and minus
characters.
The Finder is the basic reference for Mac outliner
interfaces. All the products mentioned here have these basic
capabilities (excepting VoodooPad and IdeaKnot).

Outliner Features
No one has a generally accepted definition of what an outliner
is. One could approach a definition by describing what one
uses an outliner for, but here we’ll take a different tack; we’ll
provide all the features that exist in certain products that
exploit the nesting paradigm. Then, you can compare your
needs to this list and match it to the product or workstyle you
are evaluating. In the December issue, we’ll explore usage
patterns.
In the following list we will give an example screenshot
from an application with that feature and we will separately
list other applications with that feature, in order of
robustness of the implementation. If no OS X example exists,
we’ll use one from another platform in the priority of OS 9,
OS X–accessible Unix, Linux, others. We’ll also try to list all
the OS X applications with that feature.
Some products have nearly all the features we list. But
rather than show a screenshot of the same application over
and over again, we tried to have as many different
applications displayed as possible. That helps broaden your
horizons a bit and set the stage for the scope of our review.
(We know that we will overlook many cases and ask
you—the reader—to help us out. If you are reading this offline,
send
additions
or
corrections
to
tgoranson@atpm.com—or visit the article2 at the ATPM Web
site and add a comment. In my experience, the community of
outline users on the Mac are to the rest of Mac users as Mac
users are to Windows users: extremely generous and helpful.)

Finder

Styles
Nearly all outlining is primarily text-based. Some outliners
provide ways of setting and controlling styles in both the
header and paragraph text. The style is reassigned
automatically as the entry changes position in the hierarchy.

Ordinary Nesting, Promote/Demote, Collapsing
This is the absolute basic core of an outliner. Nesting is the
simple operation of putting something in or under
something else and having that relationship displayed,
usually by indenting. Pretty much any outliner allows this to
Word
1.
2.

http://www.atpm.com/9.09/atpo.shtml
http://www.atpm.com/9.10/atpo.shtml
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Word’s outliner handles this, albeit awkwardly because
headers must be named and styled in a particularly rigid way.
But otherwise, it handles named styles as a word processor,
except header character styles do not change as the header
levels do. The screenshot shows Word. OmniOutliner has
rule-based paragraph but not character styles for
headers—each level of header can have a style (which carries
over to columns), but notes inexplicably cannot. Inspiration
has similar capabilities and control over the font for notes.
Schedule and NoteBook control similar header-specific
paragraph styles.

also often benefit from outlining within them, perhaps as
bullets. This is an extremely useful evolution, basically
outlines within outlines.
The screenshot shows two screens of NoteBook where you
can see the outline of pages that each has its own outline.
Nearly all full outliner operations are supported in the “table
of contents” pages. Inspiration can jury-rig something like
this because it can link from a note or header to another
outline document.

Headers and Non-headers
Some outliners display every entry as one kind of entity,
usually a “header,” but it is usually the case that two entities
are supported. In the case of the Finder, you have folders and
stuff that can be in folders (applications and files); but in the
OS X Finder, this is complicated by some applications being
packages that can contain other elements. (Also, it is possible
to have “disk image” files that contain applications—whew!)
Generally, though, you have headers and something different:
subservient text as notes or leaves.
Inspiration, jEdit, Word, and AppleWorks place the text
(notes) under the headers in a one-pane layout. Inspiration’s
is most like the traditional outliner. Tinderbox’s outline
explorer, OmniOutliner, Hog Bay Notebook, SkinkHunt
Notes all have two-pane layouts, with headers in one pane
and text in another. The screenshot shows Hog Bay
Notebook, with a typical two-page-side-by-side layout. (It
has other panes but not relevant to this breakdown.)
NoteBook and NoteTaker are special cases that divide the two
panes on different “pages.” Many mail and news applications
have three-pane layouts, distributing the headers in two
panes.

NoteBook

Multilevel Finder Integration
Even better is when you have the higher level outline
integrated within the Finder. After all, at some level all
outlines are Finder documents.

Hog Bay Notebook

Multilevels

Eudora

The two-level distinction in some outliners is a hard
boundary. Much handier is when you have two levels and
each level supports outlines, one picking up where the other
leaves off. The value is that outlines can be useful for
organizing documents consisting of notes, but larger notes

ATPM 9.10 / October 2003

We don’t have a strong collection of applications that
support this, but NoteTaker comes pretty close. It has a
“library” of outline files. These are not displayed
hierarchically, but at least there is some direct connection
between the outliner panes and the existence in the Finder.
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The screenshot shows Eudora, which can be seen as an
outliner of e-mail notes. In this case, the top level headers are
shown as mailboxes in folders. That’s the way they really exist
in the Finder.
SkinkHunt Notes has true Finder integration in one sense:
notes are really individual files, openable in any text editor.
Notes serve as a Finder supplement for editing and simple
searching. Hog Bay Notebook is similar, but it hides its files in
a Finder package.
jEdit is an open-source Java outliner that runs out of the
box on OS X, but has a non-Mac interface. It is a terrific
example of Finder outline integration. One of its panes is the
Finder outline, like in the shot below, but the “note” is an
outline. A third pane is the text of the note.

line, hiding the rest. A simple case of folding might involve a
long paragraph that is reduced to just the first line—plus
some indication that it is folded; this shows that a paragraph
is there and something about its content without showing the
whole thing.
Folding is most common in single-pane outline displays,
and a common use is to fold everything so that every header
and paragraph is reduced to a single line. This can show the
overall structure of a huge document, including paragraph
leaves in a single view. You can use folding and collapsing
independently. At one time, folding was one of the basics of
text editors, but it has faded somewhat. Now only about half
of the full-featured editors employ folding.
One of the most interesting of these is jEdit. It has a very
strong implementation of folding, so strong in fact it
subsumes outlining. Though intended as a full editor, it can
easily be used as an outliner front end to TeX-based systems.
jEdit is shown in the example screenshot in both modes. The
view on the right shows an outline folded like MORE and
NoteBook do it, where the folds correspond to the outline
structure. But see on the left we have shifted to “explicit
folding” mode where blocks are marked with triple brackets.
Then these entire blocks can be folded independent of the
outline.
Alas, folding is one area where the Mac is weak, but
NoteBook has an implementation that is handy. It is like
MORE’s was, and is bound to the outline structure, meaning
you can only fold headers, not arbitrary blocks. But it has a
nice touch: just entering a folded header temporarily expands
it.

Distinct MetaLevels
The multilevel idea can be taken a step further. Often, you
need to have outlines about outlines instead of outlines within
outlines, for example if you had a long document in outline
form, you may also want to maintain a “to do” list outline that
is connected in some way.
Apple’s Keynote has this ability, shown in the screenshot,
which makes it in some ways the most powerful outliner on
the Mac. To fully leverage it, you have to devise a special set of
templates. You can also see some of that in the earlier
NoteBook shot, but the extra higher level structure adds
extra divider pages.

jEdit
Keynote

Other Graphical Layouts
Columns are great for many uses. But there is another twodimensional display that is popular and useful: nested
diagrams of different sorts. There are several different
philosophies connected to such displays, some reaching
religious fervor. What you will prefer is going to be a highly
personal decision.

Folding
This is the one function whose name is confusing because
many products use the term for what we called “collapsing”
above. For this article, collapsing is the process of making
whole headers and paragraphs invisible, tucking them up
under a “parent.” Folding is a different kind of tucking under;
it works on paragraphs and blocks to reduce them to a single
ATPM 9.10 / October 2003
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One category of these are diagrams that place headers at
nodes, showing the child relationship as a line or arrow.
Inspiration is the most flexible of these and is shown in the
screenshot. It allows all sorts of graphical control over layout
and the graphics assigned to headers. Outlines can be edited
and browsed in the diagram view. These are tree diagrams
and often look like starbursts or trees or (if they go from top
to bottom) like organizational charts. MyMIND does this in a
rudimentary way. Some newsreaders show news item threads
graphically in this way too, and you could consider them
graphical outliners.
One style of tree diagram is the “mind map,” a rigid set of
graphic conventions that is supposed to expedite
brainstorming and has many adherents. If that’s what you
need, NovaMind is your outliner.
Another approach to displaying trees is to consider them as
containers. A parent might be a rectangle that contains
another rectangle that is a child. This has a certain economy
that then allows for the graphical display of links among
elements. That’s what Tinderbox does, using tools developed
over a decade. Pretty powerful.
OmniOutliner outlines can be imported into its sister
product OmniGraffle, a charting application, but the
transition is a bit lumpy and only one-way. Greater
integration is planned.
Schedule has an amazing variety of views: chart, resource,
and calendar views, all relating to its outline.

automatically “snip” items. We’ll also include in this
capability the ability to import, manually or automatically,
information in structured formats, usually the OPML format.
The king of this group is DEVONthink, which is pretty
amazing in what it can swallow. It can incorporate in its
database pretty much anything directly or by reference. We
have many outliners with lesser but still impressive
capabilities. The screenshot shows SkinkHunt Notes, a solid
example from this group.
Importing will be covered in depth on down the line: those
with reasonable or better capabilities (in no particular order)
are DEVONthink, Hog Bay Notebook, NoteBook, NoteTaker,
and Skinkhunt Notes. The latter is shown in the screenshot.
Also, Mailsmith and Portfolio are great if you stretch them
into service as outliners—as we’ll suggest in a future column.

SkinkHunt Notes

Products
OS X Outliners

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inspiration

Snipping Input and Drag and Drop
Some outliners are designed to be friendly to capturing a
thought by quickly typing and then going back and refining.
But others are designed to capture information that preexists in digital form, like a snippet manager or scrapbook
with organizing features. A key component to this is some
sort of snippet or clipping input mechanism. It can be
through the Services submenu, contextual menu (Controlclick), a specific keystroke, or dragging to a target. It could be
automatic, using guided RSS or Google-like search
capabilities, which would search a specific area and
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AppleWorks1
BrainForest Deluxe2
Deep Notes3
DEVONthink4
Frontier/Radio5
Hog Bay Notebook6
IdeaKnot7
IdeaGraph (Java)8
Inspiration9
Keynote10
Mailsmith11

http://www.apple.com/appleworks/
http://www.ultrasoft.com/BrainForest/
http://homepage.mac.com/asagoo/deepnotes/index.html
http://www.devon-technologies.com/products/devonthink.php
http://www.userland.com
http://www.hogbay.com/software/notebook/
http://www.stayatplay.com/ideaknot
http://ideagraph.net
http://www.inspiration.com/productinfo/inspiration/index.cfm
http://www.apple.com/keynote/
http://www.barebones.com/products/mailsmith/index.shtml
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MyMIND1
Liner2
NoteBook3
NotePad Deluxe4
NotePod5
NoteTaker6
NovaMind7
OmniOutliner8
Outliner4X9
Portfolio10
PowerPoint11
Power Structure12
Schedule13
SkinkHunt Notes14
Slacker ToDo Lists15
Tasks (PHP)16
Tinderbox17
VooDooPad18
Word19

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outliners of Interest on Other Other Operating Systems

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outlining Editors that run on Mac OS X

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emacs20
Eclipse21
Hyperbole/Koutliner22 (for Emacs)
jEdit23
Leo24
Vim25
VimOutliner26 (for Vim)
TVO27 (Gnu/for Vim)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

ADM34 (Windows)
Agenda35 (Windows, free, dropped by Lotus)
Brainstorm36 (Windows)
Chandler37 (GNU/Linux)
Grandview (DOS) and ECCO (Windows, dropped by
Symantec)
Info Select38 (Windows)
Jot+39 (Windows)
KeyNote40 (Windows)
KOutline41 (GNU/Linux)
Maple42 (Windows)
NoteMap43 (Windows)
Scintilla44 (Windows, GNU/Linux)
TreePad45 (Windows)

Ideas

•
•
•

Outliners that Run under Classic, Previous Mac OSes, or are Abandoned

•

Dylan Binder29 (dropped by Apple)
IdeaKeeper30
INcontrol (Attain Corp. out of business)
InfoDepot (Chena Software out of business after OS
8)
MORE31 (free, dropped by Symantec)
NisusOutliner32 (abandoned)
Palimpsest33 (dropped by Western Civilization)
SK8 (dropped by Apple)

Memex46 (1945)
Augment47 (1962)
Xanadu48 (1967)

Acta28 (free, dropped by Portfolio Software)

http://www.sebastian-krauss.de/software/
http://www.imediasw.com/liner.php
http://www.circusponies.com
http://www.ibrium.se
http://personalpages.tds.net/~graffix/software/notepod/index.html
http://www.aquaminds.com/index.jsp
http://www.nova-mind.com
http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnioutliner/
http://outliner4x.macosguru.de/
http://www.extensis.com/portfolio/
http://www.microsoft.com/mac/products/powerpointx/
powerpointx.aspx?pid=powerpointx
http://www.write-brain.com/index.html
http://www.aecsoft.com/products/desktop/fasttrack/Default.asp?bhcp=1
http://www.skinkhunt.com/notes/
http://www.mindlube.com/products/slacker/
http://www.alexking.org/index.php?content=software/tasks/content.php
http://www.eastgate.com/Tinderbox/
http://flyingmeat.com/voodoopad.html
http://www.microsoft.com/mac/products/wordx/wordx.aspx?pid=wordx
http://www.gnu.org/software/emacs/emacs.html
http://www.eclipse.org
http://www.gnu.org/directory/hyperbole.html
http://www.jedit.org
http://webpages.charter.net/edreamleo/front.html
http://macvim.swdev.org/OSX/
http://www.troubleshooters.com/projects/vimoutliner/index.htm
http://bike-nomad.com/vim/vimoutliner.html
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33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.

http://a-sharp.com/acta/
http://www.mactech.com/articles/mactech/Vol.11/11.08/DylanLanguage/
http://www.plumisland.com/ideakeeper/index.html
http://www.outliners.com/more31
http://www.sirius-beta.com/WritingSupp/Tools/
http://www.westciv.com/palimpsest_index.html
http://www.adm21.net
http://www.palmtop.net/agenda.html
http://www.brainstormsw.com/index.html
http://www.osafoundation.org/our_product_desc.htm
http://www.miclog.com/isover.htm
http://www.kingstairs.com/jot/index.html
http://www.tranglos.com/free/index.html
http://w3.iac.net/~crawford/programming/koutline.html
http://www.crystaloffice.com/maplinfo.html
http://www.casesoft.com/notemap/index.shtml
http://www.scintilla.org
http://www.treepad.com
http://www.theatlantic.com/unbound/flashbks/computer/bushf.htm
http://www.bootstrap.org/augdocs/friedewald030402/
augmentinghumanintellect/ahi62index.html
48. http://www.xanadu.net/xuhistory.html
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MORE1 (1984)

http://davewiner.userland.com/outlinersProgramming

Copyright © 2003 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted Goranson has been thirty years in the visualization and model
abstraction field, and has had careers in defense and intelligence spooky labs. He is now beginning a new user interface
project2.
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http://www.Sirius-Beta.com/ALICE/
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ATPO: Outliner Features—Part 2

About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Outliner Features—Part 2
This month, we finish our survey of outliner features that we
began last month1. You’ll recall our goal is to list all the major
features found in all outliners so that you can write your own
definition of outliner needs. After all, this is your particular
Macintosh.
Last month, we noted these features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

outline in a note and seamlessly break it into smaller notes by
just promoting headers. This is such a tremendously useful
capability one wonders why it is not widely implemented.

Ordinary Nesting, Promote/Demote, Collapsing: the basic
necessity of outliners.
Styles: both “paragraph” styles for headers and text, and
named “character” styles (as in Word).
Headers and Non-headers: differentiation between
headers and paragraphs.
Multilevels: outlines of outlines.
Multilevel Finder Integration: the “outline” of outlines
corresponds to the Finder outline.
Distinct Meta Levels: outlines about outlines.
Folding: collapsing independent of the outline;
alternatively collapsing any header or paragraph to the
first line.
Other Graphical Layouts: the ability to view the outline
using a two-dimensional drawing.
Snipping Input and Drag and Drop: the ability to easily
input items from other applications (or the Web).

Keynote, Before Promoting

Now we complete the list of features.
Integrated Multilevels
Regarding multilevel outliners, the very best functionality is
when the multiple levels of outline of notes and outline within
notes are seamlessly integrated. Promoting a top-level header
from the lower outline should move to a low-level header in
the upper outline.
Keynote has something like this ability in its “outline”
mode. On the left you can see the organization of the entire
document, and on the right the organization in outline form
of a specific slide or note. You can promote a slide bullet to a
slide title. It is as if you were able to take a large complex

1.

Keynote, After Promoting

I wrote an outliner (NisusOutliner, now defunct) that did
just this. It had headers that behaved as outlines just as in
Word, and it had paragraphs. But the paragraphs could be
organized using bullets and sub-bullets as a mini-outline. A
bullet could be promoted to body text and then to a nextlevel header (depending on what level header the text was
under) and then on up using the same keystroke (Shift-Tab).

http://www.atpm.com/9.10/atpo.shtml
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External Links and References
Simple outliners only contain content that is explicitly
entered or imported into the document. More advanced
outliners can link to external sources. Simple links are usually
URL-like text or badges that when clicked open a file or Web
page. More advanced implementations import or display the
contents of the referenced source.
By far, the most amazing of our applications in this regard
is Tinderbox, shown in the screenshot. A note can be fetched,
displayed and filtered from a Web page, or a dynamic RSS
feed. (Real Simple Syndication is a common Web news and
blog publishing standard.) Or the note can find anything that
can be AppleScripted because opening a note can trigger a
script. Tinderbox also supports the weaker version of link
references to files or URLs. Inspiration and NoteBook do this
too. Hog Bay Notebook is limited to URLs. Radio can only
import other Radio outlines.

The example screenshot for this feature is VooDooPad,
which is in effect a two-pane outliner without the first pane,
and which implements the hierarchy as links. Better is a
similar capability in Hog Bay Notebook which supports both
this “wiki”-type hyperlink and the traditional hierarchy.

VooDooPad

Clones
Tree structures are powerful, but inherently inflexible. What
happens when you want to put something in more than one
place? The Finder’s outliner implements this though “aliases.”
Such a capability greatly extends the power of the outlining
paradigm. In the outlining world, it is usually called
“cloning.” Simple cloning is like the Finder, where any change
is reflected in the source; there is only one source and the
clone is a pointer to that source. More advanced
implementations allow branching, where multiple copies are
kept and can be changed independently. An even more
advanced notion syncs the changes.
Tinderbox supports cloning in spades. Clones can be
simple aliases or copies, and in either case can be filtered or
processed by agents. We have tried to spread our screenshots
among different applications, so here we show a different
example: Leo. Leo supports clones in an elegant, integrated
way. DEVONthink supports something like this in what it
calls “replicants.”

Tinderbox

Internal Links and References
Quite apart from external links, many outliners support
internal links as well. A simple implementation uses Web-like
hypertext to take you to another place in the outline, or even
in another outline reachable by your machine. A more
complete implementation doesn’t have the limitations of the
Web, and might allow two-way linking, named and typed
links, and links among text bocks and headers.
Tinderbox is the champ in this department too. Links can
be from or to blocks or text. They can be typed, overlap, and
have agents and tags attached. The now defunct Palimpsest
had a similar, less capable (no agents) set of links, but they
could be two-way.

ATPM 9.11 / November 2003
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The screenshot is of Leo on Windows. People do run Leo
on Aqua, but this poor columnist was unable to do so in time
(the author is enthusiastically helping and we expect to report
how to install it on OS X in a later column).

to have anything close. Some outliners can gather by sorting
on pretagged characteristics. The screenshot shows one of
these: Liner.

Liner

NoteBook takes a different tack. It automatically gathers by
the tags you apply and can do custom “gathers” of multiple
tags. These are collected on index pages from whence you can
copy and collect on regular pages.

Leo

Group Operations, Sort and Search, Mark and Gather

Hoist
A key utility of outlines is that you can see the structure of
very large documents, yet zoom in on any one part.
“Hoisting” allows you to do something in between. If you
select a header in some outliners and hoist that header, what
you get is a view of the outline as if only the structure under
that one header existed. You could, for example, have a whole
book in one outline, but work on outlines of chapters in
isolation by hoisting.
OmniOutliner supports this effortlessly as shown in the
screenshot. Radio and NoteBook do as well, but only
NoteBook has clear visual feedback in the outline that you are
hoisted; you will note that the screenshot shows that
OmniOutliner’s feedback is in the window title.

Working with outlines is often a matter of locating ideas and
restructuring them. The simple operation is to select a single
header and move it in some way. But novice outline users
quickly outgrow that limitation and want to move many
headers. Some outliners allow you to select a header and
promote not just it, but it and all its children as well. A much
more powerful selection method is the “search” command.
For instance: “select all headers containing the word ‘example’
and created or modified in the last 10 days, together with
their children.” You can then drag that discontinuous
assembly to a new header location and it will create a new
branch of all those parts based on certain rules.
Tinderbox is the only outliner that fully supports this, and
can gather to a clone. MORE developed it in that powerful
context. Tinderbox’s implementation is automated, where
MORE’s involved a manual search. No other outliner seems

OmniOutliner, Before Hoisting
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this idea, followed by the similarly defunct INcontrol. They
had masterful implementations of columns. OmniOutliner is
the only OS X outliner that supports this type of column, and
its implementation is pretty robust. The screenshot shows
OmniOutliner.
Schedule is multi-platform but originated on the Mac. It
also has a column feature from its Mac-only days, which is
much more mature but not as general purpose.
Views and View Templates
Most outliners allow some control over how the information
is displayed, but that control is per document and set once,
rather like a word processing document. Some now-defunct
Mac outliners (InfoDepot and INcontrol) took more of a
FileMaker-like approach to cells as fields. The data existed
within the file, and how it displayed could be toggled into
many custom layouts. Some data might be hidden in certain
presentations.
Alas, no OS X mainline outliner currently has this
capability. In a future column, we will describe how to use
Keynote as an outliner. If you do, you’ll get this great feature
so far as display by shifting themes. But the changes will only
cover text display.
You could emulate such a capability in FileMaker, and
someone probably has.
If you run Adobe FrameMaker, you can have something
like this. You can use SGML (the grandaddy of HTML and
XML) to structure your document and get an outline of that
structure. (We’ll note that type of outline as the very last
feature in this list.) And you can use its amazing invisible
mode and conditional text, plus its several scripting
languages to make your own outliner. But FrameMaker only
runs under Classic, may never be improved for the Mac, and
the nifty outlining plug-in2 only works under Windows. Even
then, we are talking nearly $1,000.
So since there is no viable candidate for this, we omit a
screenshot. But in an upcoming column we will recall some
older outliners that can, and that still run under Classic. The
screenshots in that column will prompt a flurry of feature
requests to your favorite outliner developer, we’re sure.

OmniOutliner, After Hoisting

Columns
You may have been wondering why in the first column
(ATPM 9.091) we took a detour to mention the basic types of
structuring methods. It is because although tree structures
are natural and powerful, they do have significant limitations.
And anybody as creative as your typical ATPM reader will
run up against these limits. We’ve already mentioned a couple
tricks: links and clones. Here’s another really significant one
that takes advantage of the two dimensions of your screen.
Columns are a simple idea; outline headers have a “main”
column that behaves like an outline and additional columns
to the right that behave like a table, or in some cases like a
spreadsheet. More advanced implementations allow columns
to have assignable data types (numbers, text, dates, events,
and so on) and styles.

Standards-Based Export
Many users of outlines do not consider the outliner as a dead
end, but as part of a workflow that spans several applications.
That means at a certain point the outliner needs to export
structured information. There are a few standards that are
emerging (like OPML, an outline format in XML) and some
product-specific formats like Keynote’s. A good outliner will
have an open specification of its output, presumably in XML
to allow “playing well with others.”

OmniOutliner

Sometimes they can have computed results. Often, they are
sortable, which temporarily (or permanently) changes the
order of headers, acting as row titles. Clever use of attributes
in columns and sort criteria can emulate a search and gather
function. InfoDepot, now defunct, seems to have developed
1.

http://www.atpm.com/9.09/atpo.shtml
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So far as Web publishing, this task is called “rendering.”
UserLand Frontier is probably the king of HTML rendering,
largely because that is the main purpose of the product. It is
scriptable by its own very powerful language, UserTalk,
which also runs on the server side. The outliner is used to edit
both scripts and outline content. But Frontier is $900 a year.
At less than a sixth of that price, Tinderbox has the most
flexible and capable rendering overall, in part because it
allows so many sophisticated internal relationships and links.
That, plus its agents, can be used—if planned well—for very
sophisticated publishing. Tinderbox’s internal representation
is XML, and you can build any sort of XSL stylesheet for
export, typically to a Web site. But this, and writing export
scripts, is pretty hairy business.
Some outliners have built-in export to popular formats:
OmniOutliner to KeyNote (and Word via AppleScript), and
Inspiration to Word and AppleWorks. NoteBook and
OmniOutliner export to OPML.

dependency rules—like Gantt charts. The screenshot doesn’t
do justice to the bewildering modeling and presentation
options.

Schedule

Schedule

Tagging, Keywords, and Indexing
One way of moving outliners closer to databases is by adding
columns as already noted. Often those columns can support
pop-up lists of user-defined variables. These usually serve as
a way of tagging the header, for instance you may note
whether a paragraph is in draft or finished—or whether the
priority of an item is high or low. But there are more robust,
database-like ways of assigning or extracting keywords and
developing indices to help you find an entry. Many users
deem this important because files often get huge, especially if
content is imported from elsewhere.
NoteBook has a relatively simple tagging capability, and a
large number of automatically generated, handy indexes on
those tags. Hog Bay Notebook uses a strong open source
search engine (but can’t tag).
The example screenshot for this feature is of DEVONthink.
Other outliners allow you to assign keywords and categories
to notes and sometimes text within notes. DEVONthink

Frontier

Events
Some outliners are used for to-do lists, calendar editing, or
project management. They need to incorporate the notion of
events and dates. Sometimes, this includes event
dependencies: event A or B must occur before event C does,
for instance. Occasionally, an awareness of events is deeply
integrated into the fabric of the outliners with alarms,
priorities, event displays, and such.
Far and away, the master of this crowd is Schedule. It is an
outliner with columns, and some of those columns can
represent time periods and be linked according to event
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assumes that most of your notes will be imported, that there
will be huge masses of them, and that the organization of
these notes will be mostly extracted rather than applied.

metaphor. We’ll did deeper into this is a future column, I
promise. Additionally, we’ll compare NoteTaker and
NoteBook; the similarities are fairly superficial.

DEVONthink
NoteTaker

Metaphors

Multimedia

Everything we have described so far is based on a pure sort of
interaction between the data and the user. For example, a
“pure” outliner like OmniOutliner (other than user interface
elements like the toolbar) consists of text, panes, and
columns in a very clean presentation. There is nothing there
other than the view of the information. Other outliners
leverage various metaphors intended to improve the user
experience. The most common metaphors are borrowed
from the Finder, with some headers being “folders.” Another
common metaphor is the notebook metaphor. Tinderbox’s
chart view uses a cross between a whiteboard and sticky
notes.
NoteBook and NoteTaker take this notebook metaphor to
extremes, complete with lined pages that turn, tabbed
sections, contents, indexes, and spiral “bindings.” Others use
the Post-It metaphor. The value to a user is a matter of
personal preference, remembering that the whole Mac
experience is predicated on the value of user interface
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Some outliners can only deal with text. Many can deal with
graphics as a “leaf ” (a note) or in the contents of a note that
includes text and multimedia. Most that support graphics
also support sound and movies. But these applications vary
widely on significant details: can items be dynamically
imported or referenced; can they be tagged, indexed, sorted,
and linked like text blocks; and can they exported with some
control like layout.
Hog Bay NoteBook, Skinkhunt Notes, NoteBook, and
NoteTaker handle media within the outline proper. Word can
insert graphic media, but not display it in the outline view.
DEVONthink has the ability to display PDFs like graphics but
extract the text for indexing.
The screenshot shows a quirky outliner with superb
multimedia support, Portfolio. We’ve chosen to show a text
document to emphasize that it could be brought into service
as a rudimentary two-pane outliner. Its primary purpose is as
a database for media with an emphasis on tagging, keywords,
search, and display. But look at the window on the left. That is
an outline of “categories” (keywords). These folders are
virtual folders that you can make up to suit yourself as
headers. It forms a clone-friendly parallel outline to the
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Finder outline which is indicated underneath. This an
example of the “Distinct Meta Levels” feature we noted last
month1.

can attach scripts to mailboxes that can call AppleScripts.
These can pass notes around in remarkable ways. It’s not as
handy or easy as with Tinderbox, but in some ways it can be
more powerful because through AppleScript you can do
almost anything.

Portfolio

Mailsmith

Actions and Action Hierarchies (Internal Scripting)

Scripting

Some outliners are designed so that every operation that
occurs must be performed by the user. But others have a
variety of automatic operations, the most common of which
is word/phrase recognition for indexing, tagging, and some
layout. An example of layout may be the automatic
identification of an address and formatting the note as an
address book entry. But there are cooler, fancier, and more
useful actions that can be applied. And it is so much better if
the actions are scriptable by the user. An example script:
“Take all the notes having to do with things I said I would do,
and make a clone and put under a header ‘Things-To-Do’
according to priority, and when one of those things to do was
‘finish this note,’ color those headers red and place all
contributing notes as children.”
Of outliners, Tinderbox has the strongest capabilities of
this type. Radio is in a sense scriptable as well but lacks the
triggers of Tinderbox, as the filtering is presumed to be done
at a server by Frontier. Leo has an interesting scripting
language that is embedded in notes. IdeaKnot is the most
peculiar: it is an outliner in the same odd sense that
VooDooPad is, except a step more radical: its entries can also
be scripts that (using a glossary-like rewriting) direct from
one “knot” (collection of notes) to another in a dynamic
hierarchy.
Novel outliners will be the subject of a future column,
including unexpected use of some programs as outliners. The
screenshot shows Mailsmith, for example, which can be seen
as a typical three-pane outliner with the notes pane having an
e-mail message usually attached. You can actually use it as a
pretty competent outliner. Why would you want to do such a
thing? Because in addition to having access to the best search
and editing engines on the Mac and a clipping service, you

We’ve already noted the ability to script the output, and to
write internal actions that collect and manage notes. Here we
look at the application as a whole. Is the application itself
scriptable? If it is, then you might be able to do those internal
things. But you are also more likely to be able to integrate the
application into a workflow that involves several applications.
And of all application types, you are most likely to want to do
this with outliners.
The most scriptable application—by far—of the straight
outliners we consider, is OmniOutliner. You can readily write
AppleScripts, and there are lots of user-contributed scripts
that do all sorts of neat things including custom integration
with other applications (Word, iPod, Palm, and so on). Radio
is also supremely scriptable; in fact, the predecessor of Radio
(Frontier) started life as the first Mac scripting environment
and grew into AppleScript compliance when Apple
introduced it. Schedule and Word are AppleScriptable as well.
JEdit is scriptable via the Java in which it is written, Leo
similarly in Python, Emacs in Lisp, and Vim by any Unix
scripting language (Perl, Python, Ruby, and its own
language), but you’d have to be a pretty sophisticated user to
do so. As with Radio, you’d be writing the scripts in the editor
you are scripting, which is a very elegant notion.
NoteTaker and Hog Bay Notebook have rudimentary
AppleScript support, but in both cases it is immature and
currently not much use. But both products have aggressive
developers committed to scriptability so this is likely to
become useful soon.
If you take the plunge with us in a later column and explore
Mailsmith as one of your outliners, you’ll be pleased to know
that it (and to a lesser extent Eudora) is friendlier to
AppleScript (both externally and internally as noted above)
than just about any application of any kind.

1.

http://www.atpm.com/9.10/atpo.shtml
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The screenshot shows an OmniOutliner outline behind
two Script Debugger windows showing an example script
and an object model of a document—which also happens to
be (a tree view of) an outline.

captured in an expanded notion of a tree structure. The left
shows an outline that has this structure coded in symbols that
in a regular Mac outliner would be triangles.

Onward
Thanks for sticking with us for the rather lengthy survey of
features. It must be frustrating to see so many applications
mentioned in a way that is too brief to be useful. But never
fear, in months ahead we will dive into just about every one of
them. With the basic foundation of features as a basis, we are
now ready to explore various use patterns and application
comparisons. Stick with us as we go on an adventure, and
send us feedback on where you’d like to go. For instance,
should we look at little known outliners and use of
unexpected applications (like Mailsmith) as outliners? Or
would you rather see more traditional comparative reviews?

OmniOutliner and Script Debugger

Header Relationships
Thanks for sticking with us through that rather long list. Our
final feature is pretty cool. Ordinary outlines capture a rather
simple relationship: something is at a level under, over, or the
same as something else. By named and typed links,
Tinderbox allows us to relate two notes according to an
arbitrary relationship independent of the outline. But what if
the outline structure itself captured several types of
relationships?
IdeaGraph is an early work in progress that attempts just
that. The kinds of relationships it has in mind are derived
from the standard developed by the Semantic Web folks
(RDF, the Resource Description Framework). The idea is that
in the near future, we are going to want to structure
documents so that the structure reflects their internal
semantics. Right now, you can import a Web page into an
outliner, but all you get is a collection of words. In the future,
you should also be able to import (or create from scratch and
display) the actual meaning of the site by semantics encoded
in, or referenced by, that RDF.
The screenshot depicts this. The window on the right is like
a cross between Tinderbox’s and Inspiration’s graphical
views. Each note has a box. Each box can be linked to another
by various relationships. But those relationships can be
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Department of Corrections, Apologies, and Additions
Our survey is so ambitious that I expect to make lots of
mistakes and omissions. Two omissions from last month’s list
of legacy outliners were both amazing applications, possibly
written by some of the same people. Arrange, by Common
Knowledge was a pretty advanced outliner along the lines of
today’s Tinderbox. FullWrite Pro was an equally advanced
word processor with an outline mode that even now
compares well to Word’s. We’ll dig into both of these when we
do a column on all of the fine legacy Mac outliners.
In the meantime, we have a big scoop: FullWrite Pro was
free at one time, but ceased working well somewhere around
Mac OS 8. Whatever was broken is now fixed in Classic. It
works well and is worth a poke. More news: although the
defunct developers (Akimbo) were giving it away, their site
disappeared. But you can now (drum roll) download and use
it for free from Dave Trautman1—just as with MORE2 and
Acta3. You heard it here first, folks.
25
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We may soon have a similar announcement on free
availability for another way-cool legacy outliner. Watch this
space.
Some more outliners to add to the list of last month’s
column:
•
•
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.

•
•
•
•

Caboodle3
NovaMind4
PocketNotes5
Sh-Out ! My Brain6

We’ll be sure to include these in the feature summaries and
reviews.
Any other omissions?

ConceptDraw MINDmap1
IdeaSpiral2

http://www.ejca.org/fwp/
http://www.outliners.com/more31
http://a-sharp.com/acta/
http://www.conceptdraw.com/en/products/mindmap/overview.php
http://www.midnite-liteman.com/ideaSpiral.php

3.
4.
5.
6.

http://www.dejal.com/caboodle/
http://www.nova-mind.com
http://www.pocketsw.com/PocketSoftware/pocket_notes.php
http://www.strawberryheads.com/shoutmybrain/index.html

Copyright © 2003 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted Goranson has been thirty years in the visualization and model
abstraction field, and has had careers in defense and intelligence spooky labs. He is now beginning a new user interface
project7.

7.
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ATPO: Outliner Use Patterns

About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Outliner Use Patterns
Outline users are to other Mac users as Mac users are to those
of Windows. They are enthusiastic about the freedom that
their tools provide, and part of that is the innate capability to
take the tool and bend it to support individual cleverness.
Outliners are at the heart of this notion. But their flexibility
works against them. Indeed, outliners are the least well
defined product category in all softdom. It drives the
industry—including reviewers—a little batty. How do you
compare OmniOutliner1, NoteBook2, Tinderbox3, and
Inspiration4, for example?
Outlining is a feature rather than an application category.
Actually, it is a collection5 of features6 that we have been
surveying the last couple of months. The idea behind that
survey was to help you decide on the best marriage of mind
and tool for your particular outliner. This month we turn to
all the various things that people use outliners for. Between
the two, the “what” of features, and the “for” of use patterns,
you should be able to characterize the applications we’ll
review in due time. Then you can select your own particular
outliner(s).
And what a variety! We’ll quickly look at the four main use
patterns. Then, rather than list all the others, we’ll explore the
dimensions of the entire outliner user space. We hope you’ll
be able to locate yourself in one or more places in this space,
then match your needs to features and products. It’s much
better than the other way, a philosophy characterized by a
dark software merchant we know.
The four main use patterns—those that have several
products that target them—are: long document generation
(with some variants); notetaking, scrapbooking and
journaling (that’s one category with these three functions);
snippet management; and list management, including to-do
lists. In a sense, these form small software categories within
which one can actually compare products.

and flexibly evolve them into a logical structure that flows
naturally. Following this notion, the first use of outlining on
computers was in writing program code using much the same
idea.
So I guess the one use pattern that can claim to be the
oldest child of outlining is long document generation. Like all
the use patterns, this one requires certain features, while
others don’t make much sense.
For instance: elegant control over outline levels is a must,
together with clever leverage of the user interface. Good
control over styles is required. The outliner has to either be
embedded in a word processor or have extraordinary export
capabilities. Scripting helps. Folding could be nice.
Depending on your work style, integration with the Finder
could be important both within the Finder outline view and
the ability to link to or incorporate documents. The ability to
manage embedded media, especially graphics, could be a big
deal too. Notes about notes (“rewrite this…” and “deadline
for this chapter is next Tuesday”), including outlines about
outlines turn out to be pretty addictive and useful. Some
users report that the ability to “see” and manipulate the layout
in a graphical view is useful as well. Snippet management is
essential if you borrow from or cite others rather than write
from scratch.
On the other hand, some features just don’t seem to make
much sense: cloning, internal agents, columns, and events
aren’t normally associated with this type of work.
Outliners that target this mode of working are Inspiration,
OmniOutliner and Word8. You’ll find that many outline
programs target more than one use pattern, as do both
OmniOutliner and Inspiration. That’s a good thing too,
because competing with Word is a tough business.
Inspiration and OmniOutliner handle this by offering
alternative outlining experiences that export to Word.
However, Inspiration’s Word export is imperfect.
OmniOutliner’s export to Word is through XML (like
Tinderbox’s) and requires an XLST style sheet, which is a
hassle but allows rather fine control. Fortunately, the
OmniOutliner community is very helpful in this regard.
Almost any outliner can be used for long document work,
but only these three emphasize it in their design.
Word and Inspiration are one-pane outliners, meaning that
the text and headers are all in the same pane, resembling the
finished document. One-pane outliners are rare—these are

Long Document Generation
Our first column traced the history of outliners7, noting that
the heritage of the method came from collecting notes on
note-cards and fitting them into a nested framework. The
idea is to take collections of small pieces of source material
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnioutliner/
http://www.circusponies.com
http://www.eastgate.com/Tinderbox/
http://www.inspiration.com/productinfo/inspiration/index.cfm
http://atpm.com/9.10/atpo.shtml
http://atpm.com/9.11/atpo.shtml
http://atpm.com/9.09/atpo.shtml
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the only two I know—and that is odd: only in a one-pane
outliner can you see as much of the document as you wish,
which is one of the key things that outlining is all about. The
Omni Group has announced that the next version of
OmniOutliner will have an option for a one-pane view. The
screenshot shows all three, with OmniOutliner in front, Word
behind that, and Inspiration in the back. Inspiration doesn’t
support smoothed text, something that is not obvious
because I shrank that screenshot.

•

Programs often use “includes.” That’s where you put a
marker that says: “in this spot, include the code that
we have put elsewhere and named such-and-such.”
Includes (sometimes called “functions”) are virtual
outlines and are sometimes displayed in outlines.

On our list of outliners to be explored in a future column is:
Emacs (with extensions)2, jEdit3, Leo4, and Vim (with
extensions)5. These are all free but come at the cost of a
learning curve and loss of WYSIWG.

OmniOutliner, Word, and Inspiration

They have radically different approaches to user interface.
(I may make user interface philosophies my next column if
the votes for a review of legacy outliners don’t win in the
voting.)
Of the three, Word alone has named styles.

jEdit

The screenshot shows jEdit, which you owe it to yourself to
explore. It is free. Unlike the others, you don’t have to be a
supergeek to set it up and use it; Mac-like preference panes
are used. It lacks a few of the writer-friendly features of noncode editors. But it is beguiling. Look at the way it tells you
the size of the collapsed text, and colors the “lines” that have
collapsed children. Also, recall that two months ago6, we
noted this as being one of the few outliners with folding. It
also allows split panes, hoisting, and has a way cool outline
view of search results.
I think this one deserves an official review. We’ll do one in
due time.

Code Generation
Surprisingly, there are more outliners in the coding world
than the word processing—and of text editors more in the
open source community support outlining/folding than their
commercial counterparts. We continue to bring this up
because some of these can be handily used for long
documents without requiring mastery of all their geek niches.
Many of these are free and some have much more active
development than any of the “straight” outliners.
Programming is an interesting case study in outlining
because nested structures are a handy intersection between
the way that humans and machines think.
•
•

1.

Web Site Creation
All of the major WYSIWYG Web site editors (Dreamweaver7,
Freeway8, GoLive9) use outlines to help design the file
structure of a site. But two tools are bona fide outliners that
deliver content, much in the fashion of creating a “long
document”: Radio/Frontier10 and Tinderbox.

The modular inheritance characteristics of object
oriented programming are to a large extent an
expression of outlining.
Python1, an open source language that is arguably the
fasted growing language, uses outline-like nested
indents to convey meaning. (Other languages do too.)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

http://www.python.org
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They have significantly different models. Radio is an
outliner within a neutered scripting environment that shares
information with a similar non-neutered “mother ship”
version, Frontier, on a server. It is sold for blogging only.
Frontier started as the first scripting system for the Mac, and
when it quit, it was still the best: more Mac-like in ways than
Apple’s AppleScript. Some people have reported to me that
they have been able to use Radio/Frontier for its first purpose:
as a simple outliner with extraordinary scripting capabilities.
Perhaps we will do a column on this, if we can get these
poweroutliners to come out of the woodwork. The screenshot
shows a typical Frontier outline and its unique “object
database” which is an object store for all the content and
scripts in Frontier.

HTML export preference. You select a template, which is
XSLT-like, but with Tinderbox placeholders for headers and
children and links and such.

Tinderbox

Notebooking, Scrapbooking, and Journaling
The first use pattern used outlining to navigate a document as
one coherent whole. This second use pattern is the reverse. It
assumes that you will have lots of small, possibly unrelated
documents, usually in the form of “notes.” The outliner is
there to help you locate and possibly organize these. The
focus is on the components and not the whole. Early Macs
shipped with notebook and scrapbook applications, and this
use pattern simply combines and extends the functions of
those archetypical applications.
A very large number of applications exist for this use.
Several have even appeared just since we started the series!
Quite possibly this is because they can be relatively easy to
write: the most rudimentary have a Finder-like pane and a
TextEdit-like pane. My mail suggests that most outline users
by number are of this type, with the most vocal powerusers
mostly of the long document type.
For this use pattern, a different set of our surveyed outliner
features doesn’t make much sense.
Hoist and folding are completely irrelevant. The ability to
view the whole document in a graphical view makes less
sense. As the notes are not destined for coherent publication,
named styles don’t matter so much. Scripting and agents
aren’t used except to support searches. View templates and
columns come into play in other use scenarios, but not here.
The important features are keywords, tagging, and
indexing; Finder integration (especially linking or importing
files); searching, sorting, and “gathering;” and (for most
users) the ability to handle multimedia robustly.
Most of these kinds of outliners distinguish themselves
with different user interface strategies (including the literal
“notebook” metaphor) and indexing and search tools.
Usually the outline itself is not much different than a Finder

Frontier

Tinderbox is a whole different beast. It is an information
manager that uses three powerful organizing techniques, one
of them outlining. The others are named links and an
extremely robust implementation of attributes. The three are
integrated in several graphical ways and more importantly by
a system of agents. Tinderbox is for deep organization of
information…and it supports publishing, which is nominally
to a blog. But it could as easily be to any XML-friendly
system, like LaTeX1. Our first real review will be of
Tinderbox, I think, as it really pushes the outline paradigm.
The screenshot shows a simple Tinderbox outline (my
custom help files being created for the review) behind the

1.

http://www.latex-project.org
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IdeaSpiral9, NotePad Deluxe10, and NotePod11. No two of
these are quite alike, but all are variations on the same idea.
The Windows world has nothing like this variety.

list view, and that’s the point. Lots of these outliners,
especially the newer ones, are exploiting Aqua user interface
conventions. I expect with Panther, we’ll begin to see the use
of the iTunes playlist paradigm, already in use with Safari
bookmarks and appearing in Apple’s new Xcode
programmer tool. This “playlist” is a clever use of clones,
where a note (song) can be in different headers or folders
(playlists). It cleverly combines the notion of categories,
outlines, and columns.
The screenshot shows Safari1 itself, scripted as an ersatz
outliner of this type. Fun, huh?

Snippet Management
Our third use pattern is deceptively similar to the
notebooking/scrapbooking one. It also is a bottom-up use,
with an emphasis on indexing, finding, and re-organizing.
But in this case, the notes aren’t created by the user, rather
scoured from all sorts of sources. They are snipped and often
imported wholesale. They can include a wide variety of
formats. They may not be completely imported but entered
by reference. This is more of a database than a document. In a
sense, it is something like the Finder, whose purpose is to
store files and give you various means of organizing and
finding them. But these outliners add structure and search
capabilities that the Finder cannot.
The features that are important for this use are just as listed
above, but with the addition of extreme ease concerning
importing, referencing, and indexing. Depending on the
philosophy of the outliner, Finder integration and tailorable
views are useful. By “tailorable views” we mean just the sort
of thing that FileMaker was invented to do, but which no
maintained outliner currently supports.
DEVONthink12 seems to be the most popular and strongly
developed outliner that targets this category, but NoteBook
and NoteTaker span both this and the previous use patterns.
They have pretty strong capabilities as well. It is odd that we
have so few strong players in this area that are also outliners.
We had many more in the pre–OS X days.
We’ve already shown screenshots of these, so here’s a neat
alternative idea. The ordinary products expect you to locate
something interesting outside of the application by your own
cleverness, and then snip or import it. Tinderbox and Radio
can scan for and automatically receive RSS feeds from the
Web. RSS is primarily used for news and blogs and is not
generally the kind of thing you snip. The sort of thing you
normally search for has already been indexed for a hundred
years by research librarians. That’s their job.
Endnote13 is a mature database application, developed over
15 years (Mac first) that does searches on many hundreds of
these online indexes. (Many of these require special access
codes, but huge indices are available to anyone.) It is set up to
support “index card” research the way the big boys do it.
The screenshot shows in the very back the library of 331
citations found at a research library in Australia that have
“outline” in their title. We could have searched the NIH
libraries and gotten abstracts or even articles that were

Safari as an Outliner

There are so many outliners targeting this use

Caboodle

pattern—good ones too—that they deserve a dedicated
column to sort out. We’ll do that. I think we’ll do a column on
NoteBook and Notetaker2, and another on Skinkhunt Notes3
which is interesting because it is a native Java outliner, Hog
Bay Notebook4, Outliner4X5, the “skinnable” PocketNotes6,
the oddly named Sh-Out!MyBrain7, the free Caboodle8,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

http://www.apple.com/safari/
http://www.aquaminds.com/index.jsp
http://www.skinkhunt.com/notes/
http://www.hogbay.com/software/notebook/
http://outliner4x.macosguru.de/
http://www.pocketsw.com/PocketSoftware/pocket_notes.php
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filtered by tons of criteria and gotten the full articles, graphics
and text. The pane just in front of that is an “index card” for
the citation that contains a large number of prefabricated data
fields. You can of course add more. Keywords and categories
are supported. The prefab reference types are shown in the
popup on the top.

on the Mac: InfoDepot and INcontrol—they both went out of
business. Shortly, we’ll do a column on older outliners like
these. You’ll really be surprised at how novel they are, and that
they still run under Classic!
For to-do lists we’ve previously mentioned the bigtime
Schedule1, which can be adapted for personal use. Also in
this category are Slacker2, Brainforest Deluxe3 which syncs
with its Palm edition, and Liner4. There are many others that
don’t use outlining. While useful, these programs are pretty
obvious in how they work, so I’ll put my overview on them at
a low priority unless there is reader demand—or unless
something interesting happens.
General list management is something else.
OmniOutliner’s columns trump all comers for most uses. It
does what the little guys do and more, because of the
scripting, XML export and columns. We’ve shown lots of
screenshots of OmniOutliner already, so this month—in
keeping with this month’s theme of highlighting free
outliners—we show Deep Notes5. It is a simple, solid Cocoa
list manager with great keyboard control. It lacks sorting,
hoisting and any style control in addition to more
sophisticated features.

Endnote

Yes, you say…this is a proactive way of searching and
filtering information, better in many ways than opportunistic
snipping for some uses. But it is ordinary database stuff, not
worthy of mention in an outlining column. You would be
right. But EndNote integrates with Word—and Word’s
outline function—like lipstick on a MaryKay convention.
This integration of database to outliner is not for everyone,
but is one of the tightest in some ways than you will find
anywhere. I know people who do all their collection and
snipping in EndNote and all their outlining in Word. If Word
is your outliner, consider it.
List Management, Including To-Do Lists
The final use of the big four bears almost no resemblance to
the others except by the use of outlining. This exploits the
organizational foundation of outlining to order data, often as
lists and sometimes as to-do lists. This is where all of the
organization-related features become important: columns,
the ability to have outlines of outlines, folding, tailorable
views, and clones (for sure). As with the others, search is
essential, but here you are likely to need to select all instances
of something and collect them in some way, perhaps under a
newly cloned header. Hyperlinks and new types of children
in the outline are extremely liberating here.
List management is so demanding that few outliners that
target this area also target others. OmniOutliner is the
exception; most others in this area just bear down on the
problems of lists, displays, and views. This is a troubled area
in terms of supporting software businesses. Two of the most
advanced desktop applications of any kind targeted this area
ATPM 9.12 / December 2003

Deep Notes, JeraWorks and JOE

The screenshot also shows two other interesting, free list
managers if you are of the Java persuasion. (That means you
can tolerate decidedly non-Mac interfaces.) Just behind Deep
Notes is JeraWorks6 and then JOE7. Both of these should be
considered works in progress.
The Various Dimensions of Outliner Users and Use

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Patterns
Those four are the top use patterns, but there are others.
Rather than marching through them all, a tedious business,
I’ve devised a quiz for you. It’ll help you locate yourself on the
use pattern map. You’ll probably find yourself wanting more
than one kind of outliner; most of us do.
•

•

Is your notion that you will constantly be improving
the structure of your outlines, or just use outlining as
one way to help get a handle on organization? If you
want structure, you’ll want all the power of
structuring you can get: clones, links, etc.

Do you intend to stick to text, or will you need
graphics within the outline? Some good outliners are
text-only, like OmniOutliner. Others may
accommodate graphics but be less graceful in
handling them than your needs require. The icons of
those that support graphics are shown in the
screenshot. (“Notes” is Skinkhunt Notes.)

Outliners That Work Well With Structure

•

Outliners That Support Graphics

•

Are you planning on evolving your outlines into
documents that you will publish in some way or
export to others? This is a key discriminator among
outliners. A related problem: is your use of outlining
an end unto itself, or is it part of a larger workflow that
integrates several applications? If you need to get
information in and out while maintaining the value
you added, you’ll have to look at outliners that deal
with this thorny problem.

Do you want something that is easy to learn and use
immediately, or something that over time will
continue to offer capabilities as you learn and adapt?
In my experience, these two are generally
contradictory: ease of use vs. power. Perhaps it need
not be. Users are generally squarely in one camp or
the other on this. Most outliners can be usefully
learned in minutes. But others like Tinderbox and
Frontier are clearly on the power end. OmniOutliner
is on the list because of its open-ended scriptability.

Outliners With Deep Capabilities
Outliners That Play Well With Others

•
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Are you prepared to pay? I find it amazing that this is a
discriminator, but it is. People who gladly pay
thousands for their hardware often balk at paying $50
or more for a tool that makes that hardware expand
their lives. I suppose people think outliners are simple
and Photoshop is complex, so they adjust their
consideration of value accordingly. Oh well, many
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people do think over $50 for a basic tool is a lot. Many
of the simple outliners are cheap; some that we have
described today—plus the legacy outliners—are free.

the invention of the Mac in the first place, by the way).
The screenshot shows Inspiration, MINDMAP Pro3,
MyMind4, NovaMind5 and Tinderbox.

Outliners That Are Free

•

•

1.
2.

Do you want to have one outlining product that serves
several of your use patterns, or are you inclined to use
several programs, each for its best application? Again,
this is a matter of personal philosophy. Some people
prefer to have one application that they learn
thoroughly, that they get used to, that stays open all
the time, and whose forums they frequent. Others
revel in more special-purpose outliners that do each
thing perhaps a little better than the all-in-one guy.
(These users often use something like iKey1 or
QuicKeys2 to harmonize keystrokes among several
outliners.) In a sense, nearly every outliner is a general
purpose tool, but OmniOutliner is probably the only
one that can be pressed to do everything without
unduly getting in the way.
Are you a visual thinker? If so, you may appreciate
many of the outliners that provide a graphical display
of the structure. This again is a notion where Mac
users fall clearly in one camp or the other. People are
different, and Mac outline people are among the most
creative around; that means they use their minds in all
sorts of different ways. Some like the world of words
and appreciate how outliners can manage the
structure of words. Others like to think in terms of
pictures or spatial relationships (a key notion behind

Outliners With Graphical Displays

•

•

3.
4.
5.

http://scriptsoftware.com/ikey/
http://www.cesoft.com/shop.html

Do you require keyboard navigation? This is not an
issue with the high-end outliners, but many of the
newer, smaller, cheaper ones can only be interfaced
with the mouse.
Are you worried about longevity? This is a serious
issue for some. They may have extremely valuable
information with all sorts of value-added structure in
their outlines. What if the company goes away…or
you want to convert for other reasons? This
dimension has two components: the first has to do
with the stability of the company and expectations
that the product will be updated. Remember that the
history of outlining is strewn with the carcasses of fine
dead products, and some of these were abandoned by
big companies. The other dimension concerns the
format of the data and export capabilities. Some
outliners export to standard formats, and these may
not necessarily be related to the workflow integration
noted above. The only real guarantee you have at the

http://www.conceptdraw.com/en/products/mindmap/overview.php
http://www.sebastian-krauss.de/software/
http://www.nova-mind.com

moment is the export of XML or the outline-specific
version, OPML. Of course, Word format can’t be
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killed, no matter what.

•

Will your outline be shared, circulated, even
coauthored? If so, you may be concerned with
transportability across platforms.

Outliners That Can Produce XML/OPML

•

Are you at all interested in scripting? Don’t answer
automatically. If you have no experience with
AppleScript but still are in the “grow into an
application” bucket we mentioned above, you might
want to think about this. You can start by using scripts
from others. Simple scripting isn’t that hard,
compared to the payoff, and maybe something will
happen soon that makes it easier. (You never know.)
OmniOutliner is highly scriptable, and NoteTaker and
Hog Bay Notebook are introducing AppleScript
support. Just having the capability in the background
could be an incentive to explore it.

Multiplatform Outliners

I hope this helps you. There is no single, clean product
category for outliners. That means you are free to decide how
you want to work, and then fill that need. I hope this survey of
use patterns has helped.
Department of Corrections, Apologies, and Additions
Since last month, ConceptDraw has added ConceptDraw
Project1 to their suite of products. Previously, they bought
and repackaged a MindMap application (ConceptDraw
MINDMAP2) which creates a graphical view of an outline,
but oddly cannot display that outline. It appears that this
aggressive Ukranian company may have a product in Project
that outlines simply, has columns like we displayed last
month for Schedule, but that also can show a graphical,
“mindmap” view.
Also, after this column went to press, we were advised that
Outliner4X3 has been discontinued. The developer, MacOS
GURU, is creating a successor that should be available in the
first quarter of next year.
Next month we’ll do a thorough review of all the outliner
user interfaces, philosophies, and foibles—pretty interesting
stuff when you consider how intimate you get with these
things.
Then we will finally produce the much-requested overview
of legacy classic outliners that you can still run—and are each
better in at least one way than anything else still published.
These outliners are Atca, FullWrite Pro, INcontrol,
InfoDepot, MORE, and Palimpsest. I have received more

Scriptable Outliners

1.
2.
3.
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mail on this topic than any other. If you can help with this,
now is your chance. Don’t delay, because these columns take a
long time to assemble.

Copyright © 2003 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted Goranson has been thirty years in the visualization and model
abstraction field, and has had careers in defense and intelligence spooky labs. He is now beginning a new user interface
project1.

1.

http://www.Sirius-Beta.com/ALICE/
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ATPO: Outliner User Interfaces

About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Outliner User Interfaces
This month we look at different user interface strategies of
outliners. If you came late to this movie, we are beginning a
journey into the land of Mac outlining that began with a look
at history1, went to outliner features2—a survey that took a
second month3. We reported two months ago on usage
patterns4.
Now we turn to how we interact with the outline itself. This
is no small matter, my friends, because outliners may be the
environment you spend your most creative time in—that
time when the Mac is supposed to be special in
understanding and supporting.
Good user interface details are like fresh air and bad ones
are like a minor toothache you haven’t quite noticed yet. This
is another of the several elements of outlining that depend on
the user; that’s what makes this your particular outliner.
So in the spirit of our first columns, we’ll survey the various
strategies and differences more or less without judgement so
that you will know what to look for. However, this time we
only cover Mac OS X outliners, avoiding the cross-platform
Java and X11 ones.

minus signs—to denote whether a heading had children or
not. ThinkTank and its successor, MORE5, brought this
convention to desktop outlining.
The screenshot shows MORE in its final incarnation, which
used all sorts of extra character-like symbols to provide
additional information, as explained in the shot. MORE
followed the already established convention: a plus sign
meant that there were children under a header, and minus
sign designated no children.

History of the Disclosure Triangle
Pre-computer outlining relied on complex numbering
schemes involving numbers and letters, Roman numerals or
“dot-levels” (like section 1.2.5.23). This was all a bit hairy and
not visually intuitive. Computers allowed child items to be
indented, which was a novel innovation, sort of the “wheel” of
outlining. With indentation, you can “see” the structure of the
words without reading anything. It was marvelous, and that
singular idea elevated computerized outlining beyond
anything in the world of paper.
Collapsing was the next brilliant invention. As we noted in
the history review, this first appeared in code editors. Those
were the days (the 1970s) when coders were real men (usually
men) who wrote monolithic programs of thousands of lines
of code by themselves and without the handy
modularizations common today. They needed collapsing and
folding to manage the complex structure of the program.
Exactly who developed the “plus-labels” is lost in decadesold history. With plus-labels you had a way of using
characters from the standard font set—namely the plus and

1.
2.
3.
4.

MORE

Unfortunately, this provided no feedback on whether a
header was collapsed or not; you had to notice that a plusmarked header wasn’t displaying children. The Mac
introduced the world of graphical user interfaces, but the
Intel world remained stuck with character-based displays for
years. Successive generations of Windows only gradually
replaced DOS conventions so that even today Windows
outliners keep that archaic plus label idea, even in their
equivalent of the Finder.

http://www.atpm.com/9.09/atpo.shtml
http://www.atpm.com/9.10/atpo.shtml
http://www.atpm.com/9.11/atpo.shtml
http://www.atpm.com/9.12/atpo.shtml
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But somewhere along the way—exactly where is lost in the
ether—the conventions were mixed: in some outline views a
plus means a header has children and is collapsed; a minus
means that a header has been fully expanded. This at least
gives you some indication of state.

Lotus’s Agenda, never really caught on, and died when
Windows came about. It was sold to Ashton-Tate, then
Borland, and finally Selections and Functions, Inc.
Framework had a sort of outline view which used a
triangle. David Dunham was inspired by that idea in
designing the user interface for Acta1 shortly thereafter.
Actually, Framework is still supported! One imagines it
controls some key military air traffic control infrastructure or
something. You can see the very triangle in question at the
Framework site2. That triangle is not clickable and it does not
rotate.
Acta’s implementation can still be used in Classic; the
screenshot shows it. It is a marvelous invention; a turned
arrow “opens” the children. A white arrow has no children.
Clicking on the arrow collapses or expands. The world of
outlining would never be the same…at least on the Mac.

Windows Explorer

So strong is this plus-label convention that Microsoft even
carries a graphic version of it into its latest word processor.
The screenshot shows Word’s outliner, using the MORE
convention of plus for headers with children, and minus for
childless headers. Word gives feedback on collapsing by
drawing a grey line where the collapsed stuff would be.

Acta

That triangle became a fixed part of the Mac toolbox. Even
Bruce Tognazzini3, founder and director of Apple’s Human
Interface Group, cannot remember when it crept into general

Word Outliner

Fortunately, we Mac users escaped that clumsy convention.
Indeed, one of the main discriminators of Mac outliners
versus their Windows counterparts is in the use of the
disclosure triangle. ATPO has sent its Baker Street irregulars
into the rubbish bins of Mac history and has discovered a
large part of the reason why.
In 1983–4, David Carr wrote a pretty advanced “next
generation” DOS database that had hyperlinking and
rudimentary outlining. It was called Framework and like
1.
2.
3.
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use. You can see it all over the place in non-outlining contexts.
The screenshots below show a recent Finder Get Info window
and Word’s formatting palette.

The second is that the triangle has evolved from a black
right triangle with a point of 90 degrees to a grey equilateral
one with all angles and sides equal. The old arrow was
designed for use on a black and white screen. The screenshot
enlarges one so you can see the black pixels clearly. Next to it
is a modern outliner arrow, which you can see depends on the
ability to select from more shades of grey.

Old and New Arrows

Several of the more mature (read: older) outliners still use
90-degree arrows: Frontier2, Inspiration3, Tinderbox4, and
Schedule5. All of these are cross-platform (Tinderbox will be
soon) and are unlikely to change. To be fair, Tinderbox and
Schedule have been modernized. The screenshot shows the
arrows from Schedule, Eudora6, and Tinderbox from left to
right.

Finder Info

Modernized Arrows

Collapsing Feedback
That little triangle—and indentation—is the fulcrum of
outlining. But different outliners bring all sorts of innovation
to how they advise on collapsing. In December7 we described
jEdit8. It is not a native OS X outliner, rather Java, so it has
some interface quirks. But it is free and runs well on OS X. It
indicates feedback on collapsed headers by darkening the

Word Formatting Palette

These triangles are called “disclosure triangles1,” “flippy
triangles,” or simply “outline triangles.” Two things happened
to outline triangles on their way from there to here. The first
is rather profound: in System 7, Apple introduced the “outline
view” in the Finder. The Finder is just an application like any
other, but nearly all of us think of our Macs in terms of the
Finder. For us, the Finder is the basic identity of the system,
and since 1990 outlining has been the basic identity of the
Finder.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

http://developer.apple.com/documentation/mac/HIGOS8Guide/thig24.htmlhttp://developer.apple.com/documentation/mac/HIGOS8Guide/thig24.html
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background and also by telling you how many “lines” are
collapsed. Since jEdit is designed as a code editor, “lines” are
what writers would call paragraphs.

this outline there are two citizens: pages and sections. Again,
using some of the same user interface conventions but in a
different way takes some getting used to.

jEdit Collapsed Feedback

You’ve already seen how Word gives feedback on
collapsing, by drawing a grey line. It is an elegant idea
because it relates to the matter that is “window-shaded” up.
AppleWorks1 has an outliner we haven’t talked much about.
That’s because it is a different beast from Word’s; the
AppleWorks outliner really exists to make outlines within
documents rather than of documents. But it is interesting
because it allows quite a few different labelling styles like
bullets, several numbering styles, and a “diamond” mode.
Oddly, it doesn’t offer an outlining triangle. Each labelling
style has a different feedback mechanism for collapsing,
always in the label.

NoteBook

When we do our comparative review between NoteBook
and NoteTaker3, you’ll see how radically different they are.
You can get a glimpse of this now in how NoteTaker handles
“arrows.” The screenshot shows a part of an outline “page” in
front. You’ll note that it doesn’t use arrows at all, but instead
uses an “Aqua-fied” plus-label convention—not the “MORE”
and Word version, but the Windows Explorer version where
“plus” means a header is collapsed, “minus” means it could be
but is not, and “blank” means it could not be collapsed.
I suppose this choice is because AquaMinds4 intends to
port the product to Windows in 2004. The window behind on
the right is NoteTaker’s contents outline. It is similar to
NoteBook’s except for the plus-labels and the use of a
diamond as the hotlink to the page. But NoteTaker has a
drawer on the left that shows the same outline as a fast
navigation tool. This one is based on the Mac Finder, but is
oddly neutered: you cannot add or reorder headers here. It
serves more like the navigation outline on the left of Acrobat
Reader5.
This outline-of-outlines drawer has another pane below
which is not shown. It displays an even higher level: all the
notebooks of a user. Thus, in one presentation, you can have

AppleWorks Feedback

NoteBook2 maintains two outlines. One is a “page” that
consists of an outline, and another of the notebook contents
which is an outline of outlines. Both use “Aqua-fied” glass
triangles, but different user interface conventions. In the
regular outline, the triangle simply will not rotate to point
right if there are no children. This is a unique approach. It
makes sense but you have to get used to a triangle pointing
down to nothing, something that is disconcertingly
unintuitive.
The screenshot shows the outline-of-outlines behind. This
has a different philosophy because that round bullet is a
hyperlink that when clicked takes you to the page denoted. In

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

http://atpm.com/6.05/aw6.shtml
http://www.circusponies.com
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three layers of outline, more or less integrated. Handy and
cool featurewise, but the use of two radically different outline
user interfaces is jarring.

If a header has no children, it has no triangle. Dragging gives
clear feedback, both on the position for dropping and in the
translucent image of the dragged header.

OmniOutliner Selection

NoteBook and NoteTaker go one better. When they drag,
they actually place a shadow the same size as the dragged
item to show you precisely where it will go. NoteBook’s
additionally shows the shape of the children’s indents.
NoteTaker

Selection and Dragging
The nature of outlining is organizing and re-organizing. That
means you are going to be moving things around, either
demoting/promoting them or relocating them to another
part of the document. In another column we’ll deal with
automation in this regard. But here we are concerned with
manual grabbing.
You’ll find a wide variety of approaches to selection and
dragging. Generally, you need three “zones,” because you
need to select the text of the header to edit or copy it; you
need to select the whole header to relocate it; and you need to
select some group of headers to move as a group.
OmniOutliner1 exemplifies the cleanest approach to this.
To grab a header, you simply grab the triangle and drag. To
select a group, you just sweep the cursor to the left of the
triangles. Look at the screenshot: the colored “gutter” to the
left can be removed or changed. It emphasizes the structure.

NoteBook Drag

But not everyone works that way. Take Caboodle. In the
screenshot, you’ll see that it has the good drag location
feedback of OmniOutliner, but it needs a new interface
element to “grab.”

Caboodle Dragging

1.

http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnioutliner/
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Inspiration needs a special “selection column.” That’s the
second column from the right. Actually it is unnecessary
because you can click anywhere to the left of a header to select
that header. In the screenshot, we have selected multiple
headers.

Note that the agent is designated as an agent by the thick
bar being on the bottom of the rectangle instead of the top.
One final piece of Mac-like wonder: notice that all the icons
but one are filled with grey. That’s because I just created them
as “fresh” notes. But look at the first header labelled “Notes.” I
made that one a month ago and it has a brownish tinge. Note
icons turn tan as they age; now isn’t that cool?

Inspiration

Notes
That last screenshot brings us to the final major user interface
widget we’ll look at this month: how to show notes. Only a
few of the many OS X outliners even have this concept
because you must support the feature we noted in the
October column1 concerning two classes of text: headers and
paragraphs (often called “notes” or “comments”).
Word, OmniOutliner, Tinderbox, and Inspiration support
the notion in the straightforward way we mean. All of those
have some indicator of notes. (In these outliners, it is also
possible to have headers without notes.) Many of the “FinderNote” type outliners (like Hog Bay Notebook2 and Skinkhunt
Notes3) have this distinction too, but in those outliners the
“headers” are more like Finder names.
The previous screenshot shows Inspiration’s icon for notes,
the little pencil/note icon. This supports elegant functionality
because clicking on that note icon collapses the note under its
parent header. In other words, the icon serves both as
indicator of a note and that note’s “arrow.”
But the award for the most informative of note icons must
go to Tinderbox. Take a look at the screenshot below. The
rectangles indicate notes. Each note has a color, an important
attribute that we’ll discuss in the review. Notice how some of
the note icons have different numbers of lines? That is to
indicate how much text there is in the note.
But wait. There are several other cool things. See how the
header labeled “Container” has no text at all? That’s because it
really is a container, like a folder. You can see that “Child” is
cloned twice. I manually made a clone (an alias) and moved it
to “Container.” But I also made a simple agent that
automatically identifies and clones all notes with “Child” in
their names. (There is a “Child2” hidden under the orange
header that is also cloned.)

1.
2.
3.

Tinderbox

Okay, with that background, we’ll do a quick survey of all
our OS X outliners.
AppleWorks4
Several outline labels are supported, as already displayed
above. These labels are hot and can be used to collapse and
drag. Different methods are used to show feedback on
collapsing, depending on the label method. The drag
indicator is adequate but rudimentary as seen in the
screenshot.

AppleWorks Drag

BrainForest Deluxe5
BrainForest is a long-lived application, so it uses the old-style
arrows. The arrows are not used for dragging. Instead, you
can just select the header itself. This is very handy once you
get used to it.

http://www.atpm.com/9.10/atpo.shtml
http://www.hogbay.com/software/notebook/
http://www.skinkhunt.com/notes/
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Deep Notes3
Deep Notes, which I remind you is free, uses all the modern
conventions. Its drag indicator is of the OmniOutliner style,
just like Caboodle’s. It carries a translucent image. It is unlike
OmniOutliner and like BrainForest in the way you can select
the header for dragging by just clicking on it.

If a header has no children, it has no arrow. The screenshot
shows a little dot. You either get that, or a checkbox that goes
with some “action management” capabilities. Headers
indicate notes with the icon to the right. In BrainForest’s case,
a note is a sort of annotation on the to-do item.
The drag feedback is nice and clear so far as vertical
position, but a little unclear on indentation.

BrainForest

Caboodle1
Caboodle uses new-style conventions: modern triangles, no
triangle if no children, and the Omni-style drag indicator.
This seems to be the common standard for new outliners.
Unfortunately, it uses a green button as the drag handle.
The good news is that Caboodle drags an image of the header
as you can see from the screenshot above. This also seems to
be the new standard.

Deep Notes

•••
By now, I assume you’ve discerned two patterns:
•

ConceptDraw Project2
This is a new product. You can see that it uses the older style
triangles, probably in emulation of its competitor, Schedule.
Alas, there is no way to select, drag, or rearrange through the
graphical interface—or even from the keyboard.

•

That we are touching on the “arrow controls” and the
“drag controls” with the feedback associated with both,
and;
That there are subtle differences among all these
products, differences that could mean a lot to you.

We continue:
DEVONthink4
Here is an example of an outliner that looks and behaves like
many others. But look closely. The triangles are attached to
every header regardless of whether there is a child or not.

ConceptDraw Project

1.
2.

http://www.dejal.com/caboodle/
http://www.conceptdraw.com/en/products/project/main.php
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That way, you get no feedback on whether something is
collapsed and invisible. This is the way the Finder works, by
the way: you can “collapse” an empty folder.

much tied to where you are, but where you might be placed.
In this example, the two are pretty far from each other. The
blue arrow can point southeast when the condition demands.

Frontier

Hog Bay Notebook2
More variations! Hog Bay’s Notebook uses a Finder-like
metaphor. It has two classes of objects: folders and notes. It
fixes the Finder feedback mechanism though. An empty
folder has no arrow. The drag positioner is the familiar
modern type. Hog Bay includes a trash can, which is a darn
handy idea, for the same reason that the Finder’s Trash is.

DEVONthink

Look also at the drag feedback compared to the previous
screenshot. Deep Notes uses the OmniOutliner method
where a line shows position and a circle indicates the
indentation level. DEVONthink has a different philosophy; it
outlines the header that you are dropping into. This emulates
the behavior of the pre-Panther Finder.
You decide which is better.
Frontier/Radio1
Now here’s an interesting case. Frontier is from Dave Winer,
the guy behind MORE, which we showed much earlier.
MORE stuck to the plus-labels. Frontier finally adopts
arrows, but it does so in the most limited way possible.
Frontier’s arrows do not rotate; rather they change from grey
to black when collapsed. All headers have arrows. A selected
header is in reverse text with a black background.
This is a minimalist and elegant solution. The drag
feedback is pretty interesting, too. When dragging, the cursor
changes to a hand, giving feedback that a drag is underway.
That blue arrow at the top shows what the part header would
be if we dropped the dragged one. This is, I think, the only
color used anywhere in Frontier. So the feedback is not so

1.

Hog Bay Notebook

http://www.userland.com
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IdeaSpiral1
IdeaSpiral almost doesn’t qualify as an outliner. It supports
no mouse-driven reorganization of any kind; instead, a
clumsy dialog is used. There is no collapsing.

Liner4
Liner, on the other hand, does things somewhat differently.
You grab the text, so you need no extra button for a header
with no child. Life Balance is a Windows/Mac/Palm
application, which explains why it stands out. Liner is Maconly and looks like it.
Deviation from the Macintosh conventions (like Life
Balance and Inspiration) could be a good thing if it is done
intelligently and it fits the way you like your mind-eye
dynamic to work.

IdeaSpiral

Inspiration2
You’ve already seen Inspiration. It allows discontinuous
selection, with the selection shown both in the gutter to the
left and by outlines around the text. The cursor changes when
dragging. The drop indicator is very clear. Also, it supports
the very cool separate “collapser” for folding notes.
Liner

Life Balance3
Once again, something different. This uses a round bullet
when there is no child. You drag by grabbing the arrow or
bullet. There is no explicit drop feedback in terms of a
graphic. Instead, it uses a “snap” function, so that the dragged
image jumps from one potential drop location to another.

Mathematica5
We haven’t mentioned this one before because it costs nearly
$2,000. Mathematica is a multipurpose environment for work
in mathematics with unique strength in symbolic math. It
uses a “notebook” interface consisting of “cells,” what we
might thing of as paragraphs, but these cells can contain all
sorts of things including the input, definition, and statement
of any mathematical function.
Mathematica notebooks are one of the more flexible and
innovative DTP environments ever created, regardless of the
mathematics function. And a key innovation is the way you
can nest cells in an outlining mode. The screenshot shows the
unique way nesting and collapsing is displayed. The nesting is
assigned and manipulated quite independent of the layout
and indentation of the text on the page.

Life Balance
1.
2.
3.

http://www.midnite-liteman.com/ideaSpiral.php
http://www.inspiration.com/productinfo/inspiration/index.cfm
http://www.llamagraphics.com/LB/LifeBalanceTop.html

4.
5.

http://www.imediasw.com/liner.php
http://www.wolfram.com

The screenshot shows our example headers only. Note that
the last header is collapsed, denoted by the small triangle at
the bottom of the bracket. The double tick marks at the top of
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NoteBook2
We’ve displayed this above. Remember the unique drop
feedback where the space and shape of the dropped items is
displayed in context. Attention to detail here. NoteBook has
an option to use “un-Aqua-fied,” “normal” grey triangles and
bullets instead of those in our screenshot.

each bracket indicate that it is a text cell.

NotePad Deluxe3
Now for something completely different. NotePad is from an
exemplary Mac citizen, Ibrium, who is behind the open
source Mac-on-Linux, a huge contribution to the
community. NotePad Deluxe uses elements from all over,
including Windows. As with Hog Bay Notebook, the Finder
metaphor is used for headers with text as notes and headers
without text as folders. You can drag from an icon or text but
not an arrow. The vertical drop location is shown with a line.
The left of the line changes according to the indentation of
the drop candidate—not obvious, but with those connector
lines between levels it is pretty elegant.

Mathematica

Mathematica exports to XML and is a potentially
interesting partner to Tinderbox and/or OmniOutliner (and
possibly Word 2004 for Mac if its XML handling is as
improved as in Word 2004 for Windows).
MyMIND1
This application focuses on the graphic view. The outline
uses the common convention: grab the text, no triangle for
childless headers, and the familiar drop indicator. Pretty
competent donation-ware.
NotePad Deluxe

NotePod4
This little application is also unique. It uses a hand dragger.
The hand only grabs the “folder” or document icon. The drop
location is indicated by a line. Notice that while the headers
are indented the arrows are not. NotePod isn’t the only
application that does this—you have already seen two others.
It reflects a design decision to make the arrows a property of
the window instead of being associated with the text. Empty
folders have arrows.
I hope you appreciate the profound difference this might
make to the way you think and work in the outline in
addition to the efficiencies. Just look at the differences among

MyMind

1.

2.
3.
4.

http://www.sebastian-krauss.de/software/
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OmniOutliner3
This popular outliner substitutes a bullet for an arrow when
the header is childless. When the header has text, a “note”
icon is displayed. Clicking that note icon does nothing at all,
however. In this application, you drag by the arrow or bullet.
The drop indicator is the one we have seen many times.
Incidentally, OmniOutliner has an inspector palette with
disclosure triangles. They are subtly different from their
outlining triangles. Clunkier. Something better is promised
in an immediately forthcoming version.

NotePod, NotePad Deluxe, and Hog Bay Notebook. These
compete with each other and have radically different
interface paradigms.

NotePod

NoteTaker1
You’ve already seen the fascinating approach this application
has taken: aquafied plus-labels. You must drag from the
buttons. The drop indicator is not a line but a box that
indicates not only where the text will end up, but also
displaces the headers around as they would be when the text
is dropped.
Also, NoteTaker has a disconcerting mix of outline display
paradigms. On the other hand, it makes some sense to show
the Finder-like view in a Finder-like manner.

OmniOutliner Inspector

We’ll go quickly now.
PocketNotes4
Nothing new here as you can see.

NovaMind2
This application’s outliner function has a few deficiencies on
the keyboard side.
It leaves a childless header arrowless. You grab the text. The
drop indicator is the familiar line-circle variety.

PocketNotes

NovaMind

1.
2.

http://www.aquaminds.com/index.jsp
http://www.nova-mind.com
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Schedule1
Since Schedule uses columns so heavily, it can limit its drag
indicator to the sparse one shown. That second column is for
dragging only. Odd, huh?

Slacker ToDo Lists3
Slacker selects and drags by the icon. Notice that only the
icon’s image is dragged. The icon in this case is Slacker’s
symbol for a header with a note attached.

Slacker
Schedule

Tinderbox4
You’ve already seen the amazing job Tinderbox has done with
its notes indicator. One final comment: Tinderbox uses those
icons as the hotspot for useful special contexts on the
contextual pop-up menus. Even the small grey “selected” icon
has a contextual identity.

Sh-Out ! My Brain2
What’s novel here is the neat little “notes” icon on the left.

Microsoft Word5
Word’s outliner is surely the most widely used. We’ve already
mentioned how it uses the plus/minus-labels. We’ll just note
the interesting and quirky drop locator it has developed. You
grab a header by its icon, then the cursor turns into a box
with an arrow at top and bottom.
In some cases, the drop indicator is a horizontal line and in
others a horizontal one. You can see the logic about which is
displayed if you play with it a bit, but that logic doesn’t “read”
well in use, even to an experienced user.

Sh-Out ! MyBrain

Word’s Horizontal Dragline

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

http://www.aecsoft.com/products/desktop/fasttrack/Default.asp?bhcp=1
http://www.strawberryheads.com/shoutmybrain/index.html
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I want to see as much information in the label icon(s) as
possible. MORE did a good job at this, and Tinderbox is the
clear exemplar now.
Grabbing for me should look like Cocoa dragging: an
image of the dragged text should be stuck to the cursor.
The drop location indicator should tell me as much
information as possible. Currently, NoteBook’s is by far the
best.
These are my notions. I hope I have given you enough
information to discover your own.
Word’s Vertical Dragline

Department of Corrections, Apologies, and Additions
An unfortunate combination of events prevented this edition
of ATPO from appearing last month as intended. My
apologies.
At Macworld Expo, Microsoft announced Office 2004 for
the Mac. It will include a separate outliner called “Notebook,”
which looks alarmingly like the Circusponies and
AquaMinds products. On the Windows side Microsoft has
taken a completely different approach, offering—as a
separate $200 product—OneNote1, a freeform sketchpad
that includes the most rudimentary of outliners. We’ll report
on Microsoft Notebook as details emerge.
In my listing of to-do list managers last month, I somehow
overlooked Life Balance2, an interesting task management
system that uses the outline paradigm and syncs with a Palm
version.
The outliners keep coming! Check out the just released 0.9
beta for the newcomer FO3, which has some unique and
interesting features.
Also, in discussing columns in previous articles, I failed to
mention that the donationware MyMind supports columns.
Sorry.
Next month is the very ambitious survey of “legacy”
outliners. If you have something to contribute or suggest,
please message me privately.

My Own Personal Preferences
The user interface elements surveyed here are only a small
part of the outliner experience, and we’ve ignored essential
elements like selecting and dragging sets of headers. But
outlines are a graphical arrangement of text, and these
elements are at the core of the eye-hand interaction with that
organization. That’s so even if you never touch the mouse.
Selecting a specific philosophy is important because the Zen
of outlining is in naturally attuning your thoughts to the way
they are displayed.
I hesitate to give my own preferences. The differences
among offerings and philosophies have been presented in
this lengthy way so that you can select your own particular
outliner.
Here goes for myself—
I think arrows should be used, and as a matter of
consistency they should look like the Finder arrows. I have a
strong preference for the arrows being associated with the
header, in other words: indented with the text instead of
being part of the window or in columns.
That association should continue further with the arrow
being the grabbable element rather than the text. Part of the
reason for this is that if the text is grabbable, you need to go
through extra steps to enter the text field of a header for
editing. OmniOutliner is an example of the several outliners
that do this the way I prefer.
Contrary to how the Finder handles arrows, they should
not apply to a childless header. That solution takes care of
collapsed feedback nicely—if you have a right-facing arrow,
something is always folded underneath.

1.
2.
3.

http://office.microsoft.com/home/
office.aspx?assetid=FX01085803&CTT=6&Origin=ES790020011033
http://www.llamagraphics.com/LB/LifeBalanceTop.html
http://homepage.mac.com/takashi_hamada/Acti/Mac OSX/FO/index.html
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ATPO: Legacy Outliners

About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Legacy Outliners
Most of us have such a focus on the Macs we now work with
that it is almost impossible to imagine the state of affairs only
ten to fifteen years ago. This was before the Internet, folks. It
was before Microsoft finally came out with a reasonable
facsimile of the Mac.
This was when the personal computer was more of a
privately sequestered personal assistant than a gateway to the
rest of the world. Basically everyone who was clever in what
we then called the “Free World” was a Mac user, and much of
the software we used was clever as well. Innovations were
rushing at us faster than we could follow.
Much of the idealistic promise of the sixties was transferred
to the creative and revolutionary world of the Mac in the
eighties and early nineties. Nowhere in that flow of
applications was this more obvious than in outliners. They
appeared first on the Mac and were stretched every way
possible before our eyes. A breed of outliner products
emerged in that period that was so superb that many still
have an enthusiastic following today, long after their host
companies have evaporated.
Consider also that this loyalty has been through some
pretty significant hardships. All of these products—the really
superb ones—were discontinued. Many of them stopped
working well for a period between System 7 and Mac OS 8,
but they all more or less now work under Classic, and many
are free.
What’s amazing is how feature-rich these products are.
They can do things that are not common and in some cases
not available today. I’d be interested in hearing theories why
this is the case; my guess is that market dynamics have
changed. It used to be that we Mac users valued
experimentation more—our very use of the Mac was part of a
reinvention of self, and we were more adaptable and curious.
Now we tend to have comparatively settled ideas about how a
computer fits in our life. So there is a higher barrier to novelty
than in the golden era. For example, just look at what is
coming from open software and how hard those applications
try to look like existing (often Microsoft) products.
We’ll take a look at some of the great old outliners in this
month’s column. As with all our columns, the idea is to help
you design your own particular toolset, based on how you
work. So we’ll focus on features and capabilities rather than
history.
All of these outliners may have a few screen refresh and
printing glitches when running under Classic. Import and
export where they exist are limited to old formats. And help is
ATPM 10.03 / March 2004

not always complete because this was from an era where
bound manuals were expected. Installation may be tricky for
some if you are not booted in Mac OS 9.
If you’ve been following our column, you’ll recall that we’ve
been providing background on Mac outliners. We started
with some history1, then described features in one2, then
another3 column. Then we got into use patterns4 and user
interfaces5.
We’ll refer to the usage patterns and feature descriptions in
the process of describing these wonderful legacy outliners.
Acta
Acta6 is one of the oldest, and is in a sense the purest outliner
on the Mac. Its appeal is in the straightforward
implementation of the paradigm.
Working with Acta is like visiting Florence because so
many innovations appeared here. This, folks, is where “smart
quotes” first appeared anywhere—not the curly characters
themselves, but the technique of correctly curling them when
the ordinary quote key is used.
Acta also implemented the “flippy triangle,” as we
described in last month’s column7. This was a very big deal,
fellow outliners, and is still one of the key elements that
makes a Mac a Mac.
The paradigm is simple: there is only one sort of entity, the
header (which Acta calls a “topic”); there is no separate entity
for notes or paragraphs. The font control is rudimentary with
no named styles. Similarly, keyboard navigation is strong but
not unusual. Acta also has comparatively strong sort
capabilities, sorting numerically or alphabetically among
“sisters” or “daughters.”
Acta is one of the few outliners that folds headers to a single
line (they call it “shrinking). It has an excellent sound
recording capability. Otherwise, the outlining basics are here

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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and little else. Last month1 we addressed user interface
details. Note how the screenshot denotes the header that has
folded text with the little downward pointing arrow.

Arrange
As we go through this little survey, you’ll probably relate the
different applications to those you know well: InfoDepot is
like FileMaker but with outlining; INControl is similar to
Now Up-To-Date3 plus OmniOutliner4; WordPerfect
compares to Word5 plus MORE, and so on. Arrange is unlike
anything you know. In some ways it is similar to Tinderbox or
some elements of NoteBook6; DEVONthink may eventually
develop into something like this, but for now Arrange is
different from anything else on the Mac.
It was developed by Common Knowledge, Inc. In the early
90s, Arrange sold for about $500. Then in the middle of the
decade—just when the Web appeared—it was revamped as
WebArranger, and transferred to CE Software’s product
managers. They began by making it a free download, then
sold it at $40.
It is basically a database—the first instance of a PIM based
on an object-oriented database—that allows you to create
data fields and relationships on the fly. Everything is geared
to support advanced outlining, but you have table and
calendar views as well. Every trick in the book is pulled to
create outliner power in the rows: entity types and instances,
links, clones, and recursion. It suffers from a couple
problems: there is a learning curve because it is so novel, and
it has a simplistic-appearing interface by today’s standards
because of the old 8-bit small icons the Mac used to use.
Don’t let that deter you, because just exploring how they put
this together will make you more capable in thinking about
outlines.
The general layout is shown in the screenshot. It has one of
the most detailed and handy outliner user interfaces I have
seen—and as you know, I’ve seen a lot. The panel on the left

Acta

What makes Acta interesting is that it leverages the fact that
topics are all the same beast. It is one of the few Mac outliners
that handles graphics gracefully and without restrictions—a
graphic can be placed anywhere as a topic. It is the feature
that keeps this on the list of interesting legacy outliners. In
fact, the existence of this feature embarrasses just about
everyone else as many of them (like OmniOutliner) don’t
handle graphics at all, and those that do handle them only
within notes, seldom within headers.
You could even rig up a text-to-graphic AppleScript and
paste graphic text as topics as the screenshot shows.
The Feature Score-card

Acta has: prototypical collapsing and re-arranging;
AppleScriptability to some extent; folding of multiline
headers; sort; and most especially support for graphics and
speech.
Acta doesn’t have: a separate class of “note” object; any sort
of meta-outline; integration with the Finder; named styles;
alternative views; snippet input; external links; internal
scripts or events; search, mark, and gather; hoist; columns;
standard export; tagging; keywords; indexing; or header
notation.
Availability

David Dunham has kindly offered Acta for free2 (with no
support).

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
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is an outline of notes. This is an outliner like most, except you
can assign custom icons. The items in this outline are called
“topics.”

Arrange failed to gain traction because what makes it so
powerful is hard to simply explain. But I’ll try by focusing on
the one thing that might make you want to seek it out above
all other options anywhere.
Each item in the outline on the right is called a note. Casual
users would use notes that have simple fields, for instance a
note type of “former high school teachers” with fields of
“name” (being a simple text field) and a rating (being a popup of great, average, and so on).
As we’ve already noted (oops, sorry for the pun), you can
base a field on a note type. This means that if you wish, you
can extend the tree structure of outlines into a more dense
structure. The compound screenshot shows several windows
stacked on top of one another. (We had to shrink it.)

Arrange Outlines of Outlines

The pane on the right opens a topic, and it consists of an
outline as well! Elements of this outline are called notes.
Superficially, it is like NoteBook and NoteTaker, which also
support outlines of outlines. Ah, but these notes aren’t plain
vanilla cells that you dump text and media into. These are
data elements. They have types, like “appointment,” “person,”
“company,” and so on.
Each type has fields. For instance, an appointment type
would likely have a “Person” who you had the appointment
with. But there would also be a “Person” type that has its own
fields, for instance “Company.” And in turn, you may have a
“Company” type. Perhaps you can see where this is going.
How it works is neat. Usually, the outline defines the
relationship, and you can do that here manually as you do in
ordinary outliners. But in Arrange, the fields in a topic can
“grow” the outline. So you could set up an outline template
that outlined appointments by date and have people then
companies under. But you could define another view that
showed all interactions by company, with subheads of date,
then person met.
Arrange comes with certain types built in, all the expected
stuff: contacts, dates, URLs, currency, and text notes of
course. There are lots more, and some of these have special
abilities: dates can sound alarms; URLs can launch and store
pages; phone numbers can auto-dial, and so on. But you can
define anything you wish in terms of note types and fields.
Arrange even contains a robust plug-in software
development kit (SDK) that effectively turns it into a
development platform. For example, CE software used it to
add Netscape bookmark import and mail linkage plug-ins
when rebranding it as WebArranger.
ATPM 10.03 / March 2004

Arrange Note and Field Definition

You’ve already seen the window furthest in the back. That’s
the window with the outline of outlines on the left and the
outline of notes on the right. Instead of using an existing note
type (like text, event, contact, or URL), we’ll define a new
one. So we open the “Note Catalog” window and hit the
“Define New…” button that you can see. That opens the
“Define Note” window. On the right, it has a place to name
the note type, which we’ve called “Item A” for this example
and assigned a face icon.
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The list on the left is all the predefined and supplied field
types. You can see that it contains things like “Date Created,”
“Date Modified” and so on. If you were defining a sales
contact note type, you might want to have these fields. We
already chose one field, “Item B” to be a simple text field.
We then clicked the button in the lower left to create a new
field, “Item C.” This brings up the frontmost window, “Define
Field.” Once again, we could have selected an existing Field
Type (text, pop-up, number, and so on) but in this case we
selected a “Note Link,” and chose Item A, to match on the text
field.
This is pretty powerful stuff. The result of this recursive
inheritance looks like the next screenshot.

The Feature Score-card

Arrange has: service-like snipping through the “Grabber”
extension (which doesn’t work in Classic); outlines of
outlines; header relationships which use iconic metaphors;
something that serves as cloning; effective import/export in
terms of delimiter options; a novel type of folding (not quite
complete); a rudimentary hoist; tailorable outline views via
“filters;” relationships that serve as a sort of internal link;
events; (very nice) topic and field-specific styles; and most
strikingly the object database that can populate your outline.
Arrange doesn’t have: columns; graphical layouts;
integrated multilevels; support for multimedia (other than
PICTs); or internal/external scripting.
Availability

Printing in Classic is broken and on some systems (we think
large HFS+ disks) you’ll have to create a small disk image to
save your outlines in.
We were unable to find a source to download this, but we’ll
keep trying. The last incarnation was a free giveaway
(supposedly for a limited time) by CE Software, so possibly
someone may make that version available as a download.
Amazingly, I found apparently boxed retail copies for sale for
$5 (plus an equal amount for shipping) at Software Outlet1.
To test the company, I purchased a product via Web and got
it.
Arrange Note Display

FullWrite Pro
FullWrite Pro2 is unique among the products discussed here.
It was a remarkably advanced word processor in its day, one
that included an outliner.
FullWrite entered service some time before 1988 on the
Mac from Ashton-Tate, but when they were sold to Borland, it
disappeared for a while. Then it got spun out to Akimbo who
improved it and later repurposed some of the code in a Web
tool called Globetrotter. That Web authoring tool failed to get
traction, and Akimbo went under in 1997. FullWrite was
made free in 1998.
FullWrite was the first word processor to have a selfcompleting keyword glossary. It has “walk down” menus that
support navigation and selection from the keyboard and lots
of cool word processing features, but that’s not why we are
here.
Because the outliner is part of the word processor (as with
WordPerfect below), it supports named styles. No OS X
outliner today does excepting Word. But Word’s
implementation of styles is convoluted and annoying.
FullWrite’s is elegant in comparison, with the styles cascading
in the manner we now use in Web design.

See that I have a note that references a note? The master
note is shallow, the embedded note is deep. The next
screenshot shows some populated names not nested, just
listed. Note how you can set the fields so that they display as
columns when not expanded.

Arrange Classmates

These two notions together: inherited object-oriented data
elements and outline views really add up to some heavy
power. For example, I might make an outline of who met who
in what location. Each time I enter a name, it can be keyed to
display their office address. I can later sort and build an
outline of locations and their utilization.
This is why you might consider this as your particular
outliner. This feature set is not particularly intuitive, but it
makes it truly unique and powerful for some applications.

ATPM 10.03 / March 2004
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Here’s what makes FullWrite’s outliner unique: in all
current Mac outliners, the outline headers are an intrinsic
part of the document. As the outline gets “filled out” the
headers become chapter and section titles. That means that
you cannot put notes to yourself in the headers, or if you do
you need to clean things up at the end.
FullWrite’s outliner is an overlay on the emerging
document. You can see the outliner by itself without the
document text. Or you can see the document without the
outline headers. The intended way of working with outlines is
to dump all sorts of unformed ideas into them that are
intended to be in the document, but also dump all sorts of
meta-comments and notes to self about the document. As the
document matures, these meta-comments may even grow.
Then, at last, you can just turn the outline into invisible
text, or alternatively remove the outline controls and indents
and keep the headers. Our feature list described something
like this capability in terms of outlines about outlines and
such. FullWrite takes this simpler and more direct approach
to annotation. The idea is extended by a cool way of inserting
“notes” anywhere.
The screenshot shows an outline with a couple lines of
document text. The first non-bold line is a document
paragraph, while the bold lines are outline headers. I used
this form so you could compare it to last month’s column on
user interface strategies.

Now we can change the display on the left so that it shows
the notes icons. One “post-it” note is expanded, and you can
now see that the other note is a bibliographic marker whose
text appears at the bottom of the document in the references
section.

FullWrite Notes

There is a separate pane you can open that displays the
outline only. In either view (outline or document), you can
re-arrange the outline in the usual ways.

FullWrite Outline View

Our final screenshot shows the very brief example
document with the outline removed. Once it is removed, it is
gone forever.

FullWrite Outline

FullWrite Outline Gone

ATPM 10.03 / March 2004
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You can save your document (with or without outline) as a
MacWrite file, which the MacLinkPlus translators1 used to be
able to massage into nearly any word processor. We have
reports that DataViz changed the recent set of translators,
creating problems, so if you try this, use an older version.
Alternatively you can export directly to InfoDepot, another
extraordinary outliner that we will discuss below.

in: start date, finish date, and priority. Filling in those turned
that row into an event data element. The screenshot shows
several rows with one event.

The Feature Score-card

FullWrite Pro has: reasonably handy outline manipulation;
named styles; strong editing tools including notes, tables, and
index tagging; full media support; export to word processors;
and, most interestingly, meta-comment capable outline
headers, with views that exclude the document or the outline.
FullWrite Pro doesn’t have: folding; hoist; metaphors,
scriptability of any kind; snippet input; internal or external
links (excepting the prefab references, endnotes, and
footnotes links); mark and gather; clones; events; columns
(in the outline); or advanced header relationships.
Availability

Available free—with no support—from Dave Trautman2.
INControl
Oddly, though I know that MORE has the staunchest user
community, my mail has been an order of magnitude greater
in favor of INControl and InfoDepot.
INControl (that combination of caps is the most common)
was developed and marketed by Attain; like so many other
outliners it suffered during the period of the great extinction
and went under. As with all we discuss here, it appears to
work well enough in Classic.
The design strategy for this application was to excel at task
and event management using outlines. Toward that end, the
developers employed an outliner with columns much like
OmniOutliner’s and InfoDepot’s. Three columns were built-

1.
2.

INControl Event

Events are special citizens in INControl; they appear in
different ways in all sorts of different views. You can view
several different types of calendar view and see those items as
you would in iCal or Now Up-To-Date. The views are:
outline, table (where all rows are at the same level of
indention—nice for sorting), monthly calendar, and daily
schedule. Any of these could be displayed in combination
with the others in the same window.

http://www.dataviz.com/products/maclinkplus/index.html
http://www.ejca.org/fwp/http://www.ejca.org/fwp/
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The screenshot shows the same event in a calendar window.
The ways these views integrated for events was notable: no
one seems to have done it as well for calendars. Calendars can
be published and shared over networks. This one was
captured on the 22nd of January.

Oh, one more thing. See that button in the first screenshot
with the purple that says “Match?” How this works is simple
and amazingly powerful. You put your cursor in a cell and
Match will narrow the outline to just the elements that match,
but including all their parents. Suppose you were a
professional writer and you had a column that indicated
whether a section of paragraph was finished or not. You could
match on “unfinished” and see all the work you had to do in
the context of the structure of the book. Or if you had many
distributed storylines like Tom Clancy, you could just show
one to check for continuity.
The Feature Score-card

INControl has: folding; definable styles by rows and columns;
several novel views (outline, table, several calendars, to-do
list); metaphors in the form of calendars and day planners;
links in the form of file aliases and URLs; assignable styles by
rows and columns; rather competent internal macros that
affect sort and view; columns; some mark and sort (but not
quite “gather”); the ability to hide and show columns in saved
or scripted custom views; and most supremely, both outline
rows as events that are elegantly integrated into non-outlining
views and the powerful “match.”
INControl doesn’t have: AppleScript (except for the waycool data lookup, which is implemented by AppleScript);
hoist; any standard export; support for multimedia; any meta
or multi-levels; snipping (except for URLs/bookmarks);
header relationships, or even label/bullet control.

INControl Calendar

Quite apart from the event type, the columns can be used
in much the same way that OmniOutliner’s are today, with
pop-ups and data types and sorting and such. But it had a
feature I don’t think anyone has: you can set a shortcut to go
to a database (several PIMs plus FileMaker Pro) and
automatically enter a data item in an INControl cell—or
alternatively launch the database and display a record. Notice
in the screenshot how we were able to have the parent header
span across the columns; now that’s nice.

Availability

We’ve been unable to locate someone who can make this
available. If anyone has a lead, we’ll send an ATPO
ambassador out armed with doughnuts.
InfoDepot
The story of InfoDepot is surely one of the saddest in this
column. It started life as Fair Witness. This was in the days
when the layout tools of FileMaker were really making people
pay attention. Fair Witness was as strong a database as
FileMaker but with heavy emphasis on collecting disparate
information, then organizing it by most of the paradigms we
noted in ATPO number one1: spreadsheet, database,
graphical layouts, and of course outlining. Fair Witness was
targeted at lawyers for building their cases and arguments.
As the outlining features grew, it took on a whole new
identity as InfoDepot and became the very best of a certain
class of outliners, the class that’s today represented by
OmniOutliner: multifunction repositories. Its developers,
Chena, sold it to West Publishing2, a electronic publisher of
case law used in building legal arguments (and competitor to
Lexis) who were going to make a Windows version. A 3.0 beta

INControl Columns

In the screenshot, that little square to the upper right of the
flippy arrow on the INControl row indicates a link to a file.
The columns are cool, especially when mixed with the event
types and some pretty complete search and mark features.
But it is the extraordinary handling of events and calendar
displays that would prompt you to look at it today. You can
get columns by themselves in OmniOutliner and even better
ones in InfoDepot.
ATPM 10.03 / March 2004
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was distributed. But West was in turn acquired by a much
larger firm1 who shelved it. When it was shelved, the beta had
support for collaborative outlining over a network.
InfoDepot 2.5, the latest, still runs under Classic if you can
acquire a copy. It ships with a large, comprehensive manual as
an InfoDepot document. It continues to amaze me how few
OS X outliners do this; if their product is good enough, where
better to use it than in its own documentation?
The screenshot shows one page of the help document. That
window displays a row and its column cells shown in a “form”
view, precisely identical to what you would see as a record
layout in FileMaker. (The outline header is the text in pink,
the column headers are the bold black text, and the text in
boxes is from the column cells.) The only difference is that
when you see all the records in InfoDepot, they are in an
outline. Oh, how I wish FileMaker had this!

To that, it adds columns like INControl’s that can be
hidden, even password protected. Many calculations, sorts,
and layout features are supported in these column cells. A cell
can contain all the normal text numbers, dates and such, plus
graphics, movies, and sound. This part is much like
OmniOutliner except with style/layout control, password
protection, scriptable drop, and multimedia support.
In this edition of ATPO, we only focus on features that are
unusual compared to OS X outliners. Here are some that will
blow holes in your booties.
The screenshot shows some columns added to our outline,
plus some cell formatting. InfoDepot makes heavy use of
“badges,” those little grey icons in the cells. The one in the
“Child” cell (which looks like an old ADB connector) is a link
to another outline, but could have been any document.
Clicking the badge launches the application and opens the
document. In my usage of InfoDepot, I nested outlines this
way, the “outlines of outlines” feature we’ve mentioned. Other
badges exist for speech, AppleScripts, “crop” (a cell can be
partially displayed) and mark.

InfoDepot Help

At root it is a single-pane outliner similar to Acta, with no
separate category of notes or paragraph text. As a straight
outliner, it is pretty good, supporting a number of style and
printing options still notable today.
InfoDepot Row Links

The first column is a simple text column where we have
made notes on sections. That could be hidden in the
“writing” template and shown in the “editing” or
“administration” ones. But look at the second column. That
badge at the top of the column is a pop-up that shows all the
rows of the same outline. Selecting one enters that row into
the selected cell. This is a novel way of linking rows that I have
seen nowhere else.
But it gets cooler. See the same badge in the outline
column, the one that’s labeled “ATPO6 Simple Outline?” It
allows something similar but oh so powerful. Placing the
cursor in a row and selecting from the outline pop-up puts a

InfoDepot Outline

1.

http://www.thomson.com/index.jsp
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badge in that row in the “outline column.” See one in the
header of the lower left. Clicking that opens a window
(shown on the lower right) that links to that row, here “Child.”
The power of this is not apparent until you realize that you
can build templates that hide rows as well as cells. That means
within the same outline you can have many other outlines, all
hidden but interlinked with one another. If I clicked that
“Child” window, I would get a hoisted view of that row. This
is something special, fellow outliners.
And the whole thing is AppleScriptable, even to the point
of attaching scripts to cells that can be triggered with a badge
or any of several actions like drag row or add connection.
(We’ll get to connections in a moment.)
But there’s more. The cells could be moved about as if they
were fields in a database and presented in a “form view” that
could be shifted about using layouts just as in FileMaker.
Here we show a cell in a form we made that shows one of the
hidden columns, in this case, text.

Finally there is a “chalkboard view,” not unlike
Inspiration’s1 brainstorming view, but without the option for
symbols instead of text rectangles (and other graphic
niceties). Here is where you can make your connections.

InfoDepot Chalkboard

Inspiration is one of the two legacy outliners that is still
sold. It migrated to Mac/Windows and targets
schoolchildren. Inspiration is not surveyed here because it
continues to be developed and is a strong product. We’ll
revisit it properly in a future column, but for now you can
read an excellent ATPM review2.
TakeNote!3 is the other one still sold. It is also dualplatform, but the Mac version runs only in Classic and it
doesn’t seem to have been updated since 1996. It is likewise
targeted at schools. Its paradigm is a bibliographic reference
card metaphor. I could not find any limits on the Mac demo.
And on and on, InfoDepot has time lines, calendars,
scrapbooks, glossaries, worksheets, layout templates,
categories, sketchpads, drawing tools, support for
multimedia/speech, and even more. Having all those features
in one package is great; most of them you can find piecemeal
in later applications and some even do them better.
What makes InfoDepot worth exploring for you is that it is
still the very best column outliner in the world, on any
platform. It is still the most scriptable, and it has those unique
row-to-row and outline-in-outline relations.
InfoDepot Form View
The Feature Score-card

InfoDepot has: extremely good AppleScriptability, at the level
of no current OS X outliner as it is scriptable, recordable, and
attachable (this last means that the script effectively becomes
1.
2.
3.
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a part of the application); columns (with high level of
appearance tailorability) and flexibility; folding; export as
MORE files (which some current outliners import); one of
the best “hoist” features; events; and most uniquely of all, the
FileMaker-like “form” views with a brainstorming
“chalkboard” view.
InfoDepot doesn’t have: a separate outliner entity for
paragraphs or annotations.

The screenshot shows some example headers. One of these
(with the trailing “ddd”) is cloned. Three have been manually
selected (indicated by the highlighting) and “marked” which
turns them red. We could have marked by searching.
(MORE’s search was powerful in its day but is poor by
modern standards.) Last month, we highlighted some of
MORE’s user interface gizmos4, which are pretty
impressive—so note the status message at the bottom of the
window that is set to advise on the levels of hoisting. A nice
touch.

Availability

We know of no source, but as with Arrange and INControl,
there are several hundred thousand installer floppies out
there. Surely now with this column, there should be a market
for used legal copies. I know that serious efforts have been
made to purchase the source code. Rumors have it that the
source code has actually been lost. Printing is broken.
MORE
Of all the legacy outliners we mention, MORE has the largest
following. That may be in part because its primary developer,
Dave Winer, is a tireless promoter. Dave has also boldly led a
movement to make these abandoned outliners available at no
cost, a noble gesture.
MORE is a one-and-a-half-pane outliner; notes exist in
pop-up windows. It has very strong keyboard control, setting
the undisputed standard that many modern outliners follow.
Per-level styles (called “rules”) are supported, and it can
handily “hoist” in useful ways.
MORE was a leader in several ways, including the display of
tree and bullet views, rather mundane by today’s standards.
But that bullet display contributed to its own undoing.
Symantec bought MORE with the intent of turning it into a
competitor to PowerPoint and the like. (Hard to recall: there
really was competition in those days.) The cost of converting
turned out to be too great when added to the (for that time)
high acquisition price, so it was killed.
What makes MORE so interesting to a user today is its still
impressive search, mark, and gather capabilities, combined
with cloning. These are four independent features that have
not been matched in this form by anyone else. Somewhat
similar capabilities exist in the powerhouse outliners of
today, like Tinderbox1, NoteTaker2, and NoteBook3, but
MORE’s implementation is simple and elegant.
“Cloning” makes a copy of a header that can be relocated
elsewhere. It is much like a Finder alias, but predates them.
Any number of headers can be manually marked, turning
them red. The search command can find any header with a
string and mark it. Or if the string is in a note (which MORE
calls “comments”) its header is marked.

1.
2.
3.

MORE’s Marked Headers

Gather is still an impressive experience: you have choices to
clone, copy, or move the selected headers. You also have
several choices as to how to gather them as shown. It takes a
whole lot of adjustment to actually use this in how you think,
and may require some tricks. But if it matches how your mind
works, it is very impressive. (Modern outliners that gather
tend to use keywords and attributes rather than relying solely
on text.)
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Here is the options dialog:

If you want to use an outliner to write a complex document
and all you want is basic outlining, some reasonable control
over styles, plus the remarkable “gather”—and you don’t
mind losing the features of OS X—you might not do much
better than MORE.
The Feature Score-card

MORE has: hoisting; folding of multiline headers; cloning;
header level (but not character) styles; alternative views in the
form of rudimentary bullet slides and tree views; support for
graphics in headers and comments; good keyboard control;
annotations; strong print options; and most notably search,
mark, and gather.
MORE does not have: any sort of internal or external
scripting; (in its current state) reasonable export formats; any
sort of meta-outlining, any Finder integration; hyperlinks;
links; metaphors; columns; snipping input mechanism;
events; tagging (other than “marking”); indexing; or header
relationships.

MORE’s Gather Options

Availability

And next the gathered headers using those options. Note
that MORE flattens the results: a gathered header cannot have
children. (Tinderbox follows this convention.) A little
scriptability would have gone a long way here.

Available free—with no support—from Userland1.
Palimpsest
I’m guessing that few people ever heard of Palimpsest2, one of
the most interesting legacy outliners. It was created by
Western Civilization3 (John Allsopp, of the highly regarded
Style Master4).
It was innovative in several ways, beginning with its
development environment: Prograph, an advanced visual
programming system that was Mac-only and very, very cool.
Alas, Pictorius—the developer of Prograph—went under in
the dark days of Apple, but you can get a feel for the system in
this 1993 MacTech article5. Note that Prograph structures are
something called “dataflow trees,” structures very close to the
outlining paradigm.
Palimpsest was designed for a very specific purpose: to take
literature, “pour” it into outline form, and add comments,
notations and even books about the books. All Palimpsest
documents start with a book structure which is where the
primary outlining comes in. These books are not intended to
be re-organized once entered, so tools for flexibly shifting
things around were less well developed.
What made it mind bogglingly advanced was how it used
hyperlinks. These were very much in the tradition that
Tinderbox supports today: a link could be named, and have
an attribute. They could be one- or two-way. Links of many

MORE’s Gathered Headers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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types could overlap—in such a case if clicked an option popup would display the possible paths. Links could even be
“half-way,” which Palimpsest calls annotations.
The screenshot shows the link attributes for one piece of
text, “legacy outliners.” It has two links from it, both to the
section “ATPO Pal Links” in the document “ATPO Example,”
but to different destinations The window below those two
destinations displays the complete text of the target selected
from the list right above. Each link has several attributes: the
user who made it, the date made or modified, and a user
defined “label,” whose assignment pop-up you can see at the
bottom.
A similar dialog exists for the other link types.

What Pal has done is find every instance of the word “text”
in the help document. Each line in the list on the right is a line
which contains that word so you can see the context. The
outline is the relationship of the sections in which those lines
were found. Wouldn’t you like to have that today?

Palimpsest Search Results

There are several useful visualization tools to show maps of
cross-references, even a “path” view, which showed a history
of various link sequences.
When started, the application searches every file on your
hard disk to build a dynamic library of Palimpsest
documents (which could be interlinked). That made sense
ten years ago, but means very large startup times now. A
preference will just use the old index.
But there are other scalability problems. I believe I was the
world’s heaviest user of Palimpsest, with hundreds of
thousands of links. On those old Macs, these documents were
really stressed. My biggest project was a complete gloss of
Finnegans Wake with every annotation you could find and
keyed to every geographic feature mentioned, including a
map of Dublin. It took me years.
It was the first application I knew that allowed you to
author a complex hypertext document and export painlessly
to a complete Web site. I created a Beatles information site1.
You can see there how the different types of hyperlinks are
“flattened” to HTML.
Like most of the applications discussed here, it broke
somewhere around Mac OS 8, but now it seems to work fine
in Classic. When it broke, Western Civilization abandoned it.
Their business model was to have schools be their anchor
customer, with students clicking and adding glosses to classic

Palimpsest Link Types

A next frontier in outliners is how databases, advanced
hypertext, and outlining can be combined. Tinderbox is the
leader among current outliners in scope, but many of the
outliner examples we’ve used in ATPO in the past few months
explore this synthesis to some degree. Palimpsest had a few
things really right, and some capabilities even Tinderbox is
lacking.
For example, the “header” structure of the outline was
implemented as a built-in type of link, coexisting with all the
custom link types one may define. The link types also formed
a sort of attribute, not unlike a database category.
Palimpsest’s “Search,” capabilities are what remains
extraordinary. You can combine search rules over both
contents and link attributes. The report was implemented as a
dynamic hypertext outline and is still the best I have ever
seen. The screenshot truncates the lines of context.

1.
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texts, writing and submitting their essays in Palimpsest
format. But public domain etext didn’t take off like we all
thought it would.
The help and tutorials (which still come with the
download) were amazingly thorough and clear, except they
invented a whole new lingo to describe what they were doing.
This was unnecessary in most cases and really adds to the
learning curve. But once inside, it is a beautiful experience.
The intended use pattern was to develop a coherent
document based on an existing document. If this is close to
what you do, check it out.

available as a free download by Corel as 3.5e (enhanced) in
1997. Through some unknown channel, a patch for later OS
compatibility appeared.
WordPerfect has a Mac-specific macro language that was
very capable, so while its original internal outlining
capability was weak, super-user John Rethorst wrote some
outlining macros that are pretty cool. WordPerfect eventually
bundled them with the application, and they come with the
free download.
What makes this legacy outliner unique is that almost all of
the possible outliner commands are implemented and in a
robust word processor (more robust than FullWrite) with all
that implies: tables, layout, bookmarks, index tools, named
styles, and so on. Therefore, it stands apart from all Classic
and OS X outliners excepting Word; it even beats the modern
Word in several respects so far as outlining (and a few other
features); Word’s outliner is really just another view of the
document with some drag and collapse commands.
This little baby supports things like cloning, and it does it
using the Mac Publish and Subscribe technology. That means
you can clone from other outlines! No one else clones from
other documents, even today. Publish and Subscribe means
that you can have text under headers that is “live imported”
from other documents (even itself), so that in effect
paragraphs or paragraph parts can be cloned as well. This is
something OS X can’t do—yet, and possibly never—it was
even removed from Office v.X.
The most-used commands are on a handy toolbar plus
pop-ups for all the rest. Every command has pop-up help, not
just a little label. All commands can have keystrokes assigned
and reassigned. It supports folding, has a robust internal
scripting language, and is highly AppleScriptable. It supports

The Feature Score-card

Palimpsest has: reasonable outline manipulation tools; one of
the best implementation of headers as distinct from
paragraphs; fairly strong integration with the Finder outliner;
something like “hoist”; some rather flexible layout view
design tools, but these are not switchable on the fly; exports
to simple HTML in a way that elegantly translates the
complex links; support for images (but lots bog it down); and
most especially the internal link mechanisms, which even
rival Tinderbox’s in a few ways.
Palimpsest doesn’t have: named styles (though export to
HTML can translate some applied styles to names); “outlines
of outlines” or meta-outlines; folding independent of the
headers; snipping input; capability of linking to external files;
mark-and-gather; cloning; columns; events; tagging apart
from the link type; indexing apart from the “search” feature;
metaphors; or any sort of internal or external scripting.
Availability

The Palimpsest Web site is more or less still there, but is not
linked from the active parts of the site. Western Civilization is
not currently returning queries related to Palimpsest, even
from registered users. But you can still download and explore
the demo.
WordPerfect
What an amazing story! For many years, WordPerfect was the
number two word processor on the Mac, superior in many
ways to Word. WordPerfect was developed by Satellite
Software of Orem Utah, which renamed itself WordPerfect
Corp. They rewrote the DOS version for Unix and NeXT.
This became the basis for both the Windows and Mac code
base, but the Mac version advanced faster. WordPerfect was
bought by Novell, and WordPerfect 3.5 for the Mac was
released to much fanfare.
Then the whole product line was acquired by Corel who
updated the application through 3.5.4 and readied an
impressive version 4 that was never released. Along the way,
all the various owners took nosedives after suffering severe
defeats on the Windows side. We won’t go into the legends of
evil here…in any case, support for the Mac was an early
casualty. In an amazing act of grace, the program was made
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all sorts of media, including speech. About the only notable
things it doesn’t have are hoist, columns-in-the-outline, and
corporate support.

Still.

WordPerfect Outliner Toolbar

The screenshot below shows a few of the assets of this
outliner. It has a collapsed header (marked by the dot), a
folded one (noted by the little square), a marked one, a linked
one, and an imported-by-reference secondary outliner. If you
are used to working in a word processing environment, this
could be the most writer-friendly outliner available.

WordPerfect Outline
The Feature Score-card

WordPerfect has: great outline manipulation commands;
extreme internal and external scriptability and macros;
named style options that make Word’s seem clunky;
annotative comments; clones of any element; hyperlinks,
including across documents; superb multimedia (and table
and drawing) support; folding; multilevels in the sense that
outlines can be nested by subscription; markers/tags (as
bookmarks) that can be “gathered;” index markers;
and—most notably—it is embedded in a macro-capable
integrated word processing environment that is impressive
even by today’s standards.
WordPerfect doesn’t have: high flexibility in numbering/
label/bullet styles, including header relationships; hoist;
columns in the outline; Finder outline integration (though
you can build your own hyperlinked Finder table of
contents); snipping management; alternative views; events;
and standards-based export in the sense of XML/OPML (but
it does support the Claris translators to Word and is one of
the frequently-included import formats).
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•
•

Availability

Corel’s free download site doesn’t work anymore. There are
two alternative download sites known to me: a Web site1 and
an unrelated FTP site2. When installing, it seems you must be
booted in OS 9. It will ask for a serial number, which you
should leave blank. There is also a helpful, active mailing list3.
The application runs fine in Classic. If you just want to see a
short list of features and picture of the outlining “button bar,”
download the document “Enhanced WordPerfect Outlining
1.01” from MIT4.
This is a double gift: we have John Rethorst to thank for
writing these rather amazing macros, and Corel for updating
and giving this little gem away.

•

•
•
•

Department of Corrections, Apologies and Additions
We’ve become aware that DeltaGraph for OS X14 is now
available. It has an internal slide show capability; attached to
that is a rudimentary outliner that mimics the outline view in
Keynote15 and PowerPoint16. You can indent and collapse but
not much more. You can only export the slide view of your
outline and then only as a graphic. But I can see that this
might satisfy some folks who might have DeltaGraph open all
the time and need to make simple notes.
Alert readers have revealed more outliners previously
unmentioned.
Notes17 and Alepin18 are outliners in the mold of
Caboodle19, Hog Bay Notebook, and SkinkHunt Notes. Both
appear to be fine applications worthy of exploration in their
category. As with Caboodle, Notes is free.
Hog Bay Notebook20 is a class act among its type of
outliners. A new version extends its reach in interesting ways
that are worth tracking. The new version 3 is now in beta. You
can check it out by contacting the author21 at Hog Bay
Software.
Also, the Palm outliner Shadow Plan22 has an OS X beta
that you can check out for free. And there is yet another novel
outliner in the works: the evolution of a new outliner Iron
Lute is being covered on the developer’s weblog23.

What to Do
I’ve used all of these and each delivers its own joy. Play with
them a bit and you may be able to find your own particular
outliner among them, depending on your needs, work style,
and imagination. Working on this column refamiliarized me
with these gems, every one. As a result, I have shifted some of
my outlining tasks back to one of them.
You may also want to keep some of these features in mind
when interacting with the developers of your favorite OS X
outliner—there is no reason why we can’t have outliners as
good as we once did, and better.
About 60 readers had direct input into this column, an
amazing display of enthusiasm and unselfishness. With all
that help, I can assure that mistakes are mine. If you see any,
let me know and we’ll note the fixes.
This is the next-to-last of our originally planned overview
columns. The last was planned as an exploration of features
that can be found in Windows outliners that are lacking in
Mac OS X, a tricky idea and possibly not so interesting. I
remind readers to send suggestions for columns. Items on the
requested list at present are:
•
•
•
•

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Options for designing workflows
Windows outliners with features that Mac outliners
don’t have
Interviews with outlining mavens like Marc Barrot
(activeRenderer8), Mark Bernstein9 (Tinderbox),
Marc Canter10 (WebOutliner11), and Dave Winer12
(MORE and Radio Userland13)
In depth reviews of specific outliners, of course
Accessibility issues
Specific product and scenario how-tos

A survey of concept/mind mapping techniques and
products (which involve outliners)
The NoteBook/NoteTaker comparison
Hog Bay Notebook5, SkinkHunt Notes6, and similar
outliners compared
Comparisons
of
snippet
managers
(like
DevonThink7)

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

http://acmfiles.csusb.edu/corel/wpmac.html
ftp://ftp.r8ix.com/WP-L_Stuff
http://www.r8ix.com/lists.html
http://hyperarchive.lcs.mit.edu/HyperArchive/Abstracts/text/wp/
HyperArchive.html
http://www.hogbay.com/software/notebook/
http://www.skinkhunt.com/notes/
http://www.devon-technologies.com/products/devonthink.php

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

http://www.activerenderer.com/outlines/aR/activeRenderer.html
http://www.markbernstein.org
http://marc.canter.com
http://weboutliner.com
http://www.scripting.com/dwiner/
http://radio.userland.com/
http://www.rockware.com/catalog/pages/deltagraphmac.html
http://www.apple.com/keynote/
http://www.microsoft.com/mac/products/powerpointx/
powerpointx.aspx?pid=powerpointx
http://ayanamichan.com/richard/notes/
http://www.macchampion.com/alepin_features.shtml
http://www.dejal.com/caboodle/
http://www.hogbaysoftware.com/products/hog_bay_notebook.php
mailto:software@hogbay.com
http://www.codejedi.com
http://www.jerf.org/ironlute/
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ATPO: Announcing the FORE/1 Outliner

About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Announcing the FORE/1 Outliner
Regular ATPO readers probably know I worked with NSA1,
followed by a lengthy involvement with ARPA (now
DARPA2). One of the labs I worked with during these
decades has developed an advanced outliner for their own
use, and will now release it for free. This month, ATPO
reviews some of the key features of this application named
FORE/1.
The lab in question is one of those that still officially “doesn’t
exist,” which makes open source licensing a little problematic.
So they intend to just release the outliner through the major
peer-to-peer file sharing networks as a “free” product
including source code. They think it may actually spread
faster by that channel anyway. Because they must keep their
identity secret, they have retained the firm SAIC3 to act as
spokespeople. Sri Golubula of the McLain office of the
Suffolk, Virginia office of SAIC gave us a detailed overview of
the product, which we report here.

agents to be loosely coupled, stateless, and distributed. (This
summer, Microsoft will be introducing a .Net version of the
FORE/1 agents in F#9.)
Execution of functions in this structured context allows the
most advanced state-of-the-art concept modeling, said
Golubula, but some of these capabilities have been removed
from the lab version of the application for open distribution.
(The version that allows distributed outlines/outlining,
including assistance by remote agents, is called “FORE/n,”
pronounced “foreign.”) We’ll mention one or two of these
impressive capabilities when we review the features.
Golubula noted additional novel elements of the architecture:
•

Architecture
(This section is a little more technical than we like to get in
ATPO. Some ATPO readers may want to skip a couple
paragraphs about the how and go directly to the what. Just
look for the “User Interface” header below.)
FORE/1 is based on the notion of cells like NoteTaker4 and
NoteBook5. This notion goes beyond the two traditional
types of outline header and paragraph text. Like Tinderbox6
each cell has any number of attributes. Each cell has a
position in an outline.
FORE/1 is novel in extending that notion to agents. Each cell
has at least one agent that controls the display, but many
agents are possible, including agents that move about. Agents
can modify the display, change and generate the existence,
type, and contents of cells; and arrange cells in the outline
structure.
FORE/1 agents are based on functions, coded using the
functional language Haskell7, which for five years has been
maintained as an open source project largely via courtesy of
Microsoft Cambridge Lab8. This approach—radically
different from normal programming practice—allows the
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

•

http://www.nsa.gov
http://www.darpa.mil
http://www.saic.com
http://www.aquaminds.com
http://www.circusponies.com
http://www.eastgate.com/Tinderbox/
http://www.haskell.org
http://www.haskell.org/humor/press.html
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“FORE/1 is essentially an outliner GUI for Emacs10.
Leveraging the existing capabilities of Emacs allows
us to take advantage of the stable code of thousands of
person-years of coding and even more of review. It is
the most complex and capable single application in
existence,” he said.
During the three months I have been using it, there
was no time when the I needed to “drop back” into
Emacs or even be aware that it was running. FORE/1
used the stock Emacs supplied in Panther as a
background process, invisibly installing the necessary
extensions (which include OSAXen11—AppleScript
extensions—in Emacs Lisp).
There are essentially two applications: the outliner
itself, which is written wholly in AppleScript12; and
the agent space, which is written in Haskell. The
source code for both is completely visible and editable
in the outliner. The user interface is created in
FaceSpan13 using a free runtime component, which
Golubula says was a tough call. They could have done
it using AppleScript Studio14, which is free. That
would have allowed anyone to edit the entire
application, including interface widgets. But
AppleScript Studio is difficult to use, even for small
changes.
AppleScript Studio brings AppleScript to Cocoa,
while FaceSpan is more rooted in AppleScript, simply
adding interface elements. This way, a novice can

http://research.microsoft.com/projects/ilx/fsharp.aspx
http://www.emacs.org
http://www.osaxen.com
http://www.apple.com/applescript/
http://www.facespan.com
http://www.apple.com/applescript/studio/index.html
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•

•

•

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

more readily tweak anything at all except adding new
interface widgets; for that you’ll need to purchase
FaceSpan at $150, or more likely send a request to the
developers through Golubula.
The structure of the Haskell functions is based on a
novel application1 of group theory to information, a
formalism that allows the history of each cell to be
presented internally in terms of a mathematical
“shape.” This representation allows unexpected
bindings among cells but more importantly allows
higher level abstractions to guide writing and
associations. Golubula avoided mentioning the lab’s
application, but the demo cells contained
unstructured and structured text2, unstructured and
structured media3 as both input and presentation
drivers4, and similarly structured (literate) and
unstructured code as content and the application.
FORE/1 was developed and primarily fielded on Mac
OS X. That’s because the lab extended the OS X kernel
(xnu5) to allow cell functions to control the Power
architecture6 (the basis of the G4/G5) at a very fine
level for FORE/n. Something like that was always
planned when the lab in question helped fund the
Mach project7 on which OS X is based.
However, Golubula stressed that the IBM/Apple
Taligent partnership8 resulted in code developed for
the similar NuKernel9 that IBM is using to extend the
Linux kernel to support similar functionality on
IBM’s high-end workstations.
IBM is interested in adopting the KDE desktop10 for
its next generation Linux enterprise desktop. It is
already committed to speeding progress on KWord11
as a replacement for the popular FrameMaker12 which
Adobe is abandoning13. KDE employs a component
embedding technology, KParts14 which is an updating
of OpenDoc15, a technology jointly created by IBM
and Apple. Apple’s forthcoming “Tigress” employs a
modified version of Kparts for its interdocument
services.

Because FORE/1 uses KParts, it can embed in
KOffice—or any other KDE application—like the
KDE Web browser on which Apple’s Safari is based.
All of the KDE applications are coming to OS X/
Tigress as a cross-platform competitor to Microsoft
Office, with FORE/1 as the outliner component
directly competing with Microsoft’s Notebook in its
Office suite.

FORE/1 Outline Embedded in KWord

The overall architecture is showed in the following slide that
Golubula supplied. Only the elements in the darker boxes are
provided in this release. The novel visualization modules are
having some classified technology removed and will be
available
later.
They
employ
concept
lattices,
hyperstereograms, a novel input/manipulation device based
on string figures (cat’s cradle), and the soft logic of Thomas
Harriot.

http://www.springerlink.com/app/home/
issue.asp?wasp=3768dxd7th1yyne9gadt&re
ferrer=parent&backto
=journal,770,1435;linkingpublicationresults,id:105633,1
http://www.w3.org
http://www.chiariglione.org/mpeg/standards/mpeg-4/mpeg-4.htm#11
http://www.web3d.org/TaskGroups/x3d/x3d_spints.html
http://www.kernelthread.com/mac/osx/arch_xnu.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IBM_POWER
http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/project/mach/public/www/mach.html
http://www.wildcrest.com/Potel/Portfolio/InsideTaligentTechnology/WW87.htm
http://www.cocoadev.com/index.pl?NuKernel
http://kde.org
http://www.koffice.org/kword/
http://www.adobe.com/main.html
http://mjtsai.com/blog/2004/01/05/adobes_graveyard.html
http://developer.kde.org/documentation/tutorials/kparts/
http://en2.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main+Page
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User Interface
Detoured readers can rejoin us here; after all, what matters is
what you can do and how comfortable you feel. So in this
ATPO installment, we’ll review the user interface, which is the
very best I’ve seen for an outliner. In future columns—if there
is interest, perhaps in the “mind-mapping” column—we’ll
look at some of the extraordinary things the agents and
graphical visualizers can do.
At first glance, the outliner is fairly ordinary looking. It
comes with all the advanced features hidden; in this mode
you use it just like you do OmniOutliner1.
There are some differences. The text can be translucently
shadowed (which makes an amazing difference), the drag
indicator is like we described2 for NoteBook in ATPM 10.02,
but like NoteTaker (and unlike NoteBook and
OmniOutliner) you can copy cells by Option-dragging.

Each such external item can be embedded in the outline or
referenced from another file or URL, using agents we’ll
describe later. Or it can be the result of a structured query to a
database. In fact, each reference is a kind of direct link of the
type normally used in hypertext. Predefined direct links are
mirrored clone, directional clone (a change in the parent
changes the child, a change in the child breaks the link),
reversed clone, and copy. All of these extend to links inside
the outline, across outlines, URLs (including mirrored clones
via FTP), and to certain file types of other applications.
FORE/1 supports the normal type of hoisting, where you can
“lift” a branch so that only it displays. But you can go the
other way as well, “Finder dehoist.” That’s right, you can go
on beyond zebra and walk on up the Finder outline. And get
this: you can promote or drag an outline header to a Finder
header. In this case, that part of the outline becomes a new
outline file.
You can drag among open outlines or between panes of the
split window of the same outline. Bulleted paragraphs are
included in this as well. So we have three levels of outline in a
single pane: the outline of files in the Finder, the outlined
structure of one of those files, and the bulleted outline within
that file. Any element in one can move to the other.
There’s a “horizontal hoist” that I will get to in a moment.
Dragging a selection (which can be discontinuous) to the
Finder creates a new document with that nested content
according to the last-used nesting rules. Dragging from the
Finder or any element in another application’s document
opens a dialog asking what type of clone or reference you
wish.

Simple Outliner View

You’ll note that it uses an ACTA3-like triangle convention. A
hollow triangle denotes a cell with no child. There are two
primary cell attributes: headers (denoted by triangles) and
paragraph text (denoted by bullets and multiple bullets).
When exported to Word or applications that accept Word
format, these have the appropriate named paragraph styles.
The bullet-labeled cells are effectively outlines within
outlines. When exported, they become bulleted lists within
the document.
Even in this simple mode, FORE/1 rocks. Each cell can be
rich text as shown, an HTML/XHTML item (including a
table which essentially gives outliner columns), a number/
date, a QuickTime element, or a list or pop-up item. With
Apple’s KParts (code named “slide”), publish and subscribe
returns! Each cell can contain any document, terminal,
spreadsheet, or even other outliners!

1.
2.
3.

Finder Dehoist

Almost everyone will use this free outliner in this “simple”
mode, where it can serve as a notebook/scrapbook and/or
the ultimate writer’s outliner.
The designers were rather obsessive about having every
operation controllable by the keyboard and through the
outliner window alone. As a result, the menus as delivered do
not have all the commands, but that is user-tailorable: the

http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnioutliner/
http://www.atpm.com/10.02/atpo.shtml
http://a-sharp.com/acta/
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menus can be created and extensively edited like Frontier’s1.
Keystrokes are equally fluid, including the ability to have
context-sensitive keystrokes and to have compound
sequences like Control-S, then B. This feature is decidedly
un-Mac-like (but quite Unix-like).
There also is the requisite toolbar, but you won’t really need it
once you learn a couple of things.

“horizontal hoist”). You’ll also appreciate that all the controls
are optimized for a one-button mouse. More than that, all the
developers work on PowerBooks.

Preference Outline

The Advanced User Interface
Now it is time to introduce you to the full-blown user
interface that you can access by toggling a preference in the
“as-delivered” mode. In the screenshots that follow, we’ll
briefly touch on how each element works. In doing so, we’ll
stick mostly to ordinary black rich text to make the use of the
controls clearer, except for the next screenshot. The
screenshot shows all the widgets we’ll review. Each widget
obviously has a purpose; most convey meaning with some
change in color or shape, and most have hover pop-ups in
addition to their own contextual menus.

Toolbar Editor

You’ll notice that everything you need is in or on the window.
And I mean everything. For instance, look at how the
preferences are displayed and set. As an outline! Skip over for
a moment how you get to that preference outline (by

1.

All the Supplied Widgets

http://www.userland.com
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screenshot below shows how I have my codes set up, using a
shortcut of color and shape, depending on the pop-up for
details.
Hovering over this widget displays a pop-up with detailed
information about the state. Control-clicking shows a
contextual menu that lets you change the state as it is set up.
Clicking on the widget opens an outline that lets you control
the state in more detail and change the rules, behavior, and
display we’ve been describing.

There are three controls on the left: the State Widget, The
Outline Flippy, and the Attribute Flippy.

State Control Outline

The State Widget

The first one designates the “condition” of the header. A
header can be an original or a clone parent, sibling or child
with several conditions. A header can be “marked” with one
of the default markers. There is a “yank” stack into which
marked cells can be yanked similar to a multi-clipboard. If
you have a set of marked headers, you can yank that state to
the stack, pushing the list of previously marked ones down a
spot. The default is that 15 marked sets are saved.
The default markers are three types of “mark.” You can mark
manually, by one of several “finds,” or through an agent. Also
noted are three types of “invisible” (that are set by default to
be progressive), and three types of “conditional headers” that
are displayed or marked when certain conditions apply.
Those conditions could be simple: “on 18 Jan remind me to
buy a birthday present,” or complex “if these three links
elsewhere were followed in sequence, make this section
visible as part of the narrative and activate its links.” But any
number of any types of markers can be defined.
The order in which you mark cells is remembered, so that you
can specify that they be collected in some manner that
accounts for such things as: when marked, created, or
changed, level in hierarchy (and whether parents are marked
or changed), and so on.
The character also displays whether the header is involved in
a clone or reference dependency as described above. The
widget displays some information about these states and can
be tailored to use all sorts of arcane symbols if you wish. The
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To the left of this widget is the drag zone. Grab here to mark
or drag to a different location or outline document. The
behavior of the drag zone is also tailorable. Control-clicking
in this zone opens an annotation window that can be any of
the cell types. My own style of annotation is to reference a
branch of the invisible part of the outline reserved for to-dos
and annotations.
The Outline and Attribute Triangles

Next over is the ordinary flippy triangle that pretty much
every Mac outliner uses except NoteTaker. Unless you say
otherwise, it behaves in the ordinary way (by collapsing or
expanding all children). It is hollow if there are no children,
behavior that makes great sense and differs from the Finder.
The collapse behavior is controlled by the sliders on the right,
which we’ll describe in a moment. Those sliders can make the
triangle control several types of outline collapse or different
modes of folding. If you activate more than the basic
behavior, clicking will give you the default behavior.
The contextual menu will let you select the paragraph type
for the header, which in the normal case will be the choice
between “header” and “paragraph text.” You can override the
CSS specifications here by using ordinary Mac formatting
commands or apply any of an unlimited number of named
paragraph styles you define.
And to the right we have a similar flippy triangle that is pink.
Expanding it automatically collapses the “content” outline
under the header and opens an “attribute” outline. This
outline displays and controls all the links and attributes of the
17
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header. As with all the widgets, it conveys some information
by its appearance, shows details in a hover pop-up, activates
by clicking, and is tailorable by Control-clicking.
The attributes and links are much like Tinderbox’s
implementation and are used in a similar manner. But links
can have state, and can be of the same types as the clones
(two-way, mirrored, referenced, and so on). In fact, the
cloning/referencing mechanism is itself a type of link. Agents
are specified here. That’s beyond us to describe, except to say
that essentially any scripting language can be used that you
wish and any scripting editor can be used, like BBEdit1,
ScriptDebugger2, and Affrus3.

can dream up. Multiple link markers can be applied to any
element, even overlapping. Clicking either bracket gives the
behavior specified, often a “go to” link.

In-line Link/Attribute Marker
Folding Sliders and Feedback

Way over on the right are two vertical markers like we
described4 that Mathematica5 uses. The inner line demarks
the scope of outline collapsing; normally this is all the
children under a header. To the right is the scope of an
independent folding command. Folding can be defined over
any scope with simple rules. You can adjust that scope by
dragging the line down and up. The key rule is that if you
drag to an Aunt below, that Aunt’s sister above is included.
You can toggle (on a cell basis if you wish) whether the flippy
triangle controls outline collapsing or folding as you specify.
In either case, you have feedback on the number of lines and
cells collapsed or folded, similar to that we noted in jEdit6.
The defaults (shown here) are that grey denotes collapsed
matter, with pink showing folded stuff.
Way over on the right of the window is the split pane control
that gives you two views of the same outline if you don’t want
to open two windows. This is very handy for seeing the
outline and its attributes at once.

Attribute Outline
In-line Links

Headers cells are treated as monolithic units in everything
we’ve described so far. But any selection within a cell can be
assigned the same properties in place, becoming a sort of
subcell in the outline (but not displayed that way). This is
denoted by the same bracket-like widgets we described at the
left of the header—flippy triangles. In this case, they
surround the text or cell object that is referenced in the link
or attribute. Links, clones, and references are all possible of
the types we described as supplied, or any exotic variety you

Horizontal Hoist
The outline described so far is the outline of the content and a
parallel outline of attributes and agents. But you can shift the
view to outlines of editable preferences and even the code for
both the outliner in AppleScript and agent environment in
Haskell. Be careful with this extreme tailorability. There is no
protection from making damaging changes, and I suspect
that most users won’t tinker with the code, instead using
enhancements from others. But make copies frequently if you

1.
2.
3.

http://www.barebones.com/products/bbedit/index.shtml
http://www.latenightsw.com/sd3.0/index.html
http://www.latenightsw.com/affrus/index.html
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I use CocoaSuite1, with the start on this button substituting
for holding down a modifier key. But most on the team (far
more radical than I) have transmuted their PowerBooks with
MacNTouch2 and use cat’s cradle-derived gestures. Prefab
gestures for both are included in the download.

are tweaking the code: you literally edit the application
within itself and the changes take place immediately after
saving.

Horizontal Hoist

Button Commands and Status Pop-ups
Notice those three buttons in the upper right that look exactly
like the Apple-supplied ones in the upper left? That’s the
setup I use instead of the toolbar. It’s a darn sight cleaner even
if we do step on a few rules. The button on the far right is the
“gestures” button. The graphic displays of the
outline—which we’ll cover in a different column—include a
view that is manipulatable by certain motions. I like those
motions (symmetry operations on concept lattices) and
apply them to the outline when in outline view.

Gestures Editor

Moving left, the nest titlebar button is the “horizontal hoist”
shifter. Hitting that shifts among the “regular” outline view,
the preferences outline, the pretty good help outline (isn’t it
scandalous how few outliners use themselves for their help?),
the AppleScript code, and the Haskell code. Option-click this
button and you get the Finder hoist, which we’ve called
“dehoist”; and “vertical hoist,” which zooms in as far as cells
with cells or bullet outlines within triangle outlines—and it
zooms out into the Finder outline if you wish.
The remaining button on the far left is the drag shelf. You can
drag a collection of cells there (or have an agent place them
there) and drag them out at your leisure, even to another
document. Its very handy. I have this set so that it is a third
“yank stack,” parallel to that fed by cut/paste and “gather and
mark” cells; you can move these stacks among themselves of
course or set any of them to be the same.
At the very bottom of the window, sharing space with the
scroll bar, is a tailorable status area. This is set up in the
screenshot as indicating certain features of the cells. Clicking
on one indicator gives some quick options that you would
otherwise have to open the attribute outline to see or change.
The ones in this screenshot are from left to right: whether the

1.
2.
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selection is a cell or a subcell, its age, its stylename, its clone/
reference status, its type (RTF, HTML, etc.), its nested
relatives (subcells, children, multiple sources).

before accessing its power in ways that you can leverage.
Recognizing this fear, SAIC is tasked to adjust behaviors so
that FORE/1 emulates three of the legacy outliners6 we
surveyed last month. That will provide a ready entry point for
the non–power user.
Negatives
The outliner has several weaknesses. Because it is
implemented in AppleScript, it is slower than a normal
application. I have used it for a few months on my 1 GHz
PowerBook with no problems, but I fear that older machines
or huge outlines will produce annoying delays. There is no
snipping service, as the Cyrobolics Lab used their own
AppleScripts for input. Surely someone will add snipping
management soon because it will be so easy.
You can display way cool HTML in cells, including tables,
layers, and the whole bag. But you cannot edit the HTML in
FORE/1, other than changing text. You need to use a separate
application for that.
The export to other applications is extremely flexible because
the native representation is XML. The schema used is
included in the download. All program-to-program and
program-to-Web translation is done by XSL translations.
This is not something a casual user will create. Two-way
translation to Word, KWord, FrameMaker, and InDesign is
included, plus two blog templates. But you’ll have to tweak
them if you have specific layouts in mind, and this is nontrivial.
And as noted, for the time being you’ll have to export to
another application for graphical display and manipulation
of relationships and links. Even more basic: printing is pretty
hosed up from FORE/1. You’ll have to use a layout application
for that too. Named styles will convey though.
You should also be warned that the original developers feel
obsessive about certain things. For instance, they believe in
multiple windows; if someone insists on adding tabs to their
creation, they are likely to sneak into your house at night, eat
your food, and paint your furniture ugly colors. And they can
do it too, under the current administration. Even though we
have been friends for decades, I’m still afraid; there is nothing
more dangerous than a spooky outliner who’s been offended.

Status Pop-ups

Other Stuff
We’ve skipped over some features. FORE/1 can be embedded
in Path Finder1 as the preview editor, which gives a different
sort of Finder outline integration. It works well with all the
content in a database; I use FileMaker 72. Because FORE/1
uses XML, you can shift your outlines back and forth with
Tinderbox without losing anything. Much information from
either application’s scheme is inaccessible from the other
application. You can publish via OPML (which erases much
of the cool information), through Tinderbox (or any layout
application that accepts XML, like FrameMaker, KWord, or
InDesign3), or any of the new KDE-derived Apple “iOffice”
(code named “Jeholodens4”) applications.
FORE/1 indexes by n-grams (usually two-, three-, and fourletter sequences) in addition to words. The two together with
any tagging and modeling that exists have all sorts of
advantages in actually guessing at the meaning of words. So
when you do searches, you can get results according to the
“semantic distance.” A new mailing list5 and wiki have been
set up to advance this technology.
Like Tinderbox and FileMaker, you might consider FORE/1
an open-ended development platform. You may be hesitant
because you think you will need to “set it up” in your own way
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Department of Corrections, Apologies, and Additions
By now we hope you have discerned that FORE/1 actually
stands for 04/01 (April First) and is a hoax. At least the actual
existence of the application is—and some of the background
we mentioned. I apologize for any damage done to your
expectations. Maybe we should make it, or get the Cyrobolics
folks to release it.

http://www.atpm.com/9.06/path-finder.shtml
http://www.filemaker.com
http://www.adobe.com/products/indesign/main.html
http://www.angellis.net/Web/DFG-mam/Jeholodens.htm
http://interop.cim3.net/forum/semantic-distance/
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If there is interest, I’ll describe what the fictional Cyrobolics
geniuses have concocted for graphical concept mapping
when we survey the products you can actually get that do
“mind—mapping.”
This column was originally intended to survey features of
Windows outliners that OS X users don’t have. The idea was
to prompt enlightened users to spur OS X developers to
improve their own particular outliners. But amazingly, after
significant effort, we found nothing worth bothering you
about. What makes this so annoying is that most Windows
outline developers do not have much description on their
Web site, nor in the documentation. You actually have to
work with each one to discover its capabilities, so it was as
much work as last month’s column with no result.
There are some interesting Windows products, but all of
them (excepting perhaps Skwyrul Pro1) are disturbingly ugly
and clunky in their user interface. NoteMap2 is a simple
outliner that has an imperfect round-trip export/import
relationship with Word3. No one on the Mac supports Word
1.
2.

round-trip. This matters because stuff like InDesign and
Quark4 understand Word, and many writers like to work in
phases, shifting from their work back and forth from outline
to layout views, like you could do in FORE/1.
Lacking anything interesting to say on outliner features from
other platforms, I decided to describe an ideal outliner of
sorts to goose up the dialog you should be having with all
these clever Mac developers—the ones that support your
creativity.
•••
We have a new outliner! Zengobi, Inc recently shipped
version 1 of Curio5. The feature set of this first version is
targeted toward “concept discovery,” but it is intended to grow
to general-purpose brainstorming. What makes this notable
is that it is a completely new take on outlining, sort of a cross
between OneNote for Windows6 and Apple’s Keynote7. This
vision has gas, and is worth following.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

http://www.pebble-software.com
http://www.casesoft.com/notemap/index.shtml

http://www.microsoft.com/mac/products/wordx/wordx.aspx?pid=wordx
http://www.quark.com
http://www.zengobi.com/products/curio/
http://office.microsoft.com/home/office.aspx?assetid=FX01085803
http://www.apple.com/keynote/
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ATPO: NoteTaker and NoteBook

About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

NoteTaker and NoteBook
This month we take a look at AquaMinds NoteTaker1 and
Circus Ponies NoteBook2. I have gotten more mail requesting
a look at these two than any subject other than the legacy
outliners3.

of index pages at the back. Both have stamps/marks, text
highlighters, labels, and support multimedia and advanced
clipping. There are other superficial similarities as well.

NoteBook and NoteTaker Icons

NoteBook and NoteTaker With Default Settings

Both of these give their own joy depending on how your
mind is sculpted. I can recommend either. Both push the user
interface and feature envelope into new territory in slightly
different ways, and they compete against each other. Both are
on a fast track development-wise and would be good
candidates for partners for the future, but they are different
enough in their underlying philosophies that they will find
distinctly different user bases.
I admit that I got into the business of writing ATPO
precisely because I was confronted with these two
applications. I am a heavy outliner and use several programs
intensively. Moving part of my life into an application is a
heavy commitment, and I was already in love elsewhere. I had
to upgrade, but to which app? And for what use?
This forced me into a period of introspection about
outlining possibilities and tools, the results of which grew
into ATPO. The idea is that your typical Mac user has a clever
imagination that wants to spin up great stuff. How that
imagination moves is largely dependent on the tools used
and—most importantly—the philosophy behind them.
These two tools, NoteBook and NoteTaker, superficially
look like twins. They both present as multipage spiral
notebooks with cover, table of contents, section dividers with
section contents and tabs, “regular” pages, and several types

1.
2.
3.

The things that attracted me were that they are Cocoa
applications that promiscuously exploit the strengths of the
modern Mac; their multipurpose functionality meant that
either could serve as someone’s only outliner; and (big
fanfare here) they both have a feature that no other outliner
has: multilevel outlines. Multilevel outlines are outlines of
outlines. These notebooks literally have outlines of the pages
that contain outlines, potentially powerful stuff. We
discussed this feature in some detail in October4.
Common Heritage, Different Philosophies
A particular background is always mentioned in this context:
once upon a time there was a much admired NeXT notebook
outliner called “NoteBook,” from Millennium Software. At
some point, the two principals left and started their own
companies, those we see here. Jayson Adams is the man
behind Circus Ponies NoteBook; Scott Love heads
AquaMinds and NoteTaker.
Both seem to have kept the rights to the original NoteBook
code and certainly some NeXT code has been brought
forward, but I suspect it to be a small portion in each case.
Most prospective users might think this indicates that the
products are as similar as they initially appear. But consider
that these two developers quarrelled severely enough to get a
divorce. Presumably they differed on fundamental aspects of

http://www.aquaminds.com/index.jsp
http://www.circusponies.com
http://www.atpm.com/10.03/atpo.shtml
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the notebook and the philosophies behind it. I think this is
the case, because under the similar skins are two different
religions.
User opinion seems to have established that NoteTaker has
more frequent updates and more features, while NoteBook
takes more care to be elegant and complete in executing
features. That wisdom also holds that while NoteTaker’s
features always work, they sometimes seem comparatively
slapdash and carry minor glitches such as redraw problems
until the next update. In my experience, this was the case
early in the game, but NoteBook’s feature set is now in the
same ballpark and NoteTaker’s unpolished quirks seem to
have abated.
Another difference: Circus Ponies has pretty dreadful
documentation (no index or search!) but a great, friendly
support forum that involves the developers: feedback is direct
and honest and suggestions and bugs are dealt with speedily.
On the other hand, AquaMinds has a flood of complete,
impressive, and effective documentation, videos (for $80)
and tutorials, but no public support forum at all!
Incidentally, I find it absolutely goofy that outliners in
general do not deliver their documentation in their own
format. It is doubly strange with these two that have so much
to offer.
I do not intend to give a complete review here; those tend to
be death marches of feature counting and list comparison.
(But check out my first official review1—of a non-outliner
application—elsewhere in this edition of ATPM.) Instead,
we’ll focus on the outlining functions of these multipurpose
applications and try to dig deeply enough into their
philosophies to help you see if one can be Your Particular
Outliner.

Both of these notebooks rashly chose a shiny jellybean
widget metaphor when Apple was into lickability. NoteBook
uses an inflated glossy equilateral triangle. It employs a not
widely used triangle convention that has “collapsed” arrows
pointed right and “uncollapsed” arrows pointing down. I
think this is a big mistake because headers with nothing
under them at all (even text intended to be note paragraphs)
have the same indicator as those that say “look below for
content.” This is the same goof that the Mac Finder makes, by
the way.

NoteBook Widgets

Fortunately, Circus Ponies has added an option to change
the widgets to the ordinary grey ones we know. We’ll show
those in the NoteBook screenshots that follow. There is a
separate option to eliminates any arrow for a cell with no
subcell. Together, these are much nicer.

Outlining Features
These are applications that bust software categories, though
outliners have been doing that for some time. They are
outliners in the sense of being ready repositories for
collecting thoughts and items related to them, then slowly
adding order according to your work style. This outlining
function is our focus in this column.
But they also function as high level clipping services,
scrapbooks, and freeform databases. They even could be seen
as a new form of Web site development tool. Each of these
functions supports the outlining which we’ll assume is the
core you are looking for, though it need not be so.
Outlining on a Page

In one sense, these outliners are an elegant implementation of
tabbed windows instead of the multiple windows that
typified the original Mac interface. Each “page” in the
notebook is an outline, so if we are looking at core outlining
competence, we need to start here.
1.

Familiar NoteBook Widgets

http://www.atpm.com/10.05/trans-lucy.shtml
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NoteTaker on the other hand has taken a wholly different
tack. It uses the Aqua-fied “plus-labels” we described in a
previous column1 that originated in the command-line world
and was brought to the Mac by MORE2. (Scott Love worked
on MORE.) No other modern outliner in the Mac world uses
these plus and minus labels, but they are common in the
Windows world. NoteTaker has announced their intentions
to enter the Windows market, and this choice may reflect that
strategy.
On the other hand, you can quickly get used to it. It has the
purity of a functional logic (plus for collapsed cells, minus for
uncollapsed and no character for a cell with no subcells).
Also, it looks nice and consistent, at least on the outliner
pages. The “section” pages are a different story, but again you
can switch to the familiar Mac arrows if you wish. When
doing this, NoteTaker uses a dot for a cell with no children,
like OmniOutliner does. We’ll make the switch in NoteTaker
in what follows. Why use Windows conventions when these
Mac ones are so much better?

Both have a more elegant drag indicator than any other
outliner. As you drag the cells to their new location, an
outline appears where the drop would occur with everything
below moved out of the way. NoteBook goes a little further in
that their drop box reflects the indented structure of the
dragged cells.

NoteBook Drag Indicator

Both have an elegant hoist feature, and they both use the
same hoist indicator, a dash with three dots. But look how
differently they are placed.

NoteTaker Widgets
NoteBook Hoist Indicator

Already we encounter some of the larger differences
between these two outliners. NoteBook has been working
hard to court MORE-type users and has implemented every
applicable key command and operation from that venerable
outliner. Some of these are quite esoteric but very handy for
power outliners. They’ve given options so that arcane but
useful MORE behavior is used. For instance, NoteBook has
an option such that if a cell has children and you hit Return,
you enter a child at the top of the stack. These little things are
great if you are deep into using your outliner as a writing tool.

1.
2.
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like section dividers and have tabs. Section dividers have tabs
and a subset of the table of contents that applies to that
section.

NoteTaker “Focus” Indicator

Neither notebook allows you to place cells just anywhere on
the page like Curio1 (whose pages are not outline pages) or
OneNote for Windows2 (whose notebook pages can contain
outlines).
Neither of these supports clones, a prerequisite of a power
outliner. And neither supports columns.

NoteBook Contents Page with Contents Outline

Taking the levels further down, in either notebook you can
give any page a tab.
In NoteBook, all of the important outlining commands can
be used here on these meta-outlines. Way cool. There’s more:
this contents outline can hold pretty much any object the
page outlines can, so you can literally have a page title that is a
graphic. NoteTaker only allows text in its contents outline.

Outlines of Outlines

The huge advantage that both of these have over all other
outliners is the outlines of outlines feature. The notebooks are
set up so that they have an overall contents page of everything
in the notebook. This is an outline as well. But it has some
subtle differences from page outlines.
Below is a typical NoteBook contents page. (I have put a
tiled image on it and changed the outline widgets to make it
look nicer.) You’ll note that there are two types of headers,
pages (which have page numbers) and section headers.
Subsection headers are called “dividers” but they behave just

1.
2.

Partial NoteBook Contents Page with Graphic

http://www.zengobi.com
http://office.microsoft.com/home/
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Now we will see how NoteTaker handles this same
problem: its solution is radically different. It doesn’t have the
coolness of NoteBook’s outlining on contents pages. Instead
it goes in a different, but still cool, direction. First of all,
NoteTaker does not allow much of an outline on its contents
pages. Only two levels are supported: pages and sections.
Bummer.
But look at the screenshot below. NoteTaker squarely faces
a key problem with the notebook metaphor: you can only see
one page at a time. That means you can be looking at the
contents outline or a page outline, but not both. NoteTaker
has a drawer that displays the contents outline so that you can
navigate to any page from any page. Objects in that outline
can be double-clicked, but they cannot be rearranged.
Shucks.

implementation, which allows hierarchy. NoteTaker’s is
similar except it doesn’t permit subdividers so just gives a flat
list of pages.

NoteBook Contextual Pop-up

So NoteTaker has three ways of page navigation (drawer,
contents pages, tab contextual menu) and NoteBook has two
which exploit outlines much more fully.
Now we come to my major heartbreak with both of these
outliners. Outlining is about structuring and restructuring.
They both have this neat idea of double outlines, but there is
no way in either to go back and forth between outline levels
without going around the barn. Suppose I discovered that I
had a very large page; there is no way to promote a page to a
section or the other way around: “demoting” a slender section
to a page.
And it gets much, much worse for the outline user. Outline
restructuring is primarily a matter of keyboard operations in
four directions or dragging. Suppose you want to drag a
group of cells from one page to another in the same
notebook: you simply cannot do it. You cannot open multiple
copies of the same notebook. And you cannot drag to a tab,
have that tab open the desired page and then drop on that
page. OmniOutliner1, one of the competitors for serious
outlining, can readily drag anything among “spatial”
windows. This is where the idea of stacked windows as pages
kicks you in the butt. Not even NoteTaker’s neat drawer can
be dragged to.
No robust drag-and-drop functionality within a notebook
is heartbreak city. But both of these outliners are improving
at breakneck speed so perhaps this deficiency will be
addressed soon (especially if you request it). NoteBook
recently delivered the capability to drag items between
notebooks and both allow dragging of pages and page
groups.

NoteTaker MetaOutline Drawer with Default Buttons

And look below in the same drawer and see yet a third level
of outline—sort of! This (called the “library”) is a subset of
the Finder view of available NoteTaker notebooks. Below that
is a “history” list of visited pages.
This is a fabulous feature (configured by several options in
the preferences). It helps with navigation. But it is pretty
clumsy in appearance because it uses completely different
outline widgets and commands than the default shiny pluslabels. Oh well, switch to the Mac labels to feel more
comfortable.
Both NoteBook and NoteTaker take advantage of
contextual menus in a great way. If you hover over a tab
(usually on the right side of the notebook) and control-click,
you get a list of the pages in that section—way cool
navigation.
The
screenshot
shows
NoteBook’s

1.
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What we need is springloaded tabs, but we haven’t got ’em.
NoteBook can drag cells with siblings (but not groups of
cells) to another page in the same notebook under certain
conditions. The pages have to be of the same type (“section”
or outline pages), the target page must have a tab, and the
dropped cell goes at the bottom of the page. A workaround.

NoteBook allows for “media frames,” a collection of display
options for media, including scaling, rotating and other
attributes.

Integration of Multimedia and Web pages

We mentioned OmniOutliner, which can only handle text.
Both NoteTaker and NoteBook do well with multimedia,
NoteTaker on regular pages only. They can handle pretty
much anything you can throw at them: nearly any image,
movie, or PDF. Files can generally be embedded or
referenced (in which case the file is not copied). We’ll deal
with database issues surrounding multimedia below.
If you drag a media file, the content is copied into the
notebook. If you Option-drag, the file contents are copied by
reference like we had in OS 9’s Publish and Subscribe. This is
true in both.

NoteBook Media Frames Options

NoteTaker can do some limited scaling through a
contextual menu, but otherwise lacks the options of
NoteBook. Instead, NoteTaker displays a hotlink to the file,
and pressing Option while over the file displays the path,
something they call “x-ray.”
Presumably you can already see what is obvious to me after
a few months with these programs. NoteBook sees itself as a
power outliner with database and other capabilities, while
NoteTaker exists as a great freeform database with outlining
and other capabilities. Those “other capabilities” are similar
and in some cases identical, but the basic identities of these
are fundamentally different. Every design decision we see
where they differ can be explained this way.
Both notebooks allow voice annotation, something
apparently important in a laboratory environment. I did not
explore the relative merits of the implementations.
Both notebooks are extremely friendly to Web content.
URLs display as links, and clipped or dragged Web content
displays in a cell precisely as it does in a browser. NoteTaker
offers a few more options in this regard, but neither seems to

NoteTaker Image that Has Been Drag-Referenced
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have done what Tinderbox1 has: allow automatically
refreshed pages and RSS content. Neither supports wiki links,
like Hog Bay Notebook2.

OmniOutliner also support OPML, and DEVONthink
support has been announced. Many users seem to combine
several of these outliners in an OPML workflow.
The big question is what more robust options exist for
designing workflows.
Both notebooks allow publishing to the Web. They do it by
creating an HTML version of their notebook appearance and
(most) functionality. You upload this to your Web site or local
server and people can read your notebook pretty much as if it
were in the host application on your machine. I’m told there
are minor quirks with NoteTaker due to the goofy variety of
browsers and “standards,” but I haven’t exhaustively tested
this.

Hog Bay WikiLinks

NoteTaker has however incorporated Web services in such
a way that one can make a cell a browser! Clicking a link in a
Web page opens that page in the cell just as if it were Safari.
NoteTaker Web Outline Publishing

I have to say that doing it at least once is a pretty cool
experience.
But what if you want to export to InDesign, or Word, or
Dreamweaver?
NoteTaker imports and exports native Word format,
though it exports awkwardly. Referenced content is lost, as is
most formatting and all outline structure. By that I mean if
you enter Word’s outliner, no structure will be there. As a

NoteTaker Cell as Web Browser
Integration into Workflow

Any serious outliner is going to wonder how this fits into the
workflow. We’ll address the “goesinta” in another section
below, as that is largely a clipping, scrapbooking, databasing
sort of thing with its own competition like DEVONthink3.
Here, we’ll only mention that both notebooks are good
citizens regarding import and export of OPML, a standard
XML format for exchanging outlines. Hog Bay Notebook and

1.
2.
3.

http://www.eastgate.com/Tinderbox/
http://www.hogbay.com/software/notebook/
http://www.devon-technologies.com/products/devonthink.php
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worst-of-both-worlds situation, the indents are carried over
to the layout view so that the appearance of an outline is
displayed.

Meanwhile, both have options for tailoring their HTML
output on a page-by-page basis so that you can produce a
“normal” looking site automatically. And NoteTaker supplies
a free “reader” so that you can distribute your notebooks asis.

NoteTaker Content in Word

In NoteTaker’s defense, export to Word seems to be a heck
of a challenge, even using Panther’s support for Word format.
Inspiration1 has focused on just this capability for years and
does only a little better.
AquaMinds exports to NTML (NoteTaker Markup
Language) and NoteBook does NBML. Both are XML-based
and are more robust than OPML. Once you have your outline
in XML, you or another user can write translations to do
pretty much anything. This is about as open as a format can
get.

NoteBook HTML Export Options

For now, both notebooks export equally useful PDF,
OPML, their own XML and RTF. Both have facilities of
different types and robustness to excerpt parts of notebooks,
and in NoteTaker’s case, to e-mail them.
Links

We’ve talked about URL links a little. What about links within
the notebook and to other notebooks? NoteTaker has this
well in hand. It is not as robust as Tinderbox’s many types of
links—NoteTaker links are just like HTML links. But they
can be two-way (very nice), and they can be from text or cell
to text, cell, or page. They are designated by a badge to the left
1.

http://www.inspiration.com/productinfo/inspiration/index.cfm
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of a cell and—as with referenced Web and image
content—Option-hovering reveals the source. NoteTaker
links can be to other notebooks as well.

NoteBook also has quite a few more options with label style.
Labels are the numbers in parentheses or letters that many
outliners use.

NoteTaker Links and X-ray Pop-up

NoteBook’s links can presently be only from text to a page
within the current notebook.
See the pattern of NoteBook drifting to power outliner and
NoteTaker to power freeform database?
Outline Formatting

I’ve discovered that one hot button among outliner people is
their appreciation for sophisticated outline formats. They
want control. They want visible structure. They want options.
Both notebooks allow you to change font styles
individually. How could they not? Additionally, NoteTaker
has a “Favorite Styles” submenu where you can name styles
and apply them to selected text, but otherwise, NoteTaker
considers all cells to be the same style regardless of placement
in the outline.

NoteBook Level Styles

Both allow all sorts of honking around with margins,
images on background, removing the “binding,” three-punch
holes and paper lines. You can color, remove, or relocate the
tabs that are normally on the right. NoteBook considers its
contents/section pages to be different animals so you can
format those differently. I find that a great help in reminding
me that the outline level has shifted.
Folding

Folding, in normal outlining usage, is the ability to collapse
cells to only their first lines, independent of collapsing
subcells up underneath. It is very handy when you want to get
a big picture of the outline because no cell takes more than
one line.
Both NoteBook and NoteTaker support the same method
of folding, which is the sweetest I have ever seen. You can fold
any text cell or collection or selected text cells by using a key
command (Command-Esc for NoteTaker, Esc for NoteBook).
They then fold to one line followed by an ellipsis.
The cool part is that once you enter a folded cell, it
automatically expands it for editing. That’s an attention to
detail that takes the breath away.

NoteTaker Favorite Styles Menu

NoteBook goes much further, at least as far as MORE and
OmniOutliner in level-specific styles. You can specify styles
for outline levels so that you can—for instance—specify that
Level 2 is a little smaller or less bold (or red) than Level 1.
ATPM 10.05 / May 2004
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NoteTaker’s folding goes one better and is the only case
where it beats NoteBook in the outlining area. That same key
command when no cell is selected toggles what they call
“multiline” mode so that all new cells are presumed to be
folded.

presented as a page on the index. Results are displayed with
surrounding context so you can actually understand them.
Each result is hotlinked to its occurrence. Nice.

Other Miscellaneous Outlining Stuff

NoteTaker lets you assign and change keystrokes for menu
items, even the “favorite styles” you will certainly add.
NoteTaker has all the outlining menu commands NoteBook
does, I think, so you could emulate the MORE command set
if you wish. NoteBook does not allow custom key
assignments, and as I will remark later, many of its important
controls are not in menus anyway, but in “inspectors.”
NoteBook has superior typographic controls, allowing for
shifted baselines, ligatures, and kerning. Great, but these
settings are not included in the custom styles for outline
levels. Ouch!

NoteBook Super-Find Panel

Incidentally, this “superfind” is close in effect to MORE’s
much-celebrated “search, mark, and gather” feature.
Database Features
My job here is to focus on the outlining capabilities. As you’ve
seen, both are worthy outliners but they also serve as
freeform databases. For many outlining uses, the merger of
these two capabilities is natural.
The idea behind a database is that there is “metadata”
associated with an item. Here we see an even bigger
difference in underlying philosophy.
NoteBook’s approach is the most straightforward.
Metadata is handled as simple attributes. You can make up
and assign keywords to cells. You can also apply “stickers,”
NoteBook Typographic Controls

I consider “finding” to be a basic outlining capability.
NoteTaker has a minimal find/replace (find a text string, but
you can search over many notebooks) while NoteBook’s
“superfind” also considers assignable cell attributes
(keywords, “stickers,” highlights, dates, and priorities) that
will be mentioned below. The results of a “superfind” are
which are the same type of thing, except little pictures. These
are optionally displayed to the left of the cell. Priorities are a
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similar attribute.

page number takes you to the page. Option-hovering on one
of those numbers displays a window with the item in context.
This “x-ray” feature is used elsewhere in NoteTaker.

A NoteTaker Index

NoteBook takes a different approach. It does not use a
collapsible outline format. The numbers next to the index
entry are not the page numbers but the number of
occurrences, for instance (1,2,3). A contextual menu will pop
up to tell you the page title of that occurrence.

NoteBook Attributes

Each is collected into a group for organization. Once
applied to a cell, the group assignment is lost. Cells also have
invisible date attributes: date created and date modified.
You assign attributes to text blocks in NoteBook by
“highlighting” via one of six colors. This text attribute may
not seem like the other attributes until you realize that
highlighted text is indexed and you can “superfind” using
highlight as an attribute.
NoteBook automatically builds indexes of each of these
plus all the words in the notebook (more of a concordance,
really) and the “superfind” results already mentioned. There’s
also a list of “attachments,” which is NoteBook’s term for
referenced files, but none for internal links.
NoteTaker superficially seems identical. It similarly builds
indexes of words, proper words, numbers, documents
(identical to NoteBook’s “attachments”), date last changed,
dates in cells, e-mail addresses, URLs, and “categories.” This
seems the same except for a few details and that last thing,
“category.” But that last item is radically different.
First a word about NoteTaker’s index display. It uses outline
organization where it can, for instance all words starting with
“A” would be collapsed under A. Next to an index entry is a
number representing the page number(s) where that
item—in this case a word—might be found. Clicking on that
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NoteTaker Categories, Templates and “Summarize”

Now let’s dig into NoteTaker categories. These are not the
“passive” descriptors of NoteBook. They can be; you can
make up any group and category and use it just like
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NoteBook’s attributes, as tags. But NoteTaker also rolls its
internal attributes into this list, stuff such as whether a cell is
an image, link, movie or such. You cannot edit this group.
So far, NoteTaker “categories” are just like NoteBook’s
collection of attributes (keywords and stickers and such) but
less visually exploited on outline pages. So why am I excited?
Because NoteTaker users can build “templates” with these
categories.
A template is a group of cells with assigned categories and
styles. Suppose you wanted to make a movie notebook and
had a section where each movie had a page. You’d want some
cells to be like fields in a database, with titles like: “Movie
Name,” “Director,” and other text entries. But you would
likely want a date cell as well, and some for images and video
clips and URLs. Easy as pie to make such a template for a
page.
ATPO readers may remember us enthusing about an
identical capability with the long lost Arrange in our survey
of legacy outliners1. NoteTaker’s template cells allow you to
attach style, formatting, and outline hierarchy information to
template cells (as in Arrange). You can see that NoteTaker’s
attention to styles is over on this database side rather than
outlining.
Now remember that all categories are automatically
indexed. Sweet, if you’ve set things up right.
NoteTaker has a cool feature called “highlight and
summarize.” Basically it is a progressive find feature that
searches for text, categories, priorities, date, and flag. You can
page through found results, highlight them and/or create a
“summary” which appears as an index. The result looks
much like NoteBook’s “superfind,” but the underlying
approach is quite different.

1.

(Highlight in the NoteTaker context is not like NoteBook’s
where you highlight a text block with different colors.
Instead, you have one color that highlights the whole cell.
“Highlight” and “flag” are ways of marking a cell.)

NoteTaker Highlight and Summarize Dialog

Neither NoteTaker’s nor NoteBook’s supersearch dialogs
allow for patterns, Boolean searches (except in the text field),
or relatives (find cells that have the priority “high” and
modified one day ago or less or with the priority “medium”
and modified three days ago or less).
Scrapbooking and Clipping Features
Okay. Both outliners and freeform databases need good
clipping services. Perhaps the expectations are higher for
someone targeting the database side.
Let’s just mention a special kind of capture first: both
notebooks allow you to scan images directly into them.
NoteBook additionally supports direct camera linkage, while
NoteTaker has a snappy slideshow mode.
Both also fully support dragging of different types of stuff
into them.
So far as clipping, NoteBook does fairly well on this score.
What you do is set up a “clipping service” which designates a
page. That service then appears in the services menu as a
submenu that says “Clip to page of notebook” where page and

http://www.atpm.com/10.03/atpo.shtml

notebook are the names of what you have designated. You can
assign a unique keystroke to each service. NoteBook
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supports a similar service through contextual menus.

more options than NoteTaker and as a result has a rather
confusing inspector layout. One goof is especially notable in
an otherwise elegant application.
Remember that both companies are innovators in tabbed
windows. Now look at one pane in NoteBook’s inspector,
shown in the screenshot below. That row of icons at the top
are essentially tabs, but rendered as rectangular buttons. The
second row is another kind of tab, and rendered as another
kind of button. And the third row of those two radio buttons?
Yep, another tab using yet a third type of button. Think about
this coming from one of the geniuses of the UI field and an
expert in tabbed design. This is as ugly and jarring as
NoteTaker’s odd outline widgets in their drawer. Both can do
better and doubtless will.

NoteBook Clipping Service Contextual Menu

That contextual menu also has an option to “clip and
annotate.” In this case, a dialog appears. You type what you
wish and the result pastes in the notebook page as your typed
text with the clipped items as a child. This is how an outliner
person thinks; just get my stuff into the outline and I’ll
arrange it later.
NoteTaker’s clipping services work precisely the same way
except you don’t have the option for annotation. Instead you
have the option of pasting a link in the outline page that takes
you to the source. Now that’s thinking from the database side
and is pretty clever thinking. See what I mean about two
different philosophies?
Other Observations
User Interface

Both of these notebooks have user interface quirks. Part of
the problem is that they have had to reinvent stuff that other
applications can take for granted. Background images don’t
cover the whole background; until recently you could move
NoteTaker’s title bar under the menu bar with disastrous
consequence; NoteTaker’s setting for a new cell on “Return”
was erratic over several months till now; there’s lots of similar
stuff not worth listing.
But most of the quirks are because they have added a huge
number of features without re-engineering their interface
strategy. NoteTaker has a sparse preferences panel and has
shoved all sorts of functionality into menus. Options, toggles,
commands, and selections are mixed helter-skelter.
NoteBook has a completely different strategy. It is based on
an “inspector” paradigm, the inspector pane openable from a
logo in the lower right corner of pages. NoteBook offers many
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But as ugly as it is, you can muddle your way through. I
think I’d rather have that than the toolbar of NoteTaker. It
breaks the notebook metaphor so boldly it discomfits.
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mentioned all features; that’s for the companies to do
themselves. And I mix in my own impressions. I hope you
found this column useful. If you disagree or would like to
mention something I have missed, please post a comment on
the ATPM site.
I’ve asked the gurus behind these programs to say a few
words about the future.

Fortunately, you can easily hide it and retrieve it only when
needed. Things don’t look so bad in NoteTaker if you go with
the brushed metal. Their Aqua look has no soul.
NoteBook makes its own design mistake in this
department. It has a huge ruler that comes and goes where
NoteTaker has its toolbar. When you hide the ruler, that huge
space simply becomes blank. It doesn’t shrink to allow the
user as much room as possible.
Well, growing pains I suppose.

Scott Love of AquaMinds Speaks to the Future
“Our product roadmap is called the SilverStar Technology
Plan which we’ve been discussing with our users over the past
year or so. SilverStar is the combination of specific
technologies that we’re delivering along with a commitment
to make sure we never lock you into a proprietary file format.
Our Export NTML is the foundation for unlocking
NoteTaker data and using it with other applications via plugin XSLTs which will bridge across multiple platforms. This is
why XML is so important to our current and future product
plans. As such, more XSLTs will begin to appear that will
transform NTML to other formats.
“Secondly, you’ll see the ability to go way beyond mere
AppleScript to customize and personalize NoteTaker’s
capabilities. This is the platform part of SilverStar that we’re
delivering very soon. It will create a whole new way to think
about using NoteTaker as a solution/application-specific
environment.
“Finally, AquaMinds will deliver NoteTaker later this year
on multiple platforms. OS X is still our innovation platform
of choice but we’re expanding to other platforms to make
NTML ubiquitous. This will mean both NoteTaker and
NoteTaker Viewer versions running everywhere.”

Scriptability and Encryption

NoteTaker is moving toward AppleScriptability, which puts it
in a class with only OmniOutliner and now Hog Bay
Notebook. Many serious outliners are also serious scripters,
and usually share what they write. NoteTaker has come a long
way in this regard and deserves a special acknowledgement,
though it still has a way yet to go. In fairness, it has way more
stuff to access than the other two.
Also, it is still not recordable, but that’s Apple’s fault. For
some reason, Cocoa’s AppleScript framework doesn’t support
recording, and Apple hasn’t seen fit to fix it. Please complain
to Apple, as recordability is what makes scripting available to
the novice.
NoteBook allows you to encrypt pages, which is to say you
can protect an outline. NoteTaker allows you to password
protect (much weaker protection) a notebook, in other
words, protecting that database.
To Do List Capabilities

Both notebooks have capabilities to handle to do lists.
Whereas they are among the best in class in outlining and
databasing, their to do management—except for their strong
sorting routines—is nothing to get excited about. And since
they don’t exploit the outlining paradigm in this regard, I’ll
just pass on making this column needlessly longer.
I do expect them to cover this base in due time. But it’s a
tough nut with heavy competition.

Jayson Adams of Circus Ponies Speaks to the Future
“I believe that the only way to create truly breakthrough
software is to balance your own strong design beliefs with a
close relationship with your customer. That balance is the
source of Circus Ponies’ strength and will continue to drive
product development for many years to come. Customers
keep telling us that one of the things they love about
NoteBook is our company’s willingness to listen and engage
them in conversation about the product—that’s just not
something you can buy from other companies at any price.
On our discussion forums1, we have hundreds of customers
talking to us and to each other about what would make them
love NoteBook even more.
“I don’t want anyone to walk away with the impression that
we’re foregoing certain features because we’re making
NoteBook into more of an outliner than a freeform database.
Cell linking, templates, and other features were in the
original NoteBook when I wrote it for NeXTSTEP over 10
years ago. I left them out of NoteBook for OS X because they
weren’t implemented correctly that first time out (the benefit

Wrapup
So there you have it, fellow outliners. Both of these are
powerhouse applications, NoteBook more from an outlining
philosophy and NoteTaker more from a perspective of the
freeform database. Each is world class and contender for
best-in-class. Which type of thinker are you? What forms do
you use when being clever?
NoteBook is $50. NoteTaker is $70. Both have 30-day demo
versions.
NoteTaker requires OS X 10.2 and up, while NoteBook
runs on 10.1 and up. I recommend checking them both out.
Even if you did so in the past, they are different beasts now
and among the most exciting things happening on the Mac.
In presenting this column, I have avoided using a review
format. I have instead focused on some key features that I
think will interest readers of ATPO. Naturally, I have not
ATPM 10.05 / May 2004
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tions
There has been some debate here at ATPO headquarters.
Some of us would like to add a feature to the column noting
the updates of outliners we track with a couple sentences
about what has been added or changed. We already do that
for outliners that freshly appear. Would you consider that a
valuable service?

of 10 years of hindsight). NoteTaker is a clone of the original
NoteBook, and you can see these features in their original
form. We chose instead to take the time to get them
right—look for ‘cell linking done right,’ etc., in a future
version.”
Department of Corrections, Apologies and Addi-

Copyright © 2004 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted Goranson has been thirty years in the visualization and model
abstraction field, and has had careers in defense and intelligence spook labs. He is now beginning a new user interface
project1.

1.

http://www.Sirius-Beta.com/ALICE/
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ATPO: The Future of Outlining

About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Three Topics on the Future of Outlining
Frontier Kernel To Be Open Source
In previous columns, we’ve mentioned Frontier1 as somehow
on the fringe of the Mac outlining world. It looks as if
Frontier, or some important pieces of it, are to become open
source, and this could spawn a revolution in outlining on the
Mac. When things congeal, we’ll report on this. In the
meantime, we’ll provide some background and explain why
Mac outliners might benefit.
Dave Winer did not invent outlining on a computer. I don’t
know who did, but it grew out of the MIT Lisp world. I
encountered it there in the 70s. But Dave certainly was the
first to productize it and bring it to the desktop for nonprogramming use. His ThinkTank and then MORE were
killer applications in their own space, leading to widespread
use of the outlining paradigm—indeed, even to ATPO.
MORE and the DOS-based sister products were sold to
Symantec, which killed them. Winer’s next company was
called UserLand. I was involved from the first release.
Userland had a support forum on Compuserve—this was
before the Web—and during that early period some history
of Frontier emerged.

The point is that Gates has always had an unnatural bias in
favor of Basic as a solution for any problem as a result of his
early success. In fact, it seems as if Bill’s only exposure to
actual development was with this Basic product. Basic then
and now (as the core of Visual Studio .Net) is a toy language
as languages go and was an odd choice for a scripting
language, but they have made it work. Incidentally, Microsoft
has steadfastly refused to port its Basic to the Mac,
considering it a major competitive advantage for Windows.
Winer and his programmers took a more sophisticated
tack: they used the C and Pascal languages as models,
creating something code-named Juicy, which became
UserTalk. Programmers, including the amazing Doug Baron
(also mentioned below), wrote the Frontier environment for
UserTalk, which we’ll talk about in a minute. This was codenamed Caboodle.
Baron wrote an extensible platform that could reach
anywhere on the Mac. Winer—and later many of the Frontier
users—enriched the platform through UserTalk routines and
scripts.
Early in 1992, UserLand released the first scripting
environment for the Mac, really the first complete desktop
scripting environment anywhere. It included its own
objectbase (now called the object database) which held data,
much of the working code as scripts and menu bars (the
extensions we mentioned). This code was easily extended and
modified within Frontier, using itself. That itself included an
outliner used for programming and debugging! The
objectbase was also organized as an outline, and one of the
document forms was an outliner, all modifiable and
controllable. UserLand actually published a formal
description of UserTalk in Backus Naur Form2, which was a
very geeky thing to do.
(As an aside, three years earlier IBM had introduced Rexx3
as the scripting language of its OS/2 operating system. Rexx
had been developed by IBM in the late 70s and by this time
could be considered the first real desktop scripting language.
Rexx, plus another older language, Lisp4, provided the
central ideas behind the open source Python5, which today is

The Origin of Desktop Scripting

The story goes that Winer was discussing with the young Bill
Gates, who had some office applications on the Mac, what to
do after creating standalone applications. They talked about a
scripting environment that could be used to tie desktop
applications together, similar in some respects to long
existing Unix capabilities. But this new scripting idea would
actually control applications as if through their user
interfaces.
Gates took this idea in two directions. He created the
application suite which has hardwired links, and he extended
Basic into a scripting language. I was still loosely affiliated
with MIT when Bill was at Harvard, long before this
conversation. I remember him demonstrating an Altair Basic,
which Paul Allen had written and ported to Apple and DOS.
They had some naive notions about programming science,
notions which—as it turned out—successfully caught fire
with the first crop of hobbyist programmers. But all that is
another story.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

http://frontier.userland.com
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the fastest growing cross-platform scripting language.
Incidentally, Python’s syntax is based on indentation, very
outliner-like.)
With the introduction of Frontier, the sophisticated end of
the Mac world went crazy, and the heart of the Mac beat
strongly on that CompuServe forum for three or four years
through experimentation, innovation, and selfless help. In
practice, this was an open-source effort; the underlying
philosophy presaged the Web—any action can affect or
control any piece of code or data anywhere. For instance, I
wrote the glue for FrameMaker 51, effectively turning a text
tagging application into (among other things) an XML-like
system-wide database (before XML) not unlike Microsoft’s
Longhorn plans for Avalon2, but slow. (FrameMaker is now at
7.x, is used in the current production of ATPM, and has
recently been discontinued on the Mac.)
Many coders still wistfully recall how useful the outline
paradigm was for coding UserTalk (and of course before that
for Lisp). I have in the last month heard from many folks
suggesting that similar outline editing be created for Python.
The screenshot below is reproduced from our ATPO column
on interface design3.

component, and it was normal for AppleScripts to be mixed
with UserTalk and for both to be created, run, and
maintained within Frontier.
The future of scripting and outlining never looked brighter.
I even factored it into a rather advanced AI research program
I was managing.
Then, Winer developed extreme dislike of Apple
management, supposedly because Apple refused to license
Frontier as an integrated part of the OS. He announced that
the product would have to move over to the “more friendly”
Windows. But in 1995, he announced Frontier dead
(unsupported even for paid users) and gave it away as a free
product.
He later got interested in the Web and revived Frontier as
the basis for some Web tools for content management,
aggregation, and blogging. (ATPM was even published using
Frontier for some time during this period.) Most of this was
done on Windows and as of today, Windows is the preferred
platform.
Those Web applications are banal, not revolutionary like
the original Frontier and not of interest to outliners except as
described in the topic on Web Outlining that follows. They do
however have an enthusiastic, though diminishing user base.
Both desktop scripting and the Mac were all but abandoned
by Frontier except for the minimum necessary to support the
Web products, Radio6 and Manilla7.
But over time, Frontier found itself competing with all sorts
of commercial and open source projects; it never hit a home
run and is now a niche product. Making the original Frontier
kernel open source (but not Manila or Radio) is an attempt to
save the company by reviving all that free development and
excitement of the early days.
It might not save UserLand, but this could be a very big
deal for the Mac outlining community. Imagine an extensible
editor that can be used as a desktop outliner and outlining
programming environment. Imagine something that is easily
programmable and extensible within itself by the moderately
skilled. So far, you have an unholy cross between Emacs8 and
jEdit9, both of which have desktop outliner projects. Imagine
also that you can create, debug, store, and reuse OSA scripts
natively. Suppose that the contents of those scripts—in
addition to being modifiable—could interact with, control,
or modify essentially any application or file your Mac can
reach.
Suppose the language were as well designed as Python,
using indentation creatively. (The already-mentioned Python
is one of the shining stars of the scripting world.)
Suppose it were all free.

Frontier’s Outliner

With System 7, Apple introduced Apple events which
Frontier was designed to employ. Well after Frontier was
released, Apple came out with its own scripting language,
AppleScript4 which has been supported sometimes
languorously since. It is an odd mix of natural English and
several syntactic conventions. Like Visual Basic, it is easy to
learn enough to do simple things and very, very hard to
master for complex tasks.
Apple also developed the Open Scripting Architecture5,
which allowed for many scripting languages they clearly
expected to appear. UserTalk quickly became an OSA

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

http://www.adobe.com/products/framemaker/main.html
http://longhorn.msdn.microsoft.com
http://www.atpm.com/10.02/atpo.shtml
http://www.apple.com/applescript/
http://developer.apple.com/documentation/Carbon/Reference/
Open_Scripti_Architecture/
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FreeMind8 is an open source mindmapping type outliner
that publishes an indented folding outlining to the Web.
Pretty impressive (and free!), but you have to create in a nonMac–friendly mindmapping mode.

My own guess is that it is too late for UserTalk to catch up as
a major scripting language. And the editor/debugger that was
advanced 14 years ago now seems long in the tooth except for
the handiness of outlining at many levels; Eclipse1 (which
doesn’t support outlining) has the buzz these days. So what I
expect is for an open source developer to use Frontier to
create an advanced desktop or Web outliner, possibly
collaborative like SubEthaEdit2 and cross-platform with a
built-in macro and extension language that is also an OSA
scripting language
It could be something, something worth ATPO tracking as
a big deal in outlining and reporting to you. We’ll let you
know what happens as it happens. There are lots of issues
involved here, things that will be in your mind as you decide
on your particular outliner—things like how important to
you are the Mac interface and operating system goodies; how
important is the ability to tweak every molecule (or have
dozens of clever geeks tweaking them in different ways for
you to select); and what kind of scripting capabilities you find
handy.

ActiveRenderer

What if you had a tool that could take your outline from your
favorite desktop outliner and display it on the Web as an
outline with collapsible triangles and all? That last part is
what activeRenderer9 does. By an odd coincidence (well, not
really), activeRenderer is written in UserTalk and was
originally intended for integration with the Frontier-hosted
blogging product, Radio10. Instead, it is being used to render
OPML files to the Web from other outliners (and also from
Movable Type). OPML is an XML format, incidentally
created by Dave Winer, supported by FO11, iLiner12, Hog Bay
NoteBook13, Circus Ponies NoteBook, NoteTaker,
OmniOutliner14, and MyMind15.
Check out Marc’s gallery of rendered Web sites16.
There are a couple of very nice touches to how this works.
They are so elegant, one wonders why we don’t see them in
some desktop outliners. If you hover over a collapsed arrow, a
pop-up appears of the collapsed content (or a comment
instead). Marc hastens to credit Michael Poremba with this
notion in his earlier rendering project17.

Web Outlining
Recently, I spent a few hours with Marc Barrot in New York
discussing Web outlining. You can see his invitation in his
comment3 on the March edition of ATPM. Marc is at the
center of two extremely interesting developments in
outlining.
I admit that I do not understand the future of Web
outlining very well; I do not think anyone does. My own
expertise is with outlining as a single-user tool on a desktop.
But many of the tools we examine in ATPO deal with the Web
as a source for information, either by clipping Web/RSS
content or by referencing URLs.
The last ATPO surveyed4 NoteTaker5 and NoteBook6,
which both can publish versions of themselves to the Web in a
form essentially identical to their desktop appearance, in a
read-only form as literal notebooks.
Sometime soon, we’ll similarly survey the amazing
Tinderbox7, which by many measures is the most powerful
outliner on any desktop. It has rather robust internal
scripting to produce blog-like Web sites of notes. It actually
stores its files as XML, so you build a site with its own agents
and export tools or roll your own using the daunting XSLT
language. But Tinderbox Web sites do not have outline
controls; all the outlining is erased in the transfer to the Web.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

ActiveRenderer Pop-up

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

http://www.eclipse.org
http://www.codingmonkeys.de/subethaedit/
http://www.atpm.com/10.03/atpo.shtml
http://www.atpm.com/10.05/atpo.shtml
http://www.aquaminds.com/index.jsp
http://www.circusponies.com
http://www.eastgate.com/Tinderbox/
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If you hover over an uncollapsed arrow, a vertical line
appears under to show the scope of the children.

Here are a couple of screenshots from Marc’s online tutorial
for transclusion3.

ActiveRenderer Expanded

ActiveRenderer has a really great feature: transclusion.
Transclusion is an idea and term invented by hypertext
legend Ted Nelson, who we introduced in the very first1
ATPO. Transclusion is the hypertext/Web version of cloning.
In outliner cloning you effectively say: make a live updating
virtual view of this header and children, where edits to either
are reflected in both. In the Finder, these are called aliases.
Transclusion is subtly different; it introduces an
intermediate marker, a URL. With cloning you say to show
this content. With transclusion, you say: show whatever
content someone has associated with this marker. You may
not know what it is at all. For instance, you can transclude the
latest entry from ATPM publisher Michael Tsai’s blog2, or the
latest weather, or the info from eBay that you are tracking.

Ready to Transclude

The outline triangle in this case is an upward pointing
arrow over which the user has moved her browser’s cursor in
preparation for clicking. The next shot shows that arrow
open, meaning the content has been retrieved; in this case it
happens to be the news items from the activeRenderer site.

Transcluded Items
1.
2.

http://www.atpm.com/9.09/atpo.shtml
http://www.mjtsai.com/blog/
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If Marc is sufficiently encouraged, he may open this up to
be more easily usable by OPML-producing Mac outliners. Let
him know1 and we’ll see.

But the entries aren’t just read-only. Clicking an entry once
selects it. The toolbars on the left and top appear and support
most of the things you would do with a desktop outliner.

webOutliner

ActiveRenderer is cool, but the thing that brought me to New
York to discuss was webOutliner2. This is a different beast
altogether. The idea behind it is that you create outlines in the
Web browser. Just as with desktop outliners, the outline
creation and publishing is via the same interface, only in this
case, it is a browser and your files are on a Web server
somewhere.
That means that, in theory, many people can contribute to
the same outline. In a way, this is much like a Wiki3, but
without all the massively unintuitive editing and user
interface compromises of wikis. (As a side comment, Hog
Bay Notebook has an interesting merger of a desktop wiki
and outlining.)
And, unlike Wikis, this could be multimedia friendly.
Multimedia, especially linked multimedia, is a heavyweight
job. Creating the killer application in this space is going to
require tons and tons of horsepower, way beyond even the
next generation of desktops. The way to go is to build it on a
Web server and worry about efficient delivery, intimate
interaction, and tailorability at the user end. A new outlining
paradigm?
Here’s what it looks like today. You view an outline just like
in activeRenderer:

webOutliner Selection

And double-clicking turns the entry into editable content.
Changes are available to everyone.

webOutliner Outline

1.
2.
3.

mailto:marc@prec-it.com
http://demo.weboutliner.com/weboutliner
http://wiki.org
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Now is that cool?
The history of how webOutliner came about is pretty
interesting in itself. Based on the success of activeRenderer,
Marc Canter talked to Marc Barrot about a collaborative Web
outlining tool that could form a basis of a next-generation
collective multimedia publishing tool. Marc Canter1 is the
guy who invented MacroMind Director, the thing that
spawned the Macromedia empire and eventually Flash2.
He’s a rare bird, one of the older visionaries who is actually
worth listening to. He encouraged Barrot to do webOutliner.
Marc Barrot strikes me as a talented engineer, but he had
some heavyweight help, recruited by Canter.
Marc says of this:

With the availability of an open source
webOutliner—new kinds of online tools and
services are possible which take advantage of the
inherent, instinctual nature of outlining. By
supporting OPML, Broadband Mechanics is
providing the ideal, open tool and codebase for
others to leverage and enjoy.
Marc Barrot speaks to the future:
In the past years, I’ve been most impressed with
desktop Web publishing, as demonstrated by
Userland’s Radio and by online collaborative Web
site creations, as demonstrated by the different
flavors of Wikis.
So I’ve decided to add my interest and
knowledge of outlines in the mix, and explore two
directions:
Desktop outline publishing: given current
desktop outliners, including the worst and
unfortunately most widely used one: Microsoft
Word for Windows, how can we add both a “save
as” new format to create a dynamic HTML version
of the edited outline, and the background
mirroring task in order to copy the HTML version
on a publicly accessible site. I am already working
with other developers to create those features in a
number of outliners, and would definitely
welcome new volunteers.
Web outlining: I’m frustrated by Wikis’ very
limited ways of entering and modifying texts. We
(that is Phil Pearson and I) are currently working
on building a more reliable and scalable
webOutliner backend based on Apache and
Python scripts. Once this is done, I’ll combine
WikiWords and transclusion, add a couple of
other wiki-like navigation and indexing features,
and we’ll come up with a new and I hope more
compelling outline based group publishing
system.
Eventually, adding to an outlined site contents
shouldn’t require more than either firing up your
favorite outliner and saving for publication, or
loading the published page into a Web browser
and entering modifications directly. We intend to
attain both: power through simplicity.

Doug Baron developed part of the outliner’s
JavaScript front-end code, quite a feat when one
considers he had virtually no JavaScript
development experience before. Then again, Doug
is probably the only person I know who would be
able to develop an outliner in his sleep. Doug also
provided some of the Frontier back-end code,
drawing on his deep knowledge of an
environment he had contributed to create in the
first place.
Danny Goodman is the only real DHTML Artist
I’ve ever met. He contributed the amazing outliner
drag and drop JavaScript code, probably the most
sophisticated piece of JavaScript I’ve seen and
been able to understand so far.
[Ted’s note: Danny Goodman3 is a well known stalwart in the
Mac scripting world because of his terrific books.]
I’m currently working with Phil Pearson, a Python
guru from New Zealand, to port the webOutliner’s
back end code to an Apache/Python architecture.
This will enable us to run the webOutliner server
on Unix-based systems, which provide a more
stable and scalable environment than the current
Windows/Frontier.
Why is this of interest to ATPO readers? Because it may be the
harbinger of the long anticipated collaborative multimedia
commons. Because it could change the face of desktop
outlining applications. Because it revisits something that was
at the very soul of what it meant to use a Mac. And because it
is cool.
Marc Canter speaks to the future:

1.
2.
3.

The State of the Art Snapshot
We (our vast staff) have decided to introduce an ATPO news
feature that reports progress in the outliner community. We’ll
continue with our focused features as before—next month on
mindmapping—and afterwards let you know about any
updates or other noteworthy news in the previous month.

http://blogs.it/0100198/
http://www.macromedia.com/software/flash/
http://www.dannyg.com
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I know the average Mac outliner enthusiast will find it hard
to keep track on his own—I can hardly do it via direct
contact with many developers. Things are heating up
outlinerwise all over—and especially on the Mac—and this
experiment could just become overwhelmed. So I ask readers
and developers to let me know directly when something
interesting happens.
To kick start the reporting feature, we’ll list here the
applications we will be tracking and briefly note their current
status. In the listings, we mention if an application is
developed in Cocoa, Carbon, or whatever. This may matter to
you since many of the Cocoa applications can use the
increasing collection of text editing tools supplied by Apple
and third parties; Mike Ferris’s TextExtras1 has some pseudooutlining capabilities. Carbon outliners should run under OS
9, which might be important to you.
Each listing has a screenshot to give you a flavor of the user
interface. The screenshots have a rough listing of features;
please don’t consider the feature listings authoritative.
Mindmapping software gets short shift in this because I only
show the outline view.

BrainForest Deluxe3 (Ultrasoft)

Environment: Carbon
Price: $25
Current version: 3.0.8

Caboodle4 (Dejal Systems)

Environment: Carbon
Price: free
Current version: 10.b1

Alepin2 (Macchampion)

Environment: Cocoa
Price: $10
Current version: 2.5.3

ConceptDraw Mindmap5 (Computer Systems Odessa)

Environment: Carbon
Price: $99; Pro version $149
Current version: 3.0

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

http://www.lorax.com/FreeStuff/TextExtras.html
http://www.macchampion.com/alepin_features.shtml
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Curio1 (Zengobi)

FO4 (Takashi T. Hamada)

Environment: Cocoa
Price: $99
Current version: 1.2

Environment: Cocoa
Price: in beta, price not yet set
Current version: .09u

Deep Notes2 (Amar Sagoo)

Environment: Cocoa
Price: free
Current version: 1.2

IdeaSpiral5 (midnite.lightman)

Environment: Carbon
Price: $19
Current version: 1.5.4

DEVONthink PE3 (Devon Technologies)

Environment: Cocoa
Price: $40 (note version $20, with DEVONagent, $65)
Current version: 1.8.1

1.
2.
3.

http://www.zengobi.com
http://homepage.mac.com/asagoo/deepnotes/index.html
http://www.devon-technologies.com/products/devonthink.php
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iLiner1 (Mercury Software)

Liner4 (iMedia)

Environment: Carbon
Price: $30
Current version: 2.0

Environment: Cocoa
Price: $20
Current version: 2.0

Inspiration2 (Inspiration Software)
MyMIND5 (Sebastian Krauss)

Environment: Carbon
Price: $70
Current version: 7.5

Environment: Cocoa
Price: donationware
Current version: 1.0

Life Balance3 (Llamagraphics)

Environment: Carbon
Price: $65
Current version: 3.2.4

1.
2.
3.

http://www.mercury-soft.com/Top/newiLiner.html
http://www.inspiration.com/productinfo/inspiration/index.cfm
http://www.llamagraphics.com/LB/LifeBalanceTop.html
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NewNotePadPro1 (Hisadonia Island)

NoteBook2 (Circus Ponies)

Environment: Carbon
Price: $23
Current version: 2.1

Environment: Cocoa
Price: $50
Current version:1.2 (v180)

1.

2.

http://island.hisadonia.com/nnpp/eng_index.php
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Notebook1 (Hog Bay)

NotePod4 (Graffix)

Environment: Cocoa
Price: $20
Current version: 3.1.1 (v112)

Environment: Carbon
Price: $15
Current version: 1.1

Notebook2 (Microsoft)

Environment: Carbon
Price: $239 (as part of Word); $399 (as part of Office)
Current version: 2004

Notes5 (SkinkHunt Software)

Environment: Cocoa
Price: $20 (site currently down)
Current version: 3.0.4

NotePad Deluxe3 (Ibrium)

Environment: Carbon
Price: $25
Current version: 2.3.4

1.
2.
3.

http://www.hogbay.com/software/notebook/
http://www.microsoft.com/mac/products/word2004/
word2004.aspx?pid=highlights
http://www.ibrium.se
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Notes1 (Richard Schreyer)

OmniOutliner4 (OmniGroup)

Environment: Cocoa
Price: free
Current version: 1.3.4

Environment: Cocoa
Price: $30
Current version: 2.2.6 (69.6); version 3 announced

NoteTaker2 (AquaMinds)

PocketNotes5 (Pocket Software)

Environment: Cocoa
Price: $70
Current version: 1.8.9

Environment: Cocoa
Price: $20
Current version: 2.1

NovaMind3 (NovaMind Software)

Environment: Cocoa
Price: $60
Current version: 2.1

1.
2.
3.

http://ayanamichan.com/richard/notes/
http://www.aquaminds.com/index.jsp
http://www.nova-mind.com
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Sh-Out ! My Brain1 (Strawberry Heads)

Slacker ToDo Lists3 (Mindlube Software)

Environment: Cocoa
Price: $20
Current version: 2.1.3

Environment: Cocoa
Price: $25
Current version: 2.1.6

Tinderbox4 (Eastgate Systems)

Environment: Carbon
Price: $145
Current version: 2.2

Shadow2 (Code Jedi)

Environment: Carbon
Price: free public beta (Window/Palm version is $23)
Current version: 2.0.6

1.
2.

3.
4.

http://www.codejedi.com/shadowplan/
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•••
If you just are tracking a few on your own, look at these for
promising new ideas:

To-Do Stickies1 (Joseph Sharp)

Environment: Carbon
Price: $15
Current version: 1.0.1

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Curio for blackboard outlines
Tinderbox for metadata richness
Hog Bay for outline outlining
FO as a possible writer’s outliner
Jedit2, which is being used as a basis for a nextgeneration open source Arrange (described in our
ATPO column on legacy outliners3)
Alpaca4 with Clotho5 as the possible framework for
the open source Mac OS X molecule-level tinkerable
outliner
PathFinder6 as a potential Finder-integrated outliner

Next month: Mindmapping outliners. Send me your views
and recommendations.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

http://homepage.mac.com/crystalballmac/todostickies/

http://www.jedit.org
http://www.atpm.com/10.03/atpo.shtml
http://common-lisp.net/project/alpaca/
http://www.common-lisp.net/project/clotho/
http://www.cocoatech.com

Copyright © 2004 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted Goranson has been thirty years in the visualization and model
abstraction field. He is slowly beginning a new user interface project7.

7.

http://www.sirius-beta.com/ALICE/
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ATPO: Mindmapping Outliners

About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Mindmapping Outliners
When I began this outliner column, I resolved to stay well
within the domain of “ordinary” outliners. That domain is
confusing enough; it is populated by several dozen
applications (listed last month1), most of which might be a
perfect fit for someone’s particular needs. And as we’ve noted,
those needs, use patterns, and interface strategies are all over
the map, depending on how you live your creative life.
So as a matter of sheer scope, I didn’t want to open the even
vaster spectrum of “mindmapping” outliners. But I’ve gotten
lots of requests to do an overview of them.This column, dear
readers, is proof that we boldly go where you wish. As a result
of your navigation of this ship, this month we examine
outliners that also present what is commonly called a
“mindmapping” or charting view.

such? There’s no natural linear order for something like this:
in fact, it might even make sense to lay it out rather like a twodimensional map.
That’s where these chart views come into play. Where
outliners are graphic features added to text layout to manage
concepts, mindmappers are the opposite: text features added
to graphic layout. For many users, switching between the two
is a pretty powerful combination.
Techniques for visual brainstorming have a long and
complex history, largely independent of outlining. A few
sources claim an origin in Leonardo DaVinci! As it happens,
I’ve been personally involved in some of the more recent
history of visual brainstorming, moreso than in the outlining
branch that is the focus of ATPO. But that history is so
twisted, diffuse, and controversial I couldn’t possibly give a
meaningful summary. It wouldn’t illuminate much anyway.
A relevant touchstone is the work of British psychologist
Tony Buzan who in the 60s coined the term “Mindmapping”
for his approach to the then new technology of whiteboards
and erasable markers. Those concepts were:
•
•

Inspiration

Radical claims were made for the power of this technique at
the time. Most of these are indefensible in retrospect.
Since then, the Buzan organization has trademarked the
term. Some of the applications surveyed below have official
Buzan licenses, but I could not suss out precisely which ones
or exactly what it means to have a license. Also since the 60s,
“mindmapping” has found its home on the computer
desktop, has merged with outlining (since both work with
trees), and has evolved some new conventions not originally
“invented” by Buzan.
In this column, we’ll use the term generically to apply to
any graphical view of outlined material whether it is “official”
or indeed whether it conforms to Buzan’s principles.

The kind of outliners we’ve been covering so far are
essentially editors—at root, text editors—that add graphic
layout. That graphic layout is a matter of indentation,
disclosure triangles, and often styles and interface icons. The
whole thing refers to a linear flow: no matter what
information you are capturing, the outline has a beginning
and an end, a flow.
That makes outlines a natural for authoring something that
will end up being read linearly, like this column or a book.
The linear nature of outliners is also great for setting up and
navigating ordered lists, including to-do lists which might be
ordered by date or priority. Lists that depend on an indexing
order, like the alphabet, also do well with outlining.
That makes sense if I am writing Lord of the Rings. But what
if I also wanted an outline of all the features of the fictional
land: place names, rules history, geographic features, and
1.

About Tools and Thinking
But before we look at applications, I want to take a relevant
detour. In previous columns, I’ve made my own outrageously
broad claim: that the tools you use profoundly affect the way
you think and work. Several of you have messaged me to

http://www.atpm.com/10.07/atpo.shtml
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disagree, claiming that a tool is simply good or bad. In this
view, a tool can get in the way but given the same mind, what
would be produced would be pretty much the same no matter
the tool.
But at least so far as groups of minds, this isn’t so. For
instance, people who study humor have been able to track
how the notion of a joke changed at certain key points in
history. One significant cusp was when the Hearst newspaper
chain found it competitively convenient to package comics as
the “strip,” with three or four panels. In short order, many
jokes changed from the longer form of spoken stories to a
more abstract setup in two or three steps, then the punch.
(For a great example, snap down to ATPM’s own Cortland
strip1.)
This form of humor was completely shaped by the
visualization technology but quickly spread to be a dominant
form in other media as well, even reinventing the spoken joke
and extending to many of those internal jokes we have with
ourselves.
Or consider this. My visualization training included an
extended dip in the world of architecture. Back in those days
buildings were actually designed on paper! And guess what?
The size of the paper (together with the scale of the drawing)
determined the size of the architectural feature and effect. Big
deal, you might say. But repeated exposure to the same scales
of architectural features permanently changed how we
interact with buildings and the fabric of cities. What you now
experience and appreciate in New York or Budapest or Paris
has a lot to do with the presentation technology behind its
creation.
Friends have been bored by my tours of American cities
where I point out architectural features whose scale works
amazingly well, but which were shaped by the limits of the
technology. As an example, most folks are familiar with the
late World Trade Center.

See that detail where the columns fork into three sections?
Why that height and not another? Yup, size of the paper. Same
with the size of the plaza and the atrium and many, many
features of the former World Trade complex. Even though
computers have now freed us from paper, designers still use
those dimensions because that’s what we have come to expect
in what works. So the replacement building will employ many
of the same scales. It’s the architectural equivalent of making
software bug-compatible with what went before.
It is also something like the Star Wars effect. Now, every
space battle in movies has to have a certain type of noise and
fireball effect to seem real. And the ships must move in arcs
determined by aerodynamics and gravity. The “real” real
would seem false.
Or consider this very strange way that technology has
shaped your mind. Romans developed the serif for
monumental inscriptions.

Detail of Trajan’s Inscription, more herea.>
a.

http://www.uky.edu/Libraries/KLP/trajanrubbing/

The serif is the “foot” at the bottom and top of the “N” for
example. The serif exists purely because of the technology of
stone and chisel. But when the Romans minted coins, they
made the letters look the same—more “official,” you
see—even though the technology didn’t demand it. Later,
monks emulated the chisel effect with brushes, leading to our
modern font designs. Nearly all books and periodicals are set
in serif fonts because that’s what now works best. It’s the Star
Wars deal at the lowest cognitive level.
Why would I bring this up? Because countless studies
indicate that even though mankind has been exposed to the
printed page for mere centuries, that remnant of the display
technology has somehow become hardwired in the way we
receive ideas from words. Not only that, but most of the
information is inexplicably contained in the top half of the
letters. See for yourself below. Try the same thing with the
bottom half of any text.
Tops of Letters

World Trade Center, for more visit this pagea.
a.

http://www.greatbuildings.com/buildings/World_Trade_Center.html

1.

http://www.atpm.com/Back/cartoons.shtml
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dictated by visualization technologies. Why should the Mac
tools in which you actually live be any different? One size
does not fit all, which is why ATPO readers don’t live in the
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Windows world. Instead, Mac outline users work to discover
their own particular outliner, which supports and leads the
imagination. Helping in this discovery is how I justify the
effort of ATPO.

There are no clones, notes (!), or any of the advanced
things we’ve come to expect in outliners. But URLs are
supported as shown in the shot.

Six and a Half Buzan-type Mindmappers
We now return you to your regularly scheduled column.
Ordinary, Buzan-like mindmappers are: ConceptDraw
Mindmap1, $150; FreeMind2, free; Inspiration3, $70;
MyMIND4, donationware; NovaMind5, $60; Pyramid6, $30;
and SoftNeuron7, $15.
SoftNeuron

The simplest of these is probably SoftNeuron, which we were
unable to review. It appears to be a cross-platform Java
application from Hungary. There is no demo, and the
developers do not return queries. There is one image on their
site8 which you might want to check out for completeness,
but this looks like a loser. We only mention it for
completeness.

FreeMind

The big deficiency is that there is no editable outliner view;
you work in mindmapper mode and that’s that. On the other
hand, some things are implemented so elegantly that this
little thing is just begging for space on your hard disk. You
add a new child by simply pressing Return. Basically
everything you need to ordinarily do (promote/demote and
move entries) is done by non-reassignable but very handy
keystrokes. Drag and drop reorganization is quite elegant, as
is the implementation of collapsing.
Links to files and URLs are supported. Here’s the killer
trick: choose “File” mode (option 3) and instantly get a
navigable mindmap of your hard drive! Imagine my shock
when writing this column to find that hot navigation is
broken in the current release. Oh no, saving is broken! Well, if
you send nice mail to the developer, he’ll fix it again and you’ll
have a mindmapping counterpart to your Finder Outline.

FreeMind

FreeMind is also a cross-platform Java mindmapper, this one
from the Czech Republic. But it is a bona fide open-source
project with apparently robust development. Because it is a
“run-anywhere” Java application, you don’t have the nice
Aqua interface. Compared to some of the others, this is
decidedly unflashy: the Mac-style controls don’t work well;
you are stuck with the default layout, and the support for
graphics is almost completely absent. (That menu along the
left edge is of “labels” you can apply—we’ve applied a green
check to the FreeMind child.)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

http://www.conceptdraw.com/en/products/mindmap/main.php
http://freemind.sourceforge.net
http://www.inspiration.com/productinfo/inspiration/index.cfm
http://www.sebastian-krauss.de/software/
http://www.nova-mind.com
http://www.mindcad.com
http://abonasoft.netfirms.com/softNeuronEn.html
http://www.angelfire.com/ny2/ts/intermap/netmaps.html
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I hate to be extolling something that is broken, but here is
one more feature that is attractive. Though it has no outline
editing mode, it does have an “export to Web outline” mode
that’s nice, as we mentioned in last month’s1 ATPO. The
collapse and expand controls can be tailored to some extent.

You can create a column and enter some “values” as shown,
Test1 and Test2 for example. Then you can execute the
command: “Connect Nodes With Same Attribute…”

MyMIND Column Values

FreeMind’s Weboutline Export

And you get a map that creates something like a link. Cool
possibilities should be jumping about in your mind. This
screenshot also shows some display options from the
inspector, which leverages Aqua and Quartz. Also, the
“Donationware” node has been dragged to a new location.

MyMIND

We are walking roughly from least capable to most. Next up is
from Germany. I have it after the other two because it works,
it has a native outliner, and it is a Mac Cocoa application. It is
also the only outliner other than OmniOutliner2 that
supports user-defined columns.

MyMIND Column-driven “Connection”

It uses a unique and friendly hand metaphor in its controls
and icons, which lends itself well to gestures if you choose to
use them. MyMIND has two features that you will not find in
other mindmappers. The first is the columns. Columns could
be an extremely useful tool in mindmapping, and MyMIND
presents one example why.

MyMIND exploits columns for its other unique trick. If
you label a column “URL,” you can generate maps that can be
used as HTML image maps, where zones are links. MyMIND
exports as OPML, which makes it a good citizen in an
outlining suite.
The key problem with MyMIND is that the map mode is a
report-view only. All editing must be done in the outline,
which sort of blows the advantages of mindmapping: to
brainstorm in either mode. However, I will make a special
appeal here to send encouragement3 to the developer,
Sebastian Krauss. These guys are the backbone of Mac
development.

1.
2.

3.

MyMIND

http://www.atpm.com/10.07/atpo.shtml
http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnioutliner/
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When doing this sort of mindmapping, what you’ll want
are many of the same things you want in text outlining: to
easily add and annotate new topics, and to move topics
around logically and graphically. You’ll also want some
advanced outliner features like links, clones, folding, and
hoisting. And then you’ll want the stuff that comes from
mindmapping: extreme and easy control over the layout and
appearance of the map.
NovaMind doesn’t do all that well on the links, clones, and
hoisting. In fairness, no Buzan-type mindmapper does. It
only supports a graphical but interbranch link with no logic,
and no clones or hoisting. But it does an excellent job in
supporting map element creation and display. It supports
map folding like FreeMind, but it usefully gives a little “plus”
to indicate when folding has happened. Single branches can
be collapsed and expanded. As well, the whole map can have
lower levels folded.
Here is a screenshot that shows an example.

Pyramid

Now we turn to commercial products. Next is the new
Pyramid from MindCAD. Pyramid and NovaMind are the
only two native commercial mindmappers for OS X. In fact,
Pyramid absolutely requires Panther. Pyramid is the less
expensive and by far the less capable.
ATPO readers may note that it is not on the list of outliners
to track; that’s because it has no built-in outliner! Pyramid is
a graphical mindmapper only. Alas, it cannot integrate with
any other product. It neither reads nor produces OPML or
any other format that can be readily exchanged with other
outliner products—a strange design decision.
What Pyramid does is somewhere between charting and
mindmapping. You can create tree diagrams, more than one
per “worksheet.” Your documents can consist of several
worksheet pages, selectable by tabs. The worksheet behaves
like a neutered TextEdit page: you can drag text and images
but not files or URLs.
You can link headers you create in tree structures that grow
in the four directions away from the root-like dominos. One
worksheet can have several roots. Each header can have a
note attached that displays in a pane below.

Pyramid

I found the assembly of boxes to be very tricky, and in some
cases impossible. What you see in the screenshot is the only
option for layout, excepting some “tightening” controls. You
cannot, for instance, move a box around.

NovaMind

There is one folded branch. Also note the symbols in the
lower right. These are what NovaMind calls adornments.
They appear before the labels in map view only and carry no
significance other than visually. You can edit and import
them. The shot also shows a note and a link. Each branch can
have a note, but it is not editable in outline mode. URLs and
file hyperlinks are supported to external objects.
That pink line is an interbranch link. It is not nameable.
Links are easily added and temporarily suppressed, but as
with adornments, don’t “stick” to the logical structure in any
way.
I am very impressed with NovaMind’s layout support. I
suppose I should be, as that is the whole point of the
application. There are various types of “snap” tools that allow
the application to handle details of how things are arranged
and colored. These are a great aid in brainstorming as one
does not want to stop thinking and worry about formatting.

NovaMind

NovaMind is something of a gem in this collection. Coming
from Brisbane, Australia, it has a text outliner that supports
the rudimentary outlining tasks such as indenting,
collapsing, and grouping. Cloning and linking are not
supported. However, NovaMind is a good player with other
tools, importing and exporting OPML. (Swapping outlines
among tools loses any custom layout in NovaMind.)
It is in the mindmapping that the application focuses; I get
the impression that the creators expected the tool to be used
as an early brainstorming tool with the results moved to
another tool for the next phase of maturity. Exporting to
Keynote and PowerPoint is supported, as well as the seven
OPML outliners listed last month, but it is nice to have a real
built-in outliner for the dual modes of thinking.
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Perhaps we’ll review NovaMind in detail in a future ATPO
as it is the leading Cocoa mindmapper, and there are several
cool graphics features and some productivity issues that we
are leaving out. Cocoa brings a lot to the table yet to be
exploited, and Tiger promises some greater possibilities.
There are lots of things missing in our account, which will
give the vendor fits, like curved text that follows curved
branch lines. A key feature is the ability to import graphics
and assign them to branches. We won’t illustrate this because
others do it with less hassle at this point, but it can be done by
finding and importing images one at a time. You’ll see the
results of this idea below.
Another notable omission in our account is the built-in
support for screenwriting. Apparently, successful commercial
mindmappers need to have an anchor user community.
ConceptDraw targets planners, Inspiration education.
Several such Windows products target law firms. NovaMind
seems to be putting significant energy into this. It is in fact
something I can evaluate, but is not likely of interest to ATPO
readers. Net result on the screenwriting support: quite
promising but not ready for real work yet.

They have a one-month demo. But when that expires, no
subsequent demo on any user account can operate. Couple
this with my natural aversion to obvious and inelegant
Windows ports, and you should take this section with
copious salt. Warning complete.
I’ll say this, the developers seem to be aggressive in chasing
the business enterprise. And they are being very smart about
building a suite of applications, something all the big boys are
doing. Their mindmap application is the last of their
offerings to appear, and it is clearly targeted at supporting
their project planning-oriented suite.
Its outliner is optimized as a project task and resource
allocation outliner. It is not well suited for general outlining
and stacks up poorly with over a dozen Mac outliners. The
mindmapper’s interface presents several platoons of
Microsoft Word–derived toolbars. Once you get past this and
some keyboard controls not optimized for Mac users, you are
presented with a capable mindmapping application for $150.
For instance, it has indigenous drawing tools like no other
application mentioned here. The screenshot shows one of the
supplied maps.

ConceptDraw Mindmap

This Ukrainian product is part of a roughly integrated multiplatform (Mac and Windows) suite of planning and
scheduling software: ConceptDraw1 (which competes with
Visio2 and OmniGraffle3), Project4 (Microsoft Project5 and
Schedule6), and Presenter7 (Keynote8 and PowerPoint9).
They also have a special collection10 for the medical market,
presumably their target anchor customer. The Mac version is
a Carbon application.
Now allow me to step back from the column a moment. As
you know, ATPM is serious about its journalistic standards.
This column is not a review column, but we come pretty close
when we do a survey like this. All products should be given
the same level of attention, indeed respect. But we are
hampered a bit in being fair with Odessa, the developers of
ConceptDraw Mindmap. About a dozen requests over last
year the about their product have gone unanswered.

ConceptDraw Mindmap

The basic tools to reorganize and tailor map elements are
clunky compared to others, though. The example shows one
node with what they call “symbols” and which NovaMind
terms adornments. That toolbar to the right is the adornment
library. Hyperlinks to external items are supported, but
internal links are not.
Overall, I’d say that except for drawing, everything that
ConceptDraw does, some application in this column does
better, except for the very nice support they have for
“templates.” A template is a coherent collection of all the
styles which you can set for a map. You can create a map in
any hodgepodge fashion you like and apply the template to
have it appear as you wish, though the automatic layout
options aren’t as sophisticated as we’ve seen with NovaMind.

1.
2.

http://www.conceptdraw.com/en/products/cd5/main.php
http://www.microsoft.com/PRODUCTS/info/
product.aspx?view=22&pcid=60259a1e-9faf-43be-9995a68c31a07339&type=ovr
3. http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnigraffle/
4. http://www.conceptdraw.com/en/products/project/main.php
5. http://www.microsoft.com/PRODUCTS/info/
product.aspx?view=22&pcid=13f97e5e-0a49–4e27-ac77fe647e54dd26&type=ovr
6. http://www.aecsoft.com
7. http://www.conceptdraw.com/en/products/CDPresenter/main.php
8. http://www.apple.com/keynote/
9. http://office.microsoft.com/home/
office.aspx?assetid=FX01085797&CTT=6&Origin=ES790020011033
10. http://www.conceptdraw.com/en/products/CDMedical/main.php
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The screenshot shows the previous map with a new stock
“cloud” template applied. You’ll note that the layout tools
weren’t smart enough to move the subtopics out from under
the clouds. But still, I can see how this would be very useful:
one style for group brainstorming, another for Keynote type
presentation, and perhaps a third for shrinking in the printed
report.

Inspiration’s target market has migrated to junior high and
high school mindmapping, and all their marketing is
directed toward that effort. They have a “junior” version,
Kidspiration, for kids ten years and under.
In the ATPO on Outliner User Interfaces3 we remarked on
Inspiration’s features in the normal outlining mode. It is
unapologetically set up as a writer’s outliner with good
reorganization tools and a very nice way of handling inline
text. It has clean controls and supports the very useful ability
to independently set the styles of header levels—and that
means a lot.
However, it compares poorly to other outliners that have
cloning, internal links, metaoutlining, hoisting, and other
advanced features. It also has limited style controls, in part
because it doesn’t use modern Mac OS X text formatting.
Friends who use Inspiration for writing tout the export to
Word. There is no OPML or other XML export, so Word (or
RTF) is what you are stuck with. The export is imperfect:
headers do not export as Word outline headers, for instance.
Inspiration is from Portland, Oregon. It is a mature
product that will satisfy most mindmapping needs. Where it
shines is in the use of images for nodes. This is the element
they are leveraging for educational use, and they do a good
job. A floating palette contains images from the several
libraries you may have loaded. (Inspiration comes with
scores of libraries, and it is easy to assemble your own.)
The use of images (which Inspiration calls symbols) is as
easy as it gets. You can create your nodes in “rapid fire” mode
where a new node is created by a simple Return. Or you can
do it the usual way, by setting the node and direction of
growth. Then simply select the node and select a symbol in
the library. Easy-peasy, as the kid who was demonstrating
said.

ConceptDraw Mindmap Changed

And here is the outline view for that map. One topic has a
text note and a hyperlink attached, denoted by the icons
under the “T” and “H” columns respectively.

ConceptDraw Mindmap Outliner
Inspiration

Our final Buzan-type mindmapper is Inspiration. ATPM
reviewed version 71 of Inspiration last year and rated it Very
Nice. Go there or to the longer ATPM review of version 62 for
more detail as the current version 7.5 differs little from 6.0. At
least two ATPM editors swear by it.
It is a Carbon application. As I recall, it started life on the
Mac and then with so many others moved to Windows. It
never became a fully Windows-like program. So even though
the interface—which hasn’t changed much in several
years—isn’t very Mac-like, it isn’t very Windows-like either.
And that’s a good thing.

1.
2.

http://www.atpm.com/9.02/inspiration.shtml
http://www.atpm.com/7.03/inspiration.shtml
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Office and Project through XML that MindManager1
advertises. And as with outliners, the terrain on Linux is
bleak—a puzzlement.

Here is a screenshot that shows a mindmap populated with
animals. I’ve chosen photographic type images, though line
drawings are in this library as well. The first screenshot in this
column is also from Inspiration and shows another style of
graphic use.

Tinderbox
Buzan-type mindmapping is not the only solution to this
problem. Tinderbox has another. Next month we’ll get into
Tinderbox deeply, so we’ll only mention the one relevant
capability here.
The Buzan approach originates in the whiteboard world
and computerizes it rather like word processors
computerized the typewriter (and Photoshop computerized
the darkroom). The magic of VisiCalc (the first spreadsheet)
was that it started with what could be done with a computer
and then applied that to a specific problem.
Tinderbox starts with what computers can bring to the
table, specifically in the form of “spatial” hypertext, then
applies it to the same problem: graphical brainstorming and
organization for presentation and use.
Mindmapping draws tree structures. There two types of
objects, links and nodes, but they waste much of the power of
the “link” object by limiting it to denoting only the tree
relationships. “Official” mindmapping does not even allow
the link arcs to be named. NovaMind sneaks in an extra
node-to-node link, and Inspiration provides the ability to
name nodes, but neither of those carry over into the logical
structure of the thing.
Tinderbox uses the same two types of objects, links and
nodes, but it doesn’t waste the link by having it display the
hierarchy. Nodes are rectangles, and a child node is shown as
a rectangle within a rectangle. This has a few advantages:

Inspiration

It doesn’t have the graphic polish that NovaMind does:
shadows, rainbow selection, auto-layout options, variable
link width, shadows and all. But it has some refinements that
show its maturity. Two of these—both shown in the screen
shot—are big deals for me. Links can be labeled, a
surprisingly rare feature among mindmappers. Also, look at
the symbols it uses for notes and collapsed nodes connected
to the selected pig. These are precisely the same conventions
used in the outlining mode, and they work the same way.
Oddly, those nice level-based styles you can specify for the
outline do not carry over to the map view. Ouch!

•
•
•

Buzan-style Bottom Line

Of this lot, MyMIND is the best bang for the buck, NovaMind
is probably the best overall Mac experience (and the one that
plays best with other outliners), and Inspiration has the best
built-in outliner. But I recommend that you play with them
all—you may fall in love with one of the others.
I mentioned the country of origin for each product because
I contend that mindmappers are perhaps the Mac’s most
international product category. That’s good.
As with outliners, there are a few Windows-only
mindmappers, fewer in number than are listed here. My
survey of them gives the same result as with outliners: there’s
nothing better than what you can find on the Mac…unless
you value the purported deep integration with Microsoft

•

The screenshot shows an example from the tutorial. It is
extremely difficult to illustrate this in one shot. The two boxes
at the top are “containers,” first-level headers. Clicking on
them will zoom into those notes. They already have five
characters and three locations respectively, and we are
1.
2.
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Changing parent-child relationships on the map is
way simpler in terms of the movements required.
It graphically solves the problem of folding, changing
it to a more graphical notion of “zooming in.”
The link arc is freed to denote a real link, and many
types of user-defined links are possible. You can use
links in an ad hoc manner or to define “concept
maps2” or many of the other emerging techniques for
information architecture.
Extremely large collections of nodes are more visually
comprehensible because of the nesting and large
numbers of nodes at the same level can be spread out
on a plane larger than the viewing window.
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working on a new character (“Franklin’s ex-wife”) and
location (“Franklin’s house”) which will be dragged in a
moment.
The two grey rectangles are “adornments,” extra cues. The
box marked location is a special type of note, actually a
“prototype” of locations. Making a prototype link to a
regular note as shown bestows location-associated
properties. So in this little diagram we have three hierarchies:
the container/tree one, the object oriented like one with the
prototype and its instance, and the extra visual one of the
adornments. No clones are shown here.

•

•
•

•

“Adornments” which in Tinderbox-speak are graphics
on the map that are not part of the outline.
Adornments are often rectangular containers that
have an associated graphic or graphic background.
A much more sophisticated outliner and outline view
than any mindmapper, indeed in many respects than
any outliner.
Extra facilities to examine notes in context. You can
“open” a note of course to view and edit it, and you
can “get info” on a note to see its attributes. But the
extra tools of interest here are those that allow you to
view paths, “roadmap” (its relationship to other paths
in context), and hypertext status.
And clones. Once you use clones in an ordinary
outliner you will never, ever go back. That’s because as
powerful as hierarchies are, they are often a poor
organizational structure. I might want my dog in the
Animals hierarchy as well as in Pets and Friends.
Clones (which both Tinderbox and the Finder’s
outliner call “aliases”) are the solution. A clone is like a
superlink that says “this note has another face over
here.” Clones are better leveraged by the Tinderbox
containment paradigm than that of the mindmapping
tree.

More about Tinderbox next month.
Other Approaches
As long as we are at it, let’s mention some other approaches to
“maps.” You can have a whiteboard that contains a graphical
outline. This is the Buzan approach, though ConceptDraw
and Pyramid extend it a bit by allowing multiple whiteboards
per document. But you can also have outlines of whiteboards
and outlines of whiteboards that contain outlines. Curio does
the first. Keynote does the second.
In other words, Buzan-type mindmaps are “pictures” of
outlines. You can also have outlines of “pictures.”
We’ve mentioned Curio in earlier columns. Basically, it is
an outliner where every note is an unstructured map and the
outliner headers are images of the note pages. It moves the

Tinderbox

Incidentally, Tinderbox also allows graphical views of the
tree structure, in the form of bare-bones mindmaps, but I
suspect they are rarely used. The big disadvantage of
Tinderbox’s approach is that you cannot paste a graphic on a
note’s node to give some additional meaning to it—you are
mostly stuck with the title in a rectangle. Links are named but
if you work with documents as complicated as mine, the links
quickly become overwhelming and chaotic. The solutions
around these potential problems are:
•

•

A very high degree of graphic control over the color of
the box, together with an unlimited number of other
(mostly non-graphically apparent) attributes.
Amazingly, the eye can discern a high number of hues
and associate objects of the same hue more readily
than pictures. Pictures require more cognitive work.
Automatic agents that can collect notes in special
views according to those attributes.
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tree from the page to be a tree of pages. But the content on
those pages can be richer than in mindmappers, and it can
contain Web-generated material and multimedia.

your mindmap is not intended to feed a workflow.
OmniGraffle images can easily be used in Keynote and Curio,
in addition to its own paged presentation format.

Curio

Keynote is similar in this. If you discount the presentation
mode and just focus on the editor, it is like Curio in being an
outliner of pages. Keynote pages can contain information far
less varied and sophisticated than Curio’s with one exception:
Keynote pages can contain outlines that are somewhat
integrated with the higher level outline, an outline of outlines
feature that I value.
We need to include OmniGraffle1 as well. OmniGraffle
does not have an outliner, though integration with sibling
product OmniOutliner2 has been indicated for the future.
OmniGraffle is a charting program, a very impressive one,
that can draw mindmaps. An OmniGraffle mindmap
“stencil”3 exists.
These drawings can be every bit as pretty as NovaMind’s
and in fact are much smarter in the construction sense. But
they consist of pictures only, rather than a structured
collection of concepts. This may be good enough for you if

1.
2.
3.

OmniGraffle Mind Map Stencil

Promising Ideas
Gosh, the area of structural visual brainstorming and editing
is growing fast with many new ideas flowing in. Let’s take a
moment to look at a few of these. I’m involved in the first
three personally, and I think they will make a difference in a
next generation of Mac “outliner” products.
Symmetry Grids

Last month we reviewed SymmetryWorks4, a great tool for
creating symmetrical tilings. I also mentioned that I am an
officer in the international symmetry society5. What’s that all
about? The idea is that the mind sees structure via several
mechanisms. One of these is association, for instance of
elements of the same color. Another is by semiotic
association. (Semiotics is the science of signs and the
meaning of symbols as signs.) Buzan’s notions rely on the
semiotic value of pictures imposed on map nodes to trigger
this effect.
Yet another is proximity, which we address in the section
below on “semantic distance.” But the most profound and
deep is by pattern, and the primary cognitive mechanism of
perceiving patterns involves symmetry, either through
symmetric regularity or irregularity.
So you may find it useful to work with symmetric grids in
your mindmaps. Try it. We have scads of experiments
(unhappily classified) that attest to their utility in many cases.
I’ll give an example using OmniGraffle.

http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnigraffle/
http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnioutliner/
http://www.omnigroup.com/ftp/pub/software/MacOSX/Extras/OmniGraffle/
MindMap.dmg
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Here’s the idea: when you arrange ideas in a tree, you are
moving some semantics into geometry. It may not be very
rich semantics, probably just “this idea is more detail of that
one.” But it could be more informative, like “this animal
belongs to this category.” The concept lattice business
(explained in the section below) goes all the way, with the
idea of making huge percentages of the semantics geometric
so that the eye and computer can deal with it readily. But it is
not conducive to free-form brainstorming, at least not
without new tools.
This idea of symmetry-informed mindmapping is to do
something in between white-boarding and full concept
lattices. The example has two grids: one at the overall level
and another more stringent for each node. I’ve chosen
OmniGraffle for this example in part because OmniGraffle
objects can have links and scripts attached, so that you can
click on a node in the big picture and open another
OmniGraffle page. Also, you can do some of the heavy lifting
in the open-source tool GraphViz1.

There’s a second grid as well, one that aligns by diagonals.
This is square as well, but connected by diagonal arcs. If you
choose something like this, you’ll find it handy that diagonal
nodes also snap.
The diagonal links are two, swooping with opposite curves.
I chose this grid as an example because I use it frequently
when coming to a leaf that I want to switch to a more detailed
grid than the Buzan-type north, south, east, or west link. I
assign one of the arcs to a “verb” association (say the north,
north-east one) and the opposing arc to the clockwise for a
“noun” association. A diagonal link means I have shifted into
a semantic link type and it is clear from the shape what the
nature of the semantics are.
I might have, for example an old-style map semantics with
parent=pets, child=puffy, and then shift into another map
semantics captured by the shape, noun type link=cat, verb
type link=purrs. Cool, huh?
Concept Lattices

One way of extending the notion of charting ideas and
relationships is to make the structure logical. Pairing
mindmapping with outlining goes some of the way in this
direction. Scripts can actually do some interesting things
with collections of concepts if they are in a well structured
outline. This is why ATPO values scriptability and XML so
much.
But you can go much, much further, and people have of
course done so. Here’s an approach which uses outline-like
structure and mindmapping-like intuitive graphical displays,
but adds a deep formalism for knowledge representation. It is
called “formal concept analysis,” and actually has a significant
community of allied researchers.
A good starting Web page is here2. There is some fairly
mature open-source Java software3, if you are
adventuresome.
The group I was with tweaked the formalism to make it
more intuitive and to leverage symmetry. (Most lattices are
two-dimensional and often not symmetrical. We also add the
importance of direction.) The graphic shows an example
Symmetry-ized OmniGraffle

In the background is a simple symmetry grid that I created
in about 90 seconds in SymmetryWorks. You’ll note that it is
two grids in one. The first is a square grid. The nodes labelled
“parent” and “child” are arranged according to that
symmetry. You may want to do something similar for your
high-level brainstorming because you can superimpose that
square grid over the built-in (square) grids of NovaMind or
OmniGraffle.
1.

2.
3.

http://www.pixelglow.com/graphviz/

http://www.upriss.org.uk/fca/fca.html
http://tockit.sourceforge.net

lattice. Here’s how it works: you start at the bottom. Moving
up the lattice in one of the four directions confers the
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property of that “vector.”

Semantic Distance

But perhaps the most significant mapping advance is the
notion of “semantic distance.” This is brand new and
probably unrelated to the stuff above.
(Semantics is the study of meaning, so the semantics of an
entry in an outline is what it actually means independent of
the various methods used to express that meaning.)
The need came from things like the Semantic Web2. The
idea here is that if everyone signed up to one religion,
communication would be perfect and the world would be
happy. Unfortunately, I blew vast wads of taxpayer money
proving that this is not an achievable or desirable state.
People prefer to live in their own worlds for good reasons.
Communication is almost always imperfect; in fact, that
imperfection is often a substantial part of the
communication.
So the project arose from the need for formal methods to
decide whether a communication was:
•
•
•

An Example Tweaked Lattice

For instance, you can see that item 8 has the property of
brownness but none of the others. Item 9 has two units of
“fastness” (very fast) and one shift of “four legs.” Item 7 has
three properties.
The ten items on this lattice are:
1. Dog
2. Snake
3. Bell
4. Plane
5. Table
6. Tricycle
7. Turtle
8. Mud
9. Rabbit
10. Wind
This is an extremely powerful visualization technique if you
work around the weaknesses, which all concern scaling and
complexity limits. We managed lattices of huge numbers of
dimensions with 3D reduced “zooming views” that took out
all but a few dimensions. We employed hyperstereograms (go
here1 for an example) to envision higher dimensions. And we
fiddled with symmetries a lot.
Everything in a lattice can be reduced to an outline. What’s
cool about this is how similar items cluster in easily discerned
patterns, and things that differ or are related in complex ways
also cluster. It’s pretty powerful for some uses.

1.

•
•

This is very important stuff in many communities involving
enterprise integration and knowledge management. Web
guys are interested because the same tools can be employed
for semantic-based Web searches: “these pages aren’t what
you asked for, but are close enough to answer your question.”
ATPO readers with mindmapping interests might be
interested because we may actually be able to use the same
tools and methods to associate concepts in maps. The closer
they are on the map, the more semantically similar. Now
wouldn’t that be cool?
This project kicked off late last year with a preliminary
study and a workshop of international experts (which
Tinderbox attended). Then it took a financial hit as the
current administration deemed this and related work to be
unimportant (“the effect of incomplete understanding is
disastrous”). The project is now reviving as a volunteer effort
facilitated by your lowly ATPO reporter. If you want to check
it out, visit the brand new evolving wiki3.
Maybe we can move outlining to a next stage, who knows?

2.
3.

http://www.sirius-beta.com/ALICEsupp/alicesupp.html
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perfect, yay!
imperfect, but close enough to work as is
imperfect, but close enough to economically clarify
(usually by questions: what did you mean by “way
cool?”)
imperfect and probably too far off to be worth
clarifying, but the effect of incomplete understanding
is tolerable
imperfect and probably too far off to be worth
clarifying, and the effect of incomplete understanding
is disastrous
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function, quite apart from the outliner. You select any block
of material and simply collapse it to a bar. Unfortunately,
there is no feedback whatsoever about what is collapsed.

Other Research

There’s lots of other research in this general area. You will find
it a bit mind-expanding to at least browse a few online
projects. The University of Maryland has a page that has
many dead links but is a good listing of projects before
19981—quite some time back by the Internet and research
clocks. The University of Washington has a good reference
page of online readings in this general area2.
DOITrees3 from the University of California at Berkeley
addresses navigation of very large tree structures.
Constellation4 addresses a similar problem.
The University of Toronto has a pointer to a cool paper on
manifold trees5 (zzstructures and Mspaces).
Grokker6 has some interesting tools for Web site tree
viewing (but not editing) as does opte7. Social circles8 is a
tool for displaying more “connected” hierarchies. Visuos9
supports visual tree-based queries.
(Thanks to Marc-Antoine Parent of Cheops10 fame for
most of these links.)
The ATPO Outline Tracker

Near-Time Flow
Near-Time Flow
Formation

No sooner was the virtual ink dry on last month’s column
than a new outliner of sorts appeared: Near-Time Flow11. It is
targeted at distributed, Web-based teams and serves as a
knowledge base for content for complex projects together
with management information about the project. Like all the
products that are just appearing in this space, it is strongest in
brainstorming and weaker in actual project management.
Flow is a very ambitious product based on the idea of
concurrently edited distributed documents that have
structure. You need to subscribe to their Web service for the
collaboration to work over the Web or you can locally
leverage Rendezvous.
We mention it because the client includes a group-editable
rudimentary “quick” outliner (basically HTML lists without
collapsing). More interestingly, it features a general folding

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

The first release of Formation12 has appeared. It is an
interesting application in a few ways, advertised as an
“integrated” personal information manager and idea
organizer. It unifies (perhaps “integration” is too strong a
word) several functions under one handy interface, and
includes many more application types than I’ve ever seen.
Unfortunately, that interface bears only a passing
resemblance to an outline view. Until it allows more than one
level, I’ll keep it off the official ATPO list.

http://otal.umd.edu/Olive/Tree.html
http://faculty.washington.edu/farkas/TC510/readings.htm
http://guir.berkeley.edu
http://graphics.stanford.edu/papers/munzner_thesis/
http://www.dgp.toronto.edu
http://www.groxis.com/service/grok/g_prod_grok_screens.html
http://www.opte.org/maps/
http://www.marumushi.com/apps/socialcircles/
http://www.visuos.com
http://www.istop.com/%7Emaparent/Cheops.html
http://www.near-time.com
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So our little excursion last month into Web outlining (not
completely accidental, timing-wise) now takes on added
meaning for ATPO readers. We soon will have the ability to
host things like activeRenderer, webOutliner, Tasks, and
similar things within the desktop. I expect a huge wave of
innovation in the Internet-aware outliner space as this sinks
in. The open-source Frontier may be a force here also. Watch
this space.

Tasks

Last month we briefly surveyed Web outlining. We should
have included Tasks1 available in a variety of forms from
single to multiuser, donationware to subscription services
starting at $4 per month. It is a Web-based outliner targeted
at to-do lists. Check it out at the Web site. Dashboard may
empower a whole class of applications like this.
Dashboard

Department of Corrections, Apologies, and Additions
In our review of SymmetryWorks last month, we said we
couldn’t find where to download the demo. Stupid us; it is
easily found as Artandia reminded us in a comment3 on that
review. Sorry for that, but now you know where to go to play
with this great thing for a while.
Next month: “Deep Tinderbox.” This will be our most
ambitious column, so don’t be too surprised if we slip a bit.

Apple had its yearly developers’ conference in June, during
which it previewed the next version of OS X, Tiger. Among
the new features is something called Dashboard, a collection
of desk accessory–like little applications that perform
specialized functions with Exposé integration. Unfortunately,
most of the discussion of Dashboard has focused on whether
Apple unfairly “stole” the idea from Konfabulator2, which it
superficially resembles.
What’s being overlooked is that the Dashboard
development environment is radically different. Dashboard
widgets are dynamic Web pages! Yes, that’s right: Dashboard
effectively brings browser-based applications to the desktop.
1.
2.

http://www.alexking.org/index.php?content=software/tasks/content.php
http://www.konfabulator.com

3.

http://www.atpm.com/10.07/symm-tess.shtml

Copyright © 2004 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted Goranson has been thirty years in the visualization and model
abstraction field. He is slowly beginning a new user interface project4.

4.

http://www.sirius-beta.com/ALICE/
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ATPO: Deep Tinderbox

About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Deep Tinderbox
For those new to ATPO, this is a column about outlining.
Each column examines some corner of outlining. We don’t do
reviews—ATPM reviewers and others do a great job of that
elsewhere. Instead, when we look at specific outliners we want
to tell you how they work. We hope it will help you
understand some of the issues concerned with arranging
ideas, and possibly make a product choice.
In this column we attempt to survey Tinderbox1, with an
overview that includes a special offer for ATPO readers. At the
end of the column is our outline tracker, which introduces
some new outliners to the corral.
Tinderbox—here’s something of a polarizing application.
I’ve gotten lots of mail about it. Much of the mail calls it a
paradigm-busting application, sometimes life-altering or
uniquely empowering. Other correspondents call it
inscrutable, ugly, or too complex to use.
It is at the very least something that its creators have trouble
explaining to potential buyers, and indeed many
experimenters give up on the demo before they “get it.” I hope
this column does the job of introducing Tinderbox with little
pain, because though it clearly is not for everyone it may be
just what you are looking for.

information or notes. It isn’t something you buy and just use;
it is something you adapt and invent over time. Some
potential users have a lot of trouble with this idea: they like to
be presented with a tool that does a very specific or a wellunderstood thing. Then, they can learn it or not, but they at
least know what “it” is.
What we’re going to do here is provide only one of two
possible passes over the application. This first pass will look
at Tinderbox as an outliner. Tinderbox is not really an
outliner at all; it is more of an environment for annotationrich information architectures. Eastgate probably doesn’t like
it to be considered a mere outliner, but it can surely be used as
one. Shocker of shockers: in this mode, Tinderbox is the most
powerful outliner available by many measures. I believe that
you can buy it and use it as an outliner and be supremely
happy with it, never having explored its more extraordinary
side. At the very least, it is the ideal way to begin using it
before adventuring into more unfamiliar territory.
The second pass is just inferred. This would be a survey of
Tinderbox as what it really is, a “spatial hypertext”
environment, more in the spirit of the mindmappers we
looked at in the last column2.
You don’t need to know all the stuff we survey to start using
Tinderbox productively. But you will want to be exposed to
most of it to know what distinguishes this application from
others. After all, you want to be educated voters, right?
(Speaking of which, if you are an eligible US voter, please
register and vote. Consider it payment for ATPO.)
Tinderbox as an Outliner
I think the best way to be introduced to Tinderbox is as a twopane outliner. Later on, we’ll discuss some of the basic design
decisions. For now, what you need to know is the basic design
stance: familiar outliners use the header structure as the main
citizen of their world, and header manipulation is something
of a fetish for traditional outline users.

Tinderbox Icon

One problem is that Tinderbox is partly a tool and partly
an environment for creating your own tool. In either case, it
can bend pretty far toward your own working style if you lean
toward lots of “metadata”—information about your
1.

http://www.eastgate.com/Tinderbox/
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Notes8, OmniOutliner9, PocketNotes10, Sh-out!11, and
Shadow12 are the primary ones on our tracker list. The
screenshot shows Hog Bay Notebook.

In this paradigm, a note or comment is something that is
attached. In Tinderbox, it is the other way around, a situation
that will produce some unfamiliar behavior for experienced
outliner users.

Hog Bay Notebook

You can shuffle the order and hierarchy of the outline in
several ways. It has all the basics of an outliner. Regular
readers will recall that in our second13 and third14 ATPO
columns, we listed outliner features with the intent of
recalling them to examine specific outliners. You might want
to refer to those columns for more definition and examples of
a particular feature.
So let’s look at how Tinderbox addresses this collection of
features.

The Two-Pane Outliner

The screenshot shows one of Tinderbox’s several views, the
one we’ll stick with for a while. It is what Eastgate calls an
“explorer” view, with a navigator on the left and a selected
note on the right. The navigator in this case is the outline,
though that “outline” pop-up on the lower left of the window
allows you to shift to a mindmap tree view (called a “chart”)
or the hypertext map view.

The ATPO Feature List
Ordinary Nesting, Promote/Demote, Collapsing

We start out with the basics of outlining. This first feature is a
freebie because we wouldn’t be discussing it at all if it didn’t
support robust outlines. You can create headers (Tinderbox
calls them “note titles”) and move them about readily as you
would expect. Collapsing and expanding is perhaps not as
well supported as in some of our ATPO outliners; for
instance, you cannot display only the top three levels of the
hierarchy. And for reasons we note below it is not feasible to
support header splitting and joining.
Styles

There are no named styles. We’ll note why in our complaints
section below. No outliner at all does a good job at this in the
note field, except Word15, which has its own share of
problems. Some outliners (such as Circus Ponies’
NoteBook16) currently support styles for header levels, which

Explorer Pop-up

In this configuration, it looks much like any other twopane outliner: Alepin1, Caboodle2, FO3, NewNotePadPro4,
(Hog Bay) Notebook5, NotePod6, (Skinkhunt) Notes7,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

http://ayanamichan.com/richard/notes/
http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnioutliner/
http://www.pocketsw.com/PocketSoftware/pocket_notes.php
http://www.strawberryheads.com/shoutmybrain/index.html
http://www.codejedi.com/shadowplan/
http://www.atpm.com/9.10/atpo.shtml
http://www.atpm.com/9.11/atpo.shtml
http://www.microsoft.com/mac/products/word2004/
word2004.aspx?pid=word2004
16. http://www.circusponies.com

http://www.macchampion.com/alepin_features.shtml
http://www.dejal.com/caboodle/
http://homepage.mac.com/takashi_hamada/Acti/MacOSX/FO/index.html
http://island.hisadonia.com/dp/en-nnpp
http://www.hogbaysoftware.com/products/hog_bay_notebook.php
http://personalpages.tds.net/%7Egraffix/software/notepod/index.html
http://www.skinkhunt.com/
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is good, but a lesser good. Tinderbox does neither through a
simple specification preference or dialog, except you can
customize some header styles in a way we’ll indicate later.
(We note some new outliners in the ATPO tracker below;
two do styled headers, another named styles throughout.)

By multilevels, I mean outlines where the “notes” are
themselves outlines where levels can be promoted between a
lower outline and a higher. At present, only Circus Ponies’
NoteBook does this and, even then, this feature has its limits.
I highly recommend playing with this useful technique.
Finder integration recognizes that the Finder is the 800
pound gorilla of outliners, at least so far as folders serving as
headers and documents as notes. An ideal outliner will span
different documents and integrate at the top level with the
Finder. In previous columns, we’ve noted some such
integration in other outliners.
Integration among levels is when you can move elements
seamlessly from one level’s outline to the next. Tinderbox
supports none of these features, but in fairness, few outliner
developers so far seem as excited about them as I am.
Distinct metalevels are when you can have an outline out of
the main flow. You might want to do this if your outline is a
long document and your “side” outlines are to-do lists about
various sections of that document. Tinderbox does support
something like this, because its linking strategy can support
all sorts of annotation and comment strategies where an
annotation can be a full-blown outline. We’ll note that when
describing various links.

Headers and Non-headers, Views and View Templates

This characteristic is exhibited by all two-pane outliners by
definition. It means that the outliner keeps text notes separate
from the outline. Many simple outliners are designed as list
or task managers and cannot do this. Having these separate is
essential to writers and is the equivalent of keeping section
headers separate from paragraph text. After all, for writers
the main advantage of outlining is to be able to literally see a
document’s structure (the relationships of the componentsas-headers) and manipulate it.
Tinderbox does this as well as any two-pane outliner and
has several organizational views that no other product has, as
we will see. On the other hand, outliners that display inline
notes, where the notes are placed under the headers as a
continuous flow, give special power. Inspiration1 and Word
do this, and the forthcoming OmniOutliner 32 will as well.
This matter of inline notes and styles is an example of how
Tinderbox takes a different approach than the familiar.
Tinderbox is all about content and enrichment. It assumes
that export for presentation or publishing is an option and
that you will specify styles at that point. So it has a
“Nakakoji3” view that displays a note or document according
to “style sheets” that you specify. So you could, if you wanted,
have an inline, styled view or many views. The novelty of the
Nakakoji view is that it can unravel links so they display in
different ways. Only text is displayed.

Folding

Several outliners (NoteBook, NoteTaker4, and Inspiration
among them) support simple folding. That’s a command that
takes a note or paragraph and tucks it all under the first line.
It is like outline collapsing where children headers are tucked
under their parents and useful for the same reason. It helps
reveal the structure of huge segments of the document for
analysis and reorganization.
Full folding is not supported by any OS X outliner on our
ATPO tracking list. This is where any selected block or a
complex array of predefined elements can be collapsed. You
can in theory create a Tinderbox style sheet that will do this,
but the Nakakoji view is read-only. You cannot edit the
outline in such a view, so it sort of defeats the purpose.

A Nakakoji View
Multilevels, Multilevel Finder Integration, Integrated Multilevels, and Distinct Meta Levels

The title of this section is so long because it combines several
similar features having to do with layered outlines, none of
which are really supported in Tinderbox.
1.
2.
3.

http://www.inspiration.com/productinfo/inspiration/index.cfm
http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnioutliner/
http://www.kid.rcast.u-tokyo.ac.jp/%7Ekumiyo/
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Other Graphical Layouts

Snipping Input and Drag and Drop

Tinderbox wins a prize of sorts here. You have several built-in
views. Aside from the outline and Nakakoji views we’ve seen,
you can also produce a “chart” view, which displays the
structure in a hierarchical, horizontal tree:

This is the ability to easily input items from other
applications (or the Web), usually by “snipping.” There’s no
question about this: Tinderbox is designed for people who
write stuff rather than snip it from elsewhere. It has no special
service for snipping from other applications like
DEVONthink1, which is intended as a drop box database for
varied forms of “borrowed” stuff in all forms. NoteTaker,
Circus Ponies’ NoteBook and Hog Bay Notebook have good
facilities for grabbing and placing stuff as well. I understand
that many Tinderboxers combine their ’boxing with a good
snipper/database.
It supports text drag well enough, and dragging a Finder
icon of any file to the box creates a link to that file, but it
doesn’t “show” in the note. On the other hand, if the material
is available as an RSS newsfeed, Tinderbox can fetch and
display it as a simple RSS reader.
External Links and References

By this, we mean the ability to handle URLs of various types
in a number of ways. There aren’t many outliners that won’t
let you put a live URL in a note, and most outliners support
links or aliases to files as well. Now that OS X has Web
rendering built into the operating system, outliners on our
tracking list are starting to allow the display of a Web page
right in the note field.
Here’s how Tinderbox handles URLs: Each note has a large
number of built-in attributes (and you can add any others
you like). You access these from the “FF” pop-up on the upper
right of the window. Selecting one displays that attribute in a
line at the top of the note. If the attribute is editable, you can
change it right in that field.
Some of these are: “URL,” “AutoFetch,” “ViewInBrowser,”
“ReadOnly,” and “LastFetched.”

Chart View

Or a “Map” view in which each note is displayed as a
rectangle. The hierarchy is shown as colored rectangles
within parent rectangles. This map view is the core view for
advanced Tinderboxers, and we revisit it below. Links are
displayed. Boxes can be dragged, opened, hoisted, and linked
just as in the outline view.
Also, you can also have something that is a hybrid of Map
and Chart called a “treemap,” which combines both the
notion of a tree and layered containment.

A Note Showing Attributes
TreeMap View

If you enter a URL in the URL attribute, the note will
consist of the text from that page if AutoFetch is set
(“AutoFetch” tells Tinderbox to update the note based on the
latest version of the page). “ViewInBrowser” tells Tinderbox

All these views, plus individual panes for notes, can be
open and live if you wish.

1.
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to display the note in the system-specified browser. Dragging
a URL to an outline or map view creates a note with those
defaults (minus AutoFetch), making Tinderbox an extremely
powerful bookmark manager.
Agents—which we’ll “outline” in a moment—can update
pages automatically and sort them according to a variety of
criteria. For example, I could set Tinderbox to monitor some
key pages (not sites, Tinderbox won’t follow links from
tracked pages) and look for pages that have “Goranson” and
“idiot” or “genius” in the same text, make clones of them and
put them under the “strokes” or “whacks” headers
accordingly for my perusal.
Tinderbox’s handling of RSS feeds is even more advanced,
as we’ve already noted. Tinderbox is set up as an authoring/
publishing tool, so as with HTML, all the various RSS
standards are supported. It publishes RSS feeds and can be
used as a simple RSS reader.

Links can be from notes or text blocks to notes or text
blocks. Multiple links can be assigned, even to overlapping
text selections. Naturally, you’ll have to think about how to
translate all this if you are exporting to a less capable
environment like the Web.
Later, you’ll read my grousing about some user interface
ugliness, but the functionality is near-orgasmically elegant,
with a great example being how links are assigned. You select
text if your link is from a text selection, or don’t select text if
your origin is the entire note. Hit a key combo (or select the
“make link” button at the bottom of the window, or a similar
button on the toolbar or of course from the menu bar) and
you literally get the beginning of a link, one end of which is
attached to the origin, the other end attached to the cursor.
You simply drag the loose end to the target. If the target is
currently not visible (or doesn’t yet exist), you can “park” the
unattached link in one of three parking spaces on the toolbar.

Internal Links and References

Judging by the large number of outliners that support linking
to external files and Internet resources, this feature must be
relatively easy to program. Slightly more difficult are
hypertext links that provide hot navigation from marked text
blocks to notes elsewhere in the document like the Web. But
why stop there? Web-type hyperlinks are pretty limited; there
are lots of other types of hyperlinks.
Real hypertext theory existed well before the experiment
that stuck us with HTML. Its entirely possible to have
different kinds of links, and Tinderbox thankfully supports
some of them. This is not the only thing that discriminates it,
but it may well be the most mind-bending.
You can have links of different types, as many as you wish,
or you can apply a vanilla link. The screenshot shows the type
definition dialog, where you also specify color and visibility
(useful for the map view).

Making a Link

Link Type Editor
ATPM 10.10 / October 2004
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On dropping the link, you get a link specification dialog to
determine certain characteristics of the link.

Or you can see similar information in a more graphical
format in the “Roadmap” dialog.

Roadmap Dialog

If the links are specified as “visible,” you can see and follow
them in the map (mindmapping-like) mode, something we’ll
get to in a moment. In the outliner mode, you can open a
pop-up at the bottom of a note to see all the links and follow
one if you wish. These kinds of links only can be made within
the current Tinderbox document. Naturally, you can follow a
hyperlink.

Link Characteristics Dialog

Here’s where you specify the type, and give direction if
required about how you’d like the link to behave once
translated to the Web. There are tools to easily modify links as
well. Two of these are way cool: you can open a “Link
Browser” for any note and see a list of all the links associated
with that note and modify or delete them.

Link Pop-up

Link Browser

Tinderbox’s handling of links by itself puts it above all the
alternatives.
Clones

I don’t know why clones are so hard to do, but few outliners
support them, currently only Tinderbox, Hog Bay Notebook,
to some extent DEVONthink and now TAO1, which you’ll
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meet way below. Clones are essential to most advanced
outlining simply because trees are handy but not ideal.
Sometimes you need something in two or more places.
The Finder addressed this shortcoming eons ago. The late
MORE1 led the way for desktop outliners well before that. We
need more clones in outliners! Developers, arise!
Making a clone (which Tinderbox reasonably calls an
“alias”) manually is a matter of selecting a note and choosing
a menu item or hitting a key combo. The new header appears
in italics to designate it as a clone. It can be moved wherever
you like. Changes in the clone are reflected in the original,
including changes to the title. This is unlike the Aliases in the
Finder which can be renamed.
But watch out. When you make a clone of a parent in the
Finder or Hog Bay Notebook, it is exactly like the original
and includes children. (In fact, in Hog Bay, once a clone is
created, the distinction between the original and the clone
goes away; both are displayed exactly the same.)
Not so in Tinderbox; the clone is an image of the note only;
children are not included. It is one of the consequences of the
focus on notes as the beings with souls rather than the header
outline itself.
As we’ll see, Tinderbox clones can be created and moved
automatically by agents. When you are moving stuff around
by agents, it is not feasible to carry the children.

“gather” them in special agent containers. These containers
appear in the outline as headers but are identifiable by having
the bar in the icon at the bottom rather than the top.

An Agent Container
Hoist

Group Operations, Sort and Search, Mark and Gather

Hoist is a simple feature, one that matters more when the
notes are inline rather than in two panes. But it is still useful
when the outline is large. It simply allows you to zoom into an
area of the outline and display it by itself. Tinderbox supports
this in the map mode, as well as an interesting little sister in
the outline mode: you have nine levels of “zoom” so far as the
font size of the outline headers. A handy little touch.

The title of this feature group is influenced by a capability in
MORE. In that abandoned outliner, you could “mark”
headers manually or by a find operation and then “gather” the
results under a header, either by moving them or making
clones. It was a much celebrated capability.
Something like this is addressed in our current flock of
power outliners. NoteBook and NoteTaker have some
attribute marking facilities and auto-gathering that in some
ways exceed MORE’s. Hog Bay has an ordinary “gather”
command similar to MORE’s and a really novel “Assemble
Document” command that goes much farther.
Outliners with columns can use the columns to assign tags.
A “gather” in this regime is a “sort.” Tinderbox, of course,
does not support columns.
But Tinderbox bests them all because it supports agents.
We’ll get to the agents themselves in a moment. Let’s just note
here that agents can see all the metadata of a note: all its text,
attributes, and links and can do so automatically. It can “find”
notes that have certain combinations of characteristics and

Outline Text Size Pop-up
1.
1.

http://blue-beach-systems.com/Products/Software/TAO/
http://www.outliners.com/more31
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doesn’t cut the mustard when things get rich. That’s why
NoteBook and NoteTaker have NBML and NTML
respectively.
Tinderbox (and hypertext) maven Marc-Antoine Parent
has created TinderToolBox4, an open source Python facility
for translating Tinderbox XML (a useful thing) and also
direct manipulation of Tinderbox files (a very big deal).
TinderToolBox also allows importing data into Tinderbox
files, but this is on the advanced side. He currently exports to
LaTeX (via HTML), which is bound to be of interest to many.
No other outliner is open in this way. Forget wanting open
access to the source code if we can supplement Tinderbox
functionality in this way, and on the TinderToolBox list are
some pretty clever and heavy ideas.
On the negative side, saving in Tinderbox would likely be a
lot faster if it used a compact proprietary format like the
other guys. Some users have remarked on the long save times
of large documents.
Tinderbox also exports to HTML. In fact, it does this so
well, leveraging note attributes and actions, that many users
purchase it purely as a blogging tool. I think Tinderbox may
be unique in its approach to blog management: everything is
maintained on your desktop and published or updated to the
server. I’m completely skipping over this very interesting,
strong capability because it isn’t central to outlining per se;
but I will note that of blogging tools, the two most capable
and flexible seem to be Frontier and Tinderbox, with
radically differing approaches.

Standards-Based Export

If Tinderbox hasn’t yet impressed, here’s a killer: XML.
Tinderbox’s storage format is XML. Let’s make it clear that we
are not talking about exporting XML; the files themselves are
XML.
That means that you can open and edit a Tinderbox file in
any XML editor (or a text editor if you have the guts). You can
perform all sorts of transforms and mappings on the native
file, and there are lots of tools, including many open source
tools, to help you do this.

Events

When we put events on the feature list, we had in mind the
ability to track time as a component of task management.
Most outliners don’t understand time. Tinderbox does—at
least its agents do in a simple sense. You can trigger an agent
to perform a task on a given day, or after so many days.
I think you would be hard pressed to choose Tinderbox
primarily as an ordinary to-do list or task manager, especially
with so many good special purpose outliners out there. But
you can use its capabilities to roll your own credible task
manager5 if you’ve committed for other reasons.

Tinderbox Data in EditiX

This alone is one reason for serious users to consider
Tinderbox. XML is essentially the only open standard we
have for rich documents. If you want to ensure that your
thousands of hours aren’t wasted when the market shifts, you
may want to take this into account. I’ve been seriously burned
in the past, and I’m sure as heck not going to trust Microsoft
or Adobe again. Are you?
If for some reason, your machine explodes in some way
and corrupts the file, XML may be the easiest of all so far as
being able to repair or recover,
ATPO is a champion of OPML1, which is an XML
specification for simple outline structure. It was created by
Dave Winer to allow sharing of information among Frontier2
users. It is terrific for tying together suites that deal with
“straight,” simple outlines, like merging OmniOutliner’s
outlining tools with NovaMind’s3 mindmapping. But it just
1.
2.
3.

Tagging, Keywords, and Indexing

OK, now we can talk about metadata. Metadata is
information about your information. In NoteBook, it can be
stuff like a text highlight, a keyword or graphic sticker, even
“date created.” In OmniOutliner, it could be any value you put
in one of the columns. In the old Nisus Writer Classic6, it
could be a named style or variable.
In Tinderbox, there are two sources of metadata: note
attributes and note links (with their own link attribute). Most
people stick to the note attributes.

http://www.opml.org
http://frontier.userland.com
http://www.nova-mind.com
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Some note attributes are determined by the system, like
who created the note and when. Some are always there but
user-editable such as note color, title, and location in the
hierarchy. And then you have a third category of any attribute
and value you can make up, like “draft status” or “public
viewable.”
You can “Get Info” on a note and get a complete report of
every attribute. You can edit attributes right there if you wish.

is like a style template: you may want to have one stamp for
draft stuff, another for ideas, another for ready-to-publish
and so on. “Stamping” a note changes attributes wholesale.

The Stamp Editor

A more sophisticated tool is the “prototype.” This is a note,
possibly an empty note. Assigning a note to a prototype note
(via a special kind of link) makes that note inherit all the
prototype’s attribute values. As your document evolves, you
can change the prototype and all the linked notes change.
Don’t be fooled into thinking the prototype is a trivial tool
just because we mentioned it in association with stamps. The
idea here is one common in programming, that of
“inheritance.” Attribute inheritance is an extremely deep
deal, especially with cascading prototypes, and can form the
basis of a capable knowledge representation system. This
feature leans itself more towards the artificial intelligence end
of the spectrum. Tinderbox may be the first desktop software
to expose inheritance as a user leverageable concept outside
the software development community.
Agents can see and take action based on these attributes,
typically cloning and collecting notes. But an agent can
change an attribute value as well. Agents can similarly see
links and act according to them, so you can use links to add
metadata. For instance, you might link certain notes to a
“high priority” note, which exists only to allow that tagging.
You might want to do this because placement in the
hierarchy is something of a hybrid between a link and an
attribute, and you can exploit the different behavior of each.
For instance, you cannot create a new attribute by using an
agent, but you can create a new child relationship that can be
treated like an attribute.
This here is powerful stuff, which creates a somewhat
difficult learning curve.

The Get Info Window

We’ve already shown one way to access these and display
them as database fields at the top of the note. Any attribute
can be displayed this way and edited there. When I said
everything is an accessible attribute, I meant it; these
displayed attributes are called “key” attributes. Their list is
itself an attribute!
For a long time, I wondered why that pop-up menu in the
upper right of the window is labelled “FF.” Actually, it is
supposed to represent a table. The text content of a note is
itself an attribute and you can create another attribute to put
other note text in (but you have a small editing window for
this).
Attribute management is eased by two tools. One is the
poorly named “stamp” tool. A stamp is a collection of
attribute values that you can apply to a note in one whack. It
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Metaphors and Header Relationships

An outline is a pretty abstract thing by itself. But it is
conducive to metaphors. For instance the Finder uses the
“folder” metaphor where a file is “in” a folder. Our last ATPO
dealt with mindmappers, many of which use images to create
other useful metaphors. Tinderbox is brazenly metaphorfree, austere in this regard—except for the name of course. A
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tinderbox was an essential technology in days past, before
matches. It contained the stuff (tinder) you used to build a
fire.
“Header Relationships” is a technique that advanced
outliners use to denote more meaning in the parent-child
relationship. It is used in many modeling contexts and
depends on different symbols being used for parents. Then
when an entry is under a parent, it carries that context as well.
Tinderbox can do something like this with agents and clones,
and separately with links and associated agents to change
header styles, but without the graphic symbols. We’ll give an
example in a moment that uses header fonts.

One could hardly guess that this, by itself, would be useful,
but it is.

Multimedia

You can import graphics. However, users report that
documents get slow when they contain too many images.
Eastgate says that performance in this regard has improved,
but the tool clearly prefers text and pointers. You can create a
URL that points to media file on your disk or network, but
Tinderbox is eclipsed by some other outliners in the ease with
which you can just drag a file to a note and get a linked
reference. You can only do that in Tinderbox by linking
through the “file” icon at the bottom of the note window,
which is a real shame.
We would hope that at some point soon we’ll see support
for SVG1, the Adobe-created specification for XML vector
graphics, and the ability to use or at least reference data in
external files directly within the note.
If you need lots of multimedia, or full drag and drop
support, another tool is your best bet.

Action Editor

Eastgate seems open to adding any new command that
makes sense. Naturally, they have some clear ideas about
what makes sense, ideas that may differ from yours. For
instance, an agent can collect items as children but not as
grandchildren. It’s a design thing. There’s a similar constraint
that aliases cannot have children, as we’ve already mentioned.
Logical ways for Tinderbox to grow its internal scripting
abilities would be to provide greater scripting control over
prototypes (like conditional inheritance) and support “plugins” that can use external scripts in any language that
conforms to a plug-in architecture. Also, it would be nice to
assign multiple attributes to links.

Actions and Action Hierarchies (Internal Scripting)

We’ve already touched on this. Tinderbox adds its marvelous
attribute and link assignment capability to an internal
scripting language. That language is amazingly rudimentary
when seen by itself, more like a notation for setting attributes.
It understands “boolean expressions.” That’s where you can
ask it find text patterns like where “Goranson” and “jerk” but
not “isn’t” are found in the same sentence.

Scripting

1.

We at ATPO make a big deal about AppleScriptability.
OmniOutliner and Hog Bay Notebook do it well, and
NoteTaker will soon. AppleScript is the first resort of the Mac
power user, though many do so with reluctance (as it is
notably less elegant than, say, Tinderbox in its design). After
you get past user interface gloss, AppleScript and (its newly
arrived cousin) shell scripting are what makes a Mac a Mac.
I just couldn’t believe Tinderbox eschewed it. Tinderbox
does support AppleScript in one powerful way: you can drag
a script to the icon in the bottom of a note’s window and
thereafter that script will be executed when the note is

http://www.adobe.com/svg/
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opened. That means that you can have a note’s text open in
BBEdit (and perform a scripted text dance) if you wish to
have a power editor. (You’ll need QuicKeys1 or something
similar to paste the text back, and you’ll have to avoid links
from text blocks.)
Eastgate’s lack of enthusiasm for AppleScript comes from
the desire to only introduce complexity where there’s a big
payoff—there doesn’t seem to be much that AppleScript is
needed for so far as Eastgate can see. If we have the internal
scripting language and access to open XML (plus tools like
TinderToolBox), there isn’t much left over, it seems to them.
Here’s one example: if Tinderbox supported AppleScript,
someone clever could write some collection scripts to enter
documents, so that local files were supported like Web pages
and RSS feeds. Then Tinderbox would also be a spatial
substitute for the Finder, more in the spirit and advanced
vision of the original Xerox PARC concept than the OS X
Finder, and you couldn’t read an issue of Macworld without
tripping over it. But…this could be done by collecting the
Mac file information in AppleScript (or by many other
means) and folding it into the Tinderbox XML files!
Here’s another example you can’t escape, though: if it were
scriptable, you could integrate it in useful ways with a mediafriendly freeform database like NoteTaker and/or a special
purpose task manager.
There is a long-announced version of Tinderbox for
Windows that is forthcoming. Perhaps the reason for no
AppleScript is: why build in something for a cross-platform
application that is a Mac advantage?
(Here is the only qualm I have about Eastgate’s apparent
reluctance to leverage Mac technologies. I sincerely wish
them well and if future sales to Windows customers make
them stronger, that’s good for us too. But I’ve seen many of
my treasured applications—my trusted lovers—make visits
to Windows with promises of fidelity that were all broken,
every one. All of those now lack even a passing nod to Macunique features and some like FrameMaker have abandoned
us completely. Eastgate’s dual-platform Storyspace, for
instance, still hasn’t fully made the leap to OS X! On the other
hand, the recent updates to Tinderbox have been frequent,
even while Windows porting is underway.)

insignificant in the shadow of unleashing your mind.
Tinderbox is a Photoshop-scale application that is
underpriced.
A common complaint is about the Tinderbox
documentation. This is one that I do concede: the included
documentation is inadequate. But I am prepared to cut
Eastgate some slack. After all, you can noodle about in most
applications and never need to look at the documentation
unless you want to do something unusual. In Tinderbox’s
case, you can’t really get past the simple outliner use without
understanding how the thing is put together, a requirement
that “ordinary” applications don’t have.
The documentation doesn’t address this well. It is mostly
clear and complete, but there is no index or task-based howto, so finding what you need is unnecessarily hard. Beyond
that, there are problems in explaining core concepts. In fact,
it don’t really explain how Tinderbox really works under the
hood. Instead it does what ordinary application help does:
tell you how to do certain things, or what specific commands
or dialogs do.
This is a somewhat petty complaint compared to the
problem. Tinderbox is a sophisticated knowledge
representation system wrapped in an accessible form. What it
really needs are two sets of documents, one that is precise,
technically daunting, and complete; and a second that is taskoriented and user friendly. Both need good indexes!
Speaking of indexes, that list of note attributes can get
pretty long, too long to manage well with the current user
interface. Maybe the next view will be a column view, or
TinderToolBox will help us view Tinderbox files in a
columned outliner.
I sincerely hope that this modest column helps new users
see the underlying machinery—I’ve used my own
decomposition and understanding in what I present here.
The Tinderbox Web site used to have a help forum, but that
has been replaced by a wiki2, which has a ton of great stuff
from some expert users. But it is hard to find what you are
looking for and all but impossible to know when and where
the latest killer new tip is posted. A moderately active
independent mailing list3 exists as well.
I’ll say that direct e-mail support and the mailing list are
both impressive, and you’ll be hard pressed to find a more
expert, helpful community, tolerant of beginner queries. But
I just cannot fathom why Eastgate doesn’t support a
frequently updated downloadable Tinderbox document of
the help and the best of the user-contributed hints that
appear on the wiki.

Outliner Complaints

Complaining about Tinderbox as an outliner is a bit
graceless. It is as if one went to the store for a broom, bought a
vacuum cleaner for about the same price, and complained
about the noise.
The negative feedback I’ve gotten is in three categories.
One of these I’ll dismiss early. At $145 regular price it is
among the priciest outliners we track. Some ATPO readers
balk at this. My own attitude is that compared to your
hardware investment, the difference between $20 and $200 is
1.

2.
3.

http://www.cesoft.com/products/quickeys.html
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The final category of complaints is about the user interface.
ATPO has generally celebrated certain elements of the
Tinderbox interface1 (like the icon that shows note size and
age and the animation of the live link assignment), but others
are a bit quirky or disappointing.
I’ll divide these into the ugly, the incomplete, and
annoyances from design decisions.
The Ugly: I’ll underscore that the functionality is elegant.
But the actual appearance of some elements looks temporary
(like the icons in the toolbar or the “active” triangle in the
outline view) or seem barebones (as in the rudimentary
displays in graphic views).

You’ll see from the screenshot that you can edit the color of
the note. This is something you will want to play with when
you extend your use of Tinderbox to “see” notes when you
advance to using the very advantageous map view. To choose
a color, you can either select from the list or type in the
hexadecimal code for a color. No simple calling of several
Apple-supplied color pickers here! Oh how we get spoiled.
Notice, however that there are some samples of other shades,
three on either side of the selection. Guess what? They don’t
work. They are indicators of lighter and darker shades that
you can select, but in a different dialog.
The Annoyances: These are fair complaints only if you are
comparing Tinderbox to other power outliners, and they
revolve around the eminence of notes over the outline
hierarchy. In many other outliners, you get to choose how
much information you put into the “header” text as opposed
to the note. For example, in Hog Bay Notebook and
OmniOutliner, you could literally treat some headers as
paragraphs and the note field as your comments to yourself.
Not so in Tinderbox. The title of a note is actually an
attribute of that note. You cannot edit it directly as a text field,
like you might in any other outliner. Instead, you have to
open a “Rename…” dialog box:

Icon Ugliness

The “Active” Indicator

The Incomplete: There are a few baseline features that give
the impression of unnecessary austerity. For an example,
check out the Color Attribute Editor:

Rename Note Title Dialog Box

And then you have that little tiny box within which to edit
your text, which gives you about 37 characters before it
begins to scroll. Once it is changed, you might still be
unhappy. That’s because the outline headers don’t wrap, so
you if they are longish, you won’t be able to read them in the
outline view. The screenshot shows this and another

Color Attribute Editor

1.

http://www.atpm.com/10.02/atpo.shtml
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problem: how the anti-aliasing gets messed up when the
header is highlighted. (This problem is fixed in version 2.3,
which may be available when you read this column.)

means you can write a simple agent that converts the header
to a style based on the note’s outline level attribute. Voila,
styled headers like everyone else, sorta.
As it turns out, the changed font only shows in the outline
view, with the color and justification showing only in the
graphical views. But with a smart selection of fonts, you can
get some header styling, as the screenshot shows.

Outline Headers Don’t Wrap!

Ordinarily, outliners focus on support for writing and
arranging headers with lesser support for notes. For instance,
it is common to have named styles for headers but ordinary
TextEdit functionality in the notes field. As you’ll see below,
the emphasis in Tinderbox is on creating notes, and the
headers just go along for the ride. So the extreme focus on
header operations in other outliners isn’t matched here; for
instance, “split and join” commands don’t exist in Tinderbox.
But as noted in the very beginning, except for direct
editing, Tinderbox has all the “rapid fire” entry commands
you expect in an outliner: sibling (Return) and child (ShiftReturn), plus Command-Return to open the attribute editor
for the current note and Tab and Shift-Tab for promote/
demote.
The final (but relatively weak) complaint is about the
support for styles. This is only a complaint for beginners and
is one of the things you would never discover from noodling
with the demo or even reading the docs. It seems at first as if
there is no support for header styles; that’s where level one
headers display one way and level two differently, changing
styles when levels change.
And it also appears that Tinderbox notes are pretty darned
“flat,” meaning that there are no named styles in the note
itself. You are limited in the note field to rudimentary local
styling of the type you’d see in HTML: bold, italics, size, font,
and color. This ain’t bad and is the best you’ll find in pretty
much any outliner. But I’m used to the halcyon days of the old
Nisus Writer where I could assign meta attributes to text
blocks through named character styles, sort of like some
outliners allow you to tag text by highlighting or
bookmarking. In Nisus, you could leverage that style-based
metadata and write a macro that found, gathered, and/or
modified the marked text. (The style didn’t even need to have
a visible attribute.) Tinderbox has no named styles whatever.
If Tinderbox is the ultimate in support for metadata, this
lack of metadata-by-style assignment is noticeable. Also,
regular ATPO readers know that I like to use Quartz’s text
shadowing. Hey, you bought a Mac, right? This isn’t
supported in Tinderbox, another cost of OS 9 compatibility.
But all that isn’t as bad as it sounds. Header styles are
supported in an interesting way, much more cleverly than just
assigning a style to a level; it is just hidden. The font, color,
and justification of a header is an attribute of a note. That
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Styled Headers

Or you can go far beyond, assigning a font to high priority
or draft notes, or however you wish to tag your headers with
fonts. You cannot adjust the size individually (except by
choosing smaller fonts of course) and italics are reserved for
aliases. But beyond that, anything goes in terms of showing
note attributes through header font style.
Note font, color, and background color are similarly
programmable; you can set them up to indicate whatever you
like, and change as the note changes. And if like me you really
want to satisfy your named character style fetish, there are
several macro programs you can use to apply named styles.
Or you can use the attached AppleScript function to open
your notes in the styled text editor of your choice.
Tinderbox agents could not see named character styles
easily, and in any case Microsoft has patents with broad
claims on styled text in documents, including metadata
search. Bummer. Flat notes are, well, flat. Eastgate obviously
knew this and decided to emphasize the arguably more
manageable path to metadata—metadata at the note level.
Tinderbox Blox

We’ve said that you have to have a feel for how Tinderbox is
put together. That’s true, but it is true of all applications; if
you understand the design goals and implementation
philosophy behind the product, it becomes easier to know if
this product fits within your creative activity.
My own feeling is that you have to judge a product on
features of course, but also on the level of philosophical
symaptico. And you have to have confidence that the
developers will continue to evolve the product.
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Tinderbox is a note creator and manager. After the note,
the important citizens are attributes and links.
Attributes are what gives it meaningful metadata to allow
for note management and are extremely well supported.
Links are conceived in a more sophisticated manner than you
will find anywhere else, and are a really novel thing.
Prototypes and clones are special sorts of links. The outline
hierarchy is a type of link that also appears as an attribute.
Agents operate on attributes. Everything else is a tool,
including the visualization tools.
Tinderbox’s heritage is in hypertext theory. In my
experience the cleverest ideas about life and tools are rousted
about by this community—it’s been that way for years.
Eastgate publishes Storyspace1, the clear leader for authoring
and publishing hypertext fiction.
Eastgate is also a facilitator in the several communities of
fiction theorists and users. They sponsor conferences; they
are the leading publisher of hypertext fiction; they know a lot
about hypertext, that on-beyond-zero type of hypertext that
isn’t constrained by the Web. They even publish an intelligent
online periodical2 about hypertext ideas and tools (and other
interesting things). I know of no other software house that is
as engaged in the real matter of advancing their user base.
In 1996, at the height of the mad Internet rush, Eastgate
introduced Web Squirrel3. It was an advanced visual tool for
bookmark management which had the map view
(supporting “information farms”) and agents more or less
like Tinderbox. Web pages In Squirrel were much like notes
in Tinderbox. It was cool, but too hard to use in a market that
was built on extreme simplicity. Web Squirrel failed.
(Interestingly, Web Squirrel was scriptable by AppleScript
and Frontier!)
The whole idea was based on work done by Frank
Shipman4 and Cathy Marshall5 on VIKI6.
Because of my research management experience, I firmly
believe that only a second generation tool can hit a home run.
You have to be able to afford that failure of the first try. I
believe it is the only way to really blaze new territory.
Eastgate’s second try, Tinderbox, started life under the code
name Ceres, the Roman name for the goddess of grain (and
also the first named asteroid). Tinderbox today is something
between what a grown up Storyspace and Web Squirrel would
be (though it has differing design purposes).
The key design notion of Tinderbox is to avoid premature
commitment to structure and at the same time provide tools
for deep structure. One of those tools is the map view, which
we’ve been avoiding until now. The map view is a way of
conveying structure by physical arrangement on the screen

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

(including containment of boxes within boxes). The eye can
discriminate extremely subtle variations of color, so notes
have that as a key attribute.
Compared to the mindmappers of the last column,
Tinderbox looks austere, You have rectangles with color and
titles (the outline headers) and their arrangement including
their nesting in other rectangles. The map view can display
any and all links as well, with their names.
The screenshot shows a view of a trivial example outline.
We are already in a first level header as you can see from the
faint watermark in the back. We named that header “Header
First Level.” There are two children under this header, the one
you saw in the “styles” example named “Header Second
Level,” and the beginning of an outline on my notes on Paul
Graham’s Hackers and Painters7.
You can see the “colors” of the notes (red and black); here is
where the header styles would show font colors. You can see
that each of these headers has children as shown in the
bottom halves of their boxes.

The Map View

Note that the map has two elements that show on no other
view: the “adornment.” This can be a decorative image (here
the ATPM logo) but usually is an additional rectangular
container or zone that provides for a third type of nesting,
adding to prototypes and hierarchy.
Zooming or hoisting is natural in this view. Zooming into a
parent—by just clicking—gives you a view with just its
children. In the next screenshot, we’ve zoomed into the
Graham box, indicated by the “Paul Graham Notes”
watermark. This has three children and a couple example
links. The two red notes have no children. Also shown is the

http://www.eastgate.com/Storyspace2.html
http://www.tekka.net
http://www.eastgate.com/squirrel/
http://bush.cs.tamu.edu/%7Eshipman/
http://bush.cs.tamu.edu/%7Emarshall/
http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=192759
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“locator” list, used so you don’t have to wander through
outlines and zoomed maps looking for a specific note.
Consider it an alphabetical “list” view.

but has a daunting learning curve for advanced features—on
the order of Photoshop or FileMaker. And it doesn’t quite “fit”
modern OS X services.
If you are a regular ATPO reader, you will likely find it
engaging, leading you to confront whether to make the
investment in “serious” software. It is a Carbon application
and runs well on OS 9.
Tinderbox’s architect, Mark Bernstein, has a huge Web
presence, including his own blog2 and the Tinderbox
development peekhole3. That latter is a great asset to users
and says a lot about Eastgate’s relationship to users. (As much
as I like and support Mac boutique developers like Bare
Bones4 and Omni Group5, their Apple-like policy of just
surprising us is a bit patronizing. I appreciate Eastgate’s
openness.)
Here’s the real bottom line: what other “outliner” can host a
party of users and have them fly all over the country to
attend? Eastgate had a “Tinderbox weekend” in Boston this
May, is hosting one in San Francisco in October, and has one
planned in Europe. Good times, I hear.
Eastgate has set up a special limited offer6 for ATPO
readers. It fits the ATPO demographic, in that it offers what is
probably the best paper-based notebook together with
Tinderbox and an introductory subscription to their TEKKA
publication.

A Zoomed Map

The map view window commonly becomes a virtual
desktop within which you scroll around. Once you get used
to it, you will spend as much time in the map as in the outline,
I guarantee. That’s because so many subtle indicators are
leveraged. One of these of course is position, which you’ll
fiddle with quite a bit at first. Alas, you cannot build multiple
map views for different purposes. (But you can fake it with
clones.)
Here’s a side rant: what brought me to the Mac many years
ago wasn’t at all the ease of use, nor the admittedly cool
desktop publishing stuff. No, it was because everything was
spatial: I could arrange windows however I wished. I was an
early Frontier power scripter; you know what I did? I wrote
scripts that arranged icons within windows and pasted icons
on them according to certain “attributes.”
Spatial arrangement is an extremely powerful aid to
thinking and concept assembly. Alas, the Mac has moved
away1 from this with the one-window columnar Finder views
and the possibly ill-advised rush of applications to “tabs,”
what we used to do with stacked windows. While much of the
rest of the world seems to be drifting away from spatial
leverage, Tinderbox stands out all the more. To me, it seems
more Mac-like than much of the Mac these days.

Ted’s TinderGarden Tips

As with all the great applications we discuss, you should try
out the demo. But you might consider a few suggestions from
your ATPO lifeguard:
•
•
•

•

The Bottom Line
Tinderbox is as powerful an outliner as you will find so long
as you don’t need an editable inline view, or large numbers of
graphics. As an information management assistant, it exploits
techniques you will find in no other non-research software
and really can be life-altering. It is easy to use as an outliner

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

http://arstechnica.com/paedia/f/finder/finder-1.html
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Join the Tinderbox e-mail list.
Read the entire PDF help without the application
open. (Really, it’s not long.)
Stick with the outline view until you are familiar with
the internal machinery. It is too frustrating to learn a
new application while you also learn a new manner of
information visualization.
Before you write any notes, noodle about with the
default note and outline font until you are happy. Use
a variety of colors for notes and links even though you
won’t see them until later. (Realize that the color of the
note’s background, text, title background and title
text, and the color of the note name text have nothing
to do with the note’s color, which is really the color of
the note’s “envelope.” In other words, keep all the
“insides” the same to start with and vary the
“outsides.”) Write simple agents to create header styles
based on outline level.

http://www.markbernstein.org
http://www.eastgate.com/Development/
http://www.barebones.com/index.shtml
http://www.omnigroup.com/
http://www.eastgate.com/Tinderbox/ATPO/
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•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Also before you start, download one of the
preformatted Web or blog templates and associated
style sheet (for exporting). This part of Tinderbox is
among the coolest but surely the most frustrating and
if you just use the defaults you won’t get mad. But you
have to begin with a prefab template.
Use prototypes where you can, instead of stamps.
Make aliases of them and keep them in a separate
outline area for reference. You’ll thank me, even
though this is the hard way to do things. Similarly,
make an annotation or to-do outline section within
the outline for stuff you need to do with links to the
notes or areas you need to do them to.
Name your links. Make all links from note to note
unless you really want an HTML link when published
to the Web. I mentioned above that you can use links
for metadata assignment; don’t try this. Stick with
attributes initially.
Keep your notes short. Add and display your own
attributes.
Make an agent (in addition to the header styles
agents) even though you don’t have to, possibly one
that collects aliases of “draft” notes. You’ll get
addicted.
When you do explore the map view, don’t
immediately go to a huge virtual desktop. Try the
“zooming in” (like hoisting) instead.
Have fun. Joy isn’t always “lickable.”

Meanwhile, our powerful, personal computers
are often little more than typesetters and file
drawers. Right now, computers make ideas look
good, but they don’t give us much traction for
organizing and relating them.
Tinderbox can be very simple to use—as an
outliner, as a whiteboard, and a collection of notecards. And, a lot of the time, that’s exactly how I
use it myself. But Tinderbox also gives you ways of
tying
ideas
together—links,
agents,
templates—that give you lots of expressive power
when you need it. It’s not just about making lists or
diagrams; it’s about really understanding your
ideas, and Tinderbox offers a rich toolkit for
working with ideas to get them down and get
things done.
Where will Tinderbox go next? One active area
of research—both within Eastgate and in the
hypertext research community—is finding ways
to make our maps even more expressive. The
interplay between Tinderbox and the Web, and the
way Tinderbox can work as a presentation-andworking tool in meetings, offer plenty of food for
thought. We’re looking at ways to get more
leverage from Web services like Google and
Amazon and from RSS feeds.
Not all of these ideas will work—that’s why it’s
research—but I think it’s important research to
undertake. Working with ideas is hard, but it’s
terribly important work, and it’s vital that we get
better at doing it.

Mark Bernstein (Architect of Tinderbox) Comments

A lot of software tries to help us do things that are
easy but boring. Tinderbox sets out to help tackle
one of the most challenging tasks we face:
gathering, organizing, understanding, and
sharing information. Tinderbox is a tool for
learning—for discovering structures we don’t
(yet) understand.
Over the years, I’ve worked with lots of brilliant,
creative people—scientists, engineers, writers,
and artists. If you look at their laboratories or their
offices or their studios, you’ll find complex and
clever strategies for managing input and capturing
ideas. Much of this is done today with scraps of
paper and piles of photocopies. It often looks
messy, but it’s actually very efficient; the key
problem, of course, is that you can’t file things
away until you understand what they mean and
how they fit with the other things you’re thinking
about.

The ATPO Tracker
Now we turn from Tinderbox to report important events
elsewhere in the outliner world.
Mellel1

Folks, we have a new outliner. Mellel is a word processor that
is worth checking out. It has four things to commend it: it is
built from the ground up for OS X; it is inexpensive ($29!); it
has superb support for non-Roman languages; and, most
importantly to me, it has a great paradigm for named styles.

1.
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I can’t overstate how useful named styles can be for
metadata management (though I’ve been trying!), and Mellel
has the best implementation on the Mac, one that combines
with variables and supports OpenType. Now that’s leveraged
to provide an outline pane for documents.

Its clones are like Hog Bay’s: you can delete the original and
the clone survives. You can display note attributes in the
lower window border. Clones, links, and styles alone make
TAO worth checking out if you have not already.

TAO
ActionItems2

Mellel’s Outliner

Here is a clever tack on task management and outlining.
Usually these things are based on a single outline where each
header is a task. Everything flows from that notion.
ActionItems is different, a consolidated database of outlines
based on templates (people, projects, groups, etc.) and a daily
journal which is an outline, entries in which can be “action
items” and to which people and projects can be linked.
Outlines appear all over the place as notes and also as tasks.
In other words, it supports the outline of outlines features,
but in a matrixed way.
This is pretty novel, check it out.

In that outliner pane, you can add, rearrange, rename
promote/demote, and delete headers and have the
subservient paragraph text (with tables and images) follow
suit in the “document” window. Finally, we have an
alternative to the clunky outliner in Word, to which Mellel
pretty seamlessly imports and exports.
The outline cannot span multiple Mellel documents yet.
Too bad, but a minor complaint considering the achievement.
Oh, and RedleX advises that they are migrating to a native
XML storage format. There’s another one!
If you buy it, tell ’em ATPO sent ya.
TAO1

The two-pane outliner formerly known in public betas as FO
is now available as TAO. It enters the power outliner class,
currently occupied by Hog Bay, NoteBook, NoteTaker,
OmniOutliner, and Tinderbox. Its power features are:
unlimited undo, header styles, really cool stylesheets,
multiple file search, OPML export (but apparently not
import!), links, and clones together with numerous but more
common OS X niceties. I haven’t seen the final release—it is
supposed to appear concurrent with this column—but betas
have potentially irritating palette design and behavior. Some
users compare it to MORE, which they intend as the highest
compliment.

1.

ActionItems

http://blue-beach-systems.com/Products/Software/TAO/
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To have so many new outliners and each with a completely
new take on things is really exciting. The Mac is the place to
be for these sorts of things right now. I think the next ATPO
might review task, project, and to-do list managers that use
outlining. What do you think?

You can select the “general” template to make notes. The
idea here is that it is a consolidated, ordered, encrypted
storage system. You can create your own templates and the
whole thing is AppleScriptable. No export currently exists, so
whatever you put in there stays, at least for now.

Process1

I’m often on the inside know about these things, but this one
took me by surprise. Process is another new task and to-do
list manager. It has predefined, unchangeable columns for
priority, etc. These are not the user-definable columns of the
venerable OmniOutliner and the donationware MyMind2.
It also supports tasks, alarms and calendar items well. It has
a competent exploitation of Aqua conventions that looks
great. If it can, it will display the linked file or Web page in a
pane below the outline as shown in the screenshot, which I
think is unique to this application.

MindFortress
Pyramid4

MindMap Pyramid released version 1.2 that addressed one of
the major limitations we noted last column. You can now
export (but not import) via OPML to an outliner. They also
seem to have fixed the connection glitches I noted.
NovaMind5

NovaMind has been bumped to version 2.2, adding exchange
with the Windows Mind Manager6 application and providing
additional adornments.
Process

Inspiration7

It comes with a seven-day demo, which is far too short for
serious evaluation. It exports to OmniOutliner, iPod, and
OPML, but has no apparent syncing with a handheld. Task
items can have short comments and links to URLs and files.
Your evaluation will likely be on user interface and ease of
use plus the utility of the “source” display. The help is
rudimentary. We’ll add it to the ATPO tracker list.

The venerable writer’s outliner and mindmapper, Inspiration
has introduced a syncable version for the Palm.
Roll Your Own

Bare Bones has released BBEdit 88, which adds a “tabs”
drawer. Entries in that drawer cannot be hierarchical. But
check out Tactile Interrogator9 which is (get this!) a crossplatform Finder replacement. It is unlike anything you have
seen, very visual. It is somewhat in the spirit of Tinderbox’s

MindFortress3

MindFortress is another one that came out of the blue, at least
for me. Perhaps it recently added an outline capability. It is a
structured repository for your information. Each “note” is a
card with predefined data fields, for instance serial number,
Web page, and so on.

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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Map view, especially regarding color tagging. You can create a
Finder hierarchy with BBEdit documents and come up with
something like a bare bones (sorry) outliner.

Such a hybrid will have terrific text editing and such, true
Finder integration, and certain OS X windowing and search
services. Pricey, but geeky cool.
ADM (Windows)1

I get lots of welcome mail, some from Windows users
championing this outliner or that. I dutifully check them out.
Some are very good, but so far I have found nothing on any
operating system that you cannot get better on Mac OS X.
(That excludes some of the legacy outliners2 from systems 7
and 8).
Now, ADM 33 has been released on Windows, and a few
readers with extensive Windows backgrounds (but scant Mac
exposure) believe it to be uniquely powerful. As with many
Windows outliners, its site has no useful information. I am
soliciting help from an inclined reader to help me explore and
report on this (or any other) if it proves to be interesting to
ATPO readers.
•••
If you are a developer and wish to have us survey your
outliner, please contact us. Readers: let us know your interest
in specific uses, categories, or applications for future
columns.
1.
2.
3.

Tactile Interrogator

http://www.adm21.net
http://www.atpm.com/10.03/atpo.shtml
http://www.adm21.net
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About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Task Management and Outlining
That, dear readers is what I hope ATPO to be. As a result,
the column you will read here and next month is much less
thorough and even more unpolished. But I do hope it is
ATPO material, the kind you can use to help discover some
things about how you work and might want to in the future.

You are not reading the column originally created for this
space. Oh, it was really very good in its way. The idea was to
“survey” task managers that use outlining. I worked really
hard on it and produced a rather comprehensive, thorough,
and even entertaining tour through many products. Then I
came back to it after a week for tweaking, as is my custom. I
was really distressed after reading it.
What I had produced was a comparative review, of the type
you might read in one of the slick dead paper journals—only
this was better: more in depth than you get with those guys.
But after I read it, I trashed it completely because it wasn’t
ATPO material.

Task Management History
The history of task management goes back as far as
civilization, I suppose. But the history of modern task
engineering is much simpler, especially if you focus on
certain ideas. It is a little hard to swallow, but the industrial
revolution doesn’t go that far back, and the rise of large
modern enterprises is even less old.
It has only been 150 years or so that portable timekeeping
devices were available to the average person. In fact, the
watch was the paradigm-buster of its age.
Early management of enterprises wasn’t very methodical at
all: decisions were allocated down the line using the Frenchinvented “bureau” until there were so few tasks that they
didn’t have to be managed. So instead of managing tasks, you
managed the task managers.
That changed with the Panama Canal, which was the first
large operation to use the task management invention of an
American mechanical engineer. The so-called Gantt chart
captured the notion of task dependencies: you’ve got to bang
out the dings in your fender before you paint it. If there is a
delay in one task, it ripples through the system to a greater or
lesser extent. Some dependencies allow for lots of slack, so
they can be delayed and possibly done more cheaply.

ATPO
For those new to ATPO, this is a column that supposes
outliners are the vanguard of a new breed of desktop
applications, a breed in which there is no king—no winner by
having the most features. In this new generation, different
philosophical approaches to organizing information are
pursued by different developers.
Savvy users understand that their own ways of thinking,
creating, and organizing aren’t the same as everyone else’s (or
shouldn’t be). So a great many approaches will find similarly
many different products, and those in turn will support the
imagination and work of different types of users. No one will
kill the others; no monopoly will emerge. Diversity of
cleverness will reign.
Nowhere will this be more apparent than in writing tools,
organizing tools, task management tools, and different
combinations of the three. “Outlining” isn’t definitive; it just
happens to be a handy way of clumping tools that are at the
cusp of this new generation.
Just as the nature of the applications will change so must
“application journalism.” It is not enough to write about
FreeHand and Illustrator as if they were two different
products. They aren’t; they just have different user interfaces.
What matters is the underlying philosophy of the product.
Those two have precisely the same underlying philosophy.
A good journalist will report on the different underlying
approaches that are being explored in this new breed of
applications. She will indicate new directions and
philosophies that could be explored. This person will be read
by users who want to control their own creative environments
and find (or create) just the right tools. This journalist may
even help users express such philosophies in a way that the
developer community can respond with experiments.
ATPM 10.12 / December 2004
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Use of the Gantt chart by American canalists was the single
element that differentiated them from the spectacular failure
of the French on that same project.

Thus was spawned modern management science: yes
(except for accounting bumpf) most of the stuff that forms
the basis of the MBAs earned by all those well-paid folks. If
this sounds America-centric to our non–North American
readers, sorry but there it is. Until 14 years ago, except for one
school in London, no European university even offered a
degree in modern management science.
Anyway, in the late 60s as computers came on the scene,
that same Manufacturing Methods group extended their
“task modeling” methods to the first formal process
modeling methodology (IDEF1). This is notable in forming
the basis for all subsequent process and activity models,
including the branch now used for modeling software
processes and algorithms2. It’s a much bigger piece of
computer history than anything Microsoft has ever done.
(I’ve written a comprehensive history on this which, alas,
remains classified. In a monumental move, the Deaparment
of Defense dismantled the successor to the Dayton modeling
group and its counterpart in Washington. More, it forbid any
further work along these lines as a matter of political dogma.
Consequently, all the interesting work on such modeling is
now being done in Europe under the sponsorship of the “Six
Framework Programme3”, which takes such research very
seriously as a matter of competitiveness.)
What we’ve mentioned is task management in the context
of enterprises, but desktop task management for individual
and small groups is derived from the very same insights and
tools.

A Typical Gantt Chart

Gantt charts were about the extent of task management
tools until World War II. Previous wars had been fought by
mobilizing industry and turning them into extensions of the
military. And that’s how the Europeans were managing their
war. But when the US entered it, industrial chiefs convinced
the White House to take another tack: turn the military into
an extension of industry, consolidating the whole enterprise
under one leader. This huge enterprise (the largest to that
time and by many measures ever) would be managed by
“scientific” means.
Where the Europeans needed many layers of experts, the
Americans would develop management technologies. In any
case, the Americans didn’t have a cadre of trained middle
level defense industrial base managers anyway, so they had to
invent.
The head of General Motors—the world’s largest
corporation at the time—was made General in charge. He set
up shop in Dayton Ohio, near where the Wright brothers had
developed the controllable airplane, another intriguing and
similar story in the engineering of phenomenon. Wright Field
became both the center for managing the manufacturing of
war material and the place where “management science” was
to be invented.
What these folks accomplished was nothing short of
amazing in terms of the stuff they built: not just weapons like
hundreds of thousands of airplanes, but also thousands of
airfields and training centers, even hundreds of cities to
support this and all the physical infrastructure (roads,
sewers, schools, and the like) to go with it. Aluminum plants,
even railroads for ore. All managed by task management
“software,” newly invented by the “manufacturing methods”
group.

Basic Components of Task Management
Anyway, what was it that came out of all this? Task
management has the following possible components:
•
•
•

•

•
•

1.
2.
3.
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Descriptions, usually in text form.
Dependencies of the type that Gantt charts address.
Constraints. Usually, intertask dependencies are
captured in the larger category of constraints, those
external values that determine whether and how a
task occurs.
Resources: the stuff that a task uses or that a task
needs. Usually, the “owner” of a task is considered a
human resource. But the owner can be a different
attribute in some breakdowns.
Metrics are what it means to have completed a task. It
could be a simple “done,” or something more linked to
the result, like “$500 resulted from that task.”
Time. Time is not so simple a matter in this world.
Some times are absolute: taxes must be sent on such
and such a day. Some times are relative: some plants
need to be transplanted so many days after starting.
Some time is discrete and broken into days or minutes

http://www.idef.com
http://www.omg.org/mda/
http://europa.eu.int/comm/research/fp6/index_en.html
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•

ATPO Tracker
For those new to ATPO, a couple of columns ago we
introduced the outliner tracker to keep readers up to date on
updates and new product releases in the outliner world. In
prior columns, I’ve noted that the Mac world seems to be the
platform for outliners, but I never imaged things would
accelerate so quickly.
Because I’m now on an every-other-month schedule, the
tracker has accumulated a huge number of items. If there is
interest, I’ll try to have an ATPO tracker every month even
though the “feature” segment of ATPO will likely continue to
be every other month.

or whatever. Some time is infinitely continuous. And
all that’s before you get into different representations
of time.
Decompositions, which generally means the subtasks
that, when all are completed, mean the parent task is.

Using some of these, you may have any number of computed
attributes, the most common of which is “priority.” Naturally,
if a task will produce lots of bucks, or be a bottleneck, or must
be done soon, or uses a resource that is going away, then it has
a high priority. There can be many such computed attributes,
but priority (or balanced priorities) seems to be the one of
concern to most desktop users.
A second-order attribute is something that concerns the
representation of the task. You might want to know whether
your task manager has an imperfect record of what needs to
be done. For instance, you might have a task to send a thank
you to “that guy who changed your tire,” but you don’t know
his name. So there is an implied task to find out his name.
Included are unknowns that may not be known (or
“evaluated”) until the task is done.
I guess that’s a sufficient set of basics for desktop task
management. Remember that the tasks could be
intermingled with what the tasks are about. For instance, I
might have a to-do list of things to do on my novel integrated
into the outline of the novel itself.

Hog Bay Notebook1

Hog Bay Notebook is on everyone’s list of power outliners to
consider. It has more than a couple features no one else has,
including one I particularly champion: some support for
outlines within the note text. Now released is the public beta
of version 3.5, which was long in the works. It’s gone from a
two-pane to a three-pane view. Initially it seems a little
redundant, but after some use, the wisdom of the thing
makes sense. Check it out.

Outlining for Task Model Representation
I’ve spend scads of time with process models, from the simple
ones like IDEF (which are easy to grasp) to extremely
complex ones. Most of them favor some sort of graphical
layout, often boxes and circles with arrows. I think astute
ATPO readers will agree that outlining is a superior paradigm
as a user interface for most of the attributes listed above. I
think it is. I’m sure it is for task managers where the user is
purely a human.
Tasks and subtasks as children are a no-brainer. As long as
the task is to be performed by a human, a text description is
best, don’t you think? The others are a matter of design.
The designs we’ll see are different takes on what we need to
do and how. So the purpose of task managers varies
according to these different approaches. They can help
analyze, structure, and improve your work merely by “putting
it down.” That’s because they force you to analyze things
according to the paradigm used.
They can be used to remind of or even trigger tasks. The
best ones should be able to help track whatever metrics are
involved. If the work involves other desktop applications, you
might hope that it integrates in some useful way.
In next month’s column, we’ll see how our Mac OS X
outline designers handle these challenges.

Hog Bay’s New Three-Pane Layout

In the screenshot, I’ve chosen to emphasize one new
feature, support for columns. OmniOutliner has long been
the power outliner that held this special ability over its
competition, though the donationware MyMind has them
too! Now with columns added to the existing clones, links,
and search, Hog Bay advances itself on the list of “must
evaluate.” I’ll likely dig into it in more depth in a future
column. What’s interesting with our crop of power outliners
is not so much the feature competition, but the entirely
different, consistent, and wonderful philosophies behind
them.
Miss LonelyNotes2

Here’s a new cross-platform application, notable because it
has an appealing approach to arrangement. It leverages some
preset categories, which is a bit unsettling if you are used to
1.
2.
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an unlimited capability in this regard. LonelyNotes has two
category templates, one for fiction and one for other (which is
unadvisedly called “non-fiction”).
The fiction template is the most interesting. The annotative
categories here are “plots,” “factors,” and “flags.” Factors are
whatever you choose, but the intent is clearly to include
characters, places, and the like—anything whose name
actually appears in the story. You build a project of a number
of notes. (It uses the metaphor of note cards.)

Curio1

This curious application has been mentioned a few times in
the online ATPO comments. It is an outliner of large “cards”
or canvases that each can contain many objects such as text
and multimedia fields, even freehand sketches. The outlining
of canvases is like Keynote’s outliner in this regard. The
canvases are more flexible but lack the on-card outlining of
Keynote.
Well, now that has been partly fixed. A new version
supports what Curio calls “lists.” But these are outlines in a
very real sense. You can promote and demote, drag items
around, and even drag items—any item—into the outline
and have it become a header.

Miss LonelyNotes

To the primary notes of the project (presumably a book),
you assign entries from these categories. For instance, for a
particular section of text that mentions the bumbling
gardener Ted, you might assign a secondary note (my term
here) that describes Ted, mentioning that he will later be
revealed as a CIA fixer. That secondary note would be in the
“factors” category and would be shown with all factors when
the factor button is pressed. It’s a sort of matrixed annotation.
Categories have characteristic colors, which appear on the
primary note-cards that they annotate. It’s a kind of link from
the primary outline (of the book) to secondary outlines a
writer needs to keep in the background. (Here, the secondary
notes are “flat”; the factors and such don’t have hierarchy.
Only the book itself does.) The “flag” category is used as a
sort of “to do” list capability. You might flag notes as “needs
major rework.”
The “non-fiction” template does similar things,
emphasizing sources and references.
You can build something very like this capability with
several of the power outliners on the ATPO list. But if all you
need is this, the fact that it is prebuilt in this way allows for
some user interface optimization with colors and space.
Unfortunately, that user interface optimization is un-Maclike, and in any case needs some heavy work. Miss
LonelyNotes is a cross-platform Java application, which
means you’ll experience the odd interface quirk and redraw
problem.
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Curio’s New Outline-in-the-Outline

You cannot collapse them, however, and unlike Keynote,
there is no relationship between the “outline” in the canvas
and the outline of canvases. Still, this gives this already
intriguing application something else to explore. There’s just
nothing at all like it.
The screenshot shows a few interesting features. The last
item “See here” is being dragged elsewhere in the hierarchy
using familiar outlining feedback. The blue graphic is the
Curio icon, simply dragged from the Finder into the list to
form a graphic header. Entry 2c shows that all headers are
independent text (or graphic) boxes and can have their
perimeter shapes and fills specified. Behind the list, I wrote
“scribble” using the stylus you can see in the toolbar.
MyMind2

The donationware MyMind has some pretty incredible
features; every ATPO reader should have a copy since you can
use it for free. It is the only outliner other than OmniOutliner
(and now Hog Bay) to have columns. But unlike
OmniOutliner, it supports images and has a mindmap view.
1.
2.
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That mindmap view is crude compared to NovaMind, for
instance, but does some tricks with columns and area maps
that NovaMind cannot (nor can any other program, as far as I
know). And the map view is non-trivial; check out the
screenshot of the multi-pane “inspector.”

code is less important than the availability of the application
for free. (Previously, it would have cost an incredible $900 per
year.)
That’s because the tailorability of Frontier was always in
extending it through scripts in its native UserTalk language.
What you get in the free download is the Frontier of about
nine years ago, because little work of interest has been done
since. You get a simple outliner. Plus you get a built-in
scripting environment that is way more capable and logical
than AppleScript.

Frontier’s Outliner

Unfortunately, the Mac has moved under UserTalk’s feet
since Frontier was a real Mac application, and some of the
scripting interfaces with the system are broken. I think every
ATPO reader should at least play with this a bit. There’s a lot
of history and potential power here, and it might not take
much of a critical mass to build the ultimately extensible and
scriptable “ordinary” outliner.

The MyMind Map

Another cool feature is the ability to link notes that share a
common column attribute. Tinderbox can do this, but no
other program can.
Now, with a new version, it can do another thing no other
program can: export the map view to scalable vector graphics
(SVG). SVG1 is the XML format for vector graphics invented
and promoted by Adobe, and now in the hands of the
standards folks. This is a strong capability if you are
exporting to the Web or playing with integration of other
XML-savvy applications.
Unfortunately, the developer, Sebastian Krauss, was hit by a
car and seriously injured. Some painful and prolonged
rehabilitation is reportedly in store. I’m hoping that the
outlining community sends him support and best wishes. We
need guys like this.

ToDo Stickies3

I’ve given this simple little application short shrift in the past.
It is a lean and mean little two-pane “skinnable” outliner. The
recent update allows you to import text files so that every line
becomes a new note.
NovaMind4

In an earlier column, we reported that Frontier was to be
released as open source software. That’s now happened, and
you can get your copy. I suspect the availability of the source

The premier OS X mindmapper, NovaMind, has an update
that publishes its mindmaps to HTML. It already supported a
huge number of publishing and export formats, including
image formats like JPEG and so on, structural formats like
OPML, and exchange formats with other mindmappers. But
this HTML deal is different because you actually generate a
whole Web site. Two modes are supported: one gives a view
much like the appearance and behavior of the mindmap
when viewed in the application. The other gives a more
ordinary type of output, as if it were generated from the
outline.

1.
2.

3.
4.

Frontier2

http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/
http://kernel.scripting.com/download
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The screenwriting module is already greatly improved,
though I’m not qualified to judge it.
Man, at this rate of improvement in all these products we’ll
soon be making a real dent in the universe. Makes the big
guys at Microsoft and Adobe seem lazy, doesn’t it?

All in all, it is pretty thin soup if you are used to some of the
other stuff in the ATPO shed.
TAO5

Our last column noted that Tao was to be released when the
column appeared. Well, it did, and in the two months since
has had about 13 updates. No foolin’, often three a week!
You’ll recall that it is going after the MORE crowd, meaning
those that want a keystroke for every conceivable insertion
point and movement of headers. But it has some other pretty
cool stuff beyond MORE: better stylesheets, modern Quartz
rendering (for instance, Panther shadowing), great key
commands, cloning, hoisting, and support for images.
It has no columns or scripting, but a growing set of editing
niceties, like a split editor. One of the latter updates adds
zooming. I expect to do a comparison of this and
OmniOutliner 3 when the latter appears—not so much a
feature comparison but a contrast of philosophies. Let’s hope
that before then the busy developer answers one of my emails.

Pyramid1

The other notable OS X mindmapper is cleaner and much
cheaper. I had a lot of trouble with it a few updates back, but
the recent updates have fixed all my problems. The new
version adds a few layout niceties, nothing major.
Flow2

Near-Time Flow is another of those completely unique
visions under the ATPO umbrella. We’ve mentioned it
before3. It emphasizes its powerful collaboration tools, but
individual users might find it interesting as well—especially
now that the recent version supports blog publishing.
Osmose4

Have I mentioned this one before? Well, put it on the list. It is
a free Java outliner, except all the outlining is done in tree
charts. It’s a bit rough but worth scoping out if you are being
thorough. The screenshot shows the basic idea: just clicking
on an empty spot on the canvas creates a new note. The
location of the click determines the hierarchy. The shot
doesn’t show the most developed aspect of the thing, which is
that ability to attach, link, or reference just about anything.

DEVONthink and DEVONnote6

For quite a while now, Devon Technologies has been talking
about the next release of their applications, which will more
fully exploit their technology which seems to involve
semantic inferencing. Most important to ATPO is
DEVONthink Pro, probably the most capable information
manager for “found” items. No word on that yet, but they
have released the next version of their junior edition:
DEVONnote.
DEVONnote is the outliner without support for search or
multimedia and huge numbers of entries. (The scalability of
DEVONthink is a primary feature.) This release of
DEVONnote adds wikilinks. I find DEVONnote to finally be
a serviceable outliner. Here’s a screenshot.

DEVONnote
Osmose

1.
2.
3.
4.

http://www.mindcad.com
http://www.near-time.com/index_flash.htm
http://www.atpm.com/10.08/atpo.shtml
http://www.utc.fr/%7Eidylle//osmose/rubrique.php3?id_rubrique=41
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Zoe4, a radical revisioning of mail stores. Another is Boswell.
I’d like to break the rule briefly and mention Boswell because
it takes such a different approach.
Boswell, first released in 2000, has just been updated to
version 4. While some quaint reminders of the past remain
(like the really hokey icons), the new release looks more
modern. Gone are some of the unnecessarily non-standard
notions like “zap,” “clues,” “cockpit,” and “browser.”

As an outliner, it supports labels and crosslinks, more or
less the basics. You’d only want to consider it (and its big
sisters) for two reasons: the wide variety of formats it imports
and the still superior “auto” classification of entries. But now,
wikilinks too.
Xnippets1

It was bound to happen. In all my lists of outliners, I omitted
one. And this was one that got high marks in an ATPM
article2.
Actually, I remember having this one on my machine in the
past, but my account of it got lost in the grand confusion with
scores of other programs.
It is a Cocoa snippets database with an outline view, and it
supports OS X services. Snipping (or dragging) into Xnippets
puts items at the bottom of the outline. To place it in the
outline hierarchy, you’ll have to manually drag it to where you
want. This is less handy than the NoteBook/NoteTaker
approach where you can select among predetermined target
locations in the outline.

Boswell’s Icon

Superficially, Boswell is very much like many of our ATPO
stalwarts. It collects and stores stuff, indexes by userdefinable attributes, and presents results in more refined
structures. At this simple level, the collection mechanisms are
less handy than other ATPO entries as services, contextual
menus, and system-wide hotkey clipping are not supported.
What it stores is just text, which makes it seem rather simple
in comparison to others. And the resulting notebooks
proudly eschew hierarchical structure, which the ATPO
reader is likely to think unduly limiting.
And it has one characteristic that I suppose turns most
users off: once you put something in Boswell’s archive
section, it is there forever and cannot be changed. At least this
would turn off users whose goal is to collect stuff and
incrementally refine both the content and structure until you
have some new creation. But wait, this is worth a little time.
There’s method in this. As with all the things we consider, it
pays to study how it works. Archived notes go into a big
storage pool. If this pool never changes—except for adding
new things at the end—then all sorts of speed and file
stability advantages accrue. The attributes (or metadata if
you prefer) of notes are assigned in a variety of ways, as tags,

Xnippets

But Xnippets has a service that allows you to retrieve
snippets via the Services menu. This makes it the first
outline-savvy multi-clipboard; think of it that way when you
check it out. When you do check it out, look for the very nice
animation of the disclosure triangle when an item is dragged
to its folder. I really like this touch. It has some other fine
touches like this, though it is missing some power features.
Boswell3

ATPO somewhat arbitrarily draws a line with outliners; if you
don’t use the outliner paradigm in your application, we don’t
discuss it. I admit it is a limiting boundary, and feel a little
bad that it prohibits us from including some really interesting
approaches in our discussions of structure. One of these is

1.
2.
3.

http://www.mactelligence.com/software/xnippets/index.html
http://www.atpm.com/9.08/ml.shtml
http://www.boswell.com
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headers, and keywords in comments. An important attribute
of notes is what “notebook” they are stored in. More about
notebooks in a moment.

with the notebooks containing unalterable testimony. As my
own experiment, I am working with it to take a huge number
of e-mails (which of course will never change) on an esoteric
subject and draw from those to write an overview that makes
sense.
Though Boswell doggedly refuses to display any hierarchy,
notebooks can contain notebooks to any depth, and notes
can be in any number of notebooks. There are handy tools
(once you get the design of the thing) for filtering and
assigning to notebooks. So while it doesn’t look like an
outliner, it surely is one that uses what we’ve called clones.
Boswell is a Carbon application, developed with the long
defunct MacApp framework2 (which incidentally was also
used by the killer application Photoshop). Though it comes
with reasonable HTML help, that help is not accessible
through the standard Help menu. It doesn’t antialias text, so
it will look clumsy next to everything else on your desktop.
There are few preferences to set, primarily to set the display
font. The system spellchecker is not supported, nor is it
scriptable.
ATPO encourages all readers to think seriously about how
they work and why. Goofing around with Boswell’s demo
might be a worthwhile exercise in confronting why you do
things the way you do.

Boswell’s Main Window

The list of attributes is maintained separately, so searching
and filtering is much faster than in other applications we
mention. Belonging to (meaning being sorted into) a
notebook essentially means a search and gather operation has
been performed among everything in the library.

OmniOutliner Pro3

Just under the wire for making it to press, the Omni Group
“released” its beta testers from their non-disclosure
agreements on OmniOutliner 3. It is apparently to be sold in
two versions, “regular” and “Pro,” just like OmniGraffle.
Many Mac outliner types use OmniOutliner because it is so
carefully thought out in terms of user interface.
The new version is different in a few ways, seemingly small
but profound in use. The collapsible “inspector” palettes are
still there, but much improved. They now behave like
OmniGraffle’s in how they separate and dock. There is a new

Boswell Autofilter Dialog

The developer has a recently issued patent on indexed
attributes1. It describes the advantages of a separate list of
search attributes over an unchangeable note store.
While most entries never can change, the contents are not
completely static: one notebook is the journal, where any
archived note can be copied and modified. So you might be
writing a history textbook in the journal and have various
notebooks of source material and prior versions of chapters.
Or you might be a lawyer using the journal to build a case,
1.

http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nphParser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=/netahtml/
srchnum.htm&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=6,694,357.WKU.&OS=PN/
6,694,357&RS=PN/6,694,357
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approach to setting and editing styles by structure that is
unlike anything I have seen. It has a learning curve, eased
because it just makes sense.

Jreepad2

If you dabble in the Windows outlining world, you no doubt
know Treepad3. It’s not bad and has both Linux and freeware
versions. Now there is an open source project to clone it in
Java, Jreepad.
Jreepad provides an OS X version. Thanks go to anyone
who works on open source outliners like this. But this just
isn’t ready yet for any useful work. It has feature limitations,
user interface problems, and sometimes just doesn’t work.
Keep it in mind though. Some of these open source things
become outstanding items and this could take off if it really
has Treepad as a model.

OmniOutliner Pro

Here are the major new features: an inline view for notes.
This is a great boon to many writers. It follows the
conventions set by Inspiration1 in having a note icon in the
same area as the disclosure triangle. But the note icon
behaves more sensibly than Inspiration’s. It now supports
multimedia and folded editing (where the note collapses
under its first line). There’s a clipping service, batch search,
bookmarks, XLST plug-in architecture, and audio recording.
Greatly appreciated by me were the vastly improved style
and printing controls. AppleScript support is expanded and
improved. There are lots of other less notable things and
many interface tweaks, including an in-text label marker
strategy (for URLs and such) that seems a bit too fluffy.
Links and clones have been bypassed this round. Ouch!
It is still in beta and has a few glitches; I do not know the
release date.
ATPO will have a lot to say about this in due time.
1.

Jreepad

•••
The amount of ATPO feedback e-mail has significantly
tapered off recently. If there is sufficient interest, we’ll
continue writing columns that use applications as examples
of different philosophies. Suggestions for future columns
include looking at snippet managers, styles in outliners, and
writers’ workflows. A recent comment on our February
column4 (!) raised the issue of OPML and it got me thinking
that we could do better, much better, if we tapped the ATPO
reader expertise. Are you game?
2.
3.
4.

http://www.inspiration.com

http://jreepad.sourceforge.net
http://www.treepad.com
http://www.atpm.com/10.02/atpo.shtml
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ATPO: The ATPO Tracker

About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

The ATPO Tracker
Daylight3
Most of these applications bind contacts, schedules, and
project outlines in some way. Daylight emphasizes the
contact end and bills itself as a contact manager. It sells for
$149. I consider the approach to be one of building an
integrated database of all the elements and presenting views
that include integrated outlining. That is an approach worth
examining and has lots of advantages. It syncs to Palm and
integrates with Chartsmith.

I’ve been working on a survey of task managers, a project that
has taken more effort than expected. Part of the reason is the
appearance of several high quality task managers that use
outliners. These have appeared only recently and are taking a
while for me to develop intimacy. In true ATPO tradition,
they reflect deep variety in underlying philosophies.
I’m discovering some new friends in this exercise and I’m
pretty excited about the possibility of making it possible for
you to as well. Sorry, there are no screenshots in this edition.
Bummer, huh?
The new ones are Process, ActionItems, Daylight,
LeadingProject, and Merlin. I’ve listed them in order of
increasing cost. ActionItems and Process appeared on the
ATPO radar two columns back1; the others are new. Well,
except for one, maybe. We’ll simply note the new ones here in
frustrating brevity because they’ll be treated fully next time.

ActionItems4
ActionItems takes a completely different approach. Instead of
building a consolidated database like Daylight, it leverages
existing databases and applications that every modern Mac
owner has: Address Book, Mail, iChat, and iCal. It is
breathtakingly different, and the difference between these
two approaches is one reason for the delay in the survey. Both
approaches offer significant advantages depending on how
your mind (and consequent projects) is structured.
I can say that ActionItems spends more time on user
interface and is probably best for smaller teams. ActionItems
is $99. The ATPO Tracker introduced it two months back as
we did with Process5.

LeadingProject2
You may recall me reporting on ConceptDraw Project in an
early column. Ukrainian developer Computer Systems
Odessa has a very aggressive agenda. They have been
building a cross-platform (Windows/Mac) integrated suite
under the ConceptDraw brand which integrates drawing,
diagramming,
mindmapping,
presentation
(like
PowerPoint), and project management. The suite targets
businesses, not a bad strategy, and they have a special edition
for the biomedical enterprise.
Because it competes with Microsoft products, is
“comfortable” on Windows (user interface-wise), and targets
businesses, I find the way it works to be a bit straightjacketed
compared to pure Mac products. But feature-wise what these
folks have done is miraculous. What’s nice about their
approach is it reaches far back into the early brainstorming
phase of projects, so it covers more of the life cycle than usual
business suites.
That’s more than I wanted to say. Anyway, they are
apparently now changing their business strategy or
developing a parallel one. ConceptDraw Project is now
improved and rebranded as LeadingProject. Where
ConceptDraw Project was $180, LeadingProject is $250 plus
another $50 if you want the boxed version.
We’ll cover it next month.

1.
2.

Merlin6
Merlin has just been released by a German group. It sells for
145 Euros (about $193 as I write). This group takes an
approach that is yet again different from the two above. It is
an open database framework for program management. In
other words, rather than present a set of specific tools that it
hopes you like, it gives you quite a few plus the ability to
adopt whatever unique management techniques you desire.
It presents a variety of report panels on whatever you want:
risk, resources, issue management, conflicts, and so on. The
ability to create new ones is (I assume) reflected in the name
the developers chose: ProjectWizards.
Incidentally, it links to NovaMind and iCal and exports to
Palm and iPod. You can see how these radically different
architectures have complicated my survey. Each employs
outlining in a way that superficially looks similar, but is not at
all.

3.
4.
5.
6.

http://www.atpm.com/10.10/atpo.shtml
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I hope to be engaged with as many developers and users as
possible in this project.
I’ll be looking at lighter weight task managers as well.
•••
In the general outlining community, here’s what’s up:

I’m reminded of what a loss this is, and what it means for
the Mac as I sketch out an ATPO column on writer’s workflow
using outliners. Perhaps FrameMaker is obsolete. Maybe
Adobe has plans for FrameMaker-like features in InDesign
some day. But the sad fact is the rest of the world gets to use
this powerful tool and the Mac (which had it before Windows
users) is now abandoned. So Mac outliner-fed workflow is
stymied because the world’s top application for structured
documents just isn’t there any more.
This should bother you. If it does, please visit the Frameon-Mac OS X petition page4 and voice your concern.

DEVONthink1
Last month we reported on the update of the junior product,
DEVONnote. Now we have the similar update of its big
brother DEVONthink. This product is targeted at importing
(directly or by reference) essentially any sort of document. It
builds a text-based index in collaboration with you, and the
utility of the thing is what you can do with this index. No
competitor can currently touch it in two areas: the
comprehensiveness of the documents it indexes and the
inferencing it employs in the indexing and search functions
(which extend to Web searches with DEVONagent).
It has been comparatively weak in user-directed tools to
mature the content and the inter-relationships of its
documents. This update helps. It adds metadata tags (which
they call labels, something long overdue) and wiki links. It
cooperates better with key mail clients and adds a
sychronization function. Boy, I needed that!
Still no word on the long overdue DEVONthink Enterprise
Edition.

Publicon5
In my ATPO column on user interfaces6, I mentioned
Mathematica Notebook’s unique way of providing outline
controls as nested brackets on the right. The notebook is a
pretty elegant outliner in a way and scriptable to an
astonishing degree. But to use it you had to buy the whole,
pricey Mathematica package. Well, no more.
Now you can use Publicon, which is the notebook stripped
out of the Mathematica package and goosed up in the editing,
styles, templates, and publication areas. It’s a whole different
approach to outlining in a word processing context and is
worth tracking. Now we have three in this space: Mellel7,
Word, and Publicon.

VoodooPad2
While DEVON started with depth and is struggling to add
user-directed structure, Flying Meat took the complementary
approach, starting with breezy easy creation of linked notes.
Now they add some depth. Version 2 was just released, and
this is a whole new animal. It adds too many things to list
here. I’ll only focus on two that are ATPO hot topics.
Regular readers will know that I like metaoutlining, where
notes are ordered in an outline structure and the notes
themselves can have some outline structure. Its a Zen thing:
atunement with graphical structure of text is as valuable in
the small as in the large. Now VoodooPad joins a few others in
supporting bulleted lists in notes. Hey, it’s a start.
The other deal is integration with Address Book. Names in
the book now act as wiki words. Good.

iDive8
I’m thinking of doing a column on multimedia outlining. It
has become quite a challenge, forcing me to rethink just what
outlining means in a video context. I suppose we’ll get to
some of those advanced notions in due time. But in my
research, I discovered iDive, a very nice piece of work. You
can consider it a specialized consumer database for video
clips and projects that has the outline as its basic organizing
paradigm. Portfolio9 has an outlining view as well, but is
oriented to static images.
StickyBrain10
Finally, several ATPO readers have advised me that
StickyBrain has been reincarnated as a Cocoa application.
The un-Mac like interface is gone. As with a growing number
of outliners, it now supports Palm and iPod export, and
Address Book integration. It has good clipping services and
supports internote links (now also links to Address Book
entries).
•••

FrameMaker3
I’m often amazed at the surge of cleverness in the Mac
outlining community. One of the main purposes of outlining
is the creation of written documents. Outlining is a
particularly strong paradigm when the document carries its
structure into the page layout and publishing phases.
Unfortunately, our strongest program for structured
documents is Adobe’s FrameMaker. I say unfortunately
because Adobe has dropped support on the Mac for Frame.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

http://www.petitiononline.com/fmforosx/petition.html
http://www.wolfram.com/products/publicon/index.html
http://www.atpm.com/10.02/atpo.shtml
http://www.redlers.com
http://www.aquafadas.com/overview.html
http://www.extensis.com/en/products/
product_family.jsp?locale=en_US&id=prod60005
10. http://www.chronosnet.com/Products/sb_product.html
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That’s it for this month. I apologize for not having our
trademarked extensive screenshots.

Copyright © 2005 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted Goranson has been thirty years in the visualization and model
abstraction field. He is slowly beginning a new user interface project1.

1.
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About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Task Management and Outlining, Part 2
This month, we continue our look at outliner support for task
management. Previously1 we sketched some of the relevant
history and noted a few ideas around the topic. Task
management is one of those few application areas that is
individually defined: there are lots of ways of slicing and
servicing the problem—and that makes it worth ATPO
attention. After all, the idea behind this column is to think
about different methods so you can select or design your
own.

problem; this is largely because it presumes tasks come from
external sources rather than being synthesized and reimagined internally.
I presume that most ATPO readers will have a combination
of tasks: some may come from outside and be situated in an
enterprise, but many Mac users are creative types who set
their own goals. It’s not enough to simply capture these, you
need to be able to adeptly and introspectively redefine them
as you learn and change. Often the larger goal itself changes
(when you’re not in a big company). And all this might be
mixed in with personal tasks, infrastructure tasks, and nontask reminders (like your girlfriend’s birthday).
Though I’m not recommending Allen’s specific system, you
may want to study it to glean the principles you would like to
use. My impression of the outliner users that quote GTD is
that they have done just that: adapted some of the principles
rather than the method itself:

Some Task Management Systems
This may be the most controversial of ATPO columns.
Judging from my mail, people are even more religious about
this than writing and information storage, the other two big
outliner domains. Some mail seems downright
fundamentalist.
So let’s deal with the currently popular scripture right now.
David Allen2 consults on task management for corporations
and has written a book, Getting Things Done3, that has been
mentioned many times in outliner discussions. He also sells
an Outlook “add in” that supports his method (Outlook is the
Windows equivalent of Entourage in Microsoft’s Office suite).
Allen’s method is concise, fairly simple, and apparently
complete. It is the little sister to perhaps a dozen such
methods that I know, developed individually by the big
consulting firms and originally hosted within Lotus4. The
latest generation of these methods are now appearing in
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Product Data
Management (PDM) frameworks as those frameworks
displace older Lotus and similar coordination methods in the
big corporations.
Allen’s stuff differentiates itself from these larger systems by
connecting more to Microsoft desktop software and a retail
marketing strategy.
I do not want to recommend it because our scope here is
flexible task management for individuals and small
enterprises. Allen’s target is executives in larger enterprises,
so he has a focus on delegation and audit-ability: tools to tell
the boss what you did. It is also unfriendly to integration with
writing projects using the same tool, a peculiar strength of
outlining. It lacks an emphasis on continually redefining the

1.
2.
3.
4.

•
•
•

The goals in designing your own system are simplicity,
consistency, and integration with tools that work the way you
think. Meanwhile, you may want to look at how the Getting
Things Done method has been employed with ATPOmentioned outliners. Discussion on this is usually in blogs so
I won’t link directly to them here, but try Google on “Getting
Things Done” (or “GTD”) plus Tinderbox, Hog Bay
Notebook, OmniOutliner, VoodooPad, Circus Ponies
NoteBook, or NoteTaker. You’ll be surprised how many
relevant and interesting hits you get.
Matt Vance has summarized the method5 if you want a
simple outline of the official elements. There are lots of other
sites with more generic and possibly more useful
information. Of them, 43 Folders6 may be the best.

http://www.atpm.com/10.12/atpo.shtml
http://www.davidco.com
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0142000280/aboutthisparticu
http://www-306.ibm.com/software/lotus/
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Keep the lowest level of granularity tasks that you can
do in one cycle. Allen believes this to be 20 minutes,
but my own experience differs.
Track everything.
Set up periodic reminders based on your own level of
task recall. Most users interpret this to be daily for
fine-grained tasks and monthly for coarse granularity,
producing the magic number of 43 ticklers (31 days
plus 12 months).

5.
6.
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Why Outlining?
What’s so special about the outlining paradigm in this space
anyway? After all, database facilities are richer and more
flexible. But the game is to use the lightest-weight coherent
collection of modeling, visualization, and manipulation tools
that does the job. It has to be lightweight and easy to use, lest
the task of managing tasks overwhelms.
“Modeling” includes capturing the task and related
information and dependencies.
“Visualization” is the process of “seeing” and
understanding where you stand and what you have to-do.
“Manipulation” is all the stuff you do to perform (possibly
with audit-ability), redefine, delegate, discard, and so on.
Perhaps no other application category follows the hacker’s
law of complexity as this one: the more power, the higher the
learning bump, and the more effort goes into everyday
operation. My own approach to software generally is to
always start with the most capable (and difficult to learn)
application in a class, even if my needs are slight. That gives
me room to grow; after all, most of us really don’t know how
we would work if constraints that seem permanent and
natural are removed.
But this one category (and perhaps passive applications
like RSS newsreaders) is different for most people. Most of us
seek out task managers because we aren’t as good at
managing our time as we’d like. In that case, the theory of
minimum effort comes into play: that means most of you
won’t want the baggage and trouble of a heavy application.
I need to mention a particular effect with this type of
software. My research group was interested at one time in
“around-the-world” engineering. In retrospect, it was based
on a stupid assumption, but the idea resulted from many
enterprises having people all over the globe. What if you ran
an engineering project with three teams so that your USbased engineers would work on a problem all day long (8
hours) then pass it to a Japanese team who would give it
another 8 hours, and then to a European team, and back to
the Americans?
We actually did this on a large scale and got amazing
improvements in speed and quality, greater than an order of
magnitude by both measures. It turns out that the
improvements didn’t come at all from the extra resources
applied or any particular method, but from the enforced
communication. We forced everyone to model their tasks
clearly enough for someone across the globe to understand
well enough to pick up the work.
As it turned out, forcing people to think about what they
do and why they do it was where the improvements came
from; that plus the fact that people liked to wrap up small
pieces before going home because finishing the work was
easier than communicating what needed to be done. The
extra people, as it turned out, were actually a drag. It worked
better if the second and third shifts did nothing or were
placebo humans.
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The point here is that the task managers can help in
managing tasks, for sure. But they are probably more useful
in forcing you to be explicit about what you are doing and
what the consequences of your plan will be.
Simple outliners have only one way of showing
relationships, by tucking things under other things. The basic
hook of outlining is that it is extremely simple to make
relationships, and move around various levels of detail. On
this basic notion, different implementors add all sorts of
helpful extras which we’ll look at in a moment.
I think the best way to proceed in this column is to start
with the simplest implementations and work through to the
more capable and/or specialized tools. Therefore, I’ve broken
this survey into three parts:
•
•
•

Task management using ordinary outliners.
Lightweight dedicated “to-do” list managers (that
leverage outlining).
Full-featured task managers. We are lucky this column
was delayed six weeks because in that time, some very
interesting new entries in this category have been
released.

Ordinary Outliners for Task Management
You know why concrete is the most widely used building
material in the industrial world? Because it tolerates abuse by
the people pouring it, because it can be so amazingly flexible
in how it can be used (ships and bridges, imagine!), and
because it is soulless. It takes on the character of what the user
chooses it to be. Such also are outliners, and any outliner can
be a serviceable task manager.
Even the most primitive outliners—any outliner on the
ATPO tracker list—can be used to arrange a to-do list. The
beauty of outlining is that you can focus on any detail and use
the same view to see the elements of the whole project. Many
outliners allow you to use checkboxes as labels so you can
check off items as they are completed.
You might wonder why anyone would do such a thing (have
checkboxes). Once a task is done, you no longer need to be
reminded of it and can delete it. But lots of good research
shows that many folks are better off keeping the dross of
completed items; you can maintain enthusiasm for attacking
small tasks if you can see that they amount to significant
progress over time and that progress is shown as checked off
items in the larger structure.
There’s quite a science behind this simple notion of
breaking tasks into subtasks. Most folks don’t get much into
it; after all, the best way to think about things is usually how
they occur to you. But if you are interested in diving in, that
science is maintained by the Work Breakdown Structure
community. Like so much in this area, it was originally
developed by the US military but since has become adopted
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and greatly refined in the civil sector. You can check the
Project Management Institute1 for some details on this—or
even the official Department of Defense standard2.
That defense standard has been sullied in dozens of ways;
for instance, when I was in the defense sector, I saw
contractor software that broke subtasks down so that they
could be distributed among key congressional districts (to
ensure funding, you see). But some elements of this are worth
looking at: all the subtasks at a certain level should be of the
same size; all the subtasks should be dependent only on
siblings; (if you are collaborating) all subtasks need to have
the property of being exhaustively definable (though they
rarely are) and definitively completable—meaning there is no
ambiguity over when it the task is performed. Each task must
include the link to another task if one is required; for
instance, if a task is to make a part that someone else will use,
the task must consist of making the part as well as ensuring
that the next guy gets it.

Hog Bay Notebook3 ($20)

There’s no question that of the power outliners, Hog Bay
provides the most capable outliner at the lowest cost. Among
these features is the clone, which allows you to enter a task in
two areas: according to the work breakdown and according to
the date. These clones aren’t automatic or rule-based like you
can get elsewhere so you’ll have to arrange things manually.
Alternatively, you can use note-to-note links for much the
same functionality.
The screenshot shows the version 3.5 beta which adds
columns, but doesn’t yet have the good style support version
3 does.

Particular Outliners
Enough about that. Most ATPO readers already use one or
more outliners, including at least one we call a power
outliner. If that is true, there’s good reason to integrate your
task management needs into one of these. Obviously, the
learning time is greatly reduced, but the greater benefit is
likely from integration of the tasks (the work) and meta-tasks
(the task manager).
By this I mean that if you use an outliner, chances are you
use it to do work, probably some of the work that the to-do
list tracks. Integrating these is not just a matter of economy;
there are many cases where integration is beneficial. For
instance, if you are writing a report and that report requires
some research or preparation, you can in the same
environment have an area that lists the work to be done,
contains the notes and resources used in the work, and
contains the writing you are doing to write the report. All of
these can link to the others in appropriate and useful ways.
Many of the power outliners have features that support task
tracking. I’ll mention a few here briefly. I’m sure that
enthusiasts of various techniques will chime in with all the
stuff I’m not mentioning (and correct me where I goof).
These are listed in increasing cost. I’m just touching on
special capabilities of interest to task management. We’ve
dealt with their full outlining characteristics before. As I say,
I’m hoping that the brevity of the overview will be
supplemented by readers who are enthusiasts of one product
or another.

1.
2.

Hog Bay Notebook

http://www.pmi.org/info/PP_CompletedProjectsWBS.asp
http://www.acq.osd.mil/pm/newpolicy/wbs/mil_hdbk_881/mil_hdbk_881.htm
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on all these columns at once, and has a “superfind” that can
be used to effectively build a clone outline as a report of tasks
however you want them presented (like by day).

Tao1 ($30)

Tao is turning into something quite refined so far as outlining
functionality. In terms of task management—as with Hog
Bay—it also supports clones and links (and bookmarks and
tags).

NoteBook
OmniOutliner Pro3 ($70, with a junior version for $40)

If you use OmniOutliner Pro, you can take advantage of its
use of task-friendly columns in addition to the many other
features. You can sort on these columns so that high priority
or immediately pending tasks are collected. The screenshot
shows a few of the possible column types, including the
duration column that automatically sums the time
requirements of subtasks. OmniOutliner doesn’t yet support
clones and internal links, but almost any effect you need can
be produced via its complete AppleScript support over
column values.

TAO
Circus Ponies NoteBook2 ($50)

Together with several outliners, NoteBook supports special
columns for task management. The screenshot shows due
date, keywords (here used to assign people), and priority (the
one, two, or three explanation marks). I’ve also shown
checkboxes, which as you see have intelligence, like
OmniOutliner’s (if some but not all subtasks are checked, the
parent’s box has a dash). NoteBook can do sophisticated sorts

OmniOutliner
AquaMinds NoteTaker4 ($70)

Superficially, NoteTaker looks like NoteBook, but the support
for tasks is different. NoteTaker supports item-to-item links
(even among notebooks) which some people use to link tasks
and days. NoteTaker isn’t set up for general task management.
Instead, it has a nice to-do list function. You create special to1.
2.

http://blue-beach-systems.com/Products/Software/TAO/
http://www.circusponies.com
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do pages, one for each day you wish. To-do items are listed
and prioritized. Items that are not checked as done are
carried over to the next day and added to items on that page.
You can tag items with keywords (here assignees) and gather
by keyword.

The common approach is to capture tasks as with other
outliners. But you need not mechanically copy or sort them
into to-do lists, assignments, resources, priorities, and so on.
All that can be done by automatically creating and sorting
clones.

NoteTaker
Tinderbox1 ($165)

Tinderbox has rule-based clones. The rules can evaluate over
links (which are typed), text, and the unlimited attributes
(which are also typed, but there is no “duration” type). It is
the only outliner with this capability so far. (I’m advised that
we may soon have this elsewhere.) So it is the most capable in
bending to a system which tracks tasks.

Tinderbox

Lightweight Outlining To-Do List Managers
Typical ATPO users are also characterized by their use of
several outliners when a targeted application does the job
best. There are lots of to-do list managers, many more than
we can consider in one sitting, but we’ll only look at the few
that also leverage outlining.

1.

http://www.eastgate.com/Tinderbox/
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The whole thing is geared to an enhanced experience on
the Palm. You can filter any of these attributes. The native
format is XML.

NotePod1 ($15)

NotePod is a simple to-do list manager with a very nice alarm
mechanism. Each note has an area for text and a separate area
for links. Some ATPO readers use this to link to relevant
documents of other, task-heavy outliners associated with the
work.

Shadow Plan
Slacker3 ($25)

Slacker uses outlining but has poor outline manipulation
controls; for instance, you cannot demote a task after it is
created. Its columns are untyped categories (which the user
defines), due date, and percent completed. A drawer holds an
inspector that displays and sets the values of each column.
The screenshot uses categories to assign tasks to people.
Alarms (several handy types) can be set for upcoming tasks,
and tied to the various icons.

NotePod
Shadow Plan2 (probably $23)

ShadowPlan is a mature and widely used to-do list manager
centered on the Palm. It also has a popular Windows desktop
version. There is a free Mac OS X, beta which is similar to the
Windows version. The attributes (visible in a separate pane,
unlike the columns used by most others in this section) are:
category, tag (same as “mark”), priority, progress, target date,
start date, and finish date. Not all of these are accessible in the
Mac beta. It has checkboxes and direct links to Palm
databases, including the Palm contact database, but of course
those don’t work on the desktop.

Slacker
Process4 ($25)

Process is new and a sweet piece of work. I wouldn’t
recommend it over many others for general outlining, but it
has a succinct optimized design for task management. As an
outliner, it supports labels and columns. It does not have
named styles, scripting, internal links, or clones. Keyboard

1.
2.

http://personalpages.tds.net/~graffix/software/notepod/index.html
http://www.codejedi.com/shadowplan/
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control of outline functions is scanty. You can see it as a twopane outliner with columns for task support and a task
property inspector in a drawer.
There are two things that make this application stand out.
The first is that in addition to OPML and OmniOutliner
import and export, you can export to your iPod. The second:
as with any two-pane outliner, you have a notes pane where
you can enter text and drag images. But with Process, you can
choose instead to display certain files by reference. It’s a good
idea. With an ordinary power outliner, you can enter a link to
a file which when clicked opens the file in its own application.
Or with some you can display the contents of a file or Web
page.
In this case, you can display them (but only one) in context
with the task. It is a clever and potentially useful idea.
However, only certain files can be viewed, those that can be
“previewed” in the Finder: RTF, images, Web pages and
PDFs. That leaves out Word. Keynote, OmniGraffle and so
on, a host of stuff that you might actually use.
But it is cool if you can stick to images, PDFs, URLs, and
RTFs in your projects. If the text file is RTF, you can edit it
directly in the note field. The screenshot shows an associated
Web page.

What we’re surveying here is the version called Tasks, the
little brother of Tasks Pro3, the professional version that
handles enterprise collaboration. Tasks is for Web-based
personal task management. Alarms in this case are e-mail
messages, and progress can be routed to a task blog. You can
link to files on your machine, and links to URLs are natural of
course.
It doesn’t support categories or attributes, so the sorts are
less varied than others in this category. I’m willing to guess
that most ATPO readers haven’t tried this. You owe it to
yourself to check it out; this business of Web outlining and a
relationship with the blogosphere may take some time to sink
in, but I’m willing to bet task management is the wedge that
makes it happen.
The screenshots don’t really do it justice because the magic
is in the blogging interface (with b2, Blogger, DruPal,
Moveable Type, or WordPress). We’re going to come back to
Tasks and TasksPro in an upcoming column that takes a
deeper look at the Frontier/WebOutliner space.

Process

Tasks Main

Tasks1 ($30)

This isn’t a Mac application at all; instead, it is a browserbased application. It behaves much like the others in this
group except the information is stored on a server, and of
course the interface isn’t Aqua. The $30 version is the
“personal” edition; there are free and enterprise editions as
well. It is implemented in open source PHP2 and can be
installed on pretty much any machine and operating system,
possibly that obsolete Mac you put Yellow Dog Linux on.

1.
2.

http://www.alexking.org/index.php?content=software/tasks/content.php
http://www.php.net
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The to-do list panel is more sophisticated than a usual sort.
You set a preference determining how strongly the
application “encourages” you to balance your tasks. That
balance is factored into the to-do list sort algorithm. A pie
chart report lets you know how balanced you have been.

Tasks Calendar
Life Balance1 ($65 without Palm, $80 with)

The final “lightweight” task manager adds something unique
to the mix. The unavoidable fact is that most of us with to-do
lists use them to help us manage paying work. If they are set
up properly, they make that work run more smoothly but at a
cost. Work tasks will now have order while the rest of your
personal life goes to hell.
Also, when you have a list that puts a couple items at the
top, you work those items only. If you are not careful in how
you structure things (and who is?), you’ll always be spending
big chunks of time on tasks that might better have been done
a little at a time over months. Life Balance (which has a Palm
version) addresses these problems.
The Life Balance window is clear in its design. You enter
tasks and subtasks in the left under “outline” view. The
inspector on the right (and the calendar below) are used to
assign attributes. You have some expected attributes: due
date, lead time, amount of effort, and note. And you have
some rather unexpected ones too: whether subtasks should
be done in order, how much lead time is needed, importance
of the subtask to its parent, and the notion of “place.” You
define places, which can have subplaces! Places are where
tasks are performed and could include home, shops, office,
subcontractors, and so on. Places themselves have details,
like when they are open, so that a task doesn’t appear on your
sorted to-do list if the place (say a shop or the office) is
closed.

1.

Life Balance

•••
Next month, we’ll finish up with “Full Featured Task
Managers.”
The ATPO Tracker
The outlining world has been active.
NoteTaker2

AquaMinds has released a long-awaited update to its
notebook application. A previous column3 looked at
NoteTaker and its sibling Circus Ponies NoteBook4. At that
time, NoteTaker didn’t particularly break from the pack of
heavy-duty outliners, though it offered many features. You
may recall I noted it leans more toward a freeform database
than a traditional outliner.
Since then, NoteTaker’s AppleScript support has matured.
This is one of ATPO’s most valued commitments because it is
one way for power users to expand the reach of the
application. Now with this release, they’ve added something
that no other power outliner has yet: a plug-in API.
You’ll recall that NoteTaker doesn’t differentiate between
headers and notes like most of the other guys: the application
just has one kind of citizen, which can be used either way.
Previously, the content of these “entries” was limited to what
AquaMinds supported: text, the normal lineup of Mac
multimedia, Web pages (via WebKit), spoken notes, and
freehand sketches (created elsewhere). With this plug-in
2.
3.
4.

http://www.llamagraphics.com/LB/LifeBalanceTop.html
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architecture, third parties can write Java applets (possibly for
sale) that allow creation of anything, and the result will
appear as an entry. Entries can be static (like a freehand
sketch) or computed, drawing information from elsewhere in
the notebook or in accessible files.
Included with the new release are four example plug-ins: a
freehand drawing tool, a map creation tool that visually
displays the structure of a notebook or part of one, a tool that
queries a database and reports the result as an entry, and a
demo calculator that operates on children entries.
So far, the tools seem rudimentary—we couldn’t download
them for evaluation—but the potential is clear: we now have
our first outliner-defined open platform for content. One can
easily imagine immediately useful things like tables that have
content collected from notebooks and applet linkages to fullblown applications like OmniGraffle, FileMaker, and
Keynote.
Also, with this upgrade Notetaker addresses a few user
interface problems (drag and spring-loaded stuff) whose
omission bothered us. And the XLST export mechanism is
now mature. (We’ll do a column on XLST export.)

ago and OmniOutliner 2 did, but in a more controlled way.
And it has named styles, and partial styles like “bold and
redden this,” that can be applied wherever you like. Styles can
be collected in recallable templates. Great. Scripts and XSLT
operators can see the styles.
All this is wrapped in the Omni Group’s usual attention to
user interface design. I think these guys are the leaders in Mac
user interface expertise: their applications just feel more Maclike than Apple’s. In this case, there’s all sorts of new user
feedback: outline manipulation is, after all, a tactile
experience. Like your first dip into Aqua, some of the
indicators may seem garish at first, but the impression passes.
An upcoming ATPO will feature OmniOutliner Pro and
others (like Tao) in an examination of styles and workflow.
We showed a screenshot of the OmniOutliner Pro in the task
manager discussion above.
Flow3

SubEthaEdit4 impressed us all when it appeared. It combined
a capable text editor with Apple’s Rendezvous to allow
collaborative development of documents. It surely seemed
whizz-bang. But many collaborative situations involve lots of
collaborative documents and different types of documents, as
well as documents associated with managing the
collaborations. Near-time Flow moved to address this
problem using similar technologies with more structure.
It isn’t an outliner yet, but it did appear on the ATPO radar
in its first incarnation5 because it supported folding—and in
an unrelated area—indented lists. It might cooperate with
many of your favorite outliners because it accepts OPML as
input, but only as RSS feeds. ATPO keeps an eye on it because
it is manifest destiny that it develop outliner capabilities some
time, and meanwhile, it is so frippin’ ambitious.
The original user interface made sense but was clumsy in
operation. At one point they added blogging, both as a source
and result, and ATPO remarked that all of a sudden a whole
new set of possibilities appeared: true, edited collaborative
blogs.
Now there is a new version that refines the user interface, so
it both makes sense and works. But you’ll need to view the
included video tutorials to find your way around it. We won’t
show a screenshot because the explanation of it would be too
long.

OmniOutliner1

The Omni Group has finally released OmniOutliner Pro 3,
which many of us have seen through a lengthy public beta
period. As with OmniGraffle2, they’ve chosen to split the
product into a “pro” and non-pro version for $70 and $40
respectively.
They’ve added a few features that improve the outlining
experience: folded editing (where only the first line of a note
is displayed); inline display where notes appear under their
headers instead of one at a time in a separate pane (which
remains an option); a clipping service like many of their
competitors; a “section” drawer that allows quick navigation;
and voice notes. These are notable. Clones and internal links
will come eventually, they promise.
But that’s not the earth-shattering news. They’ve greatly
improved their AppleScript support to the point that it
saturates just about the whole application. And they’ve added
an XSLT transformation capability; that pretty much means
that if your target is an XML format or has similar structure,
your OmniOutliner can get there. In effect, this means that
OmniOutliner Pro, combined with the already extraordinary
column support, is the other open platform in the outlining
world.
But what gets my toes curled is all of this in the context of
their new support for styles. ATPO likes structure. Outlining
is one way of structuring; columns provide others and
styles—especially named styles—yet another. Links and
clones would be others. OmniOutliner now support styles
associated with outline levels, like the old MORE did eons
1.
2.

TextMate6

We’ve remarked before about outlining becoming a pert of
advanced text editors for coders, like with jEdit7. Recently,
MacroMates released version 1 of a new text editor aimed to
compete squarely with BBEdit8.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnioutliner/
http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnigraffle/
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Many of the ATPO outliners are Cocoa applications: Circus
Ponies NoteBook; Curio; Deep Notes; DEVONthink; Hog
Bay; MyMIND; NoteTaker; OmniOutliner; SH-Out; Tao;
VooDooPad. Any of these can employ TextExtras1 and other
services which extend the editor. TextExtras is free and
includes an outliner indentation management tool.

There are lots of editing features to compare between the
two, but that’s beside the point here. TextMate is a Cocoa
application that partially integrates with the Finder. You can
start a project and add notes that literally become documents
in the Finder, but which are manipulable in a drawer just like
an outliner. TextMate “folders” do not appear in the Finder.
This is a step toward the “Finder Integration” I’ve been
touting for some time. If you want lightweight outlining but
need a heavier editor than even the power outliners provide,
check this out.
TextMate also supports folding of outlines within the
document. It is not quite full outlining, but it is handy as heck
and goes pretty far toward outlines within the outline.

Inspiration2

The venerable Inspiration has a free update to 7.6, which
adds Palm synchronization plus interactive whiteboard and
tablet integration.
•••
In the queue for future ATPO columns are: a comparison of
TAO and OmniOutliner Pro 3 as an excuse to explore the role
of styles in outlining; an exploration of workflows (primarily
outliners to publishing applications and formats) as an
excuse to explore XML and XLST; and some introduction to
AppleScripting outliners, including non-scriptable outliners.
Stay tuned and send help.
1.
2.

TextMate

http://www.lorax.com/FreeStuff/TextExtras.html
http://www.inspiration.com/productinfo/inspiration/index.cfm

Copyright © 2005 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted Goranson has been thirty years in the visualization and model
abstraction field. He is slowly beginning a new user interface project3.

3.
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ATPO: Outlining Task Managers, Part 3

About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Outlining Task Managers, Part 3
Formation7 ($29)
Wow, what a great value.
Formation uses outlining in a more fundamental way than
just as a means to display a task hierarchy. It uses the outline
to shift among various types of information: contacts,
calendar, and so on. It clearly copies the user interface of the
much admired and under appreciated outliner Arrange (also
called WebArranger), which we discussed in our column on
legacy outliners8.
It has a “shelf ” in the middle left that contains information
types that you select when building an outline of various
tasks. Each information type has a different template for how
the display on the right is laid out. You enter “items” in the
upper right. Contents of the items where appropriate appear
in the lower right, for instance notes for items or contact
details for the contact list. An inspector in the lower left
displays and sets preferences for the items, greatly improving
the original Arrange layout.
The contact list draws from and syncs to the system
Address Book; you can message directly from Formation.
There’s a freeform “scrapbook” and a rather nice “media
browser” that you can use to link to task-relevant folders.

In our previous columns we looked at to-do list managers
that use outlining and mentioned a few things about the
process. We wrap up the topic this month with a look at the
“heavy duty” task managers available. For those new to
ATPO, we aren’t doing reviews here. Instead, we look at the
products’ underlying philosophies through the lens of how
they use outlining.
If you adopt one of these programs, you’d better like the
way it feels, because you are going to be spending a lot of time
with it. It’ll be an anchor application, like your mail, browser,
and writing applications. That underlying philosophy will
likely be important. For example, in past columns we
discovered that Tinderbox1 focuses on note containers and
relationships among sets of them; that’s in contrast to
OmniOutliner2, which bends toward allowing one to see the
entire “document.” When we looked at the superficially
similar NoteBook3 and NoteTaker4 in one column5, we
discovered fundamental differences. NoteBook is more of an
outliner focused on user interface elegance, while NoteTaker
is more of an information manager focused on power and
features.
In the case of to-do list managers6, we left out lots of good
ones because we only looked at those that employed
outlining. We don’t have that problem this month because
essentially all full featured task managers use outlining in
their core presentation, that of task and subtask listings.
I’ll admit to getting a great deal out of these columns
myself, dear reader. In a way, ATPO helps me sort out my own
thoughts on these applications, work I likely wouldn’t do if
there weren’t an eager readership. In this case, I discovered
one of these newer task managers that has stuck to me. It
shouldn’t matter to you which one because your world will
differ. Check them all out, then see what the Windows world
has to offer and congratulate yourself once again for choosing
the Mac. I’ll say it again: the Mac is the platform for advances
in outlining—think of it as iTunes for the music of your life.
As before, we’ll focus on these in turn from the least to
most expensive. Unlike the last column, we won’t display the
same task in different applications, because these things
differ quite a bit.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Formation

http://www.eastgate.com/Tinderbox/
http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnioutliner/
http://www.circusponies.com
http://www.aquaminds.com
http://www.atpm.com/10.05/atpo.shtml
http://www.atpm.com/11.02/atpo.shtml
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Types of items link primarily through columns in items, for
instance the due date shown in the screenshot also will show
in various calendar-oriented views. The outlining function
(as with Arrange) only goes one topic deep and will frustrate
those familiar with writing outliners.
If you liked Arrange, you’ll like this too, as it is adopting
and extending a pretty sophisticated user interface model.
But it is clearly a 1.0 product and it is missing some of the
things that made Arrange special. We are missing the ability
to have items in an outline (ouch!), and Arrange’s complex
and powerful type recursion isn’t there (see the ATPO
column for an example). That means that though you can
have a lot of relevant stuff under topics, they aren’t linked as
closely as other paradigms allow.

and the column on the left. That column sums completions
among subtasks using rather sophisticated means based on
subtask difficulty and importance.

iTask1 (65 Euros, About $80)
Here’s a completely different approach, just now coming out
of beta. It still has some things that aren’t quite right in terms
of refresh and display. iTask (formerly known as eTask) is
based on a familiar interface convention. The outline in this
case is an outline of tasks and subtasks, and it is related at the
primary level to a Gantt chart.
This notion has been around for years with the Windowsonly Microsoft Project2, which seems to be in the process of
retooling (and combining with Visio) as an enterprise tool
rather than a desktop tool as part of Office. Schedule and
LeadingProject, described below, are in this same class.
Unlike those, iTask has a very complete setup guide that
walks you through all the steps you take in defining your
project.
The notion is to anchor everything to a task breakdown,
like many of our to-do lists. From that base, you add
information that is primarily to track and manage tasks
rather than actually do them.
These types of programs have well-established feature sets,
something that follows from Microsoft dominance. I’m not
qualified to compare all the nits of these features, but it seems
that more than all the basics are supported: different Gantt
formats, calendar, network and resource views, and a huge
number of information fields and columns.
I’m going to steal a screenshot from their Web site for the
example because a bogus one wouldn’t be nearly as complex.
We’ll just have to live with the German. But you can see the
Gantt part over to the right: the length and location of bars
on the timeline shows when tasks start and stop. The vertical
lines show when a task is linked to or dependent on another.
The percent completed is shown in the coloring of the bar

1.
2.

iTask

As with many of the applications listed here, iTask features
integration with the system Address Book. In this case, you
can select an existing entries as human resources for tasks.
But you cannot edit or add to Address Book from iTask.
This is a strictly Aqua application and compares well in
usability (and cost) to the old guys. But note: this is task
tracking only, albeit complete. I think the fact that we have
these appearing for OS X is an indicator that the market is
betting on Macs entering the business enterprise in a big way.
ActionItems3 ($99)
I have to admit that although I’m a Mac enthusiast, I think
Apple’s supplied productivity suite is sort of bland. I have
alternatives to Mail, Safari, Address Book, and iCal that are
each better in their own space. The fact that Apple’s stuff
works together would mean something if there were some
power features included.
That’s what ActionItems supplies. It splices onto those (plus
iChat) existing, already integrated applications, and gives us
something we can actually use to manage work. It has
features for managing distributed collaborative workforces,
like Near-Time Flow4. But where Flow is oriented toward
collaborative publishing, ActionItems is about supporting
coordinated work. We’ll have to gloss over the collaboration
features here as that’s not our focus. You’ll just have to
imagine the instant messaging and e-mail integration.

http://www.itaskx.com/software/en/default.htm
http://www.microsoft.com/products/info/
product.aspx?view=22&pcid=13f97e5e-0a49-4e27-ac77fe647e54dd26&type=ovr
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ActionItems presents a multi-pane window. The top
section can be toggled between a task outline like all the task
outlines mentioned here, and a “journal” which is a different
outline associated with a day. Journal outlines can usefully be
more freeform.

This might seem a bit odd, inserting this application into a
survey of task managers. It is a “contact manager,” which is a
mature class of application. Contact managers are for
salespeople and the utility is obvious: keeping track of sales
and potential sales. In this context, “tasks” have a very limited
meaning, namely tasks associated with making a sale. I’d
rather set myself on fire than do sales: the tasks I manage have
to do with building my house, writing documents (like
ATPO, but books as well), improving my infrastructure
(which you might call “metatasks”) and running fairly
complex research and prototyping projects with small teams.
So just for a moment, I’m asking you to forget that this is
targeted as a contact manager. It is built on a robust database
product, OpenBase2, and is intended to keep all your contact,
calendar, to-do lists, and notes in one database. (StickyBrain3
also uses OpenBase.)
Just as there are advantages to ActionItem’s approach, so
too are there advantages to having everything in a heavy-duty
database. One of these is that you can build all sorts of
custom relationships. Another is that you can rely on the
database mechanisms for sharing and harmonizing things
with distributed collaborators.
Daylight’s user interface is very Mac-like in appearance, but
you simply cannot fathom it without referring to the very
complete (300-page) PDF manual. (There are tutorial movies
and a user forum as well.) That’s good, because it has the
toughest learning curve of the applications we survey here.
It’s difficult to give an illustrative screenshot because there
are so many possible panes. You set “window view” templates
with different combinations of panes. The one I’ve chosen to
show has the project outline on the left and an information
pane on the right. It is the most natural view for an outlinesavvy user.
Several projects can be listed. Each has the fixed four main
categories. The task category can have nested tasks, as usual
in task managers. Contacts are selected from Daylight’s builtin contact manager, and events from its calendar, but both
sync with their system counterparts. A project is built of
many components: tasks, roles, notes, events, and such which
are “linked” to one another. The complexity and power come
from the fact that nearly anything can be linked to anything
else. That’s why you potentially need so many displays.

ActionItems Journal Outline

Down in the bottom half are lots of different items, called a
directory. Here are listed certain items and resources
associated with a project and which may be related to a task.
The “people” category is closely tied to Address Book, and
has an indicator for on-line status. The in- and outboxes are
tied to Mail.
This is quite different than anything we have seen yet. All
the “source” data is in applications elsewhere on your disk:
what ActionItems provides are the two, interwoven outline
views. In a sense, it is a task-oriented Finder outline.

ActionItems Task Outline

Daylight1 ($149)
And yet again we have a completely different approach.

1.

2.
3.

http://www.marketcircle.com/daylite/
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You’ll note that I linked one task in two locations in the
outline.

unique to that one project. In theory this is no problem; you
should be able to specify your own methods. Tools for radical
tailoring are not yet included.
Merlin includes tons of examples, but the idea is that for
many projects—not just the facetious example—your
competitive advantage is in the business practices you have
developed. Rather than neuter those practices to fit your
program management software (which Microsoft’s product
forces), it is better to adapt the project management software
to suit your own practices.
The screenshot in this case has in the background an
illustrative outline and chart, taken from the “audit project”
template. Over on the right is an information/inspector pane
showing one of the risk specification panels.

DayLight’s Task Outline

It has a mail-merge with OmniGraffle1! (as well as Word/
Excel).
I’ve listed Daylight as an outlining task manager, which is
the way I see it. But if you are considering contact managers
apart from outlining, it competes with OD4Contact2,
CRM4Mac3, and Entourage4.
Merlin5 (145 Euros, About $195)
So far, we’ve seen four outlining task managers with four
radically different approaches. Merlin combines two of these
approaches. Its main view is an outline of tasks and subtasks
with an attached Gantt chart like iTask and the applications
that follow below. But it also has the annotations and linkages
among elements like Daylight.
Merlin will sync to iCal, send messages from Mail, and
work directly with the Address Book (it does not maintain its
own address book). And it also imports OmniOutliner
outlines and NovaMind6 mindmaps. Merlin produces a very
impressive “Web site” project report. It supports all the same
linkages among elements as Daylight, at least so far as the
normal linkages that I need. I get the impression that
Daylight might allow more in this regard.
Where Merlin excels is in the many types of element
variables you can specify, especially in the area of risk
management. For example, if you are a subcontractor on the
new high-altitude spy plane (and who isn’t?) you will need to
maintain and report on a risk management scheme that is

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Merlin

LeadingProject7 ($249 download; $299 boxed)
The ATPO Tracker has mentioned this before as
ConceptDraw Project. I’ve remarked on the ambition of the
Ukranian developer to create a complete cross-platform suite
of enterprise tools, from mindmapping to project
management to PowerPoint-type presentation. Since they
compete with Microsoft on their home turf, they interact
with Microsoft Office and Project applications well.
They’ve
rebranded
ConceptDraw
Project
as
LeadingProject, but it retains its position in their suite: you
can brainstorm in their rather good mindmapping
application and present in their slideshow/report application.
This cross-platform flexibility means that no OS X
application is tapped; no Address Book, iCal, or Mail.

http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnigraffle/
http://www.objective-decision.com/en/products/od4contact/features/
http://www.crm4mac.com
http://www.microsoft.com/mac/products/entourage2004/
entourage2004.aspx?pid=entourage2004
http://www.projectwizards.net/merlin/en/news.shtml
http://www.nova-mind.com/Mainnovamind.html
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iTask, Merlin, LeadingProject, and Schedule (below) all use
the same outlining paradigm: the outline is an outline of
tasks and subtasks to which a Gantt chart is attached. In the
latter three cases, a column view is possible as well.

already have mindmaps, which don’t add much structurally.
And we have Tinderbox’s novel map view, which at least
displays links (crudely) and has cool zooming.
This notion of packing huge amounts of information in
scriptable Gantt chart styles (possibly with rules) has lots of
promise. In fact it is something our little research group is
working on as a hook for virtual enterprise collaboration.
Maybe with a little user pull, the new Gantt charters iTask
and Merlin can develop in this direction.

LeadingProject

Schedule1 ($290)
I used this baby fifteen years ago when it was a Mac-only
application from a small shop. I think it has changed hands a
couple times since then, and development has slowed to
nearly nothing. But there’s no question that it is the oldest
application displayed here. As with LeadingProject, this is
essentially a Gantt chart program, without the extra “element
inspectors” that some of the others have, supporting factors
like risk management.
As with LeadingProject, it ignores the OS X Address Book
and iCal. It syncs to a Palm version and supports handy links
to documents that are associated with the task. (But file
linking and embedding is much better in the Windows
edition.)
Naturally, anything from the dim past that hasn’t had a
radical user interface update will just feel old. And that’s
annoying as can be, especially in the outlining controls,
which are clunky.
But maturity has a couple advantages I’d like to highlight.
The first is that this is the only task manager we’ve mentioned
that is AppleScriptable. It also has its own internal macros
and element-to-element rules.
The second unique feature is the variety of styles you can
use in designing all of the elements of the chart. It is
remarkable how much information you can graphically
display with subtle nuances in color, shape, font, and so on.
In this, Schedule is far superior to any of the others in the
information in the chart itself. You can pretty much create
any pre-Aqua style or marker, meaning transparency and
shadows are out.
To a non-trivial degree, you can combine these: scripting
and styles. A project preference also sets font styles by level.
In ATPO, we celebrate outlining because you can get a lot of
structural bang for the interface buck. But we need to be on
the lookout for graphical means to extend the paradigm. We

1.

Schedule

The ATPO Tracker
SuperNotecard2

The cross-platform Java outliner formerly known as Miss
Lonelynotes has been updated and renamed as
SuperNotecard. You’ll recall that it has some predetermined
attributes, which it leverages to provide support to writers,
primarily fiction writers. This update enhances some
character profiling, adds a few much needed interface
improvements (though it still takes getting used to and
otherwise needs work), and now supports OPML import and
export. If you are an author—especially of fiction—and
think you may resonate to the index card metaphor, check it
out. It links attributes by color coding.

http://www.aecsoft.com/products/desktop/fasttrack/Default.asp?bhcp=1
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Once that’s done, you simply type “hnb” in the terminal.
The first time you do so, a tutorial which looks like this,
appears:

ShadowPlan1

I’ve been advised that I used a screenshot of an obsolete beta
for the upcoming Mac version of this popular Palm outliner.
Sorry about that. Below is a later screenshot from the
developer in which a whole lot of improvement is apparent.

hnb

You’ll have no menus and no graphical user interface. But it
has terrific and logical keyboard controls and spell checking.
Why would you consider such a thing with all the cool stuff
on the ATPO Tracker? Because it can be used on any platform
(except OS 9) and because it is the smallest, fastest outliner
you’re likely to encounter. But mostly because it saves natively
as XML that is based on a clean Document Type Definition
(DTD). (It also imports/exports OPML.)
It means that for free, you can maintain an outline that is
accessible and manipulatable in all sorts of ways using the
XML tricks we’ll discuss in the next column. That column, by
the way, will tell you what a “DTD” is, how we got stuck with
them, and why they are useful.
•••
Next up on ATPO is a column on XML exchange in an
outliner workflow. I can use all the help on this I can get, so if
you have some insights or suggestions, please send them.

LeadingProject
hnb2

A reader beat me to the punch by mentioning hnb in a letter
last month. hnb stands for “hierarchical notebook,” and is an
open-source project. This will be unlike any outliner you
have used because it is command-line-based; you access it
through Terminal (usually in your Utilities folder).
But first you have to “make” it. Download and install the
free Apple Xcode tools, which install conventionally. Then
download the hnb source package and uncompress it. In the
terminal, navigate to the folder and type “make”.

1.
2.

http://www.codejedi.com
http://hnb.sourceforge.net/About/

Copyright © 2005 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted Goranson has been thirty years in the visualization and model
abstraction field. He is slowly beginning a new user interface project3.
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ATPO: Outline Exchange and XML

About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Outline Exchange and XML, Part 1: History
This month we depart from our usual survey format and dive
into something actually useful. Many ATPO readers simply
cannot find the outliner tool that does all the things they
wish, so they combine tools. Often, this is facilitated by a
standard called OPML1, the Outline Processing Markup
Language. OPML was created by Dave Winer2 of Frontier to
exchange simple outlines, the kind Frontier creates.
Many outliners on our ATPO tracker list support OPML.
The following both import and export OPML: Circus
Ponies NoteBook3, Frontier4, Hog Bay Notebook5, hnb6,
iTask7, NoteTaker8, NovaMind9, OmniOutliner10 and
OmniOutliner
Pro11,
Process12,
Pyramid13,
14
15
16
SuperNotecard , Tao , and Tinderbox
(using
TinderToolBox17).
JOE18, MyMind19, and iLiner20 export OPML.
That’s a lot of support, and it works well for outline
headers. You can swap files back and forth between
OmniOutliner and NovaMind via OPML for instance. OPML
is one of those standards that has wide adoption because it is
extremely simple, but OMPL also has some serious limits for
application integration.
It only exchanges the data associated with the most
extreme reduction of what constitutes an outline, because
that’s all its creator cared about at the time. So parents,
children, and notes (but notes in a less perfect way) are
copied, basic outline stuff. Some other information is
included that isn’t of interest to any ATPO outliner except
Frontier. But between the pair of OmniOutliner and
NovaMind for instance, OmniOutliner’s columns and styles

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

wouldn’t convey to NovaMind and coming back the other
way, NovaMind’s links are lost. That’s a lot to lose, dear
friends.
Another problem is that OPML was created by one fellow.
He has refused to turn it over to any group, and for the past
four years he has been doing other things and decided not to
update it. Many in the business have trouble working with his
personality and are frustrated by the absence of evolution.
There are a couple solutions to this problem. One is for the
outliner community to take charge of our own standards and
create something better than OPML, more capable and
flexible, attuned to real needs of outliner integration rather
than Frontier tricks—something open and with a real
governing board. I’d be willing to help with this. It is outside
the scope of ATPM, but I’m sure we can find a forum and a
critical mass.
Another solution is what this column series could be about
(if there is interest): use XML translations directly. OPML is a
format that uses XML. In the past five years or so, the support
for XML has ballooned. OS X uses it extensively; all those
preference and property list files (.plist) are in XML. A great
many of the applications you’d want to export to support
XML, including publishing to the Web using the XML form
of HTML, XHTML. Before long, every new writing and
publishing application—print, Web, and screen—will be
based on XML.
Some applications of interest that support XML are:
InDesign21, Publicon22 and its sister Mathematica
Notebook23, FrameMaker24 (though it is abandoned on the
Mac), Word25 (sorta), FileMaker26, and iWork27 (both Pages
and Keynote). Naturally, Dreamweaver28 and GoLive29 can
accept XML.
On the outliner side, Circus Ponies NoteBook, jEdit,
NoteTaker, OmniOutliner, Slacker, Tinderbox, and
VooDooPad all expose their own versions of XML which
express all the good information and relationships they
generate. I’m sure that in short order all the power outliners

http://www.opml.org/spec
http://www.scripting.com
http://www.circusponies.com
http://frontierkernel.sourceforge.net
http://www.hogbaysoftware.com/products/hog_bay_notebook.php
http://hnb.sourceforge.net
http://www.itaskx.com/software/en/default.htm
http://www.aquaminds.com
http://www.nova-mind.com
http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnioutliner/
http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnioutliner/pro/
http://www.jumsoft.com/process/
http://www.mindcad.com
http://www.mindola.com
http://blue-beach-systems.com/Products/Software/TAO/
http://www.eastgate.com/Tinderbox/
http://www.istop.com/%7Emaparent/tinderbox/tindertoolbox.html
http://outliner.sourceforge.net
http://www.sebastian-krauss.de/software
http://www.mercury-soft.com/Top/newiLiner.html
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will, as soon as ATPO readers ask for and begin using it.
Tinderbox and hnb actually use XML as their native file
format.
So if you are interested in integrating your outliner into
your workflow, you’ll likely be using XML unless you
convince the developers to create an XML shortcut that’s
invisible to you (like OmniOutliner’s relationship with
Keynote, Process with OmniOutliner, or Merlin with
OmniOutliner and NovaMind).
Direct use of XML for exchange is what we’ll be
introducing in this series of columns. The problem of course
is that XML is in the category of messy black art. ATPO hopes
to alleviate that in some small measure.

“Framework”) for many publishing purposes. At this point,
another family tree thread diverged that led to GML-derived
codes that formed the basis of Wang Laboratories and the
development of so-called “word processors.” But that’s
another story.
Independently, but with the backing of IBM, news
syndicators (such as Reuters, Associated Press, and the like)
invested heavily in a markup language using GML to
transmit structured stories. They drove an international
standard that resulted in the Standard Generalized Markup
Language (SGML), ISO 8879 in 1979. SGML by that time
(and since) was seen as a robust means for structuring
documents in such a way that content and presentation could
be managed separately. It was pretty much the only game in
town for the heavy-duty document crowd.
Meanwhile, over the next decades, various much lighter
weight proprietary tagging schemes popped up all over the
place as the basis for numerous word processing and desktop
publishing products. Over time, the complex and costly
SGML became more and more marginalized for high end
users.
Then two things happened that saved SGML.
The first was a project in the US Department of Defense
(DoD) that was dealing with a financial disaster. They bought
complex systems in huge amounts, more than any other
enterprise in the world. All of these needed manufacturing,
training, and repair documents that were typically included
in the system procurement. However, as the systems evolved,
the paperwork lagged, often by years. And we’re talking a lot
of paper here: the typical submarine for example had
associated paper that weighed more and cost more (overall)
than the sub itself.
Many, many billions of dollars were being wasted by out of
date paper, perhaps tens of billions a year, so the idea was to
digitize the documents. The very ambitious project to do this
was called Computer Aided Logistics Support (CALS). I was
at the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) at the
time advising CALS. I lobbied against adopting SGML as a
CALS standard (holding out instead for something simpler
and more consistent as I’ll explain later, but with process
state), but in 1987 SGML became a defense requirement
under CALS. Billions of dollars poured into SGML
compliance (which continues today). Naturally, this put new
life into the tool base. The defense and intelligence world also
sponsored lots of research—real research—to extend SGML
to support complex structured documents, particularly
hypertext.
I wish they had gone with my recommendation to create a
new markup language that used the same syntax to specify
the markup elements that it used in applying those elements.
(This goes back to the strong Lisp-like idea.) As you’ll see in a
moment, SGML lacks this elegance and the specification of
just what the markup is has turned into a nightmare of
conflicting and increasingly complex notions that makes life

XML History
In the late 1960s, largely as a result of the Multics1 timesharing research program, IBM had a research lab in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, near MIT. That lab was engaged
in lots of what became important work: some of the origins of
modern operating systems, the database, and many
languages have a historical thread that goes through MIT and
this lab. In 1968, a problem assigned to the lab was how to
mix “programming instructions” with document text to
allow legal documents to automatically be indexed, and
composed (typeset). IBM had lots of experience in this field;
indeed, their “business machines” included compositors
before they developed computers.
I visited this lab as a computer science student in 1967 and
1968, where they were developing something that the next
year would be tagged “Generalized Markup Language.” The
original developers claim that the name was derived from the
initials of their last names (which are G, M, and L, at least
during a key period), but I seem to recall the name predating
the formation of that group. The idea was to intersperse notes
among the text as elements of computer instructions that
would be “compiled” for layout and publishing.
You have to recall that this was in the center of the Lisp
universe in its heady days. Lisp was arguably the most used
for research and certainly the most advanced language of the
time. (Many still claim so.) Lisp is built on the notion that
data and programming instruction are comingled; no, that’s
not quite true: in Lisp they are actually the same.
GML appeared in the midst of similar ideas that were
popping all over the place, most notably in the Graphic
Communications
Association
(GCA)
Composition
Committee. But instead of using the strong notion from Lisp
where the “tags” were similar in form to the text, they used a
weaker notion where the text was one kind of thing and the
“tags” were more computer-like,
IBM in those days was both savvy and agile, and in a very
short time IBM expanded GML to a product line
(“Document Composition Facility” also sometimes
1.

http://www.multicians.org/history.html
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hard for us ATPOers. If CALS had not adopted SGML, then it
would have died a natural death to be replaced by something
better.
Our whole Web and document world is a result of this bad
decision.
CALS spawned research into SGML-related hypertext
schemes. Much of that hypertext research was conducted by
the US intelligence community in projects that may never be
detailed, I’m afraid. (I was involved in many of these.) Several
hypertext conferences were held, starting in 1987 where some
parts of some of these projects were reported. In the next
couple years, several proposals were made for a hypertext
language either extending or subsetting SGML. One of these
took off, the simplest—HTML, Hypertext Markup
Language—imagined by Tim Berners-Lee in 1989 and
implemented in 1991.
That version took off because it was incredibly simple, an
implementation existed, there was a preformed (scientific
document) user base, there was the Internet transport vehicle
in place (for many years), and the language wasn’t
proprietary. Also, so the story goes, Berners-Lee credits an
amazingly capable development system for the time in NeXT,
the precursor of OS X. HTML looks and acts just like SGML
but with a miniscule number of operators and no need for a
separate “language” to specify it (because of its simplicity).
Needless to say, as with all cheap and easy solutions, the
compromises catch up with you. So in more recent time, the
now huge Web community forced a revisiting of SGML to
invent another variant in complexity between SGML and
HTML. The result was XML, the eXtensible Markup
Language, what HTML (and in some respects SGML) should
have been from the beginning.
XML has been since 1998 a standard for documents (vastly
eclipsing SGML in the user base), database exchange and the
reinvented XHMTL1 (HTML as an XML application). Along
with XML are a bewildering array of associated languages,
formats, transforms, and such. Adding to the confusion are
the hundreds of “standards” (like OPML, RSS2, SOAP3, and
the several application-specific XML formats—Tinderbox,
NoteTaker, NoteBook, OmniOutliner, OpenOffice, and now
iWork—that employ XML) that we in the ATPO world
encounter.
Just as a historical note, in the area of information science,
the entire defense and intelligence research community
collapsed about a decade ago, and basic research of this kind
is now in the hands of others.

XML “stuff ” is found in as many as three places. One place
is interspersed within your document as tags, saying for
instance that “this bunch of text here is what we call a ‘title’.” If
you look in an OPML file from one of our outliners, these are
easy to see. It looks just like HMTL tags, which many of us
have encountered.

HTML Source

The screenshot shows a rudimentary Web page and the
simple HTML that generates it. The tags are those things in
angle brackets.
There might be XML-related code in a second area
describing in a structured way just what you meant when you
said “title” in the document. Often there are complicated
rules that designers specify about the relationships among all
the elements that are defined: for instance you may specify
that a “subsection” must be part of a “section” and there must
be at least two subsections in that section for it to exist.
This part is sometimes prepended to the beginning of a
document, or more often in a separate file that is used over
and over. This can be pretty hairy stuff, and can drive even
experts crazy. The official name is DTD, Document Type
Definition, by which they mean the definitions of the “types”
(the entities in the tags) in the document.
Whether formally specified or not, Tinderbox will have its
own version of these definitions, as will NoteTaker, and all the
others on the list. The problem of course is translating from
one to the other, and what to do when one has some elements
the other does not. And that’s the case between any two
interesting outliners on the ATPO list.
DTDs are so hairy in fact that many XML users don’t want
to even tinker with them. So they’ll use a standard one
depending on the domain of application. In the document

About XML
If you are like me and the median ATPO reader, you need a
gentle introduction to just what this beast has turned out to
be, probably with some hand-holding.
1.
2.
3.

http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/
http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/tech/rss
http://www.w3.org/TR/soap12-part1/
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world, DocBook1 is a common one that many tools support.
Many disciplines have DTDs which you can explore on
XML.org2.
Most applications that use XML (including OPML
originally) don’t bother with a DTD in fact, assuming that the
structure is obvious, or explaining it in plain English.
DTDs might be created (if they are done right) using
another XML-related standard, the XML Schema3 language
which provides a means for specifying the thing. There are
lots of other competing standards in the DTD space which we
won’t mention. Suffice it to say that it is complex, contentious,
and confusing.
This is a legacy of basing XML on SGML, and using two
completely different languages in the specification: one for
the tagging and another to define the structure of the tags.
You can blame your ATPO exchange frustrations on the
Department of Defense if you want. I do.
The third area you might find XML-related stuff is in the
actual presentation of the file. This won’t matter so much to
ATPO readers. Applications that natively use XML (iWork,
OmniOutliner, OpenOffice, and Tinderbox) have their own
proprietary means for producing what we see. The other
outliners translate into XML for export. But they could have
used XSL-FO (Formatting Objects) as a standard way of
specifying appearance.
Our problem—the problem of getting your power outliner
XML from a mindmapping tool, to an outliner, and on to a
page layout program and back, or getting your outliner to
dynamically import from your database—is in the DTD side.
Fortunately, there is another part of the XML standard that
can help us. XSL, the Extensible Stylesheet Language4 is yet
another language (!) whose purpose is to translate XML from
one format to another. XSL is a family of specifications using
the same language. We already mentioned XSL-FO, but there
is a sibling specification called XSLT, XSL Transformations5.
Whew, that’s a lot of acronyms. There are lots more where
those came from, and all of it is unfriendly.
An ATPO user who wants to tie applications together has a
few choices:
1. Just use OPML as is. It is a simple specification in
XML that just about everybody supports. You don’t
have to know what’s in it to use it as an intermediate
format among applications of interest.
2. Use XML, taking the XML format of one application
and translating it to another in an ad hoc manner.
Maybe this would be useful if you plan, for example,
on spending a year writing a book in OmniOutliner
and you want it published in Publicon, so you know
the originating and receiving applications.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

3. Do number (2) but do it in a reusable, wholesale but
more expensive way using the XSL Transformations
language and perhaps some associated tools.
4. Do number (3) but have the work already done for
you for each application in the ATPO Transformation
specification, but you still might want to tinker with
how features from one application translate to
another.
Today, we’ll just introduce OPML files.
OPML Files
The good news is that OPML files are easy to look at and
understand. The bad news is that they are useless for real
outliner integration.
Here is a simple outline in OmniOutliner Pro:

OmniOutliner Example

and here’s what it exports as in OPML format:

http://www.docbook.org
http://xml.org
http://www.w3.org/XML/Schema
http://www.w3.org/Style/XSL/
http://www.w3.org/TR/xslt
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It is a bit more complicated than HTML, but most of it is
pretty obvious, right? That bit at the top about “expansion
state” records which headers were collapsed. In our case,
none of the subheaders were collapsed and three were
expanded. An OPML file from Frontier would have lots of
other stuff in the header section, like owner and date.
But look at this OmniOutliner document, with a column:

they can reconstruct the document. That’s because
OmniOutliner knows what a “note” is and assumes anything
else is a column.
Bad news, right? When this second example is opened in
NovaMind for example, it has to import the column values as
if they were notes, together with the actual notes.
OPML is best for “flat” outlines where all the information is
in headers and there is no separate “notes,” “comments,” or
“paragraph” type. This is the case with NoteTaker and Circus
Ponies’ NoteBook.
NoteTaker exports “category” and “priority” in the place
where
OmniOutliner
puts
column
information.
OmniOutliner sees those as columns, which of course they
are, and displays them correctly when imported. I haven’t
taken the time to explore all combinations of OPML-capable
outliners, but my impression is that NoteTaker and
OmniOutliner are the only ones that handle “column” data.
One approach to a new standard would be for us to specify
a standard collection of attributes for the OPML element,
essentially expanding the standard. We’d have to have
internal links, specific column types with attributes (like
priority, start date, owner, cost, and others with data types:
numbers, string, graphic, etc.), outlines within notes (Hog
Bay does something like this in its OPML), folded state,
styles, and clones.
We could fix OPML. Or we could start fresh and do it right,
like the CALS folks should have done. In our case, that would
mean a new XML specification with accompanying DTD.
If there’s interest in this, we could continue in future
columns to explore how to understand and tweak outliningrelated XML.

Enhanced OmniOutliner Example

and its associated OPML file:

ATPO Tracker
LinkBack1

I still use OS 9 (not Classic) for certain things, and whenever
I dive into it I’m reminded of things we still don’t have in OS
X after all these years. Some of these I’ve mentioned as
features of legacy outliners2. But another I wistfully yearn for
is Publish and Subscribe; that’s where you could create
something in one application, say a chart, graphic, or
spreadsheet, and “publish” it to the system. Then any other
application that supported the technology, say a word
processor, could “subscribe” to the element and it would
appear as if it were cut-and-pasted.
But this was a live implant. If the element were edited in the
original application, the image in the subscribed document
would change. Alternatively, double-clicking the element in
the subscribed document would open the original

OPML file with Columns

Before, you may have noticed that the outline’s notes
weren’t an element (a separate tag). Instead each note was an
annotation within an outline element. Here, OmniOutliner
has done the same thing with the column. OPML, as it turns
out has no definition for a note because Frontier doesn’t do
notes. Developers just know what a “note” is when annotated
to an OPML outline element (and because OmniOutliner is a
leader of sorts).
But “column 1” doesn’t mean anything to a importing
application. It wouldn’t know what it is; in fact I could have
named that column anything. OmniOutliner only puts it
there so that if anyone saves an outline in OPML from
OmniOutliner and opens it again in the same application,
ATPM 11.04 / April 2005
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application so it could be edited. This last feature was
supported in a proprietary fashion in other applications as
well, like FrameMaker.
But Publish and Subscribe suffered because of promotion
of a much more ambitious technology called OpenDoc that
would do this and much more. Although OpenDoc was
cosponsored by IBM, it failed to capture mindshare because
of Microsoft tactics and was discontinued. But not before
some forward-looking small developers bet their companies
on it. One of these was Nisus Writer, and when Apple
dropped OpenDoc, these early adopters were killed or
hobbled.
Now Nisus is bringing back Publish and Subscribe, or so it
seems. They’ve announced an open-source project that
presumably leverages their OpenDoc experience. One of the
partners is OmniOutliner, which will support it in future
releases.
This could be big. Right now, Windows has OLE, a
comparable technology, and we have zip. It’s really lame to
have an outliner that can only make a hyperlink to a file or
show what amounts to a “preview” of certain file types.
Outliners like DEVONthink can display documents, but only
whole documents in an outline of documents. We need
LinkBack desperately, in all writing applications, not just
outliners.
Especially since we already had it and it was taken away
from us.
Presumably, most envisioned uses are in the page-layout
and composition areas, for example a document that
included spreadsheets, charts, and illustrations from three
external applications. Naturally, this will be of importance to
ATPO readers who use outliners to create such documents.
But I think the influence will be felt most deeply elsewhere in
the outlining world.
Tinderbox, as an example, is terrific for organizing notes
and their relationships, but its editor for creating
notes—doing actual writing—is tepid. LinkBack could fix
this.
Outlining is the strongest on-screen interface paradigm at
the cheapest cost for working with structure, but that
structure (parent-child) has severe limits. Clones are a way of
stretching the paradigm. LinkBack could be seen as a way of
extending the cloning technique among different outlines,
even from different outliners.
A primary use of outliners is an ordered information store.
Referencing or linking to content external to the outline is a
must. Displaying and editing such content in an outline has
been called “transclusion1” by innovators and researchers as
the ultimate in this regard. LinkBack could give us real
transclusion, maybe even with the accompanying notion of
“purple numbers2.”
1.
2.

Let’s hope it catches on.
FullWrite Pro

Speaking of legacy outliners, that column on legacy outliners
seems to have put new life into the communities surrounding
a few of them that run well under Classic. Dave Trautman is
the FullWrite Pro guru, and he reports that things are going
well in that department. He has put up a new information
page3.
Curio4

A growing trend in software is the splitting up of applications
into Basic and Pro versions. OmniOutliner, VooDooPad, and
DEVONthink are ATPO examples. Now, Curio joins the club.
Their new version 2.2 comes in four versions. There are the
Pro and Basic versions of course. In between is the Home
version.
The Basic edition sells for $39, and has all the features we’ve
chosen to mention in prior ATPO columns, minus the
Internet search feature they call Sleuth. The Home version at
$79 adds Sleuth, some basic tablet support, and export/
publishing options. The $129 Pro version adds some Sleuth
tailoring, project sharing features, and templates.
The professional edition is available at an educational price
of $65, but few people will buy it because at the same price
and collection of features you can get the K–12 version. The
only difference is in a different collection of Sleuth sites and
the templates are educationally oriented. They may be trying
to move into the market that has been sustaining
Inspiration5: secondary education.
I’m glad to see this refocus in target groups. Originally,
Curio was targeting the creative professional workflow. This
is not a consumer use, and some reviewers were puzzled
about just how they’d use this novel thing. (As a point of
reference, Creator6 was one of the coolest Mac-only packages
for a dozen years or so before going cross-platform. It was the
most scriptable application on the Mac, and supported
QuickDraw GX7 before anyone. GX did things that still
amaze me, but like OpenDoc it was discontinued. I used it
extensively for consumer-type stuff, but few Mac users could
figure out any use for it because it only cared about a narrow
professional market: newspaper ads.)
I do not know whether Curio’s move indicates a new focus
on the “home” user, but I hope so. And I hope we see more
outlining features in their ordered lists.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transclusion
http://www.eekim.com/software/purple/purple.html
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Current1

Mellel3

In keeping with the pro-nonpro idea, Near-Time Flow has
broken out a personal version as well. They call this one
Current. Flow is targeted at group collaboration, a pretty
hairy professional use. That collaboration capability adds
quite a few user interface challenges.
Current, on the other hand, eschews the collaboration
baggage while keeping the blogging and RSS-collection
capabilities. Neither Current nor Flow is an outliner yet, but
I’m betting they will be.
Current is free at present, but it looks like the price will be
$50.

We now have version 1.9 of Mellel, which adds style sheets to
this outlining word processor. I haven’t yet written my
column on why styles are important. The short version is:
outlining is first about visual structure of information; styles
are about visual characteristics of information (in both cases,
“information” in text). The two work well together. Mellel’s
implementation is refreshingly capable. Unfortunately, it is
targeted at what we might call the layout view and does not
affect the outline directly. But still, an advance.
StickyBrain4

A column on snippet managers is another column to come.
StickyBrain will be one of the applications featured; it is
coming on strong with its aggressive development. Like many
of the task managers we mentioned last month, StickyBrain
integrates with AddressBook. Now it has integration with the
iPhoto database (something like NovaMind): you can browse
your photos in StickyBrain’s interface, which is shared by a
scrapbook database. Chronos incidentally sells content for
that scrapbook 5.

Tinderbox2

Tinderbox is not for everyone, and even among Tinderboxers
it is not best for all outlining tasks, but every ATPO reader
should check it out. It is serious software made more serious
with the update to 2.4.
(Updates in the Tinderbox world are free if you paid in the
last year, and $70 if not. That $70 buys you another year.)
This update is significant. Tinderbox has a core attraction
of four elements: rich hypertext, Web integration, multiple
views including a handy zooming “map” view, and agents.
The update enhances the latter three.
Many elements of Tinderbox are hard to get, but exporting
to the Web seems the most difficult and least automatic to me.
Eastgate works on this by including templates and
“assistants.” They’ve improved this.
Where OmniOutliner, for example, explores new ways of
exploiting outlining in Aqua, Tinderbox is inventing its own
user interface. It’s added some very nice touches in the map
view, allowing you to “group” note boxes in an “adornment.”
The note’s color, previously associated with the box in the
map view, now also pertains to the “header” in the outline
view. I really appreciate this.
Also appreciated is the long-awaited appearance of pop-up
entries for some attributes. It was absolutely archaic to have a
dozen prototypes, but to select one you had to remember its
name and type it exactly.
But surely the big addition is “rules.” Tinderbox has fairly
smart “agents,” which gather clones of notes with various
characteristics and can change just about any attribute.
Tinderbox calls the scripts that agents use “actions.” Often to
perform an action on a note (like turn the title red if it is a
draft that is more than one week old) you’d have to make an
agent elsewhere in the outline that did this by collecting
clones and changing them. Messy.
Now you can have actions (using the same operators) that
apply to notes without doing the clone routine.

1.
2.

NewNOTEPAD Pro6

Speaking of text editing, NewNOTEPAD Pro has a minor
update. This is a $23, simple Carbon two-pane outliner. Its
features are unremarkable, but this update adds the ability to
use Emacs7 keyboard commands. BBEdit8 and Mailsmith9,
both from Bare Bones Software, also have this feature. Any
discussion having to do with Emacs quickly becomes a
religious argument, but a case can be made for it as the most
capable text editor. Emacs keyboard commands are
decidedly unMac-like, but allowing the choice shows that
someone is thinking about power writers.
An ATPM review of an older version of NewNOTEPAD
Pro10 can be found in the July 2001 ATPM.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Circus Ponies NoteBook1

NoteBook has been updated to 2.0 with a slew of new
features. But you’ll have to wait a month for my report, as it
was released too late for an evaluation.
1.

http://www.circusponies.com

Copyright © 2005 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted Goranson has been thirty years in the visualization and model
abstraction field. He is slowly beginning a new user interface project2.

2.

http://www.sirius-beta.com/ALICE/
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ATPO: Outlining and Styles

About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Outlining and Styles
A long-time friend queried me recently about ATPO
columns. Why, she wanted to know, with all my exposure to
advanced user interface ideas (because of my career) and
knowledge of experiments do I focus on something as
mundane as outliners? Why not something snazzier and
more hip?
It is exactly because outlining appears so ordinary; I believe
outlining packs the most complexity of relationships in the
most accessible of user interface notions. It is an ideal
graphical superposition on (usually) the narrative text-based
document model.
Although most uses of outlining today aren’t
revolutionizing the world, I think there are some
revolutionary ideas just around the corner, and an outlining
user interface will make them more realizable.
The use of text styles is another accessible idea—perhaps
even more familiar—that can be used with outlining. This
month we delve into the matter of styles and what they can do
for us in the outlining world. “What’s that?” I hear you
thinking, because the last ATPO was the first in a series of
promised columns on XML and workflows.
As it happens, that column generated the least interest of
any ATPO, measured by direct mail to me. Worse, I got not a
single message from an outline developer, something which
is also a unique occurrence. I deduce that we may need to
work up to XML marking and transfer standards over time,
and I can think of no better way than to look at the possibility
of styles. Perhaps we may even have to wait a bit until some of
those really killer ideas appear and the world clamors for
more than OPML. Meanwhile, I have reserved
www.outliners.org for the time when we get a critical mass for
a meaningful outliner exchange standard project.

Outlining is of interest because it is—these days—a set of
extremely accessible and flexible user interface conventions
that have a whole lot of power. It just makes sense to have
outlining as a foundation upon which other techniques (like
hypertext and attribute tagging) are applied. Outlines are
what in the old paradigm were “pages.”
Styles in the old page system—the printed page—were
limited by the technology available. And that technology was
pretty limited if you think about it. Bold meant loud
(usually), but was unavailable to typewriter users.
Underlined meant a title of some kind. Quotation marks
(more of a style denoter than punctuation) meant the actual
words someone said. Annotations could be in parentheses,
footnotes, endnotes, and sometimes sidenotes. Italics were
used to denote another narrative or source, and bullets were
used for lists.
Oh, and in 1901, the special style of using red ink to denote
Jesus’ words was introduced to Bible readers. That was it for
styles, and still is in the Western paper world. Then along
came the Mac. All of a sudden, a document could easily have
any number of fonts. Styles were restricted to italic, bold, and
the combination, plus underlining, but that alone was
enough to distinguish the Mac from the typewriter.
But a very limiting notion was born: WYSIWYG, namely
that the best way to work on screen was to construct a perfect
image of the page you would presumably print. All the limits
of the old style paradigm therefore applied to the screen; that
is until the Web made links popular. So one more style was
added to the vocabulary, the blue underlined link. It meant:
“Click here and we’ll take you somewhere else.“ The
destination of the link was up you to infer from the context.
And Microsoft gave us the wiggly line under text to denote
potential spelling or grammar errors. The important thing
about this style is that it is screen-based and doesn’t print.
But why should we be restricted by the old rules of paper
for “documents” that are born and live on our screens? Why
should we even be limited by the similar straightjacket of Web
pages, at least as we normally think of them?

Styles
So what about styles makes them worth a column?
Working with information is a matter of tags and
relationships—and working with information is what outline
use is all about.
Using a computer is a matter of leveraging user interface
power that is unavailable in the non-computer world.
Personal computers aren’t about computation so much,
rather—at least in the Web, e-mail, outlining, writing, text
publishing, and project management worlds—all that
computation is applied not to content as much as to
supporting the user interface to help you create that content.
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Styles for Simple Ease of Reading

Readers of ATPO may have noticed that many of the
screenshots use “shadowed text,” introduced system-wide in
Panther. You may also have noticed that I use no pure blacks,
but very near-blacks. And I have a serious campaign against
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using any of the ordinary fonts. That’s because I want the
shortest distance between the ideas just on the other side of
that plastic or glass and the inner reaches of my mind.
Fonts matter. Yes, readability is an obvious concern but it
goes far deeper than that. Fonts have magical, not-fullyunderstood power to convey meaning apart from the words
they carry. And surely different fonts assist in carrying
different meanings.
Here’s the thing: I have good ideas about how I want my
published artifacts to look. But while they are in my sandbox,
on my screen, I have a collection of quite different fonts I use
for different types of notes, even in the same outline. It not
only helps tag them but also helps convey the nature of each
type of information more perfectly.
I literally spent several days going through my collection of
41,000 fonts last month because of Tiger, a new monitor, and
the beginning of an important new project. Yes, it means that
much to me in improved productivity, as much as the
outlining tools themselves. My final choices this time were
different than last. They are informed by some research done
for fighter pilot cockpit displays, but mostly decided by
intuition.
I believe you should consider an outliner (or outliner/
utility combination) that gives you:
•
•
•

Suppose you had a style that marked text as: “I think this is
right but I’d better check it because if I’m wrong really bad
things could happen.” Or one that said: “This probably needs
rework.” Or one that said: “When I share this document, I
don’t yet want to share this bit.”
If you use many of our ATPO power outliners, you can tag a
section (or a cell) with these attributes, and others. Some
power outliners will even collect these cells for you.
But what if you want to tag a part of a section? What if you
want to see the broken bit in the context of the whole thing,
one of the unique advantages of outlines? You’ll want the text
tagged, and you’ll want that tag to be presented in a visible
way.
Or better, suppose you use one of the power outliners that
lets you link parts of your outline to other parts. You don’t
want to be limited to stupid HTML-like links, do you? You
might have some links that say: “This link is to my notes that
support this notion,” or “Here is something that refutes what
this text says and is worth considering,” or “This clue is
revisited at these later points in the mystery.” This is not
something you can do with attributes; the link has to take you
somewhere. (That somewhere may be a dynamic list of
shared attributes.)
I demand this. Links, styles, and outline hierarchies are the
three ways we have to weave text. No outliner does this as well
as I require, and each forces compromises on workarounds.
You may find, as I do, that marking typed links in text with
styles is a preferred strategy.

named styles that can automatically convey both
structural features (like header levels) and arbitrary
text blocks in notes and headers
similarly named styles that you can readily
superimpose on any element
the full power of Quartz rendering in these styles

Styles For Derived Results

So, you might use styles to enhance general readability. You
might use them to denote types of links and associated
progress annotations or changes. Or you might use them to
help convey the tone of a whole section or any emphasized
parts far more effectively than a printed page might. All this
would be in addition to any other tools, like mindmapping
and such.
(Tinderbox uses the color of a note icon to denote age: it
“yellows” as it gets older. That’s a style.)
Or you might do them all. Here’s yet another task. This is
not such a big deal now, but we are entering a phase of
development, which will see big improvements in
consolidation strategies soon.
iLiner1 already uses the oft-overlooked “summarize”
service that OS X supports. In “snipping” information, you
can have the service automatically condense it for you.
DEVONthink2 seems to be situated to do this by a
proprietary and potentially better means derived from your
intent in acquiring the information. But that’s speculation on
my part.

You may not think you need this, but you’ll want the ability to
grow into them. Not all the ATPO power outliners give you
this, and even fewer of the smaller ones do.
Styles for Narrative Emphasis

ALL CAPS is shouting, and bold or italics usually means
emphasis. But your speech is much richer than this, and
surely your thoughts are. What if I want a sarcastic, or funny,
or questioning style?
Most things are narratives, at least most things in the
outliner world, even lists. Storytelling is about nuance, and a
powerful way to encode and convey nuance is through styles.
I have my own personal vocabulary of such styles that don’t
come into play until the project gets close to being exposed to
others. They finally get skimmed off when publishing
because no one wants to learn a private system of writing.
But I have one, and you might benefit from one as well,
depending on what you do and how good you want to be at it.
Styles for Linking, Annotation, Metadata, and Tagging

Here’s where things get more unassailably useful.
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The point is that we may soon see “derived” text that isn’t
quite what the source created. It has been transformed by
your services. The manner and degree of that transformation
may usefully be conveyed, yes, by styles.
And incidentally, the eye is a marvelous machine that can
discriminate among extremely subtle changes. We need not
be talking about a Crayola explosion, especially if your eye is
attuned.

But both Tinderbox’s agents and Spotlight’s smart folders
are flat collection containers. That’s boring and a heavy
limitation. Some outline-savvy developer will catch on soon
and give us Spotlight results in an outliner, perhaps
something like DEVONthink2 and its relationship to
DEVONagent3, but with more capability to automatically
build hierarchies.

Shall We Pursue This?
I’m not at all interested in discussing my own choices of tools
and styles. But if there is interest in this, we’ll spend the next
ATPO reviewing which outliners support styles and how (and
in the context of their linking and nesting tools). We may talk
a bit about font design. And we may eventually get to tagging.
After all, if you mark something with style (as well as other
attribute tools), that tells you something about what you need
in your XML exchange standard.

Last ATPO, we noted that Circus Ponies NoteBook had been
updated to version 2. Now, both AquaMinds NoteTaker4 and
Circus Ponies have versions later than those discussed in the
dedicated ATPO column5 of a year ago. These have evolved
into two distinct products that resemble each other very little.
There are quite a few things new with NoteBook, a list
which you can review on the site. However, there are only two
that fundamentally matter to outlining. You may recall that in
ATPO’s list of outliner capabilities6, NoteBook was the only
outliner that supports what we called multi-levels. That’s
where you can have outlines, and outlines of those outlines.
In the NoteBook world, each page is an outline. These can
be collected into sections and subsections as deep as you
wish, and the index of those sections appears as a “contents”
outline, for the whole notebook and subsets of the contents
on a “divider” page between sections. Both the contents
outline of pages and the outlines in pages behave and appear
similarly. The former is hotlinked to the latter of course.
NoteBook uses the metaphor of a “notebook” with spiral
binding, cover, tabs, and turning pages. Whatever the
benefits, it has one huge disadvantage: you can have
hundreds of pages of outlines and contents, but you can never
see more than one at a time. Anyone who works with outlines
appreciates the power of being able to rearrange things
among different outlines, dragging and dropping
promiscuously. We couldn’t do this in NoteBook 1.x, but
there was a promising feature: Control-clicking on the tab of
a contents page gave a pop-up of the contents of that section.
The pop-up mirrored that page in both structure and
appearance and was a fast way to navigate. We thought it
logical to use this as way to “springload” a page as a drag
target. It was handy and fit the notebook metaphor well.
Version 2 adds two more navigation aids. A “Contents
Card” is a drawer that slides out on the left and displays the
structure of the main contents page. Clicking on a page or
section on that card takes you there and saves the trip to the
actual contents page. There’s also a “path” in the new toolbar
that optionally displays at the bottom of the notebook.
Control-clicking on a node in the path gives you a pop-up
hierarchical menu of the contents.

Circus Ponies NoteBook

The ATPO Tracker
Spotlight

Most of the Mac news recently has concerned Tiger, and most
of the buzz around Tiger is centered on Spotlight, the new
Tiger metadata strategy. Most of the ATPO power outliners
have announced the ability to reveal information to this
service. What we’ve seen so far on all corners is pretty
mundane, but I predict that this will be very big indeed.
My anticipation isn’t based on what’s advertised by Apple,
that Spotlight will make it so easy to locate files you won’t
have to rely on order in storing then anymore. Apple presents
a future of “smart folders” that collect aliases of files and
URLs based on saved “search” attributes. That iTunes
interface idea of smart playlists just seems to be taking over
the world, doesn’t it?
I expect that someone will create an outlining interface for
Spotlight results combined with applied structure and
actions. (Note that Spotlight is exclusively text-based; you
cannot yet specify a search of images that says “find all the
pictures that look like my seventh-grade teacher, Miss
Dickerson.”)
Tinderbox1 has long had the capability now supported by
Spotlight, but limited to notes within the current Tinderbox
file. It could find based on contents and metadata, make an
alias (Tinderbox calls these “clones”), and change key
attributes based on the results. Tinderbox’s basic capability is
stronger than Spotlight’s except Spotlight can potentially
touch everything reachable on the network and in the result
trigger an AppleScript (and thereby any type of script or
program).

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

http://www.eastgate.com/Tinderbox/
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All this is very cool. Now we have the same outline-ofoutlines navigation four ways: the contents page, which is at
the front of the book; the contents card, which pops out on
the left; the pop-up outline on the right by Control-clicking a
tab; and the contextual hierarchical menu on the bottom.
Hooray for outline-of-outline navigation! The screenshot is a
composite, showing all four navigation outlines at the same
time.

NoteBook is stuck with that darn stack of outlines. And
since it doesn’t have a good drag strategy, you cannot drag
your link pointer in one motion. Here’s what you do: enter
“link mode” by pressing Control-Option (or by a menu to
which you could easily attach a shortcut) and start drawing
your arrow from your cell. Then you leave link mode and
navigate however you wish to the cell or page that’s the target,
enter link mode again, and complete your arrow. It is much
like cutting and pasting.
The screenshot shows a small page with a few link badges,
to and from.

NoteBook Navigation

The bad news is that these four have four different outliner
conventions: they look and behave differently. Only the
contents page can be edited. None of these four cool things
can be used as a springloaded trigger for dragging among
pages; in other words, NoteBook can get you there fast, you
just cannot carry anything with you.
We are still limited to cut and paste; dragging between
pages of different notebooks (which is nice and a tolerable
workaround, since you can drag a completed page or page
bundle back); and dragging a structure to a page’s tab and
dropping it on the tab (or dropping on a header in the
contents card)—the structure will appear at the bottom of
that page.
(Alternatively, you can create a clipping service for a page if
you know it will be a frequent destination, but hierarchy by
this route is not preserved.)
The other new thing in NoteBook is links, which was a
major outlining gap (together with clones) in version 1.x.
NoteBook now allows links from cells (but not text blocks) to
pages and cells. The link is denoted by a badge next to the
cell, which is consistent with NoteBook’s “sticker” strategy of
graphically showing attributes. I like the implementation,
which eschews dialogs. It isn’t as cool as Tinderbox’s one
dragging motion, where you just drag the point of an arrow
from one outline element to another; but Tinderbox has the
advantage that you can actually have many copies of the
outline open so you can actually see the origin and target at
the same time.
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Links can be characterized in a rudimentary way: you can
mark them with one of seven marker colors. This is only a
small step toward rich hypermedia, but it is more than any of
the other power outliners support (other than Tinderbox).
NoteBook uses this type attribute in its SuperFind: you can
collect all sources or targets of any “color” link. It is a
potentially powerful notion, the ability to cluster cells that
have types of links in or out.
SuperFind is NoteBook’s implementation of something like
smart folders; the criteria you set are collected on a page.
They are not quite clones, but links to the found cells.
As with all the ATPO power outliners, NoteBook is worth
using. But I was hoping for more utilization of the outlining
of outlines capability. Here’s an example: suppose I had a
notebook of ideas for books. Some ideas might occur in
several books, with each potential book being outlined on
one page. At some point, one of these outlines will be selected
by me to become a real book project. At that point, I’ll want
every cell marked “section” to become a page in a new
notebook. I’d be “promoting” an outline to a meta-outline.
Not this time.
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because it has a simple outliner built-in, as we mentioned in
the very first2 ATPO. Just type Esc, then “x,” then “outlinemode” (without the quotes), and then <return>.

AquaEmacs1

Previous columns have from time to time mentioned the
open-source Emacs editor. Emacs is a very big deal: a
milestone in the open-source movement and at one time
(before the graphical user interface) the preferred
environment for hackers. It still is going strong but is not
much loved by the Mac community for a few good reasons.
Most of these are related to the fact that the Emacs user
interface is profoundly un-Mac-like. Things that are
incredibly easy for Mac users like copying and dragging and
generally mousing around require complex keyboard
commands in Emacs.
Simple things like menus, windows, and preferences are
handled differently. There’s a clear and defensible logic in
Emacs, but it is not one in any way similar to the Mac
experience. The program’s leaders haven’t been interested in
supporting Emacs on OS X, nor in exploring adaptations to
make it more Mac-like.
But a community of volunteers has taken up the challenge,
and you can now get a version of this free powerhouse that
doesn’t look alien and work unintuitively. We mention it here

1.

Emacs Outliner

The outliner doesn’t have graphical disclosure triangles,
nor mouse grabbing and dragging of sections. But if you can
tolerate working with keyboard or menus, you’ll find it has
more power in some ways than any of the ATPO power
outliners. And it is free. The screenshot shows one of the
three outlining menus, with the other two to the right.
You can find all sorts of useful features for writing and even
a built-in psychiatrist.
No matter what the outcome of your evaluation, please
thank the contributors. These folks do this for us for free and
with other open-source developers raise the bar for everyone.
There is a huge amount of online documentation on
Emacs. The best starting place is the Emacs home page3.
•••
ATPO will probably not appear every month in the future, as
I am in the midst of a rather complex project that uses several
of the applications ATPO discusses. As you can imagine,
these take a lot of effort, but as long as there is interest, I’ll
keep producing them.
2.
3.

http://www.wordtech-software.com/aquamacs.html

http://www.atpm.com/9.09/atpo.shtml
http://www.gnu.org/software/emacs/emacs.html

Copyright © 2005 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted Goranson has been thirty years in the visualization and model
abstraction field. He is slowly beginning a new user interface project4.

4.

http://www.sirius-beta.com/ALICE/
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About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Outlining and Styles, Part 2
Desktop Publishing and Readability

When I mention styles, you probably think I mean
the stuﬀ of page layout, the visual magic that makes
a page attractive and readable. I don’t mean that at
all in this column, but let’s not ingloriously abandon
that notion without comment. It is worth books in
its own right; some of these books describe principles
that all writers should know. The problem is that at a
certain point, several philosophies of design converge
and battle for your allegiance. Working out which
ones to adopt is a worthwhile exercise.
Font selection and careful design have great
power, power to enhance what you’re trying to
communicate. So please don’t avoid the incidental
message that your work flow for published items
should end with the capability to do this as well as
you can.

But there is a growing understanding of cognitive
principles for screen fonts, and you may see a new
generation of designs for screen use within a year.
They’d be used by people who want the very best
readability and functionality on screen. This would
send WYSIWYG writing to the dustbin.
Good practice for many will be to use one set of
fonts and styles for writing and another for publishing. The needs are just diﬀerent. Some unfamiliar
needs for screen styles will be covered below,
Apple sponsored the first eﬀorts at antialiasing
fonts (a notion first developed at MIT’s Media Lab2
in the eighties). It is my opinion that with some
attention to selecting the right font and size, Apple’s antialiasing algorithms do far better than what
Microsoft oﬀers in ClearType. What we are talking
about in this case are fonts not specifically designed
for screen display.
A problem is that Apple keeps tweaking the antialiasing routines. They are diﬀerent depending on
your hardware and operating system, and diﬀerent
folks react diﬀerently, with far greater variance of
preference than with printed fonts. That means that
the result of one person’s research isn’t portable to
another. Also, once you exhaustively test all your
fonts to determine the best one for you and your
equipment, you’ll have to start all over again with
a major operating system update.
Guess what? Not all applications render text the
same way even using the same settings. As it happens, applications that use straight Quartz text ren-

Screen Appearance

But this column is about working on the screen, well
before you produce something for others.
In a previous column1 , I’ve noted some things
about font design: nearly all the meaning of words
is conveyed in the top half of the line. Nearly all the
readability is in the bottom half. You can think of
the top as the melody and the bottom as the rhythm.
A huge amount of eﬀort has gone into type design
using eﬀects you should know. All type these days is
based on readability metrics derived for the printed
page. Some fonts are optimized for screen viewing,
but their design heritage still comes from the old rules
developed for the printed page. Chicago, Charcoal,
Geneva, Monaco, and Vera are all examples of this
approach. Chances are that you use one of them for
much of your screen work.
1 http://www.atpm.com/10.08/atpo.shtml

2 http://www.media.mit.edu/
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dering give you colors in the sub-pixels instead of
mere grayscale (if the Font Smoothing option is set
to LCD in System Preferences). In eﬀect, colors allows for millions more perceptual options, and Apple
knows how to leverage them.
But some applications just don’t use color, even
though they clearly use Quartz. OmniOutliner renders text using grays, for instance, although the text
in its dialogs has colors. OmniGraﬄe antialiases
text with gray pixels unless it is actively being
edited. Pages and Keynote both render with gray,
as does InDesign. Even programs that use colored
sub-pixels switch to gray when shadowed text is
used. (In Keynote you can even control the color of
the shadow.) The atpm staﬀ has come up with some
credible theories for why this is, but we won’t go into
the details here.
I suggest experimenting a lot, starting your with
a san-serif “humanist” font. Humanist fonts flare
out in spots, which flies in the face of pre-antialiased
screen font design. The old model was to have strong,
straight uprights. Apple’s (but not Microsoft’s) antialiasing routines do very well with subtle flares producing a more liquid feel. It makes words more readable because the letters (with well kerned fonts) form
more subtly identifiable assemblies.

On my machine, I use near-blacks instead of the
default black for the text color. If you have a setup
and application that already uses colored sub-pixels,
the use of color as the base has wonderful eﬀects on
the sub-pixel coloring routines. And this is amplified
when the flare serif eﬀect comes into play.

This image shows many of the eﬀects we just discussed. The
two examples have the same everything (font, size, color) but
are rendered radically diﬀerent. The top example is from
TextEdit; the bottom is from Pages.

Have fun experimenting.
One more aside: in some respects we still haven’t
reached the height of the old operating system regarding font display, and we may not again in my lifetime.
For a brief period, we had TrueType GX fonts and
display technology. GX fonts were scriptable to an
amazing degree, using an obscure language.
The most common scripts were to detect context
and swap characters; for instance, you might have
one type of “Y” in the middle of a word and another
at the end. But you could do a lot more, including all
sorts of animated eﬀects. You could, for instance, add
iridescence in the flare-serif of a drop cap, so subtle
that you couldn’t see it, but only feel it.
We ran experiments that tracked eye movement
and slightly changed a word’s display as it was read,
actually just before it was read. GX fonts made this
possible.

Styles as Metadata

Now on to our real topic. For our purposes here, to
“style” text means to assign an attribute to a block
of text, to mark it with meaning. The visual display
of styles in some way is a separate issue—related of
course.
If you are an outline user, you already have accepted the notion of one sort of attribute: the assigning of a text block as a “child” of another. You

Humanist Examples
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ATPO Power Outliners and Styling

probably also are familiar with the assigning of attributes to the containers of text blocks, attributes
like “high priority” or “this was written on such and
such a date.”
OmniOutliner3 allows assignment of tags through
columns. Most of our power outliners have tagging
or marking strategies for containers as well. Some
like NoteBook4 use “stickers,” which are graphical
tags. But just about all of them let you mark or tag
containers.
Together with linking and nesting we have the
meat and potatoes of relating containers.
In this column, we look at attributes assigned to
text blocks that are within containers, the type of
text block that can be selected by a cursor drag, for
instance.
You already use two styles frequently: emphasis
and links.
The most mundane style is for emphasis. There’s
no reason we should be limited to 300-year-old print
technology for the emphasis palette: bold, italic, underlined, quoted, or punctuated. Why should I use
the same style for laughter that I do for question emphasis? It might not change the way you write, but
now that I have let you know the barrier wasn’t really
there, you feel better, right?
The real reason we’re interested is that styles are
a good way to mark text blocks with the intent of
adding metadata. Outlining is all about structure.
All our power outliners assume the structure stops at
the envelope of the note or section. But why?
Making a hyperlink is a matter of adding metadata, metadata that says:

The high watermark for named styles in existing Mac
text-oriented programs was the old Nisus Writer5 ,
which only runs in Classic and is still sold at the
original, now-too-high price.
You could set named styles easily enough, and any
inline graphic (even graphical text) could have a style
applied as well.
But the cool thing was that it had an amazingly
powerful scripting language that recognized styles.
So you could write a macro that said something like:
Find all the text styled with “mild bold”
that is in paragraphs marked “done” and
that don’t have dates in them, select
them all, mark them with style “OK”
(which may modify visibility diﬀerently),
and make a copy of only those paragraphs
in a new document with the following
new styles. . .
I wrote the most extraordinarily complex style
management and outliner system using Nisus and its
macro system as a base. There’s nothing like it on
Mac OS X, certainly not Nisus Writer Express6 .
If we had something like this today, we could
splice on all sorts of cool analyses that used facilities like we mention in the comment on DEVONthink
below.
Clearly, the ideal minimal behavior would be that
when we assign a style, the application recognizes it
and helps us do something about it. We should be
able to see the style or not at our option.
In this section, we’ll review what the existing state
of support is from our ATPO power outliner list, running through it in alphabetical order.
No outliner does a good enough job, but we’ll
show you what you can do today, then suggest capabilities for the future.

Spring from this text block to this place
here. Don’t bother to show me the destination until I get there, but show me that
this is a link by underlining and turning
blue.

Circus Ponies NoteBook7
NoteBook supports text styles in two ways.
One way concerns “favorites.” The simplest way
for this to be supported is for the outliner to let use
the built-in Favorites list in Apple’s font panel, which
all good application citizens do.
NoteBook uses a system service to go one better
(but not much better). Instead of forcing you to go
through Apple’s font panel, you can work with similar

Putting a text block in quotes is also a matter of
adding metadata. Some day, Spotlight might even
recognize text marked in this way (and others).
Highlighting a text block adds an attribute, one
that some of our power outliners recognize as such.
Let’s review what we can do today and then speculate on what we should demand in the future.
3 http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnioutliner
/pro/
4 http://www.circusponies.com

5 http://www.atpm.com/8.03/nisus.shtml

6 http://www.atpm.com/10.11/nisus.shtml
7 http://www.circusponies.com
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capabilities via built-in style management. You use
Format menu commands to determine your styles in
a document. You can alternatively use the font panel,
but NoteBook provides better access to kerning control and alternative characters like ligatures through
the menus.
Once you create a style, you open the Style Sheet
shown in the screenshot.

Circus Ponies NoteBook Style Sheet

Then by clicking the next or previous buttons, you
browse through every style you’ve set. If you hit one
that you’d like to save in the application’s memory,
click Favorite Styles and enter a name for it. You can
save “ruler” information such as justification in the
style.
It’s nice, but there’s no way to apply these favorites without going through the sheet again.
Much more interesting is the support for highlighting. You can set six diﬀerent highlight colors
and easily highlight text blocks. NoteBook automatically builds an index of all highlighted text collected
by color. That’s very nice, since you don’t even have
to think about it: go there and find it.
But more powerful is the Super-Find search feature.

Circus Ponies NoteBook Super-Find

You cannot do Boolean queries like finding stuﬀ
that has “this or that” or “this but not that.” It is
just an “and” search. But the ability to search on
factors that mix cell and text metadata is a powerful
idea. The report page where the results are shown is
particularly elegant.
I think that with a little noise from users, Circus
Ponies will beef this up to include making highlighting invisible, allowing highlight types to be named,
and adding Boolean searches and regular expressions
(which is a complete way to search for text patterns).
Hog Bay Notebook8
Hog Bay Notebook has a lot of things to recommend
it, but support for styles is not one of them.
The only thing that could be said of HBN is that
it has the same Favorites sheet as Circus Ponies NoteBook, as provided by the system. Each page is saved
internally as an RTF document that you could (if
8 http://www.hogbaysoftware.com/
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you want) open and edit in another application with
styles intact. That’s a big advantage.

NoteTaker Style Menu

In NoteTaker, you highlight text by Commanddragging text blocks. Colors are easily set or changed;
there is no small selection as with, say Finder labels.
NoteTaker has a feature like Circus Ponies’
Super-Find. It is called Highlight and Summarize
but doesn’t search for marked or styled text. NoteTaker’s AppleScript support is pretty good, but
scripts cannot “see” styles or highlights.
Of all the power outliners, NoteTaker seems to
be adding major features the fastest. Users should
get on AquaMinds’ case because they are behind the
curve on style support. They should start with making things visible to scripters who can add their own
features.

Hog Bay Notebook Style Sheet

Hog Bay Software is highly attuned to user feedback. I bet it would consider better style support
if asked. HBN has a pretty sophisticated “assemble” feature that “flattens” an internally hyperlinked
outline with clones into a linear document. This is
eﬀectively a translation. Wouldn’t it be cool if that
translation operated on styles in a user-settable way?
(Hog Bay, incidentally, is the only power outliner
that mentions the competition by name and features
in its documentation. The next version may change
the name.)
NoteTaker9
NoteTaker has a favorite style selector, like some of
the other power outliners. But its selection is in the
menus. That matters because any menu item can
have a key command associated with it.

OmniOutliner10
OmniOutliner has a complex system for setting and
managing styles. It is mainly applicable to header
styles. Header styles aren’t of much interest to us in
this column. The idea with header styles is that you
set a style that is adopted for all headers of a particular level. If you demote a header then it takes on
the style of the lower level. TAO11 and Inspiration12
also have settings for this.
In the OmniOutliner world, you use the same controls to override the defaults for both headers and
notes. The user interface makes sense, but it is hard
to grasp at first because it is unlike anything you have

9 http://www.aquaminds.com/

10 http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnioutliner
/pro/
11 http://blue-beach-systems.com/Products/Software/TA
O/
12 http://www.inspiration.com
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seen. The screenshot shows the major elements: a
style inspector where you can see and set attributes
for the selected header or text, a similar display in
the lower left that shows info about the documents’
styles, and a toggled overlay on the right that gives
some indication of what is applied where so far as
headers.

OmniOutliner Note Styles

OmniOutliner Header Styles

You can cut and paste styles, which is very nice,
Another screenshot shows the “note” area, which
but
there is no system to name styles. For instance,
is what we really care about. Things are much weaker
you
cannot
set up a style as “mild bold,” which would
there.
take whatever the style was and lighten the color a
bit and darken the shadow, both based on what was
there.
OmniOutliner has terrific AppleScript support,
but scripts cannot see styles, so you can’t do anything with them. I’m willing to bet that with enough
requests, Omni Group will give us named styles in
the note field and the ability of AppleScripts to see
and modify them.
Tao13
Tao is a purist’s outliner with the best developed facility for outline manipulation among our power outliners. It has a “style sheet” feature that sets default
styles for the outline. And among its many palettes
is the one shown below.
13 http://blue-beach-systems.com/Products/Software/TA

O/
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a color assignment that shows in the map view. It
is handy in that view but not helpful for our topic
here.
The good thing about these “styles” is that they
are scriptable to some extent. Tinderbox has agents
and rules that are little scripts. You can do the obvious: collect all notes that have a link type (and
perhaps other attributes in a complex combination)
and do something useful with them, perhaps gather
them all in a clone (which Tinderbox calls an agent).
I’ll bet that with a little reminder, Eastgate will
give us the ability to have typed links that have
assignable text attributes.
The screenshot shows the Tinderbox link type selector.

Tao Favorites Palette

You can store ten Favorite Fonts on this palette,
no more and no fewer. You use this palette by selecting text in notes or headers then clicking the button
you want. It isn’t quite named fonts, since you cannot assign names. The descriptions, as you can see,
don’t include information other than font name and
size. And you cannot see the whole line.
I think Tao is positioning itself as a writer’s tool.
In that case, the support for named styles that retain
their identity on export to Word and Pages certainly
is in the future. But remind Blue Beach Systems,
won’t you?

Tinderbox Link Type Selector

Stuﬀ That Would Be Cool

Well, that’s the rather dismal state of aﬀairs in our
power outliner community so far as style awareness
and management. But then again, our computing
platform is still young as are all these applications.
I believe the future in this regard is up to the intellectual marketplace. But we have something the Windows users don’t, a vital competitive environment in
that intellectual economy and a more sophisticated
user base. My contribution is to suggest a few things
you might consider demanding.
We need to have support for arbitrary styles in
notes.
Styles should be nameable and inherit properties or attributes from previously applied styles, for

14

Tinderbox
Tinderbox allows text to be marked in an indirect
way. You can select a text block and assign a link to
it. Tinderbox links are named, and you can create
any number of custom-named links. Links can overlap, and text blocks can have any number of links
assigned.
All links, regardless of name, look the same
appearance-wise; they turn a color set in the preferences. The default is blue. You can use these links as
a style marker, with only the blue visible indicator,
at least in the text view. Each link type does have
14 http://www.eastgate.com/Tinderbox/
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instance you might have an “emphasize” style that
lightens and emboldens what was there. They should
be overlappable so that multiple character styles can
be applied to the same text block or overlapping text
blocks.
Styles should have assignable appearances that
are easily turned oﬀ or viewed independently. Some
styles should be “invisible” or conditional text. Invisible means it is as though the marked text wasn’t
there unless made visible. Conditional means that
the marked text only appears under certain conditions. This is often used in technical manuals, which
cite commands that exist in diﬀerent languages.
Many OS X applications already have language
“styles” so you can mix diﬀerent languages, even
right-to-left and left-to-right languages, in the same
paragraph. These should be integrated into the
general style management system so that behaviors
can be controlled under diﬀerent conditions.
Styles must be visible to all the appropriate application services. This includes search of course, but
could include indexing, bookmarking, linking, and
gathering. Styles should also be visible to system services, for instance Spotlight. Scripts and Automator
actions need to see, reason about, and change styles.
A standard specification of styles should be built
into whatever XML standard the industry comes up
with to complement the sparse OPML. Named styles
should convey to common workflow targets like Word,
InDesign, and Pages.
Styles should be typeable and capable of holding metadata. The typeable notion means that in
addition to inheritance trees (like our embolden example), styles can have diﬀerent behavior specified
in the trees. An simple example might be a class of
draft or editing styles that behave diﬀerently than
“permanent” ones.
The metadata concept is a little diﬀerent. Some
common metadata for a style might be when it was
applied and by whom, and in the case of multiple
styles in what order. A more advanced notion concerns the class of tags a reader remarked on15 in a
comment to our last column concerning quantitative
data analysis (QDA). QDA allows assigned and computed information to be added to text so that associated text can be linked in some way. QDA is one
example of a larger class of techniques that analyze
text, add information, possibly make inferences, and
may alter the text as a result.

This is often done by maintaining a separate
metadata file that points to locations in the target
text. It is much, much better to attach the relevant
metadata directly to the text block as an attribute or
annotation of the style. Suppose, for instance, that
we had a DEVONthink-like service that scanned a
collection of text and assigned weights to text blocks
based on desired aﬃnities. Word already does this
in a simple sense when it identifies and styles what
it thinks are grammatical errors. Imagine if the
DEVON-like service deposited this aﬃnity data on
top of the text blocks as it did diﬀerent things. Suppose it wasn’t a DEVON-like thing but something
that actually teased out meaning and suggested
a “gather” operation for collection of clones in a
location.
For instance, “scan this document and collect
linked copies of all the hate speech in an appendix.”
Other types of metadata would be functions. Simple functions would be links of the type we have today
and others that are not common, like transclusion or
metaclusion, which we mentioned in an earlier column. Or it could be scripts or actions that would do
something. An extremely simple action might be a
date script. If a date in the note has this style and it
is in a paragraph or cell with certain words that denote an event like a meeting then it triggers an alarm
one hour before the time in the marked text.
Naturally there are a gazillion ideas clever people
could come up with around this idea.
We need to have a relationship between layers and
styles. I’ve already mentioned one simple style layer
notion, the notion of several parallel texts on top of
each other in several languages. When you want a
tech manual with some text in French, only that layer
is visible.
But layers can be enormously helpful in other
ways. In program code, uses are obvious, but we
focus here on writer’s tools. Word has a layered style
concept in its Track Changes feature. When I had
layers, I used them for source notes layered on draft
text, layered on rewritten text. Illustrators have had
layers for years. They are natural for text editing if
you have robust style support.
You might think it silly, but consider styles that
control animated behavior in display.
Consider styles that convey selfish behavior on the
text block so that it would use harvested metadata
to better place itself in context to convey the idea it
contains.
Think about the future. Think Diﬀerent.

15 http://www.atpm.com/11.06/atpo.shtml#18072
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The ATPO Tracker
NoteTaker16
If you haven’t looked at NoteTaker recently, give it a
revisit. It used to be the conventional wisdom that
Circus Ponies NoteBook17 was the one with the elegant interface, and its competitor NoteTaker was the
clunky one, albeit with more features.
That’s changed. NoteTaker has piled on even
more features recently, some not available elsewhere.
I suppose we’ll have to have a detailed look at some
of our power outliners soon, including NoteTaker.
Along the way of adding features, AquaMinds
started using their own product to deliver some of
their documentation. But what we’ll mention here
are two user interface–related items that appeared
in recent updates: a good drag strategy and great
links.
NoteTaker is a coherent collection of pages, each
of which is a discrete outline. These are stacked one
on top of another, so that if you are viewing one you
can’t see another. A strategy of stacking has lots of
advantages, which include several types of integration
across outlines. But it is annoying not to use “the
Mac way” to distribute pages and views all over the
place. So the question is how to handle problems like
navigation and dragging from one outline to another.
NoteTaker and NoteBook use the metaphor of
tabs for pages and sections. These are optional and
tailorable. Clicking on one takes you to that page
or section divider (which contains a table of contents
for that section). Now NoteTaker tabs are springloaded; drag a selection to a tab, hover a bit, and it
opens that page. Then you can continue your drag
to wherever you wish.
Along the way, you are dragging a small image
of the dragged material. Very nice. The screenshot
shows a three-level structure grabbed from a page in
Section 1. Our target page in Section 3 didn’t have
its own tab, so we dragged to the Section 3 divider.
It popped up the contents page, which you see in the
shot. We’ll then continue the drag to the “Page 3–2”
entry which will pop up that page. We’ll then drop
the structure wherever we want on that page. One
motion to target.

NoteTaker Drag

Regular readers may recall my account18 of a
legacy outliner called Palimpsest. It was a wonderful
program with links that were even better than Tinderbox’s in some ways. You could specify a link with
a trackable named type, make it two-way or make
it a sort of halfway where it pops up an annotation
window, rather like a note.
Tinderbox supports the first. NoteTaker now supports the latter two. An annotation can be a text
note or a spoken recording. All annotations are collected in a special section, so you could consider them
hyperlinked endnotes if you wish.
A link can trigger a URL or an AppleScript, or
you can link to an entry in Apple’s Address Book.
18 http://www.atpm.com/10.03/atpo.shtml

16 http://www.aquaminds.com/

17 http://www.circusponies.com
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The second service is why the thing exists: a combination of associative search technologies using techniques loosely called “artificial intelligence.” This
also sets the thing apart from other commercial programs available to the Mac. It appears to index by
word and build “fuzzy sets” from combinations of
words. That means that when you search by a couple words, you’ll get the documents that have those
words, as you would with Google and Spotlight. But
if you open a document and click the See Also button, something unique happens. DEVON takes all
the patterns in the current document and looks for
matches in every document in the database. Then
it produces a ranked list of all the documents with
similar word patterns. Alternatively, you could have
clicked a Suggest button and it would have given a
ranked listing of all the “groups” to which you might
assign the document. This is cool stuﬀ, and the bigger the database and the messier, the better this fuzzy
search works.
That notion of “group” brings us to the third service that is bolted on. It’s an outliner. Groups are
what ATPO calls “headers,” but in this case the outline view shows them as folders because they can only
contain.
The screenshot shows an experiment with a very
technical database. The See Also ranking is in the
drawer on the right. The outline of groups is on the
left.

NoteTaker Links

This is well thought out, and all these disparate
linking functions are handled consistently. You can’t
create a link by dragging as in Tinderbox, but it is a
job well done nonetheless.

DEVONthink Pro19
After what seems like a two-year delay, DEVONtechnologies released their DEVONthink Pro version. Almost. The current version is in beta as I write this,
but it seems extremely stable.
ATPO has always included DEVONthink in its
list of power outliners, but that’s not because it is a
particularly good outliner. It is a knowledgebase—
to outlining as Tiger’s Spotlight technology is to the
Finder. Spotlight has a lot of buzz at the moment, so
the appearance of DEVONthink Pro gives an opportunity to reflect on search technology in information
managers.
First a description. DEVONthink now has three
versions with possibly a fourth to come. They all
have the same design. At the core is a document
database. I don’t know the proprietary technology
they use, but it handles huge databases well. Onto
that are grafted three services—that’s my term.
The first is an import and indexing service. This
is still the most capable of any of our ATPO power
DEVONthink Pro
outliners in terms of the number of document types it
handles. Also, you can initiate the importing or pastThis outliner “service” was the last of the three to
ing by an impressive variety of ways. It indexes PDFs appear. It is pretty mature in some ways. It necessarthat have text layers (which nearly all do). Excel and ily supports clones, since a document can be in many
some QuickTime formats don’t work yet.
groups. These are true clones in the sense that they
are equal pointers to the same document; eliminating
19 http://www.devon-technologies.com/products/devonth
any one pointer doesn’t disturb the other. That’s in
ink/overview.php
contrast to the Finder where a document seems to
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be in only one “place,” and has pointers as aliases
spread around. Killing the original leaves the aliases
pointing to dead air.
DEVON supports links from text blocks to documents and groups within the database, “wiki” type
links where any phrase links to a group with that
phrase as its name, and links to files and URLs. This
latest version adds a lot of niceties; the most important to ATPO are AppleScriptability and the ability
to export.
DEVONthink in the past has been easy to get
stuﬀ into and work with, but hell to get structured document groups out. That contrasted it to
Tinderbox20 , in which it is easy to build structure
and get things out, but diﬃcult to get things in.
Now you can export DEVONthink files to HTML,
OPML, and OmniOutliner. Good deal.
Now to the controversy. Many ATPO readers use
outlines as a part of a workflow or reference resource.
The idea is that over time you may add stuﬀ, but you
are also modifying what you have and restructuring
it to make it better. This is the use that the collected
conventions of outlining support the best.
The Finder is an outliner—has been for the
longest time. That’s how most of us use it and why
most Finder-related tools evolved as they have. With
iTunes, Apple made smart folders a key element of
what has become an interface standard. (Smart
folders have been a part of the Unix world for twenty
years, and Microsoft, IBM, Taligent, and Apple
toyed with them long ago. Only recently has Apple
added them as a mainstream addition to the Finder
outlining paradigm.) Tinderbox is entirely consonant with this notion that when you add structure,
it matters.
Spotlight at the moment is a potential disaster
both functionally and in terms of what it implies
when the usually insightful Steve Jobs says the Finder
could be replaced. The idea, I suppose, is that the
structure will appear only when you want it and then
in as much detail as you want. Why sort your laundry if a robot will hand you a red sock when you need
it?
Because it doesn’t work, that’s why. There’s more
to documents than looking for words; you need to
look for meaning. For a search engine to work well,
it would need to know what a document says or infers,
or denies. And—more importantly—it would need to
know what you need, even if you can’t express it or
logically work it out.

DEVONthink’s value for me is that it has a
tremendous tool to suggest structure by its fuzzy
associations that I can then use to build groups. The
trick is, then, how do I take advantage of that new
structure I’ve added?
And this is where I think DEVONthink has a long
way to go. It won’t tell me what its search algorithms are or how they are weighted. I’m someone—
admittedly an atypical user—who could understand
that and wish to tinker with the settings. In fact, I
believe that the settings could be exposed in such a
way that many users would understand the controls.
Since I can’t understand nor control how it associates, I will always mistrust it. And I’ll want to
build or purchase my own modules. I’m pretty sure
DEVONthink is set up do this; DEVON has a new
investor that does intelligence work who will likely
be adding its own modules, almost certainly based
on n-grams.
(About n-grams: Since you’re not actually indexing the meaning of words, why bother to index the
whole word? After all, there are vastly fewer combinations of two or three letters than there are whole
words in all languages. As it turns out, you can get
just as good patterns with these as with whole words,
but with vastly fewer resources, and allowing incredibly more eﬃcient pattern matching techniques. The
spy guys like this because they could be dealing with
tens of millions of unindexed items at a whack.)
Incidentally, DEVONthink’s likely competitor
will be a company backed by In-Q-Tel21 (the CIAlinked venture capital fund) that claims not only
to index words but also the “meaning” of them.
(Disclaimer: I was on the panel that helped set up
In-Q-Tel and am an outspoken critic of how it turned
out.) Whatever they can actually do, I guarantee it
is less than the hype.
Back to my heartburn with DEVONthink. After I
add structure by links and gathering things in groups,
I want the search engine to heavily weight that new
structure. DEVON says it does, but my experiments
show otherwise.
Worse, I can’t export all the structure, which
means I can’t use it in my workflow. If I select
OPML or OmniOutliner export, I can export the
nesting structure I’ve built, but all links are lost. If I
select HTML export, all the links are there but not
the tediously performed grouping!
21 http://www.inqtel.com

20 http://www.eastgate.com/Tinderbox/
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DEVONthink is way ahead of Spotlight, which I to a wide variety of possibilities. Rules allow such
find totally useless. It is clearly the best we have so transformations without the necessity of collecting.
far, but it still has a way to go.
Rules have turned out to be popular, but it
slows things down to have hundreds of scripts conTinderbox22
stantly working on perhaps tens of thousands of
Tinderbox is now at version 2.5. The latest version, entities. Now you can set a priority so that some of
as always, has a long list of new stuﬀ which you can these scripts trigger less frequently. Makes all the
review on the site. Three features are worth mention- diﬀerence.
ing in the tracker context.
What else? Tinderbox now imports OPML!
The first is trivial in a way but makes me feel This is good for the obvious reason: now you
warm. ATPO may have been influential in getting can get stuﬀ into it from your other tools, for inEastgate to change their System 7–style disclosure stance NovaMind23 . But as we mentioned before in
triangles to modern, antialiased ones. Who says we our XML column24 , OPML doesn’t transmit all the
haven’t got clout?
structure from any of our power outliners.
I think this puts Tinderbox on a path to being able to leverage what Dave Winer is now
cooking up with OPML25 . He has something called
Instant Outlining, which is something like an entrylevel “transclusion,” which we’ve described before.
Transclusion is a simple notion that a part of a
document can consist of content imported live from
another document to which it is hot-linked.
If instant outlining works as described, the master
document will be a Web-published outline where the
content is from many diﬀerent sources. New sources
can start at any level and interpolate content between existing children. We’ll see. Half of his stuﬀ
becomes important parts of the landscape, both as
tools and impediments to doing things more powerfully, depending on your notions of what’s possible.
Copyright © 2005 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted
Goranson is an older guy living in Virginia Beach. He is a
writer and consultant always open to and currently looking
for opportunities.

Tinderbox Arrows

More directly useful is what they did to header
styles in the last upgrade a couple of months back.
As we mentioned above, they now have header styles
that are individually controllable, manually or by a
script.
They introduced “rules” last time around.
They’ve always had these in association with what
they call “agents.” Agents find notes according to
criteria you specify, collect them in new outline entries, and additionally transform the notes according

23 http://www.nova-mind.com/

24 http://www.atpm.com/11.04/atpo.shtml

22 http://www.eastgate.com/Tinderbox/
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About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

TAO and OmniOutliner Pro

Your ATPO guy here is responding to reader requests
OmniOutliner Pro4 is from Omni Group, which
this time. The most requested topic I have is to com- also sells OmniGraﬄe5 and OmniWeb6 . OmniOutpare our two top traditional power outliners, so here liner Pro is $70, though a junior version7 is $40.
goes.
We’ll only be talking about the Pro version here,
because if you are contrasting the two you are likely
a serious user. The Omni Group is a long-time developer, starting with the NeXT platform in 1989.
They follow more traditional, longer development cycles with public betas and such. They produce a
boxed version as well.
What we’ll be talking about here are TAO 1.1
and OmniOutliner 3. Each was announced as having
MORE as its model. Both are Cocoa applications.
Both have loyal, even militant, users.
And what we’ll be assuming here is only one of the
several
usage patterns outliners cover. In the past,
OmniOutliner Pro and TAO Icons
we’ve noted that outliners are used for information
We have quite a few outliners in our list of power storage and management; clipboard and scrapbook
outliners. I think I can recommend any of them de- utilities; and list, to-do, and task management. All
pending on how your mind works. But only these two of those plus the original use that has outlining as a
trace their lineage to what many users consider the writing tool.
In what concerns us here, a writer starts with a
reference application.
The first commercial, shrink-wrapped outliner of collection of material and adds structure, or the other
any significance was MORE. If you are unfamiliar way around. Over time, she adds material by writing
with it, you might want to refer to an atpm piece1 by or borrowing and at the same time adds and changes
Michael Tsai or an earlier ATPO column2 that men- structure. For people who work this way, an outliner
tions it and all the siblings it inspired on the original is the center of their creative universe, and the selection of a tool is no trivial matter. It is in essence your
Mac OS.
3
TAO is $30 or $34 depending on the payment writing partner.
Clearly, if you are a writer, this writing mode ensystem used. Blue Beach Systems is the developer,
compasses
and subsumes all the others, depending
which seems to be one man: Takashi T. Hamada.
on
how
you
choose to work and what possibilities the
TAO updates appear every week or so, a result (the
tools
empower.
developer says) of his background in Linux developI am sure I will get all sorts of reminders that
ment. I have gone through six minor updates since
all
the ATPO power outliners can be used for this
starting this column! Bugs are fixed quickly, feedback
purpose.
Indeed, there are lots of other, non-outliner
by e-mail is fast, and the development pace seems
tools
that
address this space as well. In fact, I use
rapid.
most of them and for this purpose.
1 http://www.atpm.com/5.09/paradigm.shtml

4 http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnioutliner
/pro/
5 http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnigraffle/
6 http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omniweb/
7 http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnioutliner
/

2 http://www.atpm.com/10.03/atpo.shtml

O/

3 http://blue-beach-systems.com/Products/Software/TA
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(I spread my work around among outliners in part
because I want to stay familiar with them. You just
cannot do this by jumping in and out. As I am open
to acquiring and learning many applications, I find
that certain projects and certain outliners are good
fits. But these things are so hard to master that I
think nearly every ATPO reader will settle on one
main tool.)
So for the remainder of this column, I won’t mention how this or that other power outliner might work
better. But there will be one exception. Inspiration8
has been around for a very long time. It was originally Mac-only but now sells mostly on Windows. It
was originally designed to address this usage as a serious writer’s tool, but for the last six or seven years
has been repurposed as brainstorming for school kids.
It can be bought only in boxed versions from resellers
at diﬀering prices. The lowest I found was $59.
Inspiration runs on OS X but never changed its
user interface to suit. It has a serviceable built-in
mind-mapper. You can find lots of mention of it in my
earlier columns and in an atpm review9 by Gregory
Tetrault. Inspiration is still loved by many writers
who e-mail me.
One other piece of introductory chaﬀ before we
begin looking in earnest. My last column10 was on
styles. I said that OmniOutliner did not support
named styles.
This is incorrect. It does. In fact, when version
3 came out, ATPO made a big deal of its support
for named styles. I use that feature nearly every day!
My defense is that these columns take a very long
time, and I leave all the familiar stuﬀ until the very
last moment. The last moment for that column found
me stranded overnight at Charles de Gaulle Airport,
certainly one of the most inhospitable places in the
world. France and all that.
Or maybe you will believe it was a mistake made
by a new intern. We’ll fix that bad information with
this column.

I fully expect you readers to walk away from this
column preferring either one in equal proportion.
Here’s the first indicator: Omni Group designs
software in a way that I like to think of as the “Mac
way.” This designation may be controversial because
so few well-trod Mac programs—and especially Apple’s own applications—have this philosophy.
What I mean by this is that the user’s actions
come first in terms of design. An outliner is all about
interaction, how a user interacts with text (usually
mostly text in this use). Designing the “Mac way”
means you worry about the interaction first, the space
between the words and the mind that is filled with
screen display and hand motions. You design outside
in, appending features to the interface.
Omni’s applications routinely win design awards
because they start with all the user interface niceties
at their disposal and create something that seems coherent. In version 3, they had to develop some new
interface conventions for styles. When they issue a
beta, it is primarily to see how well the interface additions work. It is impossible to envision OmniOutliner
as a Windows application.
TAO comes from the other end of the development
philosophy spectrum. The idea here is that real writers need power. Power and capability are king. You
start with empowering users to do real work. You
design your application from the inside out. User interfaces are pretty standard these days. As long as
you are not targeting the kiddie or beginner market,
you don’t need pretty. What you need is cleanliness,
and consistency. Control is primarily something for
the keyboard—these users are writers after all.
One can easily envision TAO on other platforms.
It all springs—everything below—from this philosophical diﬀerence. It’s something that has been the
stuﬀ of religious arguments for decades, and in a way
is behind the dual identities of OS X: Aqua and Unix.
If you haven’t already frozen your position on this, at
least wait until the end of the column.
Here’s a quick feature comparison:
They both support the ordinary outlining functions; have user defined columns; allow toggling
between displaying notes in-line and in a separate
pane (TAO calls them “comments” like MORE did);
OPML import and export; style templates; links to
files and URLs.
TAO uniquely has clones; a split pane editor; zooming; internal links; live metadata; and
encrypted save.

Some Overview

I love writing ATPO, and this column is a particular joy. That’s because these are really two entirely
diﬀerent approaches to the same problem. The more
closely you compare them, the more you will understand how you feel about your needs and work philosophy.
8 http://www.inspiration.com/productinfo/inspiration
/index.cfm
9 http://www.atpm.com/9.02/inspiration.shtml
10 http://www.atpm.com/11.08/atpo.shtml
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OmniOutliner uniquely has named styles; very
good AppleScript support; live batch find; folded
editing; bookmark drawer; clipping service; folded
editing; native format as XML; export to Keynote,
Word, and dynamic HTML (with collapsible arrows).

Normal Outlining Navigation

Let’s first take a look at the basics, how each supports
the creation and movement of headers or section titles. In this area, TAO really shines.
Both outliners have commands to do the basics:
enter new items as siblings or children and move them
around. The screenshot shows comparative outlining
command menus.
OmniOutliner Drag

If you are a mouse person rather than a keyboard
one. OmniOutliner allows you to “split” much more
flexibly than TAO. Just select a text block from any
header or note (!) and drag it anywhere to make a
new header. In TAO, you can only drag text blocks
into another text block.
TAO’s feedback, indeed its whole approach to
screen presence, is decidedly un-Mac-like. But everything is there for what turns out to be a useful
reason. In the shot below is the drag feedback.

OmniOutliner Menu on the Left, TAO on the Right

The shot should tell you that TAO starts with the
notion of outline manipulation. See that “split” submenu? That is handy as all getout for many writers,
the kind who just sort of start with a structure and
fiddle with it as they go. You can rearrange headers
of course, but the ability to split and join them is
magic when you need it. Just magic.
TAO and OmniOutliner both have logical keyboard commands for navigation and selection, but
TAO has far more. If you don’t like TAO’s you can
change every one in the preferences. TAO’s command
set really is more advantageous for the person who
likes to stick to the keyboard.
I myself relate to the structure as a graphic convention and like to grab things and noodle around
with them. So the user interface for dragging and
reorganizing is important to me. I have always liked
OmniOutliner’s drag interface. It seems to coincide
with Mac conventions well. It is very clear what is
selected and where it is going.

ATPM 11.10

TAO Drag

Not as colorful, is it? It is a no nonsense sort
of attitude that pervades the application in all areas
except one, the comically irrelevant palettes. Here’s
the palette that matches the Reorg menu.
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Both outliners have an ordinary hoist function.
That’s where a header and its children, if selected,
are the only elements of the outline that are visible.
Both allow notes to be displayed inline or individually below. The inline display is nearly essential if you
are a writer. The outline headers become your section titles and the notes the section contents. Seeing
them inline allows you to see the structure and content more like it really is. TAO allows the non-inline
view to be at the bottom or the right.
A word about notes. TAO deals with notes like
MORE did, even calling them comments. They are a
sort of metadata added to the headers. OmniOutliner
treats them as if they were part of the document,
with their own collapse widget. In TAO, there is a
small box to indicate that a note is attached to a
header, but you cannot click on that little box to
open the note. There is a menu item but no default
key command. Very unhandy.
TAO has about eight more of these little indicators following the MORE convention. They tell you
whether a header is cloned, marked, has a stylesheet,
is linked to or from, is locked, and/or is bookmarked.
TAO is the only Mac outliner I can recall that
continues to use the MORE convention of having a
“root.” That means that any outline can have only
one level 1 header.
One more thing in the basic outlining department.
OmniOutliner supports folding. This is a diﬀerent
type of collapsing, where multiline entries, whether
headers or notes, are reduced to just their first line.
ATPO really likes this. The main value of an outline
to a writer is that you can step back and see the
structure of a complex document, then zoom in on a
section to see or add detail.
The high-level view is hard to see when you have
full paragraphs of note text. Folding helps a huge a
amount if this is something you need.

TAO’s Reorganization Palette

I cannot imagine anyone resorting to this mess
when direct drag, menus, and keyboard commands
are available.
Both OmniOutliner and TAO have a “group”
command that takes selected headers and moves
them under a new header.
Something else about TAO’s selection feedback.
The author is obsessed with metadata. There are
all sorts of fields you can display that tell you things
about your outline and its components like how many
letters and words it has, and when they were created
and modified. When you select a header, a box appears to tell you things about what you selected. See
the grey box in the lower right.

Clones and Hyperlinks

You can already see that there will be no clear winner
between these two. It is purely a matter of what you
need and how you work. But there is one area of
outlining capability where TAO is supreme. For some
reason, Omni Group decided not to implement clones
and internal hyperlinks. Remember, this is version 3
TAO’s Selection Feedback
we are talking about.
We won’t mention all the metadata fields and disA clone is a copy of a header, very similar to
play options in TAO. But they are numerous, and I aliases in the Finder. The diﬀerence is that when
am sure for every one of them there are users who you make a clone, you are making an identical twin.
believe that information essential.

ATPM 11.10
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scriptability, and that’s a major lack. NoteTaker11
and Hog Bay Notebook12 have AppleScriptability.
Beach Systems says scripting is supposed to appear in version 1.2. Until then, it is nearly as big a
hole as OmniOutliner’s lack of clones and links.

Change one and the other changes. Delete one and
the other remains.
Hyperlinks are common among ATPO power
outliners, but OmniOutliner doesn’t support them.
TAO’s links aren’t as robust as in other power outliners. You can only link from a header to another
header. But the provision for doing this with a
mouse is elegant.

Columns

Columns are for metadata. Nearly every power outliner has some columns, but these two are the only
ones that support user-defined columns. Columns are
something that appeared in the second generation of
outliners, and they can be incredibly useful.
What you need is the ability to add columns, specify their type (date, number, values from a pop-up
list), show and hide them, sort by them, and add
values where appropriate.
OmniOutliner’s first version had columns, and its
current implementation supports all of these.
You can define columns that are of type: number,
styled text, date, time duration, checkbox, and popup list. Numbers and dates can have their format
specified. Numbers and durations can be summed,
or displayed as the maximum or average. You can
sort and search on any of these. Checkboxes have
their own “summing” function. Sums can be hidden
(calculated but not shown).
You can readily drag columns around. Columns
are among the nicest things in OmniOutliner and lend
themselves to all sorts of uses. Since columns can
have styled text, you can use these as notes of notes.
(There’s still no ability to have a column type be an
outline.)
TAO’s support for columns is recent. It supports
the very same types and functions. Actually, it has
more column types because certain computed metadata is managed and displayed as columns: date created, modified, word and character counts, line number, paragraph number, level, and something I don’t
understand yet: “tag.”
I should note that TAO has a lot of these things
that appear without documentation, and may appear
in a partial implementation, and it is up to the user to
figure them out. For instance, there is an “invisible”
attribute that you can assign to a header. It turns
the disclosure triangle grey. The help says there is a
command to hide/show invisibles, but it hasn’t appeared.

TAO’s Linking

No one will champion outlining as useful structure
more than I. But outlines don’t lend themselves well
to real life. Sometimes you need something in more
than one place. Sometimes you need to relate two
blocks or locations in a way other that hierarchically.
Links and clones are the best way around this limit.
OmniOutliner is hugely deficient in this area, but
it does have something interesting, something very
like iTunes’ “smart folders.” You can set a “batch
find” search string and find all the instances of that
string in the outline. They appear in a list in the
utility drawer with as much context as you want (just
drag the drawer wider) and the parent header below.
These results update in real time as you change the
outline.
You cannot save batch finds, nor have more than
one batch find active.

Scripting

If OmniOutliner is embarrassed about clones and
links, TAO must be about its complete lack of AppleScriptability. It has none. Power outliners need

ATPM 11.10
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TAO has no summing of columns, and its sorting is less amazing than OmniOutliner’s. With OmniOutliner you can select any column, even the one
with the outline, and sort on the values in it. (The
main outline can have any of the types of the other
columns.) In TAO, you can only sort the first column
using some canned sorts (descending, date created,
and so on).

Editing Tools

Since we are talking about writing, you have to consider how powerful the environment is for actual writing. TAO’s strongest supporters tout this as well as
the outlining commands as TAO’s core strengths.
TAO has a splittable editor, which is extremely
handy in any editor but particularly so in an outlining environment where re-organization is an assumed
need. The editor can “zoom,” which in TAO parlance
means “full screen mode.” We’ve already mentioned
TAO’s remarkable tracking of metadata. The screenshot shows the full TAO window (without those vexing palettes). You can see the split editor here, a link,
lots of columns, and metadata reports in the bar at
the bottom.

TAO’s Map Pane

TAO also allows saving in an encrypted form. It
is weak encryption, nothing to keep the NSA busy for
long. But it is strong enough to keep snoops out of
the stuﬀ you don’t want exposed.
OmniOutliner has its own editing joys. One we
should have mentioned already is that it just looks
and feels friendly. It invites. The user interface—
except for the style interface—is clean and intuitive:
writer-friendly.
The very best thing is that if you are a writer you
need to worry about steps further in the food chain.
OmniOutliner has special facilities for exporting to
Keynote, but what writers will like is how it exports
to Word.
Outliner documents have a structure: header level
so-and-so with possible notes under headers. Word
documents—well-formed ones—have a similar structure: Heading 1 and so on with “body text” under headings. OmniOutliner documents export to
well-formed Word documents so that Word’s outlining view sees the same structure. You can literally
start document creation in OmniOutliner and finish
it in Word’s outline view with the same structure
and—big applause—styles. Not styles with names,
the names don’t convey, alas, so structure at the formatting level is lost. (This is what I meant by real
named styles in my previous column.)
But all the appearance is still there.

TAO’s Editing Environment

TAO has some other cool stuﬀ. It has a “map”
window that appeared recently with no mention. It is
a little view of the entire document with a highlight
where your cursor is located. You might not think
this very useful, and I didn’t at first. But it is more
than a locator of where you are, you can navigate in
a coarse way by clicking in the map. I have no clue
what the bars on the left are.

ATPM 11.10
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And if you have a workflow built on XML, OmniOutliner’s native file format is XML now. So you
can write your own transforms however you like.
Also, if you are a writer who likes to take full
advantage of your machine, OmniOutliner can speak
your text and record voice recordings in the outline.
OmniOutliner supports a clipping service.

Styles, Stylesheets and Templates

The comparison of support for styles will appear next
month.

The Bottom Line

As you can see, it is not a matter here of features or
power. There’s a diﬀerent philosophy behind these
two great outliners. If ATPO does nothing else, I
hope the comparison of philosophies helps readers
think a bit about who they are, and how the might
work to live in and expand that world.
I use them both, in fact I use essentially all the
ATPO power outliners. But it is incredibly hard work
and induces schizophrenia. I’m pretty sure the best
thing is to discover who you are and settle into one
of the power outliners in depth, then fly.

The ATPO Tracker

The ATPO tracker will return next column.
Copyright © 2005 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted
Goranson is an older guy living in Virginia Beach. He is a
writer and consultant always open to and currently looking
for opportunities.
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About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Styles Revisited, Video Features, and a Proposal
This month’s About This Particular Outliner
(ATPO) contains three unrelated pieces.
The
first wraps up our comparison1 of TAO2 and
OmniOutliner Pro3 regarding how they handle
named styles.
The second piece sketches a new area for outlining, one that I presume allows outlining of video features.
The final section is a request for help and a proposal to establish an active community.

Named Styles in OmniOutliner and TAO

We ran out of time last column before we finished the
TAO and OmniOutliner comparison. We’ll quickly
wrap up here with the one style-related feature that
we left out of the last column: support for named
styles and their assembly into stylesheets.
OmniOutliner
Last column, we noted that the Omni Group uses a
design approach which leverages the user interface. In
their case, the focus is on the most up-to-date ideas,
and that means collapsible, docking inspectors.
1 http://www.atpm.com/11.10/atpo.shtml

O/

2 http://blue-beach-systems.com/Products/Software/TA

3 http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnioutliner
/pro/

OmniOutliner Inspectors

The screenshot shows the inspector assembly with
some of the inspector panes open. Some of the panes
have toolbar-like aﬀairs at the top. Clicking on them

ATPM 11.12
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shifts the pane to another view. That top pane, the
“Appearance” pane, is the main interface for setting
style attributes of selected text. And that’s how you
control all styles here, starting with selected text.
The controls are spread out in four areas. “Appearance” is the first.
The second is the inspector titled “Style Attributes.” This is where the attributes are displayed
rather than set. It is a bit confusing, because it isn’t
an inspector in the traditional sense, where you can
both see and change properties. In this inspector
you can only see them and, if you wish, delete them.

tle boxes? Some of them contain information; when
a color is involved, it displays that color. But otherwise you get those blue checked boxes. What do they
mean? Nothing here. Nothing at all.
On the right of the outline, we have those boxes
shown. That’s because we toggled “Style View” from
the menu and got those boxes. Here, they have some
meaning, at least when they appear. Want to know
what they mean? You’ll get no help from the documentation on that. In fact, the PDF manual sucks
when it comes to explaining the style controls.
Here’s the deal. Clicking one of those boxes tells
you what it denotes. See the screenshot below.

Style Indicators

If the box is filled with a blue checker, you’ve
changed the style. The first header has three boxes
because it has children and grandchildren, and their
styles can be aﬀected by cascading attributes from a
higher level.
OK, we went through all of that (some of which
is covered in earlier columns) as preliminary to getting to what OmniOutliner call the “Styles Palette,”
which is that pane in the lower left of the drawer.
This is where you set the default styles for the headers, notes, and columns. You simply select one and
use that Appearance inspector to modify it appropriately. Here is also where you invent named styles
apart from levels. New ones can be created by clicking the plus sign at the bottom.
Spreading the controls out in four places like this,
with four diﬀerent user interface conventions, is very
confusing at first. You can learn it, but heck. It all
makes sense, except for breaking the inspector convention of having one inspector for setting and a different one for—well—inspecting.
Now the payoﬀ. After getting your default and
named styles the way you like, you can save the document as a template. (You can also set up the default

All OmniOutliner Style Controls

This screenshot shows all four display areas. You
see the two inspectors, with the “Style Attribute” one
below. That pane shows the attributes or the selected
text. In the screenshot’s case, it is a first level header
with the text “Header 1.”
The pane tells you what the default for all first
level headers (called level one rows) would be: the
font, the color (which in this case is “cayenne”) and
so on, with the shadow attributes listed separately.
Right above that area is the name of the selected
row and any style attributes unique to that selection.
In this case, we have turned the default cayenne to
black, which is obvious in the outline behind. The
higher on the list, the higher the “priority,” meaning
in this case that the black overrides the cayenne.
I have to admit that is it confusing to me still,
and I’ve been with this since the betas. See those litATPM 11.12
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template the same way.) This is what serves as a style
sheet. You can specify any of your saved templates
as the template—the style sheet—for your new outlines using New From Template command in the File
menu.
Nice. But there is no way to take an existing
outline and apply a diﬀerent template to it, like we
could in InfoDepot ten years ago. Maybe in version
4 if we suggest it strongly enough.

tures for dependencies, rate them according to
IMDB5 user ratings, then match them against
my shooting script to tell me what the best
(that is, blockbuster) eﬀect would be, possibly
with an explicit reference to a film that uses
it.”
• “I am a platoon leader. Look at all the surveillance videos of this area of Iraq and at my
mission plan and tell me everything important
about what to look out for.”

TAO
What prevented me from finishing this little bit on
style sheets in the previous column was because I simply didn’t understand TAO’s. And I use the thing
frequently! As mentioned earlier, TAO features just
sort of appear without much explanation. You’ll recall my confusion about “tags.”
Well, a serious TAO user forwarded to me an
e-mail from the developer explaining the really
cool style and stylesheet management system that
uses tags! Wow, I thought. I can finally finish
my stylesheet comparison. Unfortunately, the tags
menu items have disappeared in the recent betas.
So alas, the final word on the TAO/OmniOutliner
comparison will wait until later.

• “I am a studio. I want to sell components for
Final Cut Pro usage. Index things in my film
vault in a way that FCP 7.0 users can license elements from me, obtain them online, and insert
them into their scenes.”
In all these cases, we’re not talking about film segments, meaning short excerpts. We’re talking about
recognizing features within the video images using a
variety of techniques, and maintaining a knowledge
base that agents and humans can use to assemble
more complex things. Edges with certain characteristics can be reasoned to belong to tanks. Softness
and angles in photographing faces can be associated
with certain dramatic eﬀects or emotions.
Before you scoﬀ, realize that the better compression schemes (like H.264) already identify the key
primitive features of what our minds use to build
these more recognizable features.
I think outlining will be key to this. I know it
will. It is a funded eﬀort so I know it will result
in something. ATPO will keep you posted on the
progress as it applies to outliners.

Outlining and Video Features

Among all my other projects (which I will spare you
from reading about), I have started a new one. Quite
interesting, it is. Since I will be inventing and discovering some things, and since I expect to be leveraging what the ATPO community has taught me about
outlining (thanks, folks), I may mention it from time
to time here.
It involves starting with a huge number of videos.
Somewhere in the middle, stuﬀ happens and an indexed library is created. At the end what you have
is something like what you might have seen in the
childishly named movie S1m0ne4 , the ability of an
unsophisticated user to recall specific elements from
a movie or to synthesize elements across movies.

An Outliner Community Proposal

Friends, I get a lot of feedback mail from my various
public projects. The first year of ATPO was an astonishing experience for me. I knew there was a need
for something like ATPO, but the upswell of feedback
was more than I expected.
This past month, my ATPO mail has crossed over.
Now, most of my e-mails are from outline users wanting more ATPO just as the column is delivering less.
I also believe we need more, and just cannot find the
time these days to give what it takes. To do these
right takes extraordinary eﬀort. Some of the earliest
ones took 60–80 hours!
I’d like to propose two things. The first is a request for help. I think we should have a meaty ATPO

• “I am a film theorist. Get for me all the shots
that involve focus that shifts from anything in
the foreground to a woman’s face that in the
fifteen minutes before or after is shown in the
same degree of closeup moving from sideshot to
near front.”
• “I am a filmmaker. Extract all the fireball
shots from the library, decompose their fea-

5 http://www.imdb.com

4 http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0258153/
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every month. I can see various ways this can work. I
can write jointly with someone, overviews like those
in the past. Even I found them useful! I can edit and
include small pieces. This will be particularly appropriate for the ATPO Tracker section. If you are new
to ATPO, that section reports on news, updates, and
the occasional small essay on something of interest.
For an example of such an essay, see the
ATPO Tracker notice about DEVONthink Pro’s
announcement6 , which commented on the limited
utility of words as metadata.
So that is the first proposal. Help me produce
ATPO and keep it useful. While you think about it,
I’ll give you some of the values I have had so far:

Those are easy to get from other sources. This
ATPO kind of journalism should be at least
halfway in the distance between the screen and
the user’s mind. (You won’t find it in the Mac
print press either, alas.)
I believe that we have had a long dry period in
software development. No new use patterns have
emerged in the longest time. We have the same product uses we have had for decades: word processing,
databases, e-mail, PIMs, and so on. Yes, I blame Microsoft for that, and have some small credentials for
that view, having been involved in managing national
research in this area for a few decades.
It is not a new observation that what we do with
our technology is mostly what we did without it: take
and manage pictures and movies, write stuﬀ, send
letters, publish and read, buy and watch or listen to
consumer entertainment, and so on. The Web has
been stuck in limbo for forever. But I get oﬀ topic.
The point is that when the next great breakthrough comes, it will likely involve outlining (and
probably the Internet and multimedia). I believe
there are technical reasons for this, but even without
them there is the fact that outliners are simply the
smartest users on machines. They are to other Mac
users as the Mac community is to the rest of the
personal computing world.
So in addition to covering the last war—the way
people used to work and still do—ATPO will cover
what could be, and perhaps should be. I think these
columns have had some influence among developers.
They tell me so, and I see it.
That was quite a ramble. But if those tenets strike
you as true, Uncle Ted needs your help. Whew, that’s
the first proposal. The second one will be more brief.
I think we are ready for a community; an e-mail list,
or forum, or Web site of some sort. Someone needs to
oﬀer to set one up and manage it. I have purchased
the domain of outliners.org that I can contribute. My
only requirement is that it be a non-commercial site
and have the same respect for users that the column
reaches for.

• Users are intelligent by nature. They want to
understand their tools and themselves. The target ATPO readers are those that use their Macs
to do real, clever, useful things; and when they
do, they want as much of a mindmeld as possible. The oars have to be frictionless. So between creative or productive bursts they will
think about who they are, how they work and
why, who they could be, and how they could
work, and what sort of tool would empower
that. In those periods of introspection, ATPO
should be one place they turn.
• Outlining is a technique, not a product. I had
some diﬃculty with a couple of the atpm staﬀ
on this at first, if you can believe it. We aren’t
dealing with a product type here, nor even a
category. We do have some clustered uses (writing, task, and to-do list management, information bases, personal information). But what
defines us is a focus on a technique and not an
application category. Outlining is one of those
rare things that truly spans user interface and
the way information is structured internally.
• ATPO doesn’t review products. atpm has a
section7 for that, a good one. It is open to
anyone. Reviews are useful things, but I like
to think of us providing focused essays on tools
and on conventions that tools use.

Copyright © 2005 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted

• The community deserves honest journalism. Goranson is senior scientist of Sirius-Beta.
You won’t find that in blogs, at least I haven’t.
Opinion we don’t need, because each reader can
be counted to have her own. Feeding her yours
is patronizing. Feature lists we don’t need.
6 http://www.atpm.com/11.08/atpo.shtml
7 http://www.atpm.com/reviews/
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About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Two New Outliners: Mori and iKnow & Manage
Your ATPO correspondent is embarrassed this
month. There is so, so very much going on the
outlining world, and all I can manage this month is
to introduce you to the two newest entries in our
domain.
(I’m still hoping1 that someone can help me put
together the monthly “tracker” feature that advises
on updates, changes, and news in the Mac outliner
area.)
Even though we’ll be talking about two outliners
only, it opens interesting territory. That’s because
both of these use a database under the user interface.
This is a non-trivial development.
You see, outlining started life in the “document”
model of files, where the entire document was in one
file, just as if it were a word processing document. In
other words, it had one beginning and an end, and
all the outlining did was work with the structure of
the document, initially just folding it.
Since then, ATPO-type users have demanded
clones, links, re-ordering, sorting, and gathering
functions. These things get harder and harder
when you think of each note as a section in a large
document. Still, many outline users work with outlines with the intent of producing a final document
for printing. And that means they’ll end up in a
document-centered application anyway.
But hey, today “publishing” is as likely to mean
publishing for the Web as for print. And at the other
end of the process, the note-taking and gathering
phase, you’re likely to vacuum up all sorts of things:
images, PDFs, Word documents, URLs, Web pages,
even RSS feeds.
So some of the outline-savvy applications we’ve
been tracking use a database under the hood. That’s
true of DEVONthink Pro2 and StickyBrain3 . Devon
uses a proprietary database, and StickyBrain uses
OpenBase4 , as does DayLite5 .

If you are new to ATPO, DayLite is one of the
outline-savvy task and contact managers we’ve been
tracking. Some of the others of these use databases
internally too. But here, we’re talking about outlining as the tool you’ll use to collect information, massage and work with that information, and eventually
use some of it in a publication of some kind.

Mori6

Mori Icon

The first of our two new outliners is Mori, which
comes from the developers of the unfortunately
named Hog Bay Notebook. ATPO regulars will recall that outliner fondly. Of all our power outliners,
it gave the biggest bang for the buck. It was the
cheapest, and yet had clones, links, and AppleScript,
the three biggies which no other power outliner seems
to have yet accomplished simultaneously. And it had
other interface goodies, some unique.
But Hog Bay Software has retired it and replaced
it with Mori, a completely new and somewhat diﬀerent product.
Perhaps no other event so clearly illustrates the
vitality of the Mac user base than that such a thing
makes sense. We are in the midst of an escalation
of power in the domains that outliners touch, and all
the innovation is here, on the Mac.
Basically what Hog Bay has done is re-engineer
the product to leverage the Core Data7 functional-

1 http://www.atpm.com/11.12/atpo.shtml

2 http://www.devon-technologies.com/products/devonth

ink/overview.php
3 http://www.chronosnet.com/Products/sb_product.html
4 http://store.openbase.com/index.html
5 http://www.marketcircle.com/
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ity introduced with Tiger. It is the first product I
know to do so. Core Data is a huge advantage for
Mac developers that can start anew. It unifies several cool things including a clean factoring of the interface from the “control” code and the database. It
uses an open-source database called SQLite8 . It’s almost a textbook case study of how proprietary and
commercial software can be creatively blended.
This Core Data methodology makes it easy to define boundaries of functionality so that third-party
plugins can be written. Hog Bay is banking on this.
Old-time Mac users will recall that Adobe had two
so-so products in Photoshop and Illustrator that they
couldn’t improve fast enough to best the competition.
So they opened up a plug-in market. A typical user
might spend more on plug-ins than on the basic application. This push eﬀectively killed the competition
for Adobe.
NoteTaker9 has a somewhat diﬀerent plug-in
strategy. It relies on familiarity with Java and plugs
in at the header level (which it calls cells) to derive and display cool content. (NoteTaker also has
strong AppleScript support.) Mori’s plug-ins, if I
understand it properly, can extend the functionality
of the application itself. Want a supertwiddle that
will wrangle headers in a peculiar way according to
your own search and gather requirements? Write a
plug-in!
The plug-in architecture is open10 and based on
the increasingly popular Eclipse11 framework. Installing and managing plug-ins is easy and done the
way outliners should, through an outline in the preferences! You’ll see that most of the functionality that
is provided already is by plug-in-like modules: blocks.

Mori Plug-in Outline

OK, enough about architecture and possibilities.
That’s where the news is and why we’ll want to follow
it. But what can you get if you buy it today (at $28)?
Opening Mori gives you a three-paned window.
On the left is an adaptation of the library and source
list that iTunes brought us. In several other power
outliners this exists as a drawer and serves as a sort
of Finder view and a way to readily navigate through
large outlines, or if you prefer, many outlines.

8 http://www.sqlite.org/

9 http://www.aquaminds.com/home.jsp

10 http://www.hogbaysoftware.com/project/blocks
11 http://www.eclipse.org/

Mori User Interface

This pane was a drawer in Hog Bay Notebook
and—as I say—others. Changing it to a regular pane
is appreciated because you’ll want it open all the time
and this way gives us a full toolbar across the whole
window.
It also contains “smart folders” that can be set
up much like those of iTunes. They aren’t quite the
ATPM 12.02
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multipurpose “agents” of Tinderbox12 . With those, “draft” and “finished” and make a smart folder that
you can search by all sorts of attributes and collect collects all the drafts.
clones that even change behavior or content according
to your scripts.
These smart folders are like those of iTunes or
Tiger’s Finder in that you set one or more criteria
and items are collected without hierarchy. In those
cases, as here, you can nest smart playlists or folders in regular ones. The hierarchy in Mori is a little
diﬀerent, though. Files can be nested under other
files, following its outlining tradition. At present,
Mori’s smart folders don’t allow as many criteria as
the Finder. But since this is controllable by plug-ins,
we can soon expect the ability to create smart folders based on hierarchy or linkage relationships (like
Tinderbox’s).
Mori has ordinary clones as well. It calls them
aliases, but deleting one preserves the other.
Mori supports links. These are links of the Web
Mori Columns
kind where a marked text block is highlighted and
jumps to a new note.
Clipping is supported by a Mori service with a
So far, the search among notes is rather simple.
few choices, and Quicksilver13 if you use it. Many
writers do, because it leverages the keyboard. The
notes in Mori are traditional RTF notes, which can include QuickTime objects. In other words, they aren’t
“grabbed” items like Web pages and PDFs like you’d
store with DEVONthink.
I’ve been giving talks recently as part of my professional activities. In these, I’ve started mentioning
diﬀerent sorts of ideals for Mac outliners. One in
particular is of interest here.
(Maybe we should have an ATPO on these
archetypes?)
Anyway, that one type would be a sort of superFinder that would replace the Finder for many tasks
if you were a writer. It would have outline navigation
beyond the current Finder, which is the worst thing
on my Mac. And it would have built-in gather, navMori Search Results
igation, editing, and linking. It would be infinitely
Mori supports columns, too. These also are rudi- extensible and tailorable.
It would be something between this great start
mentary at present: user-created columns can only
at
a
new power outliner and Path Finder14 , which
contain text. However, the underlying database supports all the usual types (dates, numbers) and I’m has a new version out. At this cost, you should pay
told that support for diﬀerent types and calculated attention to Mori as it matures.
One of our basic ATPO values is the ability to
values such as sums are close. At this point, you
add
and change structure, and to leverage the graphcannot use user-defined columns as attribute markical
display of text. Along those lines is the ability
ers that are used by smart folders. In other words,
to
drag
elements around. TAO allows you to drag
you cannot make a column that has a pop-up between
13 http://quicksilver.blacktree.com/

12 http://www.eastgate.com/Tinderbox/
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among diﬀerent sections of a big outline by splitting
the editing pane.
But I find it handier to drag from one window
to the other. OmniOutliner has terrific window-towindow dragging, but the windows have to be of different outlines. Tinderbox is great in that it allows as
many views of the same outline as you wish. You can
drag a structure from one view to another location in
the same outline in another view’s window.
Mori allows diﬀerent views of the same outline as
well, so you can do the same thing. (All the views are
the same three-pane window where Tinderbox allows
diﬀerent types of simultaneous views.)

And here’s the other new outliner this period. It
too uses SQLite, though it appears to bypass Core
Data.
(I expect as Apple builds more and more useful services into the operating system, we’ll see more
outliner-savvy applications that exploit them. At this
point, we have WebCore, allowing any application to
render Web pages; Core Data, a modular, integrated
database; Core Image, providing Photoshop-like image manipulation; Spotlight, a system-wide search
architecture (whose real impact will be global indexing for metadata); and, of course, the familiar QuickTime, which supports all sorts of media.)
What we have in iKnow (I’ll use the nickname) is
a simple outlining front end to a data base.
Imagine an ordinary outliner with a header list
on the left and a pane on the right that shows the
“note” associated with that outline. You’d be able
to manipulate the outline on the left in clever ways
and edit the note on the right. Many of our power
outliners look like this, though some display the notes
below or inline.
But the key concept is that you have an outline of
text notes. In some of our ATPO outliners you can
associate elements with the basic note: comments,
due date, a label, or whatever. Sometimes, you’ll see
these associated attributes as columns. But the idea
is nearly always that you have at the basis of the note
a rich text note or some media object like a PDF, an
image, or a displayed Web page.
Suppose you wanted more. Suppose with any
header, you wanted two text fields. Suppose you
wanted to build your own contact manager, and you
wanted fields for numbers, text, dates, and so on.
And you wanted these handled in the outline as if
they were notes. And suppose you wanted to search
on any value in any field using regular expressions.
And suppose that you wanted to merely reference
many of your text and image files and Web pages instead of importing them into the database, yet you
wanted the search to include those items. iKnow
would be something to consider.
Here’s why we are excited about it: what we’re interested in here at ATPO is how the notion of graphic
interface and folded text can be leveraged. I suppose iKnow will be competing with StickyBrain and
iData216 , both of which are also databases. (iData
was formerly known as InfoGenie and, before that, as
a System 6 desk accessory, QuickDEX. But it doesn’t
leverage outlining.)

Dragging From Diﬀerent Views

iKnow & Manage15

iKnow & Manage Icon
15 http://www.software-by-mabe.com/software/ikam.html
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For contrast, consider the already mentioned DEVONthink. It is a database, but it contains only one
sort of element, the “file.” It has means to display
and look in those files (whether imported or referenced), but the only thing it understands is words.
As a database, iKnow understands all sorts of
things other than words. But first I’ll tell you some
bad things about iKnow. The developer is a database
geek so he doesn’t appreciate that instead of using
terms like “stditem” and “refitem” he could simply
use “Item” and “Alias” for the notes that are now
data records. And concerning values, an “ItemValue”
is really just a value or a subitem if you wish, and a
“ValueRef” is an alias of a value or subitem.
The searches can be over all the values in the
database, but you cannot do what we have come to
expect with familiar “more search” fields. For instance, you cannot say “find me the item with the
text ‘boo’ in the comment field, and ‘Ted’ in the
Note1 field or if that field doesn’t exist ‘Mary’ in the
Note2 field, and in either case only if the record was
created less than six days ago.”
And though you can add structure hierarchically,
obviously you cannot yet form searches that look for
structure. For the external files, you cannot use Spotlight metadata in searches. And you cannot save
searches as something like smart folders.
Also, its pretty strict and limited about the kinds
of data it will accept. When it says “extended text,”
it means styled text only, not the sort of rich textand-media notes we’ve come to expect. And it handles images well when by themselves, but not PDFs
or HTML. You have to reference them externally
and open them in their ordinary applications to view
them.
But I suppose those things will all come to several
of the outliners we track and a few database front
ends we don’t.
OK. Let me show you the thing now.

ATPM 12.02

iKnow Basic View

The screenshot shows an example hierarchy on the
left using our traditional ATPO nomenclature. In
this outline, you cannot create folder-like containers.
Everything is a data record. So every “header” on the
left has a list of values associated with it, as many
notes and other elements as you wish. Again, you
can think of each item as a note with typed columns
(type meaning date and number and so on) but with
many notes if you wish.
Notice the first instance of Item 1b. That’s an
alias that is carried over with its children. If you’ve
been comparing outliners, you’ll know that concept
is rare. Usually only a header can be cloned, not the
header and the structure of everything beneath. This
is significant.
In this screenshot, we’ve included the toolbar and
excluded the info panel. You’ll note that what you see
is very much like a three-paned outliner, because in
this case we’ve selected in the top a rich text value.
Because we have, the contents of that note appear
in the simple (very simple) editor below. You may
also note that values of other, simpler elements are
displayed directly in the top pane.
Here’s another view below. This time we’ve collapsed the tool bar. I don’t like those things usually
anyway. And this time I’ve selected an image value.
There’s a simple image viewer. We’ve also displayed
the info panel as a drawer where you can see the comment field, encryption controls, hierarchy report, and
sort order.
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iKnow Info Panel and Value Alias

Oh, and notice that last value in the value list
(“ATPO Extras,” a referenced file)? I added that as
an alias. It points to a value in another item at a
diﬀerent level in the hierarchy. So we have two kinds
of clones, at the item or header level and at the value
level. Cool, huh?
There’s a search view that I won’t show you because it is so far the least impressive thing in iKnow.
Here’s what really turns me on. As with any outliner, you can drag and drop the elements of the outline on the left around, making clones and structure
to your heart’s delight. Now watch this. I’m going to
grab a value, say our picture of Mary, and move it to
another item. You already know I could have created
a clone of that value elsewhere, but here I’m actually
going to move it:

iKnow Dragging Values to Another Item

See that I dragged it from Item 1b (which itself
was a clone) to item 1a? I dropped it there, and there
it now lives. This is why I want you to play with this,
and if you think this kind of ready reorganization
valuable, encourage this developer to go further or
others to do something similar.
Since ATPO doesn’t do reviews, I don’t have to
go over the import and export capabilities which are
fine if you are dealing with well formed files, or if you
are content with external references. And there’s a
nice item template feature. iKnow is not scriptable.
It is $20.

Yojimbo17

Just before going to press, atpm sponsor Bare Bones
Software announced a new snippet/note manager,
Yojimbo. We won’t track it in ATPO because it
doesn’t allow any sort of user-induced structure—no
subgroups or anything outlinerish. It is a lot like
KIT18 with some easier input paths.
Its use is as a sort of static sock drawer that you
toss things into and recover by search, or persistent
searches in the form of smart folders. It isn’t intended for you to actually work with the contents by
structuring and maturing them. The purported target user is the mother of one of the developers, so
17 http://www.barebones.com/products/yojimbo/index.sh

tml

18 http://www.reinventedsoftware.com/kit/
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unlike other Bare Bones applications it is unscriptable.
We mention it because it is from a respected Mac
developer, and all these sudden entries in an already
crowded market validate this outliner use pattern.
Oh, and like Mori and iKnow it uses SQLite.
Copyright © 2006 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted
Goranson is senior scientist of Sirius-Beta.
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About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Dossier and Outliner Web Interaction

There’s lots of ATPO work going on behind the
scenes. In particular, we have made some beginning
progress on the Web site planned as a sort of wiki
companion to ATPO. Some folks have already volunteered to help, but we’d like others. We plan to
start with a wiki containing sections on an expanded
notion of outliner features and use patterns from our
earlier1 columns2 . As with the columns, we plan to
have comprehensive examples from the applications
we track. Naturally, this will depend on the community to build and maintain, but I have confidence
that it will work.
We may be able to announce something next
MacJournal’s Icon
month.
I’ve had lots of suggestions for forums, and other
We chose Dossier for three reasons. One is that
wiki sections. If you have some, send them to me.
MacJournal will soon become a version 4 product5 ,
changing and improving quite a bit. Another is the
Dossier3
outlining layout. MacJournal’s use is logical, what
I’ve picked Dossier as the outliner to examine this you might expect. “Folders” (which they call jourmonth. The reason is that I’m fascinated by how the nals) and notes co-exist in the outline as they do in
desktop and the Web (or what follows next on the the Finder. Dossier’s is diﬀerent, requiring a new
Internet) will be interacting in the future. Outlining pane for the notes list. And at ATPO we’re interseems to lean up against snippet, note and “knowl- ested in choices.
edge” management, writing workflows, and that stew
The third reason is Dossier’s support for the still
of things that are collected from and published to the rare “smart folders,” equally rare AppleScript supInternet.
port, and the ability to drag files, including PDFs, to
We could have chosen the very similar MacJournal4 be stored.
a more mature and arguably feature-rich product
with similar layout that also uses outlining.
1 http://www.atpm.com/9.10/atpo.shtml
2 http://www.atpm.com/9.12/atpo.shtml

3 http://www.vortimac.com/dossier/index.php

5

4 http://www.marinersoftware.com/sitepage.php?page=8

MacJournal’s Layout

I don’t suppose anyone can predict what will
come of Web publishing, so we’ll have to watch what
the market pulls us into. As OS X builds more
5 http://danschimpf.blogspot.com/2006/01/macjournal40a1.html
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capability into the operating system, other components become available (perhaps as open source)
and user conventions evolve, these Web publisher
applications get easier to build. So I expect many
blog-capable note-authoring applications from small,
even one-person programmer shops, each of them
exploring some small niche or new evolutionary path.

So far, it is unremarkable. As to the outlining
operations on the left, they allow the usual dragging
operations where the order and hierarchy can be rearranged. There is no cloning or linking of headers.
Input of snippets and Web references is minimal, but
you can readily drag a PDF or Word document and
have it display nicely as a note.
But if you are looking at this as a power outliner,
you’ll be disappointed, except for the happy surprise
that it supports smart folders that clone notes. It is
the cheapest outliner to do so.
Oddly, few programs that outline do this at all.
Mori6 and Tinderbox7 are the only ones in our power
outliner list that do this in the usual way. The screenshot shows the dialog where you set up your smart
search criteria. NoteTaker8 and NoteBook9 do it in
an unusual way.

Dossier’s Icon

Dossier, a $25 Cocoa application from Vortimac
Software, interests me. I never became aware of version 1 and presume it had no nesting capabilities.
It resembles some of our three-pane notebooks. All
of these diﬀer a bit in how they break up the three
panes. In this case, in the left pane you have a hierarchical list of “folders,” though the icon used is not
a conventional folder icon. In the top on the right is
a list of all the “entries” or notes in that folder. That
list allows room for provided columns (date created,
modified, and whether the note is encrypted).
Below on the right (or optionally on the far right)
in the third pane is the note itself in an editable field.
Below on the left (as with MacJournal) is a toggleable calendar.

Smart Folder Specification

Another feature I like—also rare—is the ability to
open multiple windows of the same document. You
can easily do that and drag and drop both “journals”
and notes as if they were in the same window. Notes,
incidentally, can be opened in their own windows as
if they were in a standalone editor.
Like the two new outliners mentioned last month10 ,
Dossier uses the open source SQLite database engine
now supplied with OS X.
The use pattern Dossier targets is “journaling,”
where most of the content is text notes generated in
the program. But instead of just private diarists, it
also targets that new brand of diarist we’ve called
a blogger. In this regard, Dossier runs up against
MacJournal and the heavyweight, Tinderbox.
6 http://www.hogbaysoftware.com/product/mori
7 http://www.eastgate.com/Tinderbox/
8 http://www.aquaminds.com/home.jsp
9 http://www.circusponies.com/

10 http://www.atpm.com/12.02/atpo.shtml

Dossier’s Layout
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The Blogosphere

A Personal Test

Blogging is publishing. A blogging tool needs to support the creation of the published material as well
as its publishing. Usually, we discriminate blogging
from other Web publishing as supported by some
server infrastructure and consisting of regular bits.
Outlining supports good writing by capturing
fresh ideas quickly in a structured system, gathering source material in an organized and recallable
way, structuring recalled and new notions to “make
sense,” polishing and publishing the result, and
storing it for recall or reuse in the context of other
material. In these functions, outlining acts as one of
the eminent ways of interacting with and displaying
documents.
The Internet factors into this in two main ways.
The first is that many useful sources, ideas, and references are found on the Internet, via mail, feeds,
pages, or whatever. Curio11 and DEVONthink Pro12
(via DEVONagent13 ) have special search engines to
facilitate this. Tinderbox and NoteTaker accept RSS
feeds internally. Many outliners are Web-savvy and
have facilities to store, reference, and search many
types of incoming information.
The second way the Internet touches is in the publishing task. Blogs present special challenges to publishing. Most blog clients now allow bloggers to treat
blog entries as if they were e-mail messages. So in
theory, we should see a confluence of traditional information snippers and stores that combine the features of applications like StickyBrain14 but that subscribe to RSS feeds, heavy duty mail applications like
Mailsmith15 that have the ability to quote and reference published material in the entry or not and by the
author or not, and popular blog clients like Ecto16
and MarsEdit17 that make the tunnel to blog servers
painless.
The better these tools, the better the blogs. I
expect many applications along these lines, and many
of those that leverage ATPO-noted capabilities.

Dossier attempts nothing so grand as what I’ve outlined. It is set up to make datestamped journal entries that then get seamlessly published to one or
more of the popular blog services or protocols: LiveJournal, Blogger, and Atom.
Outlining helps you manage your notes whether
they are published to one of several accounts or not.
And it helps, obviously, in collecting thoughts and
material for new notes—sort of notes-for-notes.
I usually don’t share with readers how I test these
applications. In general, what I do is move a big
project of mine over to NoteBook or Curio or whatever I want to be able to talk about in upcoming
columns. But the blogging exercise is diﬀerent because I don’t blog in the usual way.
(Oh, I opened a LiveJournal18 account just to see
how Dossier worked. The notes that were supposed
to be published were. But there’s a whole social networking dynamic at work in blogging that I couldn’t
dive into. I’m unable to say anything insightful about
that, or how this tool or outlining would support it.)
I have three projects that might look like blogs.
The first one is the one I usually use to exercise the
applications I talk about here. It concerns film commentary and a study. I’ll get to that in a moment,
but first I’ll mention the other two briefly.
I am engaged in a complex project that has distributed engineers and clients. It involves many principles and disciplines, and no one person understands
the whole thing. So we use all sorts of models, mostly
graphical in nature. I’m sort of a coordinator, and so
I must publish a blog of sorts to let everyone know
what’s happening, what’s changed, and so on.
What’s needed in this case is a graphical blog
where individual charts and diagrams are displayed,
blogwise. And a coherent Keynote19 -like presentation of the whole project that anyone can reference
or more likely grab to show some curious Congressman or whatnot.
We’ve exercised Keynote, Curio, and OmniGraﬄe20
with OmniOutliner21 , all with LinkBack22 in diﬀerent ways for the blogging parts, and most ATPO
power outliners for the front end. There’s a need for
an (unpublished) daily journal on this project. Next

11 http://www.zengobi.com/products/curio/

12 http://www.devon-technologies.com/products/devonth
ink/overview.php
13 http://www.devon-technologies.com/products/devonag
ent/overview.php
14 http://www.chronosnet.com/Products/sb_product.html
15 http://www.mailsmith.com/products/mailsmith/index.
shtml
16 http://ecto.kung-foo.tv
17 http://ranchero.com/marsedit/
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18 http://www.livejournal.com/

19 http://www.apple.com/iwork/keynote/

20 http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnigraffle/
pro/
21 http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnioutliner
/pro/
22 http://www.linkbackproject.org/
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column, we’ll report on the ConceptDraw suite23 ,
and you’ll know it was used on this task.
The second project is more like standalone blogging. From time to time, I get the itch to write
about something and publish it. This is new, so
I’ve only used three diﬀerent power outliners. These
short pieces (about 800–900 words) have a huge
amount of source material I keep in the outlining
tool I use to write it. No matter what outliner I use,
the “blogging” bit is a bunch of QuicKeys24 macros
that send the written piece into the ether where
it is translated into 7 or 9 languages, posted, and
distributed elsewhere25 .

All this research moves around among my test
outliners (and other applications). I budget no fewer
than four hours and often six a day to produce an entry in my “blog” of sorts, regular comments for ordinary readers on specific movies I watch27 . Each day
I receive many feedback e-mails on these comments,
all of which I store and many which I use later.
It is an enormous undertaking, and one that
depends on the ability of deep manual and automated structure. Smart folders and lots of ways of
assigning metadata are useful for this. Each new
tool teaches me something else about organization.
Last month we looked at Mori, which has some of
the same strengths of Dossier: SQLite, smart folders,
AppleScript, and multiple views that allow dragging
as if it were a split view of sorts.
I’ll tell you what I learned from Dossier (and
MacJournal). There are more ways to link workflows
than I thought, and I now see the Web as a data
store. The reality is that ATPO readers are so bright
and complex and imaginative that no tool will be
fully satisfactory. Probably several tools interacting
in diﬀerent constellations will be the answer for
many.
The way to connect tools can be by file transfer
(like OPML or something better but XML-based).
Or by embedding, like LinkBack or external file referencing. Or perhaps by nice custom scripts. Now
we have two new ways, maybe.
The first we hinted at last month, by perhaps integrating data in the Core Data facilities of OS X
and using diﬀerent outliner “front ends” on the same
data, for diﬀerent purposes. The second is the ability
Ted’s New “Blog”
to publish to and receive from the Web, treating it
as a readable information store as well as for “final”
But the third project that involves something like publishing. I expect Dossier to develop in this direcblogging is the one—the big kahuna—I usually use to tion. A final evolution may federate information in
put the ATPO power outliners through their paces. the Finder, on the Internet, and in Core Data.
I’m doing a study of movies. I have a huge amount
of background information for this study, everything
from film clips to notes. Everything. And it really is
huge and extremely structured. In fact, the resulting
structure is the very point of the study, which in short
is how to categorize film narrative. The report will
be an incrementally created online book26 , which is
hardwired to Tinderbox.
23 http://www.conceptdraw.com/en/products/cdsuite/mai
n.php
24 http://www.startly.com/products/qkx.html
25 http://www.project-syndicate.org/contributor/810
26 http://www.filmsfolded.com
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27 http://us.imdb.com/user/ur0643062/comments-index?o

rder=useful&summary=on
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Next column, I expect an exploration of workflow,
and the application we’ll play with along the way
will be ConceptDraw MindMap28 and its associated
suite.
Copyright © 2006 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted
Goranson is senior scientist of Sirius-Beta.

28 http://www.conceptdraw.com/en/products/mindmap/mai
n.php
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About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Outlining Workflows and ConceptDraw
In past ATPO columns, we’ve explored all sorts of
ways of looking at outliners. The idea is to play with
these in such a way that we raise choices about tools
and how interactive imagination works. We assume
that ATPO readers want to have some awareness
about how they work and choose their tools accordingly.
So we don’t review or recommend, but we do drag
out as many applications as we can during the column’s meander so that readers can have an idea what
the choices are. This month, we’ll look at workflows.
I’ve stayed away from this in the past out of pure fear
of inadequacy. Workflows are specific things. Each of
us will have our own proclivities, and those among us
who take what is dictated by the big developers without thinking—even those folks—connect tools up in
personal ways and bend them to suit.
And it isn’t just diﬀerences in combinations of
applications, or even diﬀerent goals (writing a book,
keeping a diary, etc.). It’s that people have minds
that work diﬀerently from each other. Bending to
the user’s imagination is what it’s all about, right?
So what I thought I’d do is start generically and
talk about more abstract connections among tasks
and urges. Maybe a framework of sorts will emerge.
After we’ve beaten that to death, we’ll look at the
ConceptDraw Suite1 , built around a mindmap concept. It isn’t the only application that’s gotten short
shrift in ATPO. Many others deserve attention too.
But this one may be the most unfamiliar, and it is
built on a really novel idea—a whole workflow.
By workflow we mean all the steps you go through
to do the things that form your life with your Mac. If
you were in the newsletter business, you might have
drawing programs, a photo manipulation one, perhaps a separate authoring or writing application, and
finally one that does layout. You may then have some
that make PDFs of, validate, compress, and e-mail
the product.
Nearly everything we do on our computers spans
diﬀerent tasks. Probably they span diﬀerent applications. Even more probably, you’ll have several work-

flows, likely to overlap in some ways. And if you are
an ATPO reader, you likely are unique.

Workflow Dimensions

In fact, ATPO readers will be so unique that we might
create a map on which you can locate yourself before
you think about tools.
Some dimensions of that map:
Waterfall vs. Spiral
You might have a set number of steps you go
through. Once a step is complete, you do not revisit
it normally. For instance, you might be someone
who brainstorms using a mindmapper and uses
NovaMind2 to brainstorm on the content and design
the structure of a document. Perhaps you’d make
some detailed notes. Then you might import into
OmniOutliner3 to write the document and refine the
structure a bit. Finally, you’d export to Word4 for
layout and to deliver somewhere. Each of these these
steps, once performed, would be irreversible. Often
this is called the “waterfall” method. Water never
flows up a waterfall, you see.
Or, perhaps you like to move back and forth between a styled outline and a mindmap. Inspiration5
can support tweaking and creating in each mode.
Tinderbox6 has something like this, too. You may
like the idea that you can see the thing in diﬀerent ways and shift back and forth. People who like
to name these methods call this the “spiral” model
because you improve by going back through prior
modes.
Dynamic vs. Static
A sister to the waterfall-spiral dimension is this one.
At one end is a workflow that produces a result that
once born stays the same, say a book. The content
of the artifact is static.
2 http://www.nova-mind.com/

3 http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnioutliner
4 http://www.microsoft.com/mac/products/word2004/wor

d2004.aspx?pid=word2004
5 http://www.inspiration.com/
6 http://www.eastgate.com/Tinderbox/

1 http://www.conceptdraw.com/en/
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SuperNote-card19 , TAO20 , and Tinderbox. (However, in the transfer you lose a tremendous amount—
only the outline is preserved.)
(JOE21 , MyMind22 , and iLiner23 export OPML.)
Some of the same methods apply if you are at one
end of the “Many Applications versus One” dimension. You can go from outline to finished product in
one application using Inspiration, Mellel24 , and Word
if your goal is a print document. Similarly, Curio25 ,
NoteBook, NoteTaker, NovaMind, OmniOutliner,
and Tinderbox can produce nice Web sites.
AquaMinds has just announced NoteShare26 , a
version of NoteTaker that supports full collaboration.

The other end of this is an artifact that is dynamic, that you intend to change. A blog is a good
example where new entries get added.
There might be diﬀerent workflows in the same
artifact. For instance, take atpm. There was a recent workflow that produced a redesign of the site.
It no doubt involved many steps and several applications. That’s a relatively static result. There are
parallel workflows that each atpm contributor uses to
produce content. In my case, I try to have it diﬀerent each time, but each column is static: No changes
occur after publication (except the adding of reader
comments).
So the content of atpm is dynamic, and any column is static as is the presentation of the thing.
This dimension is one that drove many ATPO
readers to outliners in the first place because outliners allow you to tweak content and structure endlessly
and publish episodically.

Top-down vs. Bottom-up
Some folks start with an outline of their project. By
this I mean they determine all the parts, what goes
where, and make some note about what goes “in”
each part. Then it is just a question of filling out the
parts and some tweaking by rearrangement. Let’s call
that top-down work.
Others start with a mess of stuﬀ, items collected
from all over the place together with notes that they
make. Over time, these folks gather these items or
perhaps they digest the parts and create new ones
always evolving. The evolution might be happening
while new bits are flowing in.
Certain outliners are better at this bottom-up
business, where a structured or organized document
or collection emerges from its bits.

Local vs. Collaboratively Distributed
Many of us have projects that are ours alone. So even
though we may be syncing among several machines,
the work and workflow is a personal thing. In this
case, nearly anything goes. We only have to be polite
to ourselves.
But we may have projects that require sharing
and collaboration.
Within that, you may have cross-platform needs,
in which case Word’s outliner, Inspiration, ConceptDraw, and jEdit7 files would be useful because
those applications have Windows versions as well. Tracking vs. Producing
Or you might use OPML sharing, which is sup- Here’s a dimension ATPO has mentioned before.
Outliners of diﬀerent types are useful for doing
ported on the Mac by Circus Ponies NoteBook8 ,
9
10
11
12
work,
particularly if the work involves structuring or
DEVONthink Pro , Frontier , hnb , iTaskX ,
13
14
15
refining
information.
Mori , NoteTaker , NovaMind , OmniOutliner
16
17
18 Outliners are also good at managing work. So you
and OmniOutliner Pro , Process , Pyramid/Incubator ,
might use your outliner for one, or the other, or for
7 http://www.jedit.org/
both.
8 http://www.circusponies.com/
I do this extensively. For instance, in writing this
9 http://www.devon-technologies.com/products/devonth
column
I collected all sorts of bits that I thought
ink/index.html
10 http://frontierkernel.org/
about and collected over six weeks or so, and over
11 http://hnb.sourceforge.net/
time I used a bottom-up method to put together
12 http://www.itaskx.com/software/en/default.htm
something that I hope makes sense.
13
http://www.hogbaysoftware.com/product/mori

14 http://www.aquaminds.com/

19 http://www.mindola.com/

15 http://www.nova-mind.com/

20 http://blue-beach-systems.com/Products/Software/TA

16 http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnioutliner

O/

21 http://outliner.sourceforge.net/

/pro/
17 http://www.jumsoft.com/process/
18 http://www.mindcad.com

22 http://www.sebastian-krauss.de/software/#mymind
23 http://www.mercury-soft.com/Top/newiLiner.html
24 http://www.redlers.com/mellel.html

25 http://www.zengobi.com/products/curio/

26 http://www.aquaminds.com/noteShareFAQ.jsp
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The ConceptDraw Suite

About three weeks in, I superimposed on the outline of the column another outline of tasks that I
wanted to do in creating the column. Some were todo items, others annotations such as “rewrite this,”
“check that,” or “get example screenshot.”
So this dimension isn’t quite a line with two ends.
It’s more like a triangle.
Diﬀerent outliners clearly are superior than others
depending on which corner of this triangle you find
yourself closer to.
DEVONthink Pro is good at starting with a mess
and building an outline, even using AI to suggest
structure.

Well, I guess I’ll leave general consideration of stringing together a workflow, to introduce you to one suite
that has a workflow built in.
We’ve mentioned ConceptDraw MindMap33
before, and briefly the associated project managers ConceptDraw Project34 and LeadingProject35 .
There are lots of sibling applications, so let me give
you what I think is the big picture. The developer,
Computer Systems Odessa is based in Ukraine.
I think the story is that they started with the
diagramming application, which they claim was not
only the first diagramming software on the Mac but
also the first commercial application on Mac OS X.
Then they grew a sibling mindmapping application, and from thence the program management one
and a couple others. This provenance is unique I
think and pretty cool.
They recently took the project manager and
cloned it, named the copy LeadingProject, and
are building a suite around it based on a diﬀerent
demographic—though I understand this relationship
poorly, even after several e-mails with them.
Our topic today will be the mindmapper-centric
suite. You can now buy a cross-platform suite that
has a good mindmapper (like NovaMind), a good
charting program (like OmniGraﬄe36 ), and a decent project manager (like, say, xTime Project37 or
Merlin38 ).
I gave the Mac equivalents above, not because of
much feature similarity. I don’t mean to imply that
there is. But if you look at NovaMind, OmniGraffle, and xTime Project, you’ll see delicious graphics with dropped shadows and Quartz transparency.
And you’ll also see Mac interfaces with intelligently
designed modern features like collapsable inspectors.
The bad news with the ConceptDraw folks is that
they are a Windows/Mac shop. And when that happens you get the dreadful conventions of the Windows
world.
Toolbars are squirted all over the place with inexplicable icons; medieval graphics, meaning the sharp,
unshadowed, non-transparent images we left behind

Special Project Types
If you happen to fall into certain niches, new possibilities open up. For instance, if you are writing a
screenplay (or a book that feels like a movie—which
many novelists do), you might start with NovaMind’s
screenwriting addition27 , which exports to a special
screenplay authoring application, Final Draft28 ,
which in turn links to its storyboarding sibling29 .
And as a final step you can automatically register in
a copyright database and display the storyboards in
Keynote30 .
Our next column will probably be on outlining in
multimedia, of multimedia, and for multimedia creation. It might take a while, and I’d really like to
hear from people in this area.
Clearly, some outliners go out of their way to support these project types, usually scripts, novels, and
project reports.
Perhaps you’ll find this map of help in exploring
how you structure your outliner-engaged workflow.
You may have read this and already said to yourself
that I missed a key dimension. Well, we are putting
together a wiki site at www.outliners.org31 . It’s now
accessible to an inner circle of readers who are working to produce a presentable first form. Soon, you’ll
be able to extend it publicly. If you want to help with
the setup, send me a private message32 .
27 http://www.nova-mind.com/Screenwriters/

4
4

28 http://www.finaldraft.com/products/fd-features.php

33 http://www.conceptdraw.com/en/products/mindmap/mai
n.php
34 http://www.conceptdraw.com/en/products/project/mai
n.php
35 http://www.leadingproject.com/en/main.php
36 http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnigraffle/
pro/
37 http://www.app4mac.com/xtimeproject.html
38 http://www.projectwizards.net/en/merlin

29 http://www.finaldraft.com/products/av-features.php
30 http://www.finaldraft.com/media/pressreleases/pr_0

40108-keynote_pro.php4
31 http://www.outliners.org
32 mailto:tgoranson@atpm.com
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The Mindmapper

five years ago; ineﬀective handling of styles. That’s
the bad news (and pretty much all of it). There are a
couple billion Windows users who don’t seem to mind
these transgressions, so let’s just set them aside for
now.
The integration of the ConceptDraw Suite can be
somewhat emulated in an irreversible waterfall by NovaMind, which exports to Merlin and Keynote. Merlin can build a project Web site. Both Merlin and
NovaMind import OmniOutliner’s native format (directly, not through OPML).
Oh, I guess I should mention price (of the download versions).
The diagramming application’s standard version
is $150. The Pro version adds basic scripting, more
libraries, and the ability to export to more formats
at $300.
The mindmapping application is $100 for the personal edition. At $200, you add multipage documents and the ability to export in forms that support the workflows we mention here: into MS project,
the ConceptDraw project manager, and Outlook (on
Windows).
Looking at the project manager, there is only one
version at $200.
Buying the suite gets you all three at $500 (otherwise $700 individually). It’s the suite we are talking
about here. All of these are Carbon applications with
no Universal versions yet (but the developers indicate
the next major releases—in the fall—will be Universal).
Through their LeadingProject aﬃliate39 you can
buy a bundle with just the mindmapper pro and
project manager for $250, which if I understand it
right is a much better deal.
The presenter is $200, the viewer free.
It’s not at all fair to compare to other Mac programs because the features don’t overlap much. But
if you bought NovaMind ($120), OmniGraﬄe Pro
($150), and Merlin (about $180), you’d be out $450.

The ConceptDraw MINDMAP Pro Icon

The mindmapper by itself is darn good. It comes
with a ton of templates. The screenshot shows one of
the templates before I started horsing around with it.
You’ll see about half of the available toolbars, plus a
library of symbols that can annotate the map. Think
of them as graphical metadata. I didn’t show the
library of shapes that can be assigned to nodes.

39 http://www.leadingproject.com/en/products/bundlMMP

ConceptDraw MINDMAP Pro

rj/main.php

I’m not a mindmapping expert, so I cannot tell
you from long, deep use of it and others. But I have
used it on a project and find all the features I expect with a mindmapper including collapsible nodes,
internal links, and multiple pages. Talking to other
mindmap users, primarily on Windows, it seems to
stack up well with the mindmapper competition.
You can distribute your mindmaps as images,
HTML, or PowerPoint files; as interactive readATPM 12.05
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only documents via ConceptDraw Viewer; or make
presentations using ConceptDraw Presenter. Export though OPML preserves notes, URLs, and
some other attributes. OPML is vague on these
things in its specification, but linkage between the
mindmapper and ATPO power outliners is better
than average.
A version to be released by the time you read this
will export maps and outlines to the iPod.
The Diagrammer

ConceptDraw Pro V

That’s just so you can get an idea what it is like. I
don’t really want to focus on the features of the thing
because it’s the integration that is the focus of this
column. But if you are comparing diagramming tools,
this one has better bézier control than most, and the
Pro version allows you to attach cross-platform BASIC scripts to objects, pages, and documents.
CS Odessa touts their rich set of libraries and
thematic wizards and indeed they are impressive.
You can buy versions of this application for the same
price that are optimized for network diagramming
and medical applications.

The ConceptDraw Pro V Icon

This is quite a powerful diagrammer. It doesn’t
make pretty shadows and transparencies like native
Mac applications do. That’s one of the costs of being
cross-platform. Even PDFs of fancy graphics using
these eﬀects made on a Mac sometimes go awry when
viewed on a Windows machine. (Transparency of fills The Project Manager
was added in a version that appeared after I started
this column. But it isn’t obvious; to apply it you
open the color palette, select Other, and a new palette
appears that has a transparency slider on it.)
So the drawings won’t be as pretty, but they’ll
be roughly as capable as you can make with
OmniGraﬄe—or Visio40 if you are on Windows.
Here’s a screenshot of ConceptDraw V with many
of its palettes:
40 http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/FX010857981033.a

spx

The ConceptDraw Project Icon

This is a rudimentary project manager as
these things go and is patterned after the $600
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The ATPO Tracker

Microsoft Project41 . It’s more for task tracking than
task management.
The primary elements are a list of tasks and subtasks in an outline with a few columns for time and
cost attributes of the task. Associated with that outline is a Gantt chart. Attached to each task or subtask is a list of resources (worker or material) assigned
to the task.
A key feature is that you can manage several
projects with the same resource pool.
Mac users will be a bit unimpressed by this application in the suite, because we are used to integration
with individuals and groups in the Mac Address Book
and linking with iCal for some scheduling and alarms.
Most of our project managers have a broader notion
of resource as well. We can attach or associate all
sorts of documents, e-mails, and such to a task.
Also, the Gantt chart drawing tools are remarkably rudimentary given the drawing tool background.
So unless you are looking at it as attractive because of the integration among elements, by itself it
won’t attract you. The version I used (2.01) was broken in a few minor ways: the HTML help wasn’t
connected to the help menu item and had to be requested separately; and the customization dialog pictured therein wasn’t available (with the “Preferences”
menu item grayed out.
Here’s a screenshot of one of the examples that
comes with it:

This part of ATPO was envisioned as a sort of
newsletter on happenings in the Mac outlining community, with an emphasis on “tracking” the progress
of what we call our herd of power outliners. It has
been a while since the last tracker, so I thought
we’d take a snapshot of where these are. Please be
reminded of the ATPO stance: We don’t do reviews,
and what follows is not a feature comparison. Instead, they are simply some notes on elements that
we track. All of the products have generous trial
periods.
I thought you would appreciate the time to be
comprehensive, so this tracker summary has no
screenshots. We’ll add them to the wiki. If you are a
power user of one of these, perhaps you’ll help with
comments, analysis, and screenshots.
Our ATPO power outliners are:
Curio42
$129 Pro version ($79 Home version, $39 Basic
version).
Many users will be happy with the
Basic edition43 . Curio is a unique product. It is
a two-pane outliner where the “note” is a freeform
canvas that can be used for a spatial and/or graphical representation of information of a huge number
of types. It is, if you will, a notebook for visual
thinkers with a built-in Web search agent.
What’s been recently added (version 3.1.1): some
real outliner capabilities (as lists, no collapsing for
instance); hoisting; a strong presentation mode;
LinkBack44 ; a host of “property” controls.
What ATPO likes: You can have outlines of canvases, and each canvas can have list-like outlines, and
each of those outlines can have any object as a header.
Objects can link to other objects, URLs, files, or AppleScripts. There are lots of style and property controls.
What it could use: Full scriptability would make
this a killer. Clones of objects.

ConceptDraw Project

DEVONthink Pro45
$80 Pro version ($40 Personal version without
An Integrated Workflow
scripting and only a few other features, $20 for
The ConceptDraw Suite case study needs more time Note version46 .) DEVONthink’s strong suit is colthan your reporter had this month. Look for it next
42 http://www.zengobi.com/products/curio/
time.
43
41 http://www.microsoft.com/products/info/product.asp

l

x?view=22&pcid=9329b63e-fc88-4628-9251-29963bc4bfe
6&crumb=catpage&catid=fab9617a-57ff-4789-9397-6dac
071b19b0
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44 http://www.linkbackproject.org/

45 http://www.devon-technologies.com/products/devonth
ink/index.html
46 http://www.devon-technologies.com/products/devonth
ink/comparison.html
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Mellel49
$49. Mellel is a strong, Mac-only word processor. It
targets multilingual writers, technical and business
writers, and others that need long, structured documents. It has a built-in outliner as an editable view
in a separate pane.
What’s been recently added (version 2.07): nothing so far as outlining. On the document side,
columns and section styles.
What ATPO likes: the ability to work with structure and content simultaneously within a structure.
What it could use: better outline display and manipulation options. On the document side, there is
a deep need for feature parity with the discontinued
FrameMaker50 . XML and SGML support.

lecting, categorizing, and searching information
collected from others. A wide variety of file types
can be “understood,” and either fully imported
or referenced. It has built-in pattern recognition
software to help you find documents with similar
“meaning.” A partner application, DEVONagent47
uses the same technology to include Web searches.
What’s been recently added (version 1.1.1):
Actually the Pro version itself is new, adding full
AppleScriptability and the ability to open multiple
databases.
What ATPO likes: The wide variety of types that
can be included is impressive. It uniquely provides
suggestions on how to group files into groups. The
association technology also gives better search results
of its databases than Spotlight.
What it could use: The grouping of files in the
outline adds a huge amount of meta information
about the files. The AI association technology
doesn’t seem to take this added meta information
seriously. It would be nice if DEVONthink integrated
better with some of the power outliners to build an
intimate workflow.

Mori51
$28. Mori is a new outliner from the developer of Hog
Bay Notebook, intended to have all of its features
and a stronger architecture for future growth. It’s a
new product and not yet as feature-rich as its predecessor. Still, it is the only power outliner with the
following: AppleScript, smart folders, clones, internal links, custom metadata columns. No other power
outliner has even three of these. Mori is based on
Tiger’s new Core Data functionality and has an open
source plug-in architecture.
What’s been recently added (version 1.2): custom
columns.
What ATPO likes: the clean interface, user
assignable columns, links, clones, and smart folders.
The ability to have two views of the same document and the way you can promote “lists” in notes
to outlines and vice versa. Scriptability, database
underpinnings. The open development methodology, which includes both an open source plug-in
architecture and letting users determine and vote on
features.
What it could use: agents like Tinderbox.

Inspiration48
$69.
Inspiration is a cross-platform integrated
mindmapping and outlining application. It is old
and mature. Though it now exclusively targets
secondary education, it is a strong writer’s tool that
allows switching back and forth between text and
graphical structures.
What’s been recently added (version 8): access to
a large Web library of symbols for pasting. Improved
rapid-fire brainstorming in mindmap mode. A built
in thesaurus.
What ATPO likes: I has an un-Mac-like interface,
but it is well constructed. It seems easy for writers to
settle into, though it lacks the advanced manipulation
commands of others on the list.
What it could use: It is an almost perfect system
for the topic of this column, an integrated workflow
where you can shift back and forth between brainstorming and polishing modes. But its export to
Word is imperfect. It lacks document structure in
named styles so none of that conveys on export, not
even to Word’s outline mode.

NoteBook52
$50. NoteBook is one of two on this list that use a
literal notebook metaphor: pages are stacked on one
another, have section dividers, a tables of contents,
and a number of rich indexes based on diﬀerent search
criteria. It is strongest in “notebooking,” for instance
in taking class notes. Multimedia can be in outline
“cells,” and rudimentary metadata can be assigned.

47 http://www.devon-technologies.com/products/devonag
ent/index.html
48 http://www.inspiration.com

49 http://www.redlers.com/mellel.html

50 http://www.adobe.com/products/framemaker/main.html
51 http://www.hogbaysoftware.com/product/mori
52 http://www.circusponies.com
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What’s been recently added (version 2.1 immanent): LinkBack; iCal syncing; PDF creation with
links.
What ATPO likes: This is the best implementation of outlines of outlines. Each page contains an
outline (or now, a “word processing” page) and all
pages are organized in an outline. It has good persistent search facilities also.
What it could use: a better drag methodology all
around for links and outline-to-outline rearranging.

it is designed, it can be used in many ways: as a
writing tool, as a collector’s notebook, as a task or list
manager, as a lightweight spreadsheet. Its flexibility
is apparent in the free and very useful “getting things
done” add-on scripts by Ethan J. A. Schoonover55 .
What it could use: It lacks key features ATPO
trumpets, namely internal links, smart folders, and
clones. Its support for live Web viewing and some
media types is underwhelming.
Process256
$39. Process2 is one of those applications that flows
well. It seems simple but is highly leverageable.
ATPO thinks of it best as an outliner built as a
project manager with project development tools
integrated. ATPO talks a lot about this strength
of outliners: the ability to work at two levels. One
level makes stuﬀ, the other tracks the making of the
stuﬀ. It simply has an outline of tasks and allows
you to make notes or attach and view a variety of
associated files.
What’s been recently added (version 2): iCal
sync, Bonjour collaboration, Spotlight, and custom
columns.
What ATPO likes: It uses Tiger’s Core Data so
it is scalable, fast, and clean. It isn’t complicated.
It does a few things and well, one of them being our
valued manage-while-you-work.
What it could use: It has a three-pane setup in
its main view where one pane has the header in outline mode and another has the “note” associated with
that header. In this pane, you can create notes or
view attachments, one at a time. A neat badge at
the top of this pane shows the file type and name.
The problem is in assembling your project from your
attached sources. Process needs a well-designed drag
strategy.

53

NoteTaker
$70. NoteTaker also uses the notebook metaphor of
stacked pages of outlines with tables of contents and
rich indexes. It seems to focus more on richer media
types and features and has many of both. Development is aggressive. Integration with a variety of
Internet technologies is strong.
What’s been recently added (version 1.9.10): The
big news is that a partner application, NoteShare
($150), has been released with all the capabilities of
NoteTaker and which allows collaborative authoring.
With the appearance of Tiger, NoteTaker added Automator, Spotlight, and Dashboard support.
What ATPO likes: It is fully AppleScriptable, has
good XML support, and has an open plug-in architecture for cells. We like how it solved the drag problems
with stacked outlines. Has a good clipping strategy
for getting things in.
What it could use: It still has a less elegant user
interface than others on this list, and it has no distinct equivalent to a “note” or paragraph entry so
integration in a publishing workflow is stymied despite the XML and scripting support.
OmniOutliner54
$70 Pro edition ($40 otherwise). OmniOutliner is
probably the most widely used on this list, was the
first OS X outliner, and has been bundled on new
Macs. It is elegant and mature, a conventional outliner in many ways. Its strengths are in how it fully
supports columns and styles. It has an extremely polished and well considered user interface. It has strong
AppleScript and XML support.
What’s been recently added (version 3.5): 3.5
added LinkBack support, version 3 added Spotlight
and Automator support.
What ATPO likes: This just flows with the Zen
of the Mac interface and in many ways seems more
Mac-like than Apple’s own applications. The way

TAO57
$30. TAO is something of a phenomenon. It is
designed to replicate and improve on the venerated
MORE. If you think of it as a writer’s tool instead of
a notebook, it has a relentless list of features which
we won’t list here. There’s an update every few days!
What’s been recently added (version 1.1): Spotlight and multimedia support. Growing support for
named, CSS-type styles.
55 http://kinkless.com/

56 http://www.jumsoft.com/process/

57 http://blue-beach-systems.com/Products/Software/TA

O/

53 http://www.aquaminds.com

54 http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnioutliner
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What ATPO likes: TAO values many things we Incubator59
do: clones, links, header manipulation/merging/splitting,
$49. Incubator is the successor to Pyramid. Its not
and split editing. It has a high-level view that shows clear whether Pyramid ($33) will continue to be ofthe document schematically. TAO has growing, fered.
apparently intelligent, support for named styles and
What’s been recently added (version 2.1.2): The
user-definable columns.
whole incarnation as Incubator is new. New features
What it could use: It’s so rich in some ways and are nicer curved connection lines; relocatable branch
deficient in others. The main problem—how can we locations with nice alignment and distribution consay this—is that the user interface isn’t as competent trols; collapsible branches; and an outline view. Plus
as the soul of the thing. It’s a mess compared to links, internal and external.
the others on this list, almost proudly un-Mac-like.
What ATPO likes: It supports multiple canvases
Featurewise, the biggest need is AppleScript support. (pages). Beyond that, ATPO likes the mere fact that
these guys exist. Featurewise, this has been the unTinderbox58
derdog compared to its competitors. Now it is pretty
$192 initially ($90/year thereafter for upgrades). darn good. We often like to work with generated text
Tinderbox is the most capable of the power outliners only. Incubator doesn’t allow images as nodes and all
in most respects. It has remarkable smart agent that, so if you want to stick with plain old fashioned
capabilities, clones, and links. It can shift between words, you might find this clean and useful as it fits
outline view and several graphical views, most no- the outlining paradigm more than the mindmapping
tably a “map” view where headers are boxes that dogma.
“contain” other boxes. Since its appearance, it has
What it could use: You can view the outline in a
always been the king in terms of most features plus drawer, but not edit it. If you could edit the outline,
its internal scripting language.
or at least edit notes, it would be a good alternative
What’s been recently added (version 3.06): Im- for text-oriented mindmapping because you could see
proved support for images. The ability to have and tinker with the outline and map in one view.
scripts act on notes without needing to collect them
as clones.
NovaMind60
What ATPO likes: We think this has the best $99 (Screenwriter Edition $119). NovaMind has a
user interface conventions for the things that mat- reputation as the most feature-rich mindmapper on
ter: dragging, cloning, linking. The map view is the the Mac. Because the Mac has such superior graphics
most Mac-like spatial thing we’ve ever seen, in terms and user interface conventions, some cross platform
of the original spatial-Finder metaphor. Tinderbox’s users claim it is the best overall.
internal scripting language is the most advanced and
What’s been recently added (version 3.0.19): Nopowerful of anything on the list. It’s native format is vaMind is now also available on Windows. The user
XML.
interface now employs collapsible inspectors. An edWhat it could use: AppleScript. Continued im- itable outline view is available. Lots of branch atprovement in the internal scripting language, partic- tributes have been added to support the screenwritularly advanced control over text manipulation in ing and project management/Merlin modes.
notes (which would be simple if AppleScript were
What ATPO likes:
This makes beautiful
callable). It has a weak multimedia, clipping, and im- mindmaps, and the features are cool, especially
port strategy. Manually editing attributes is clumsy. the rapid-fire ones. We particularly like the screenLinking with the file system is poor compared to al- writer and project management attributes and the
most any other on this list.
inspector interface. The editable outline view is
welcome. Import from OmniOutliner is one-way
•••
only, but very nice. The Web site export has cool
code to hide/show branches.
In addition ATPO tracks some mindmappers (in adWhat it could use: You can only have one candition to Inspiration, mentioned above):
vas per mindmap. (You can open as many individual
files as you wish, of course.) You can attach text
58
http://www.eastgate.com/Tinderbox/

59 http://www.mindcad.com/

60 http://www.nova-mind.com/
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Merlin63
145 Euros (about $179 dollars). Merlin is a strong
project manager built around several views in one
window. It integrates with iCal, Mail and Address
Book, and allows more attributes and reports than
others.
What’s been recently added (version 1.3.9): Spotlight and NovaMind integration. Gantt chart shadows.
What ATPO likes: The NovaMind integration,
obviously. It’s very cool to make a map and have a
complete project. Merlin also imports OmniOutliner
2 outlines. (The current version is 3.5.)
What it could use: Round trip among OmniOutliner, NovaMind, and Merlin. The ability to attach
files as resources. Scriptability (like the competitor,
Schedule64 ) and attaching of scripts to events. Also,
the graphical views have no display options. Again,
matching Schedule in this regard would be nice.

to branches just as you can graphics. But these are
not handled as notes in the export or outline. As
a result, the outline view is extremely rudimentary,
virtually useless for power outlining. It would be nice
to round trip to and from OmniOutliner. The screenwriting version could be stretched for all sorts of writing projects using a template system.
ConceptDraw Mindmap61
$200 (a $100 version lacks multiple pages and some
integration features). In the first part of this column
you were introduced to this capable, cross-platform
mindmapper. The Pro version has project management features.
What’s been recently added (version 4.2): Better
support for integration with the ConceptDraw and
Microsoft project managers. OPML export and import.
What ATPO likes: We like this for the reason we
displayed in the column: a workflow within a suite,
such as it is. What we didn’t mention was its good
integration with Microsoft Word. You can round trip
to and from Word’s outliner and retain the structure
and text.
What it could use: The whole line of ConceptDraw products is worth considering, but the
Windows user interface seems clunky when set beside real Mac applications. If the user interface
were re-engineered, the integration with its own and
Microsoft’s suites would be compelling.

ProjectX65
$199. ProjectX is much like the other two we track.
It appears to have strong chart support, Web publishing, and has nifty Dashboard widgets to display
task progress. It also integrates with all the core Mac
applications.
What’s been recently added: This is a new application, still oﬃcially in beta it seems. It won best of
show in last January’s Macworld Expo.
What ATPO likes: ATPO hasn’t gotten its filthy
mitts on a copy of this yet.

•••

•••

ATPO also tracks some outline-savvy project managers:

And finally the tracker reports random news:
• You’ll recall our appreciation66 of the classic
outliner Acta, which first developed some of the
interface conventions we still use. It is available
for free. With the loss of Classic on the new
Intel Macs (boo!), all these classic outliners will
be unavailable. So the original author of Acta,
David Dunham67 , is writing a Cocoa version.
Stay tuned.

iTaskX62
$84. iTaskX is a robust project manager with several
graphical views anchored by a task outline.
What’s been recently added (version 2.1): Spotlight support.
What ATPO likes: It has user controls over how
the charts are drawn, and the results can be lovely.
What it could use: User definable columns. You
can now attach one document per task. The outline
should be expandable to accommodate any number
of evolving documents.

• We announced with great flourish that Frontier was being made open source. Well, I
guess it was too late because virtually no

61 http://www.conceptdraw.com/en/products/mindmap/ove
rview.php
62 http://www.itaskx.com/software/en/default.htm

63 http://www.projectwizards.net/en/merlin
64 http://www.aecsoftware.com/

65 http://www.projectx.com/home.html

66 http://www.atpm.com/10.03/atpo.shtml
67 http://a-sharp.com
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one has jumped on the bandwagon. In that
same column68 , we discussed activeRenderer69
that was expected to grow to general linkage
with outliners. It has languished.

your only choice. Where Apple’s Address Book
allows you to collect contacts into groups, with
OD4Contact78 you can have nested groups.
Way cool. It is a full PIM, but it stores its
data in the Address Book, so you can use it
to just organize your contacts and use another
PIM if you wish (one that allows outlining in
task lists!), so long as that also pulls out of the
Address Book. OD4Contact is $55.

• In a few ATPO columns, we mentioned the
project manager Daylite (sometimes misspelling it as DayLight). Its version 3 is out
now and it has moved away from the outline
view of tasks. It’s an illustrative case against
outlining for some purposes. Yojimbo70 a new
information manager from a solid developer,
aggressively avoids outlining. We’ll explore
the ideas behind these decisions in the next
column.

• We’ve still been looking for ways to use
the Finder as part of a flexible outliner
system. If you are on this quest, consider
Spotlight metatags79 as part of your solution.
Or perhaps in Mail, a similar80 strategy.

• Jer’s Novel Writer71 is a new word processor,
obviously tailored for novelists. It features a
•••
built-in outliner. Interesting. It’s still in beta
with no documentation. The expected cost is Our next column will be on what it means to be a
unknown.
child. Send ideas and insights if you have them. Be
clever and creative until next time.
• SmartIdeas72 is a new cross-platform $59
mindmapper for school kids. ATPO hasn’t
Copyright © 2006 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted
worked with it yet, but it seems to have a
Goranson is senior scientist of Sirius-Beta.
unique feature: the ability to create elements
that zoom into new mindmap pages.
• At $35, MacJournal73 is now at version 4.
We mentioned the previous version in our
last column74 . Among other new features, this
version now allows nested “journals,” which
would look like folders in an ordinary outliner.
• In our very first column75 , we mentioned
outlining in Emacs76 , a feature-rich but
Mac-unfriendly editor.
Now you can get
an extremely Mac-friendly version77 . It’s free!
• ATPO usually doesn’t highlight any entry in
an outliner category. But if you want to use the
outliner paradigm with your contacts, this is
68 http://www.atpm.com/10.07/atpo.shtml
69 http://www.activerenderer.com/

70 http://www.barebones.com/products/yojimbo/index.sh

tml

71 http://jerssoftwarehut.com/AboutJNW.shtml

72 http://www2.smarttech.com/st/en-US/Products/SMART+
Ideas/
73 http://www.marinersoftware.com/sitepage.php?page=8
5
74 http://www.atpm.com/12.03/atpo.shtml
75 http://www.atpm.com/9.09/atpo.shtml
76 http://www.gnu.org/software/emacs/
77 http://aquamacs.org/
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About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Outlining Interface Futures
This month’s column deals with a rarely visited nature of outlining, focusing on some philosophy behind
outlining and some user interface issues. We won’t
highlight a specific example application as we often
do.
We still owe you the finish of the ConceptDraw
Suite column, started last column1 . But alas, we
were forbidden from using the insightful real examples we worked up, so there will be a delay while I
make up an example to substitute. Meanwhile, a new
version of ConceptDraw2 has been released.

users were hailing the “new” clean paradigm and
eschewing outlines.
Now, these are smart guys that make good software. What they’ve done, I think, is hitch their
wagon to a “new” notion of information tagging and
retrieval that we’ll see come into more visibility with
the use of “extended attributes”6 in Leopard. Other
file systems are beginning to use these, and the idea
of having standard ontologies from the semantic Web
means that you should be able to tag and find things
easily. “Ontology” in this context means a standard
vocabulary of terms and the relationships among
them.
It’s all connected to Steve Jobs’ statement that
the Finder is obsolete, meaning that hierarchical organization systems are obsolete. As with any such
trend, advancing the new unnecessarily means discarding the “old.” Something to think about here at
the ATPO, the church of hierarchies and structure.
Another event is the rather slow evolution of the
outliners.org wiki, which is intended to serve as a
community playground for those interested in these
things: techniques, applications, futures. No, I have
nothing to report on the progress of the wiki, as it is
in the hands of a few busy readers. But I have been
thinking about a section of the wiki that is dedicated
to exploring and perhaps suggesting futures for outliners. There’s a short list of features and directions
that come up every time. But what about the cool
new ideas that aren’t so immediately obvious?
So I’ve been thinking about ontologies and structure. It’s what I do for a living, too.
And the third event that motivates this column
is Mori7 . Regular readers know that I shift around
among power outliners. Call it a personality defect.
Now it is Mori’s turn to be heavily used at ATPO
headquarters. Heavily.
Mori’s developer, Hog Bay Software, has decided
to go with a business model that is refreshing and a
bit amazing. I bear no ill will to any developer, and
all sorts are involved in the ATPO community. Every

The Motivation For Revisiting Structure

What we will tackle this month has to do with just
what outlining can accomplish. It is prompted by
several recent things that came my way.
The first one of these was BareBones Software’s
introduction of a new snippet manager, Yojimbo3 .
You can read a good review4 of it in last month’s
atpm. It competes with a few established applications that are tuned to snippet collection and management. Plus, there are quite a few of our power
outliners that can incidentally do a good enough job
of this for most folks.
Most of these employ the outlining paradigm, because, well, because it makes sense as a way of organizing huge amounts of information. In a way, these
things do what the Finder would if it were better designed, so it isn’t surprising that many use hierarchies
with icons that look like folders.
Yojimbo collects all its stuﬀ in a few “folders”
that it calls collections. Hierarchy is not allowed.
When it was first announced, the Yojimbo mailing
list was ablaze with requests for nested collections
(and other things). Bare Bones made a strong case
for never having nested organization. (You can
read the thread yourself5 .) Soon, enough influential
1 http://www.atpm.com/12.05/atpo.shtml

p

2 http://www.conceptdraw.com/en/products/cd5/main.ph
3 http://barebones.com/products/yojimbo/index.shtml
4 http://www.atpm.com/12.06/yojimbo.shtml

5 http://www.listsearch.com/yojimbotalk.lasso?id=260
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one I have encountered is worth knowing. Truly. But
it is a bit maddening to be on the receiving end of
a product development pipe and just getting what
comes down, take it or leave it. In many cases, there
is no warning at all that something is even in the
works or that developer resources are applied.
The alternative seems to be open source8 , where
if you so choose, you join a distributed team of mostly
volunteers. You want a feature? Go out and program
it. You think that conflicts with a competing philosophy of another contributor? Lobby your guts out
on e-mail lists to try to convince others. I’ve tried it,
and it frustrates. Questions of deep design often get
watered down or avoided in open source.
I’d rather have a third way, where I pay someone
to program and to bring some sort of coherent philosophy to the thing. But I get to advise. He consults
me and takes me seriously. If something is hard or
has a high cost, he lets me know and tells me what
and why.
This is what Hog Bay is trying. It literally has a
voting system where you enter your feature request,
and the ones with the highest votes get implemented
first. It goes so far as to report sales and Web site
hits! This is more open than open software to me.
Much of the source code is open, and Hog Bay encourages plug-ins. There have already been some impressive ones.
Well, you can imagine my dilemma. Here I am, a
guy with ideas, and there sits someone asking. I’ve
decided to put the more general of the notions from
my ruminations here.

Paradigm number one: outlining shows what’s in
what. That’s the first paradigm which leads to the
first limiting expectation, that being “in” something
is like physical enclosure.

Files and Documents

Our second of three existing paradigms is the document paradigm. We wrote about the history of this
in an early column. It comes from structured documents where you have chapters and sections, and
perhaps subsections then paragraphs. Some documents, like technical and military manuals, are heavily structured for obvious reasons including introducing change. An outline provides a high-level view of
the document structure. So, for instance, you know
in your car manual which chapter deals with the engine, and within that the fuel system, and so on down
to the specific item of interest to you.
OK, so outline paradigm number two is that the
outline shows finer detail. Or rather, the outline is a
way of creating document structure, but in the user
interface may function a lot like the paradigm above,
where a desired paragraph can be found by looking
“in” such and such section and subsection.

Assumptions

Outlining is familiar and natural. That’s one of its
attractions. But if you think of it, it is natural because it is familiar. It is so familiar in fact that we
sort of constrain what we expect.
Let’s go back a bit. Apple popularized the desktop metaphor, which Microsoft and now everyone else
copied. That metaphor is pretty simple: you have a
high level space “on” which you have folders. Folders
contain other folders and files. That’s the rudiment.
The metaphor is simple, the notion of “in.” Things
are “in” other things.
Real files on the disk aren’t in anything of course;
this is just a way of organizing them. Now along
comes the Finder’s outline view so you can see what
is in what.
8 http://www.opensource.org/
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Tree-structured Data

Power outliners use all three of these, often with
the same product but rarely for the same task or
project. All three have a long legacy that goes way
back before computers. The bad news is that these
are so deeply rooted that we have a hard time escaping the assumptions that are behind them. Unless
we have some clever thinking, we may be locked in
these ruts forever. The longer we go without expanding, the deeper those ruts become and the harder to
escape.
The interesting thing is that so many new products are appearing. They are amazingly varied and
innovative, but not in the way they use outlining. No
one anywhere is escaping the limits or expectations
imposed by these three legacies.
Well, as the users that should be driving this community, we’ll fix that, right?

Structured Documents

The third could be seen as a synthesis of the other
two, but I prefer it otherwise. This comes from the
database world. Its the old Aristotelian model of
classification: plants, trees, deciduous trees, oaks,
pinoaks, southern pinoaks, that southern pinoak in
my back yard. This is a matter of what something is
and how to define it. It’s diﬀerent from the others,
usually.
Outline paradigm number three is classification
hierarchy. I won’t say much about this because it is
fraught with technical arguments. Let’s just say that
no matter what the limits and philosophical problems, it’s almost always the scheme of first resort Other Organizational Tools
What else is there? Lets break it down into two catwhen people organize things: lists and nests.
egories because outlining lives in two worlds. One
world is the logical world. If something is the child
of something else, that childness is a relation or attribute. But outlining is one of the few assignment
conventions that also lives in the user interface world,
where you can “see” the structure or relationship and
browse in some way.
Logical tools can easily be described by reference
to language, because in a way language is the representation we most commonly use when working with
meaning. So, roughly, if you can identify something,
describe its characteristics, its state (a complex one,
that one), and how it relates to or changes other
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things, there’ll be a common logical convention that
can readily be used.
It’s the user interface equivalents that are more
limiting. We have a very few ways of displaying information. Let’s count written language in here and
equations. Both are fairly graphical, using visual
means of diﬀerent sorts. But they’re pre-computer.
“Tag” Columns in NoteBook
What we have is tables (including lists and
columns), labels, annotative tags, styles, networks,
None of the products uses styles as metadata exand diagrams.
cept
a few that allow text highlighting to be a searchOmniOutliner, TAO, and Mori employ the userable
and somewhat user-definable attribute.
defined columns paradigm, though not as thoroughly,
Networks
and diagrams are a tough one. There
to appear as an actual table or spreadsheet.
are a number of formally-defined modeling methods,
and these can capture meaning well—many of them—
to do useful work. But for general purpose use we end
up with mindmaps and free-form diagrams.
Yojimbo and Leopard’s Finder will probably use
labels and columns.
The bottom line is that we have tons of logical
tools to annotate and characterize things and few
graphical conventions to display them in a way other
Tao’s Columns
than simply: colors, icons, keywords.
Oh. And then there’s outlining.

Swallowing the Whale?

I put you through that survey—somewhat boring, I
know—so that I could suggest that we start thinking
about a next generation of outliners, ones that perhaps escape the restrictive usage we currently have.
The downside is that the natural familiarity will be
lost for some time while users accept the broader
reach.
Here’s the simplest idea, one I’d like to see immediately. Smart folders are a good idea. They
extend the outlining idea in pretty radical ways. Few
outliners at present have them—Mori, Tinderbox,
Dossier—but I expect many to do so soon. The ones
that do collect notes do so without regard to the
hierarchy in which they rest.
Clones are a related matter. Tinderbox only allows you to clone a note and place it somewhere. Its
children don’t go along with it. Mori’s clones do carry
their children, but clones and what ends up in smart
folders are two diﬀerent things.
What I’d like to see is smart folders that can find
any combination of things based on any logical criteria and any metadata. We’ll leave out for now two
interesting elements of this: alternative logics and
how notes might inherit metadata by links to objects
outside the outline. For now, let’s suppose that we
really can have smart folders that find notes, make

OmniOutliner’s Columns

Almost all the products uses labels, following the
notion of the Finder that a visual object has a color
assigned. Sometimes these can be more than a short
list and have user-specified names and colors. But
only one such label per item is allowed. We’d need a
new manner of visually displaying for more than one.
But labels can be seen as one graphical convention
for a larger class of annotative tags. Products struggle with this, attaching keywords, categories, checkboxes, icons, and badges. Sometimes these have their
own columns. All of these are logically the same.
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clones, and carry those clones and all the children of
You’d need an inheritance hierarchy to show that,
the clones. (Obviously, you’d want to sort out double right?
entries where both a parent and child are found.)
No product does this now. Set it aside for a moment.
Now let’s suppose that instead of the smart folder
being passive, it were active. Here’s an example:
search for all the notes with a red label. Now you have
a smart folder with clones of all the notes. That’s passive. If it were active, I could drag a note to it that
had an orange label and its label would change to red
and an alias be added to the smart folder.
If I had two smart folders, one each for orange and
red labeled stuﬀ, then dragging an aliased note from
one to the other would have a predictable eﬀect.
Mockup of Active Headers

Now we are getting to the point that instead of
simple keywords we can have conditional states and
complex semantics assigned to a note, or a family or
any group of notes.
Hey, suppose you want to work inside the note and
assign attributes to a text block like we suggested in
a prior column9 ? Cascading styles? Defined in an
outline. Assigning them? As simple as dragging a
text block to the stylesheet parent and dropping it
on the appropriate child.
Scripts? The same. In fact, combining styles and
style sheets in this way is a natural. Whether we like
it or not, XML is what we need for portability and
longevity. And XML, my friends, is a specification for
nesting assignments, like the ones we’ve been talking
about.
Maybe with all the new types of outline objects,
you’d want columns of outlines with some indicator
of function, like we impishly suggested in a fictitious
April Fools column10 .
And that’s stuﬀ that is probably doable now.
Now. What you lose is the absolutely foolproof
simplicity that outliners have now. That’s not to
be tossed away lightly. But what you get is something that could be useful to Yojimbo, or Mori, or
its inevitable competitors, and probably something
worthy of the outliners.org wiki page on suggestions
for futures.
Leo11 , which isn’t very friendly to Mac users, can
have aliases that carry children, and incidentally can
have themselves as children. And any note can have

Mockup of Simple Active Headers

Now suppose that we weren’t dealing with simple
labels, but with more complex attributes. The outline would be a way of creating content, dealing with
structure of that content, defining metadata for that
content, and displaying and assigning that metadata.
All this.
Suppose you wanted to escape the limits of the
simple attributes that Leopard will use (and that
are already more capable than anything used in any
ATPO power outliner), and you wanted to go with
words that changed meaning depending on context.
Now I ask you to recall smart folders with hierarchy.
A trivial example might be in building a task list
and assigning an attribute to to a task to trash the
note when certain conditions are met. So it is tagged
conditionally. If it finds itself collected by an agent
that satisfies those conditions (like all the dependent
and linked notes are ready for publication), then its
state changes. Tinderbox can do this now in simple
cases. But what if it’s not the state of linked notes
you need to track, but the larger context of some
derivative in the outline?

9 http://www.atpm.com/11.08/atpo.shtml

10 http://www.atpm.com/10.04/atpo.shtml

11 http://webpages.charter.net/edreamleo/front.html
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Python code that executes, modifying the behavior of user interface conventions as Mori. But as an outliner
the outliner. It’s the only non-Mac outliner I know it isn’t in the power outlining class. Its claim for your
that can do something not yet found on the Mac.
attention is the ability to expose you to entries over
and over according to a schedule.
Links
The theory is that any note worth saving is worth
OK. So we’ve talked about two kinds of enrichment: remembering. Another theory is that repeated expological things that can be said about other things, and sure to a note “burns” it into the memory. Both of
an expanded sort of outlining structure of the second these are provocative notions. I don’t believe them
sort of those things that includes the first sort.
myself, but I’m probably in a minority based on the
There’s a third method of enriching, structuring: number of kids I see highlighting nearly all their textlinks. Several outliners allow links from text blocks to books. If you are inclined to believe these theories,
notes, more or less in emulation of Web links. Some take a look.
others allow links from text blocks or notes to text
There’s a separate issue here that MindBurn
blocks or notes. Tinderbox allows the links to be raises. Picking an outline tool involves deciding what
“typed,” which in this context means named or la- you think of your information and where you draw
belled.
the boundaries of useful information packets.
Even the simplest notion of links, in the right
Some of our power outliners think of notes as if
hands, can add a huge amount of structure. One they were discrete entities, files in a way. MindBurn
might say that the parent-child relationship is a spe- surely does. DEVONthink is in this school as well,
cific type of note-to-note link. Going further, if you and in fact can share resources with the Finder.
just focused on text-block-to-note or note-to-note
Others consider the whole outline as the thing
links, you could easily display and assign them using that has identity. Writer’s tools like Inspiration,
the drag to active smart folder strategy above. As TAO, or OmniOutliner (when used in this mode) are
new levels of the hierarchy sprung open, you could like this. It’s the whole thing, each note in context
go arbitrarily deep in the link network, even setting of the others and the structure of the elements, that
rules like highlighting the links that follow higher matters. “Burning” one of the parts of this misses
ranked notes according to a search strategy, or even the point that it is part of a greater whole, and that
a Bayesian learning agent.
whole might be what needs to be exposed.
My point in all this:
Others like Mori, Tinderbox, NoteBook, or NoteIf we relax our presumptions a bit, and see outlin- Taker can go either way, though Tinderbox has a
ing as a powerful user interface convention, it can be unique philosophy in this regard. Some of these prodused to satisfy all sorts of tagging, structuring, and ucts are more flexible in this matter than others, and
enrichment assignment and browsing. And perhaps the latitude on drawing fences around information elfor many purposes and users, it may be a preferred ements is something you’ll want to consider.
choice.
There’s a lot of life in the outliner world yet, and
we are just at the beginning of a new era in how we
interrelate and comprehend our information.

The ATPO Tracker
MindBurn12
All hail the Mac! It’s a constant theme of ATPO that
the Mac is the place for outliner experiments because
more clever and adventurous users seem to gravitate
to the platform. So we can expect lots and lots of
diﬀerent twists on the outlining idea. Here’s one.
What we have is an outliner that seems like many
others in how it handles notes. As an outliner, it is a
modern one, using Core Data and many of the same
12 http://mindburn.com/
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MindBurn

Circus Ponies NoteBook13
The by now venerable NoteBook has had a point
upgrade to 2.1. It adds LinkBack support, discontiguous highlighting, and major improvements in its
media frame support. Media frames are unique to
NoteBook, I think. Now you can frame more things
and better.

NoteBook’s Media Frames

Copyright © 2006 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted
Goranson is senior scientist of Sirius-Beta.
13 http://www.circusponies.com/
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About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Examining New Business Models
My Own Needs

very few instances it is not reinventing how we use
computers. (I cannot think of any good examples.)
So. Here I am beginning to put some real energy
into a new outliner-inspired user interface. And the
question I am dealing with at the moment is what
to do with it. Turn it into a sellable product that
incidentally services our existing projects? Give the
code away so that some open source community can
enhance it, sort of the Eclipse1 strategy? Patent it?
Write a killer ATPO column on it?
Some combination?
There’s some ATPO history in this area. In
one column2 I proposed that as a community we
establish a community project to create a better
OPML. It’s an outline exchange standard based on
XML. It’s widely used and pretty useless if you care
about power outlining. At the time, I had some
money to spend to seed such a thing. Essentially no
one responded.
In another column3 I proposed a community Web
site for the outliner community and got atpm to set
up a server and wiki. Though several readers expressed interest, nothing has appeared.
I’m sure there is a sweet spot for ATPO that’s
more than columns on existing products that somehow provides value for engagement, but we haven’t
found it yet.
That’s why this month, my mind is on novel business strategies and outliners. Hog Bay Software, who
publishes Mori4 , is the example. It’s an interesting
business model that I am supposing will prompt lots
of discussion.

As with all ATPOs, this month’s column comes from
my own experiences with outlining. But this will be
on an area we haven’t yet examined. We’ll look at
business models.
I believe that we are due for a whole new generation of software—radical stuﬀ—and that outlining
will be a part of it. I really believe this, in part based
on what I’ve seen professionally in terms of notions
that are just becoming marketable. In part it has to
do with being steeped in the Mac outliner community. Outliner users (and developers) are generally
the cream of Mac users in terms of creative folk, and
Mac folk are the cream of creative users of computers.
In some prior columns, we’ve mentioned some
ideas that sound exciting to me. We’ve started to
actually design a system here on a research project
that uses some of those advanced ideas: outlines
of video components (not outlines with videos in
them, but videos decomposed and composed like
documents); outlines that use columns to link all
sorts of diﬀerent worlds (like ontologies, features,
facts, and video components as well as the ordinary
lists and narratives); and linking between two logics
or set of relationships by dragging from one outline
column into another. Also word-level metadata.
It’s cool stuﬀ, and we may describe it here.
Or not.
You see, there’s the problem of business models.
If the software is going to be radical, might not the
way it is developed, disseminated, and used be radical as well? The standard business model is that
someone makes the software as a product that is sold.
Well, not really. What is sold is a “license to use” in
pretty much every case, and that carries all sorts of
restrictions.
The only significant alternative so far is open
source. I think we’ve had enough experience with
open source software to know that the first era
produced truly awesome stuﬀ (BSD Unix, Emacs,
Apache) and the second era which we are now in
is producing tons and tons of “me-too” software
that might be better in some cases. But except in
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Mori, a New Approach

Hog Bay Software did an odd thing. They sold a
darn good outliner product, Hog Bay Notebook, that
had features no other product had, and still doesn’t.
But they discontinued it for Mori, a wholly new product with a diﬀerent design. At the same time, they
introduced a novel business model.
1 http://www.eclipse.org

2 http://www.atpm.com/11.04/atpo.shtml
3 http://www.atpm.com/11.12/atpo.shtml

4 http://www.hogbaysoftware.com/product/mori
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What makes the business model unique is how
open Hog Bay Software is. I mentioned last column
that for my purposes it is more open than the conventional open source. It’s neither free as in free beer
nor is it completely open in terms of all code being
accessible to anyone. But I as a user can actually
influence the direction of development, and see that
influence. If I am a licensed user at $28, I can receive the complete source code if I ask. And if I am
curious, I can even go to the Web site and track site
statistics and even sales!
If you go to the page that describes the product,
or read the documentation, you will find an honest
evaluation of what it will not do and which competing products might be better if you are looking for
something outside its design parameters. Refreshing.
I’m not exactly sure this model can work. Mori
is placed in a context where so many people use it
for so many diﬀerent things. Outliner users are remarkably clever and highly individualistic. So if the
“community” is going to depend on a centered consensus, maybe it won’t happen.
On the positive side, the forums so far seem to
be characterized by good sense. Jesse, the head (actually the only) developer imposes a sense of coherence, and there are after all sorts of constraints that
are imposed by the Mac technologies and interface
conventions Mori leverages.

outliners in using a document-centered model. Mori
is based on new Tiger underpinnings, primarily the
built-in database, and a disciplined programming approach called Model-View-Controller. That means
that each note is an entry in that database. Each
note uses Cocoa’s built in-text services, which gives
you a lot for free.

A “Factored” Development Approach

But it also means that some things that Notebook
could do, Mori finds harder. Handling of links and
attachments is less graceful in my view. Notebook
had a great capability to swap between outlines in
the left pane and outline-like lists in notes. That’s
gone in Mori, at least for now. (I misreported this in
an earlier column5 ).
On the other hand, this new architecture means
things can be added fast. Mori is highly AppleScriptable so any user can extend it that way. The database
is open, so you can get at it that way. (The database
literally is open source in the ordinary way.) But
more important is that the framework used is deThe Feature Request Forum
signed for plug-ins. Some very impressive plug-ins
have already appeared. Many things that Apple adds
So, we’ll see. Mori is $28. In prior columns we’ve come along for free, so if Apple makes a service or user
mentioned the features it has that no other power interface improvement, Mori will be among the first
outliner has in the numbers Mori does. It’s worth a to exploit it.
spin.
5 http://www.atpm.com/12.02/atpo.shtml
Some history that will be old for ATPO readers.
Hog Bay Software sold Hog Bay Notebook, an excellent product that itself was at the head of the pack
in many respects. It was like nearly all the pre-Tiger
ATPM 12.09
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User Access to Layers
Dossier

Here’s what it looks like. It’s a standard threepaned layout with an outline view on the left and
the contents of a note on the bottom. Above the
note is a mini-outline of the selected header on the
left with user-definable columns. Alternatively, that
pane shows search results if you have just performed
a search.

Journler

Mori’s Three-Paned Layout

Superficially, it looks like many other three-pane
outliners you can get. Though it has features the
others do not at the moment, some of the others have
some things Mori doesn’t. Will this radical business
model allow Mori to grow and improve quickly?
Here are screenshots of others that at least look
similar, use Cocoa, and have a three-pane layout.

Mindburn

ATPM 12.09
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swer is complicated: a strong yes, a no, and a strong
still needs work.
First, yes. If the goal is to make my job more fun
and make our software better, I think user-powered
software is doing a great job. We’ve got a core of
smart dedicated users who help spec out features,
write scripts, and even extend our applications with
plug-ins. It’s a fun process for me to be part of, and
they get better applications as a result.
Second, no it doesn’t solve everything. Software is
still hard to do, and the user-powered process doesn’t
solve that. It might even slow down application development sometimes because of the extra time needed
to keep the process running. The big problem is the
imbalance between users wanting things and users
and me doing things. This leads to situations where
a user spends lots of time writing up an excellent
feature request that unfortunately has no chance of
being implemented because I don’t have time to do
it.
Third, we can do better. The next long-term goal
is to find a way to get more people contributing to
the community. I think the way to do this is to setup
a system that rewards users for their participation,
but the details of how to do that are still a bit fuzzy.
Right now we are doing an initial experiment where
a user has taken over much of the development of our
WriteRoom product in return for a percentage of the
profits. This seems to be working well, but eventually
I’d like a more fine grained rewards system that will
notice non-technical people who spend lots of time
helping out in the user forums.
Please check out our site to see how user-powered
software works in practice.

Process

Because this column is an exploration of Mori’s
“community” business model, I’ll turn it over to the
community. You’ll hear from a few folks, starting
with Jesse, the developer:

The Developer Speaks—Jesse Grosjean

Hog Bay Software is diﬀerent because we have a userpowered development process. This process allows
motivated users to take part so that our software
can better server them. Our user-powered process
is built upon three principles: an online user community, open technology, and transparent operation of
our company.
Our online community of users tells us what they
want by making feature requests and then voting on
those requests. The voting process gives the community a clear way to communicate its priorities and
helps me decide what to work on next.
Our open technology strategy has three parts.
First, we provide strong AppleScript support in our
applications. Second, our applications are all built
on Blocks, our open source plug-in framework that
allows expert users to write and extend our applications with plug-ins. Third, upon request we provide
full application source code access to registered users.
We are lucky to have a bunch of really smart
and dedicated users who help make our software and
company better. In fact our logo was donated by
a user, users help write and edit copy on our Web
site, and users are also involved in naming and pricing products. In return for this help we try to run
Hog Bay software as transparently as possible, and
among other things we provide real-time sales and
Web statistics for everyone to see on our Web site.
That’s the unique way that Hog Bay Software
does business, but does it work? Of course the an-
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Jeﬀ Fisher

Ted’s note: Jeﬀ is a user who has been an early extender of Mori. The most widely used instance of
his work is the “getting things done” plug-in, shown
below.
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one can mold the application oneself. The first is the
subject of a portion of this article, so I won’t repeat
much of it here, other that to say that the transparency of the development process at Hog Bay is a
refreshing contrast to many other companies.
As for the second point, Mori has a lot going for
it. In addition to a very comprehensive AppleScript
dictionary, it is built from the ground up on a plugin architecture that makes it possible to extend the
program functionality in core ways. While AppleScript is great for inter-application operations, it is
not as well suited to complex and continuous intraapplication action. Mori plug-ins can add menus,
toolbar items, windows, preference panes, inspectors,
and background monitoring of entries and their values. I didn’t have much experience with AppleScript
or Cocoa programming but feel that I have made satisfying progress customizing Mori to fit my work.

The Mori “Getting Things Done” Plug-in

When I was looking at diﬀerent outliners, Mori
(actually its predecessor Hog Bay Notebook) seemed
at first glance a lot less flashy than others. However, once I started using outliners for my work, I
found that many of the outliners with decidedly attractive interfaces didn’t always provide the means to
add adequate structure to the content I was creating
or organizing. I kept returning to Mori: it had the
clones and links of HBN and had been rebuilt on top
of Tiger’s Core Data technologies to allow for better searching and smart folders. At the time, Jesse
was also working to add user-definable columns (a
feature that took longer than he expected but was
worth it in the end). Furthermore, it is important to
consider not just how well an application functions in
the present but how well it will grow into the future.
Very few programs that were in use ten years ago
are still being used today—what happened to the
data developed with them. Successfully migrated?
Abandoned? Lost? I wouldn’t commit my work to
anything that didn’t have a open, easily accessible
format, with multiple options for additional export
formats. Also the rich export allows one to integrate
the tool into a workflow that might include various
tools. However, it’s somewhat morbid (though necessary) to focus on how best to discard an application
and move on to the next, before you’ve even started
to use it.
More intriguing is to consider how that application might grow as technologies develop and as your
requirements change. The two factors that will most
determine the direction of this growth: the path that
the developer has laid out and the facility with which
ATPM 12.09

My Plug-ins
Note-chan
I originally wrote Note-chan (Japanese for little Mister Note) to help integrate Mori into my workflow
for research notes. I read all my articles using Preview for PDFs, and it was becoming cumbersome to
continually switch back to Mori to add my notes.
What I wanted was a small, unobtrusive, alwaysavailable input chute to my Mori notebook. Notechan started as an AppleScript Studio application
(for those that don’t know, AppleScript Studio allows you to build quite sophisticated interfaces to
AppleScripts using Interface Builder. Some of the
things that can be accomplished with the two are
quite impressive.) I was able to get quite far (through
three versions) using this combination of AppleScript
and Interface Builder; however, there exist some fundamental limitations in AppleScript concerning the
transfer of RFTD text, and that was hampering the
clipping of rich text and images from Web and PDF.
Consequently, I felt that to get the functionality I
desired, the only viable option was to convert it to
Blocks.
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edit, it will process the item: giving it a tag, checking
to see how “urgent” it is, or, if it’s complete, archiving
or recurring it.
dateTime
Another advantage of Blocks is the ability to incorporate user interface elements seamlessly into Mori.
You can add menu items, toolbar buttons, preference
panes, inspectors, etc., and they will appear right
next to the built-in ones. Thinking that some people
would want add a feature that needed some user interface, I put together an example plug-in that does
nothing more than insert the date and time into the
note field. Anyone who might want to try their hand
at writing a plug-in can download the Xcode project
and alter it to implement their code.

Note-chan

mori-GTD (mGTD)
mGTD began life as an AppleScript a little over a
year ago, when Mori was still Hog Bay Notebook.
However, it suﬀered from two major limitations: lag
when dealing with a large number of data read/writes
from the host application, and the requirement that
it be run manually to update the entries. When taken
together, these two limitations make it diﬃcult to incorporate the tool into a workflow. The slow I/O
might not be noticed for a single entry (e.g. a 0.2 sec
delay when you finish editing an entry), but when all
the entries must be processed at once, my 1,200-entry
notebook was taking 200–300 seconds to update. So
after getting a little experience with Blocks and Cocoa from Note-chan, I decided to transition mGTD
over to a full Mori plug-in.
Fortunately, the most diﬃcult parts, like synchronizing items between separate projects and contexts
lists, are all handled by the core features of Mori
(clones and smart folders). mGTD just sits in the
background and watches for certain types of edits to
entry values, such as adding a due date or marking
an item with an action tag. When it observes such an
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dateTime Plug-in

Future Work
I’ll try decoupled semantic—display styles when
I can find the time. I’d also like to implement
some true named styles in Mori, similar to that
discussed in ATPO6 . I imagine a markup where you
could highlight a line of text as “need to revise”
instead of just “yellow,” and the way that that semantic style would be displayed would depend on the
current editing mode. This is something that would
be impossible, or at least prohibitively impractical,
to achieve with only AppleScript7 .
In the end, I am confident that I can extend Mori’s
functionality suﬃciently to meet any new requirements that might arise for me; likewise, I am looking
forward to seeing what new plug-ins others develop
for it.
6 http://www.atpm.com/11.06/atpo.shtml

4
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Gordon Worley

plicated than it should be, but no one in the Mori
community has yet thought of a better way to do it
while maintaining localizability). But, overall, Blocks
is a nice architecture to work on top of. Much easier than dealing with the typical plug-in interfaces of
Mac OS X programs.

Ted: Gordon is another extender of Mori. He supplies
the ability to insert complex mathematical equations,
something I use frequently.
From my experience writing a plug-in in Blocks, I
have to say that it is both easy and fun. I’ve written
some plug-ins for other software, but Blocks made
it easy to do things beyond what the original developer may have had in mind for plug-ins. Typically
the plug-in architectures I’ve seen on Mac OS X provided limited access for plug-in writers because the
architecture of the original program can’t easily be
modified, but Mori is designed from the group up to
be easy to extend with plug-ins.

WriteRoom

We weren’t able to get Jeﬀ Alexander’s contribution
in time for this column. It would have concerned
WriteRoom8 . WriteRoom is a small stand-alone, free
application that gives you a “distraction-free” screen.
Wes Meltzer reviews WriteRoom9 elsewhere in this
issue.
It’s of interest to us because it is built on the
Blocks framework and was supposedly easy to create.
It is being passed oﬀ to Jeﬀ for future work. Also, a
tight binding with Mori is planned in the near future;
currently it works with everything.

Ted’s Wrap-up

It made sense to me to open the column this month
to users and to start with Mori. That’s because such
a novel business model is attempted. But wherever
I go on the outliner landscape, I find intelligent enthusiasts of outliners, every one. These folks—many
of them—are worth listening to. Should we do more
ATPOs along these lines? What outliner next?
Copyright © 2006 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted
Goranson is senior scientist of Sirius-Beta10 .

When I wrote Mori Math, it was based originally
on code I had written for a note taking application
I was working on in my spare time. I scrapped that
when I found Mori, and moved my code into a plugin pretty quickly. Mori provides a great platform in
which to work as a plug-in writer. I was able to easily
access all of the relevant data structures, and Jesse
was always around to provide support when needed. I
spent relatively little time making the plug-in fit into
Mori and most of my time tweaking Mori Math’s user
experience.
Of course, it wasn’t all roses. Blocks still has
some places that could use improvement, especially
the menu system (adding menu items is far more comATPM 12.09

8 http://www.hogbaysoftware.com/product/writeroom
9 http://www.atpm.com/12.09/writeroom.shtml

10 http://www.sirius-beta.com
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About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Writing Environments, Plus Two New Outliners
What a Writing Environment Is

This ATPO, we go back to our roots in one way, and
stray in another.
To judge from the links to past columns, the most
popular ones are those that listed the types of things
that an outliner might do. Then we gave examples
from existing outliners. The idea was that outline
uses vary all over the place, and outliner users are
often highly individual in how they work. So rather
than talk about whether one product was better than
another, it would be better to note what the various
capabilities were and let readers decide which might
suit them, and then follow the chain to a product.
Or bug the heck out of a developer to add a certain
capability.
We’ll do that now with writing environments, or
at least begin to. Here’s the method I plan. This
column we’ll just note the types of things I suppose
should be on a list of capabilities to consider. You
might call them features. We’ll list them this time,
with another list of the products we’ll draw from for
our examples. Then you’ll have some time to set me
right, correct, and add things. Next column, we’ll
redo the list, show examples, and give some discussion.
OK? It’ll be like the old ATPO days.
Where we are deviating from the ATPO model is
that many of the applications we’ll look at don’t use
outlining. You know, usually I’m pretty strict about
what we discuss here and at drawing the line around
outliners. But I’ve had many requests to address
writing, and it makes such sense to. Many ATPO
users are in the outliner community because they use
their outliners in workflows that produce some written output. I admit I am one of those. And it just
doesn’t make sense to talk about writing without
starting with the actual writing process and seeing
where it takes us.
The applications I propose to draw from are:

ATPM 12.11

Avenira $30
a http://returnself.com/avenir.php

BBEdita $125
a http://www.bbedit.com/products/bbedit/
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CopyWritea $30

Mellela $49
a http://www.mellel.com

a http://www.bartastechnologies.com/products/copywri

te/

Glass

Writera

NovaMind Screenwritera $199 ($99 without screenwriting)

$20

a http://www.nova-mind.com/index.html

a http://www.glasswriter.com

Jer’s Novel

Writera

Papyrusa $100

in beta

a http://www.rom-logicware.com/papyrus.htm

a http://jerssoftwarehut.com/index.shtml

ATPM 12.11
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Scrivenera in beta

Microsoft Worda $239

a http://www.literatureandlatte.com/scrivener.html

a http://www.microsoft.com/mac/products/word2004/wor
d2004.aspx?pid=word2004

SuperNotecarda $29 ($34 with screenwriting)

WriteItNowa $37.55

a http://www.mindola.com/snc/index.html

a http://www.ravensheadservices.com/

Z-Writea $29
ml

a http://www.stonetablesoftware.com/z-write/index.ht

If you have others that we should consider, let
me know. And of course we will also draw when appropriate from the ATPO power outliner list, which
currently has these (leaving oﬀ the journaling ones):

Ulyssesa $120
a http://www.blue-tec.com/ulysses/

ATPM 12.11
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Curio Proa $129 (versions at $79, $39)

Moria $40

a http://www.zengobi.com/products/curio/

a http://www.hogbaysoftware.com/product/mori

DEVONthink Proa $80 (versions at $40, $20)

NoteBooka $50
a http://www.circusponies.com

a http://www.devon-technologies.com/products/devonth
ink/index.html

NoteTakera $70

Inspirationa $69

a http://www.aquaminds.com

a http://www.inspiration.com

ATPM 12.11
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. . .and one of the two we add below. As with the
process we followed when looking at outliners, if you
know of a product on Windows or Linux that has
features that are not available on OS X, please let
me know and we’ll include them.

The Capabilities List

Here are the various notions, features, and capabilities that have been suggested to me. Treat these like
the outliner features: things that you might want,
each one being something that someone intelligent
absolutely must have.
More Than TextEdit
Whatever surrounds and supports the pane you actually do your writing in, that pane needs to support
the most capable editor you can find. That means
all sorts of little things that add up to big things.
Since the least feature-rich you’ll encounter is likely
to be the system’s built-in text editor—the same as
used in TextEdit—we’ll use that as a baseline. It’s
good enough for notes, but you might want better.
I think there might be a long list of possibilities under this, including folding and conditional text—also,
stuﬀ such as split editors and multiple clipboards.

OmniOutliner Proa $70 (standard version at $40)
a http://www.omnigroup.com/applications/omnioutliner

/pro/

Cocoa?
You might expect that your writing environment will
take clever advantage of everything Apple supplies,
so far as system services and user interface goodies.
Essentially, that means your environment needs to
have been designed as a Mac-only application with
Cocoa in mind.

Taoa $34
a http://blue-beach-systems.com/Products/Software/TA
O/en_index.html

Macros, Scripting
No matter how well the tool is designed, you might
want just that one capability that would suit only
you, or round out a peculiar workflow. That means
you might need extensive tailorability, flexibility,
extensibility. It may mean AppleScriptability, or
a plug-in architecture. It might also mean programmable triggers such as glossaries and shortcuts.
Full Screen, Diﬀerent Views
One of ATPO’s reasons to be excited about outlining
is because it allows you to shift focus from the entire
document or its structure to focus on a single element
on which you are working. This collection of features
concerns the focus. It might be an outliner hoist, a
full-screen writing mode, or some sort of other eﬀect.
It also covers the ability to switch from WYSIWYG

Tinderboxa $192
a http://www.eastgate.com/Tinderbox/

ATPM 12.11
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styles to styles and layouts more suitable for viewing, good layout program would include. Alternatively,
editing, writing.
for Web, blog, hypertext, help, or whatever non-print
mode, you need mode-specific publishing support.
Overall Structure
We’d include here version control and integration
This collection of features is the opposite end: various with content management systems. And we’re not
means to see the whole document or some substantial just talking text documents here; there’s the whole
part of it or its structure and the ability to relate the array of media types and delivery.
parts you are working on to that structure. Outlines
of various types are common, but graphical layouts EagleFiler
are common, too. This collection of features not only Leaving the zone of writing environments now, we
allows you to see and comprehend the structure, but look at a new application that qualifies for the
also to enrich and modify it. So links and clones come ATPO power outliner list, EagleFiler. First, some
into play in this bag.
disclosure. EagleFiler’s developer is Michael Tsai
who is C-Command Software2 and the developer
Marginalia/Annotations
of SpamSieve3 , a very highly regarded spam filter.
Now this one may not be optional. You need to
Michael is also the publisher of this fine periodical.
have some way to annotate what you are working
atpm is an all-volunteer eﬀort, but if I got paid, I
on. That might be by labels or tags, by column consuppose Michael would be my boss. But I don’t, and
tent, by notes, annotations, or by marginalia. Things
he ain’t. Still, its a relationship I should mention.
you might be interested in noting are the progress,
things to consider, or work to be done. Or you might
note sources—all sorts of things. Some of these would
be live only during the writing process, while others
might live on as footnotes, endnotes, and sidenotes.
I consider filtering to be associated with this, and
smart folders.
Styles (With an Emphasis on Structural Elements:
Tags)
We’ve done some columns on styles1 . There’s an awful lot to style management beyond setting text appearance for printing. It’s all about adding structure
to the document, all the way down to the character
level. Much of this structure may relate to support
for authoring.

EagleFiler’s Icon

Integration With Snippets and External References
This collection of features includes the ability to reference stuﬀ not in the document and to collect stuﬀ
from all over to include in some phase of the life of
the thing. It’s non-trivial. We should include here
tools to find and filter the things once collected or
linked. Also of interest may be tools to massage or
transform them as needed.

I think there will be a lot of attention given to
this application, with reviews far more useful to you
than this brief mention in ATPO. I’ll generally outline
what it is and then just focus on a few elements of
interest.
In terms of market, it competes in some way with
Yojimbo4 and DEVONthink5 . Both of those are
repository-type applications with special attention
given to ease of getting things in. Generally, once an
Export and Layout
item is in one of these applications it is intended to
Finally, an author generally needs to publish in some be relatively static. That diﬀerentiates this class of
way. So composition and layout tools for whatever outliner from more writer-oriented and note-taking
modes needed are important, or means to link to
2 http://www.c-command.com
special-purpose tools for this. Let’s include here all
3 http://c-command.com/spamsieve/
the variables and tables, indexes and such, that a
4
http://www.atpm.com/12.06/yojimbo.shtml

5 http://www.devon-technologies.com/products/devonth

1 http://www.atpm.com/11.06/atpo.shtml
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applications where the user is expected to create and
evolve material within the thing.
Yojimbo is designed to be so simple6 that the developer’s mother can see all the way through it. It
has no way to build structure and relate items, so
it isn’t interested in outlines. DEVONthink is at the
other end of a spectrum. It supports nesting, cloning,
and links. It has a useful “semantic grouping” assistant that finds internal structure based on matching
words and phrases, allowing DEVONthink users to
edit and create material. A recent version just added
a “full screen” editing mode.

The EagleFiler Layout (Showing Mail)

EagleFiler is missing stuﬀ we celebrate here at
ATPO, stuﬀ such as links and clones. It has some
prebuilt smart folders and columns, but you cannot
yet roll your own. I expect users to ask for these
things, and for C-Command to respond. Knowing
Michael’s background and his experience with SpamSieve, I would expect some very capable semantic
grouping to be added in the future. And I suppose
it will be diﬀerent than what DEVONthink oﬀers,
which is still leagues better than Apple’s Spotlight.
So much for the overall picture. There are three
things about EagleFiler that ATPO readers will be
interested in.
The first is in the way it integrates with the environment. In early ATPO columns we traced the
history7 of outlining and along the way we mentioned
Dave Winer’s creation of Frontier8 . Frontier was the
first scripting environment for the Mac, appearing
well before AppleScript! Dave is a diﬃcult man, but
I surely must give him credit for seeing the intimate
relationship between scripting and outlining.
“Scripting” in this context means more than controlling a single application. It’s all that wonderful
promise we hoped for more than a decade ago when
the concept first appeared—that applications could
be tied together in intimate ways, almost synthesizing new applications. Many of us really believed that
promise, and looked forward to the day when every
user’s “applications” were unique to their own imaginations and needs.
I remember my own joy upon installing an application that had no user interface and was just there to

DEVONthink’s Full Screen Mode

Many of our ATPO power outliners can be used
as a repository or clipping manager, but right now
these two apps (Yojimbo and DEVONthink) dominate. EagleFiler will probably introduce new users to
this domain because it uses the (by now) very familiar
three-paned interface and because it handles mail extremely elegantly. It’ll probably also steal many users
from Yojimbo because it is scriptable and leverages
hierarchies, both of which Yojimbo (a bit inexplicably, I think) has eschewed.
6 http://www.listsearch.com/yojimbotalk.lasso?tab1=s
earch&tab2=detail&skip=0&uid=440

7 http://www.atpm.com/9.10/atpo.shtml
8 http://frontier.userland.com
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be integrated into other applications by scripting. It
was a computation engine that had specific strengths
for engineering calculations and also (incongruously)
assembly of color sets, using rules about what works
visually. I was so excited that I travelled to meet the
guys doing it. Alas, with my old brain, I cannot fully
recall all the names. I think it was in 1993, the product was Sum Total, and the company was Concurrent
Engineering Tools.
But the idea faded, and AppleScript went through
a period of virtual abandonment at Apple, to be used
mostly by publishers with complex workflows with
Adobe and Quark products. AppleScript and other
scripting languages the Mac now supports are coming
back strongly, and we are in a new era. I think there is
a space, a huge one “in between” applications, where
outlining and repositories can really shine as part of
an integrated workflow. EagleFiler has stepped into
this space boldly. Good for it, good for us.
To understand what I mean, you’ll have to look at
the way it collects things. In ordinary apps, you have
to initiate an action, by keyboard or mouse and all the
innovation is in making that easier somehow. Tsai’s
thinking about scripts allows you to automatically
harvest stuﬀ. It isn’t a subtle diﬀerence.
And there’s another thing. The Finder is an outliner, at least so far as files are concerned. EagleFiler,
like many of the newer outliners, uses the built-in
Tiger database facility, the so-called Core Data, but
in a clever way. When you put things in a database,
well they are in a sort of black box. DEVONthink’s
(and Mori’s) user interface emulates a Finder view,
and you can drag things out of the database into the
Finder, but you are in one or the other. Yojimbo is
the same.
Look what EagleFiler has done. Files are actually
stored in the file system. If you trash EagleFiler,
they will still be there in standard form, just as they
would normally be. Core Data is used to store and
manage all the metadata that EagleFiler associates
with a file, which, needless to say, is scads more than
the Finder does. It’s about as open a method as you
can imagine. You can navigate to files in the Finder,
or Path Finder9 . Or locate them in the EagleFiler
interface and “Reveal in Finder” or Path Finder. If
you move them around in the Finder, however, you
may mess things up in EagleFiler, just as it is with
iTunes.
Because of the cool way EagleFinder integrates
with the Finder, you may find it very useful to ex-

periment with a writing environment that is based on
EagleFinder, Path Finder, and your favorite power
editor, such as BBEdit or Aquamacs10 .
The final thing to mention is something that really makes me smile as the ATPO gardener. In an
earlier column on user interface futures, I described a
technique that we are using on something we are developing here. There’s no reason that all the things in
an outline need to exist in the same universe. Some
of our power outliners already mix diﬀerent things
in their outlines. I’m thinking of how we accept socalled “smart folders” in our hierarchy. It’s often
made a bit easier by using an icon that looks like
a folder, but smart folders are diﬀerent beasts than
folders. They are saved searches, usually dynamically
updated searches.

Mori with Nested Smart Folders

Suppose we added yet more item types to the hierarchy, and we made them active, and we allowed
them to have drags to assign or change behavior. I
claim to have invented this and have explored all sorts
of diﬀerent behavior. It’s nice to see EagleFiler use it
in a simple, elegant way. One sort of metadata that
EagleFiler manages is the notion of a “tag.” The user
can create these and they appear in a Tags folder. If
you drag a file in EagleFiler to one of the tags (which
exists in the same source list as other folders) the
file gets assigned that tag. Tags are user-defined and
have an icon or badge associated with them. It’s a
clever UI for assigning metadata, and is generalizable
to any outliner.
10 http://www.aquamacs.org

9 http://www.atpm.com/12.03/path-finder.shtml
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Opal

But now Apple is abandoning support for Classic,
so David has re-imagined Acta in Cocoa for OS X,
and the result is Opal12 , available for $32. Acta and
Opal are “pure” outliners in the sense that there are
only topics, what ATPO usually calls headers. That
means there are no notes or comments, like you are
used to seeing with most ATPO outliners. No links
or clones either, and no named or level-specific styles.

Dragging a Note to Assign a Tag

EagleFiler is $40.

Opal

Opal’s Icon

In our survey of legacy outliners11 , we mentioned
Acta. It was an amazing piece of work in part because
it still worked well under Classic after all these years.
Acta was where those flippy triangles were introduced
Opal Styles and Images
to outlining, and it was one of the very first outliners
that would be recognized as such today. David DunEntries are fully stylable, though. Drag and drop
ham has kindly made Acta a free download for many is well supported. You can intersperse graphics (but
years now.
you apparently can’t play media files). Links to exter11 http://www.atpm.com/10.03/atpo.shtml
nal files and URLs are supported. You’ll find moderately good keyboard and scripting facilities. It opens
and saves OPML, but without note or column info,
obviously. It has folding, hoist, and “filter,” which is
a sort of search facility.
12 http://a-sharp.com/opal/
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Filters

Tao in a way is its closest competitor, mirroring the more than a decade-old competition between
MORE and Acta. (They are about the same price.)
If you choose to use Tao without notes and columns
and metadata (and palettes, oh those palettes!), you
will find that Tao has the traditional outlining commands that Opal lacks, things such as combining and
splitting topics.

Tao’s Simple View

But there’s a joy in using something that is clean,
apt, fast, and focused on pure outlines. And there’s
a special celebration that at least one of our legacy
outliners, one of our oldest, has survived to be reborn
in Cocoa.
Copyright © 2006 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted
Goranson is senior scientist of Sirius-Beta13 .
13 http://www.sirius-beta.com
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About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

Some Perspectives on the Worldwide Developers
Conference
This month, Ted Goranson returns! (For a bit.)
No, this is not an interesting ATPO-type
column. . .not even the long-promised “end all”
massive survey of features in writing applications.
This month is a sort of opportunistic column. It’s
a report on WWDC, the yearly Apple worldwide developers conference. At the end there’s a small offer to have readers review the upcoming, more traditional ATPO column on writing features.
I recently went to WWDC (dub dub dee cee). It’s
been held every year in early June (except last year)
or thereabouts since 1983. This is my first one since
before the Jobs era really began. I’m not one that
counts two Jobs eras, since he wasn’t all that giant
an influence the first time around. That notion is sort
of the centerpiece of my report.
WWDC presentations cover stuﬀ that we all agree
to include in the standard non-disclosure. Plus there
are other things that developers might discover that
come up there and elsewhere, and these are covered,
too. So I can’t talk about what I discovered technically. But that’s not very interesting in an ATPO
sense. What is interesting is the tone of what I saw.
To get this, you need to know my background.
I’m not a developer. I don’t write or manage the
writing of programs. Never have. But for almost 40
years now, I’ve been a research manager, mostly for
advanced defense and intelligence computer projects.
Research is something the average citizen never sees,
sort of like abattoirs, a steamy enterprise that delivers
stuﬀ in nice packages. I use the metaphor deliberately
because though research is what anyone would fantasize about if they understood it, its incredibly political and subject to the whims of all sorts of forces.
If you are interested in computing, then you might
be interested in the future of computing. Some of
that is determined by folks making the same old stuﬀ,
but a bit better. But the real future is from disruptive ideas, huge movements, amazing insights. And
if you’re interested in that, there’s a weather that
surrounds and empowers this sort of thing.
Apple Computer used to do real research. They
used to be a major player in the game of inventing
ATPM 13.07

futures. And the US Advanced Research Projects
Agency (ARPA—in Republican times, it’s DARPA)
used to be a player too. And NSA, the National Security Agency, that formerly super-secret spy agency
that is still the world’s greatest user of computing
power. It used to employ more advanced mathematicians and computer science researchers than anyone.
These two agencies and companies like Apple, Xerox,
IBM, and AT&T gave us what we have now, relatively unchanged in 20 years.
Before I retired, I was in that game peripherally.
I was involved from the government side, which sponsored MACH (which became the inner workings of OS
X), in NeXT (which NSA helped out a lot. A lot.)
and in Taligent (which was a joint venture among
Apple, IBM and HP to develop a truly next generation operating system). Taligent was housed in the
original Apple headquarters.
Now I head research that deals with reasoning
about media for a new Mac-centric company.
So far as Apple goes, the great period for potentially disruptive research was in my estimation between 1985 and 1995. I bring up this old history
because I’m going to contrast that with the current
WWDC experience. From a business strategy perspective, Apple was a disaster in that period. Market
share was slipping, and the company seemed surely
doomed. As we all know, Steve Jobs brought it back
to the force it is today through focus and a wise strategy. It’s a case studied in every business school and
remarked on by the technical and business media.
But from a technical and research perspective,
those years were golden. Apple may have been losing in the market, but that meant that the research
community within Apple was trying harder, making
“shoot-the-moon” bets. Apple was in the business of
inventing the future. Its reach was always ten years
out technically. Now, it is a solid refiner, an expert
design and engineering shop and the benchmark in
retail. They invent cool. They deliver cool stuﬀ now,
but they don’t invent it.
It’s a bit depressing. Xerox and IBM don’t do
basic information technology research any more, ei-
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ther. AT&T Bell Labs doesn’t exist, though someone
still uses the name. The NSA is a disgraced shell of
a once noble and important force. DARPA is constrained by Congress from doing anything adventurous and instead is chartered to make only things that
metaphorically go boom.
Let’s go back to Apple, say 15 years ago. In that
era, if someone had a good idea, they might be able
to “just start.” The company was highly fragmented
with many factions and competing philosophies. So
it was relatively easy for a small research project to
start and even grow to significant size. Often different parts of the company would have competing
solutions to the same problem. There were intellectual challenges around every bend. Survival was a
matter of working the internal intellectual ecology.
That’s where the developers came in. In those old
days, Apple research projects, many of them, reached
out to the community. Some were public and involved
folks outside Apple. Apple researchers would use this
community as leverage or justification for their efforts. It’s a common model, or used to be. So when
we had a WWDC, it was a jumble of agendas. It
was great. You could see right before your eyes the
tension out of which great ideas come. These were
the days when Macs and Cray supercomputers were
designing each other.
Now when we go to WWDC, we do it hoping to
discover what the unified team at Apple has finished,
mysteriously kept secret, and served up to us to play
with in the (mostly) consumer market. In the old
days, they not only told you what they were doing,
but they also depended on you to create support from
the outside. So those old WWDCs were a matter
of teams from inside and outside of Apple selling to
other teams. It was much like politics was in those
days: heady, contentious stuﬀ where a political party
was defined by the things that mattered enough to
argue about. Now in politics, and Apple, every message is controlled and homogenized. Stay on point.
I’ll give three examples of things Apple worked on
in those days that were the center of old WWDCs. I
mention them sometimes in ATPO columns: Dylan,
OpenDoc, and QuickDraw GX.

troversial, one of many such controversies involving
the language. We have always needed something as
powerful but more programmer-friendly. So Apple
set up a lab next to MIT, then the center of real AI
work in the world. It was also where Mac Common
Lisp was developed, the very best in existence (on a
general purpose machine). The project was named
Dylan, for Dynamic Language.
Even today, there are diﬀerences of opinion about
whether Dylan was a good idea, and whether the design was compromised in some way. But readers, this
was before Java, and by any stretch Dylan was far superior in every dimension and surely could have filled
the void that Java eventually did. Java succeeded in
large measure because it was marginally better than
the alternatives. Dylan was a good bit better.
Dylan, incidentally, had an integrated development environment called the Binder, which was a
combination Finder and browser. A plan was to redo
the Finder later with a “coding” view. Now imagine
that.
I believe it is quite true to say that had Dylan been
handled a wee bit better, the world would be a Dylan
world instead of a Java one, with fewer programming
barriers, and we would all be vastly better oﬀ. Dylan had its main enemies within Apple, and one of
its greatest battles was the fight to be the language
of the Newton. When it failed this, it was eventually killed. Ironically, Java (then known as Oak) was
being developed at Sun for portable devices like the
Newton, and was “repurposed.”

OpenDoc

People probably look at this wonderful thing we have
in the World Wide Web and believe that it is as wonderful as things could have been: that the evolution
of computing infrastructure always produces the best.
As it happens, there had been a number of solid designs for a hypertext Web, presented at more than
a few conferences. The beknighted “inventor” of the
Web merely implemented one of the simpler designs.
Many of us in the research community were appalled at how quickly it spread. Not that it spread,
but the way it spread, with narrow business interests snuﬃng out alternatives. IBM and Apple were
then the powerhouses interested in the future, and
they proposed OpenDoc as an advanced linkable
document architecture that would not only supplant
HTML but also a similar but inferior candidate for
the future developed by Microsoft. Apple eventually
released an OpenDoc Web browser, Cyberdog.

Dylan

Lisp is a programming language, generally regarded
as the oldest one still in use, perhaps tied for that
distinction with Fortran. It remains the basis of artificial intelligence work today, but otherwise isn’t
widely used. Explanations for why this is are con-
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Perhaps as with Dylan, it would have been impossible and lethal to fight the wind. Surely when
OpenDoc was killed, the battle was already lost. But
those of us trying to fix the Web now because of
stupid, avoidable early design decisions mourn those
days when people—people at Apple and surrounding
Apple at WWDCs—believed we could do better.

I recall. I saw few tattoos and fewer facial piercings.
Compared to the average crowd at Macworld Expo in
that same center, the developers were decidedly less
cool. Only one religious head covering.
Here’s a summary of the big results. . .
Apple is a bona fide force in the market now as
seen outside of the community. Their products are
the coolest and most useful. We all like that, to be
part of the winning team. But to be a genuine part of
that team, you really do need to do things the Apple
way. There are fewer viable choices than there were
even a year ago.
Many of the people that I talked to were in the
business of making things that would be disruptive
and revolutionary in their areas. So the innovation
is there, but instead of being led by Apple, it’s being
led by the developers using Apple tools.
A key development is happening in the Mac user
interface, and I’m a bit sad about it. Someone a
few years ago had the clever idea that the design of
the machine and the visual design of the software
should have something to do with each other. So
when we got colorful round, wet plastic Macs, we
had a user interface with those same features. When
we got brushed aluminum Macs, the user conventions
adapted. It’s a wonderful idea, to have this seamlessness between the inside and outside of the machine. I
am convinced it subliminally mattered to many folks
who use their Macs for creative work.
But we ended up with a jumble of conventions
(even with Apple-supplied applications) and nothing
was working now, so they just jettisoned the experiment and made decisions based on cognitive science.
Good, everyone’s glad. But that diversity seemed as
if it was the very last vestige of competitive internal
forces within Apple, and I was sad to see it go away
at WWDC. It’s being partially replaced by what may
be a stronger inside-outside metaphor: that pageflipping feature that was in iTunes covers and now
will be in the Finder. It’s a good substitute in terms
of the ambiguity of inside and outside spaces, but
I don’t see an immediate convention for ATPO-type
applications to usefully leverage. I imagine many will
use it anyway.
In fact, I think we will see three rather distinct
categories of Mac applications from here on. That
will be true of the applications ATPO has covered,
of the writing applications ATPO is looking at now,
and of the media-rich versions of those that probably
form the future of both. This last category is where I
am working. You know how in early ATPO columns

QuickDraw GX

For all intents, Apple invented the notion of a document on screen. They also invented the key notions of
integrated display and printing of text. Then along
came Adobe with something on Macs that was the
same, only better. It’s what we still use now, more
or less, 23 years later, a thousand years in computer
time. But Apple thought they could do much, much
better, and they created a radical display, font, drawing, and print technology called QuickDraw GX.
This was a jumble of ideas, some quite wonderful,
some poorly implemented, alongside “regular” QuickDraw. I was involved in some way, way cool user
interface research using GX. Quite honestly, GX allowed some things that even today, even after this
WWDC, are not possible and probably never will be
in OS X.

This WWDC

Well, that was quite a ramble, wasn’t it? The point
is that the last time I actually went to a WWDC it
was intellectually exciting. There were communities
and clubby meetings where deep strategic issues were
bandied about. It wasn’t just mechanics that showed
up, but visionaries. I was part of it. Everyone there
was, and you could feel things shifting fundamentally.
Every move was one into controversial and risky territory.
So already you’ll know that this WWDC was a
matter of culture shock for me. It was huge, reportedly 5,000 attendees (mostly developers one assumes)
and a thousand Apple engineers. The tone was all
diﬀerent. Apple now makes software to sell hardware, and it sells media to sell hardware. And it
invents and sells “cool” in order to support both. It’s
a diﬀerent model. Eﬀectiveness matters. Invention
is largely purchased, but that’s not unique to Apple
and in fairness Apple holds its own relative to others.
About one in 20 attendees were women, way up
from what I remember. I saw only a few AfricanAmerican faces the whole week. The type of person
was decidedly less geeky, less revolutionary, better
behaved, fatter, and more socially adept than what
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I made a big deal out of whether something was Car- Copyright © 2007 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted
bon, Cocoa, or Java? I think in the future that will Goranson is senior scientist of EchoStorm, working with inmorph to these three categories. They are:
telligent video.
1. Applications that follow the Apple lead
in nearly every way possible. Apple
has certain ideas about user interface,
metadata management, Web interaction,
text and media display and so on. These
frameworks are getting more and more
mature and complete. They make it
possible for developers to rely on Apple
for many things and concentrate on novel
and useful things instead.
2. Applications that strike their own path
but heavily leverage Apple frameworks.
These will be mostly Cocoa programs,
and integrate with some services like
scripting and media handling. But the
main architecture of the application is
outside the Apple norm. That means
they will be less likely to be “me too” in
appearance and functionality, less likely
to advance quickly in terms of features,
but more likely to oﬀer something unique.
3. Applications that mostly do it their
own way. Of course, these can still be
good Mac citizens, but for various reasons they “roll their own.” Naturally
this includes the big, legacy companies
like Microsoft and Adobe and some of
the multi-platform vendors. But it also
includes disruptive new visions that
haven’t been accommodated by Apple’s
narrowing (albeit deepening) focus.
I’ll ask you to fill in examples. At first I thought
of doing a mini-ATPO to illustrate these categories.
That would be nice, but as this column is already late,
we may do it after this monster column on writing
tools.

The ATPO Writing Survey

Yes, I am writing a survey of writing application features. These types of columns take hundreds of hours.
I am still soliciting input and advice and now have a
new request. When I have a reasonably complete
draft, I’d like some of you to review it for correctness
and completeness. If you are interested in this, let
me know by direct e-mail1 . Thanks.
1 mailto:tgoranson@atpm.com
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About This Particular Outliner
by Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com

A Progress Report
It’s been some time since you have heard from ATPO, great, there hasn’t been a significant advance in this
and I owe you a progress report. I’ll combine that area in ever so long.
with a few mostly unrelated, incidental observations.
It’s time for a major advance, and guess what?
After daydreaming, designing, and proposing, I am
A New Outliner
now actually building something. It’s risky, it’s amIf you’ve been reading ATPO in the past1 you might bitious, and there will be parts we’ll have to adjust as
have noted confusing information at the end of the we go. But I do think it’s a huge leap in the power of
column about my aﬃliation.
conceptual tools for personal and collaborative use.
Here’s the skinny on that. I used to run research
I can’t say much at this point, but it is a media
that looked at rather challenging problems in what outliner, meaning you should be able to outline within
constitutes knowledge worth knowing, how we assem- media. It’s Web-based. It does some things you’ve
ble it and make it live and matter. A key piece of this never seen before. We hope to make it free. Stay
is how humans interact with the machine. In an ideal tuned. You will hear it first in ATPO.
solution, the way humans think, the way the machine
“thinks,” and the tricks the user interface would use Our Writing Application Survey
to cross that boundary would all be based on the It’s coming, but it will be much later than any of us
same notions, both intuitive and formal. That little would like. These things take a huge amount of time.
statement hides many problems that will vex you if Be patient. I am using all the candidate applications
you let them into your life.
somewhat and three or four extensively.
They’ve been needling me for 40 years. Some
Avenir has become StoryMill2 , and Storyist3 has
time ago I retired because my lab became politically appeared.
driven. Many good people also left. In my retirement, those problems continued to haunt me, even The Macworld Show
down to matters of setting up my own personal in- I got a lot of positive feedback on my report4 on the
frastructure. I have some writing I want to do, and Worldwide Developer’s Conference last summer. So I
although I’ve been a longtime user of Macs, I now thought I’d give some remarks on the consumer verhad to rely on commercially available tools.
sion: Macworld Conference and Expo5 , just held.
It was larger than any in the recent past. It may
ATPO began as a sort of open search for tools that
I might use myself, using the insights I’d gathered be my faulty memory, but I believe in the OS 8 and
over the years about the very wonderful technique 9 days these things were larger and more exciting. It
of mixed graphic and text conventions that are the was before the Internet was such a force, and physical
core of outlining. Much of what I know in this area presence mattered more. New products really were
is courtesy of public funding, and I think best when announced at the show and you could get very good
presenting to an intelligent audience, so it made sense deals. In fact, I would save money each year just on
to do ATPO the way I did.
that score.
In the last year and a half, I’ve gotten involved in
The people used to be cooler, but then all people
some real, paying work again and successively worked used to be cooler, and the Mac was the platform of
myself into a situation too sweet to not be thankful media creators rather than the dominant platform of
for. ATPO has convinced me that although the set of media consumers. The old shows used to be mostly
tools we have now are robust and good, there really
2 http://www.marinersoftware.com/sitepage.php?page=1
isn’t one that does everything I want and can imagine 27
3 http://www.storyist.com/
wanting. In fact, though most of the ATPO tools are
4 http://www.atpm.com/13.07/atpo.shtml

1 http://www.atpm.com/Back/atpo.shtml
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software; now way more than half of the booths it
seems were either some hardware item or an “accessory.”
I saw nothing that amazed me, and that has never
happened before. The coolest things at the show were
from Apple, and that’s not the way it’s supposed to
be; big companies don’t take the risks and explore the
edges like the small, innovative guys do. I know of a
few way cool things that are around or in the pipeline,
but they weren’t at the show. When I complained
about this to a friend, he asked me what I would
consider “way cool,” something that I couldn’t leave
the booth without and show to my friends back home
with a swagger and flourish.
We came up with a couple of ideas, and one of
them was so cool that I just couldn’t leave the show
without arranging to make it happen. This would
be a small utility that will do something obvious,
cool and useful. It’ll be outliner specific at first, and
cheap, with a plug-in architecture.
So that’s the third promise I’m making as forthcoming oﬀspring of the ATPO experience.

sweet spot of 20 or 25 dollars, and that seems to have
stuck.
Four things have happened recently to make me
aware of this. I’ve already mentioned two: wonder
about the lack of innovation, and thoughts about the
value of the project I’m working on.
We also had the experience of Mori.
Hog Bay NoteBook6 was one of the first products
we surveyed. It got very high marks from its users
and always looked comparatively strong when we ran
though a feature survey. At some point its author decided that he could do even better and wrote the first
outliner to take advantage of technologies that first
appeared in Tiger. This new outliner-notebook was
called Mori. Mori always looked extremely good here
at ATPO because it supported features that were
rare. It also had a loyal base. Mori tried an innovative business model: the developer put the users in
charge of development with a fairly elaborate feature
request and voting system; he was extremely open,
down to even reporting unit sales on his Web site;
and he gave away the core framework of Mori in expectations that it would spawn an open source community.
This failed. Hog Bay Software is one man only,
and he just could not make a living. He had to
go get a “real job,” working on Mori after hours.
Eventually, he sold Mori to another developer,
Apokalypse Software7 , where it may thrive. Hog
Bay Software now focuses on simpler products,
where the eﬀort-to-cost ratio is more sustainable.
What went wrong? I think he charged too little, but perhaps he simply couldn’t overcome expectations from the user community about what things
are “worth.” It’s baﬄing to me. Everyone in this
community paid at least a thousand dollars for their
Mac, likely twice that. They pay a similar amount
for their phone and Internet access. This is a community where the biggest selling suites are $400 and
$900.
It is a community not anchored by children and
gamers but by people who do real work and who create real value with this category of software we’re
talking about. These products make money and save
time for their users, sometimes lots.
Well, around this time there was a discussion on
a small Google group dedicated to Mac PIMs. Now
these things do tend to be dominated by blowhards
and are probably not representative of the user base.

Software Costs

One of the things I’d like to do in a future column
once I get things out of the way, is to summarize
the technical issues and then spend some time on the
business issues. I’ve become more and more aware
that what we have in the creative tool space is not
a well functioning marketplace, and we are suﬀering
because of it.
In a working market, people would innovate,
prices would be determined by value, rewards would
flow, and consumers would get what they want.
There would be a spectrum of things out there
ranging from solid to experimental, comprehensive
suites to single utilities and accommodating all sorts
of tailored workstyles.
As it is, we have little innovation. Part of the
problem, as I have maintained since the first ATPO,
is that outlining is a user convention and not a product category. But the problem is not limited to outlining; I believe that much of the problem comes from
the fact that the pricing equation just doesn’t work.
People aren’t willing to pay according to the value received, simple as that. As far as I can tell, it’s purely
historical. One of the reasons must be the echoes of
the dotcom boom that we are still living with. We
seem to be getting a lot for free or nearly so as companies build market share. Another reason must be
that the shareware of 10 or even 15 years ago had a
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Or are they? A thread8 was started that seemed
to suggest that costs for something like Mori and
the forthcoming Now Contact replacement should be
much lower than they are.
And people agreed!
I think we need three big things to keep the
outliner-using application community strong. We
need better XML standards than OPML. We need a
revolution in user interfaces, adding more advanced
outliner-specific capabilities. And now I add a third:
we need a wider range of workable business models.
We need to work on these things as a community.
Copyright © 2008 Ted Goranson, tgoranson@atpm.com. Ted
Goranson is a senior researcher with Earl Research.

8 http://groups.google.com/group/macintosh_pims/brow
se_frm/month/2007-12?hl=en
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